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Abstract 
Business perfolTIlance is frequently evaluated from reported data in published annual 
reports. This thesis uses a new cash flow-based analytical tool to derive an additional 
perfolTIlance measure of a company, the Mount Cook Group. This analysis is 
compared with a traditional ratio-based analysis to test if the cash flow-based tool has 
provided any new infolTIlation. The time period examined is 1930 to 1990, covering . 
sixty years of significant changes, both within the organisation and externally. The 
changing environment helps to test the cash flow model in different circumstances. 
The quantitative analyses provided by the traditional ratios and the cash flow model 
are supported by an historical analysis which draws on documentary sources, and 
interviews conducted with past employees, and with members of the founder's family. 
Understanding financial perfolTIlance requires an appreciation of the qualitative 
factors influencing the organisation. The success of the Mount Cook Group was . 
attributable to the founder, and his son, who became the managing director, following 
the founder's death. The study therefore includes an examination of the influence of 
these people, and their entrepreneurship. 
There is a need to balance financial infolTIlation with non-financial infolTIlation, both 
from within the organisation and externally, from other influences, such as factors 
influencing the economic environment in which the organisation operates. The 
backward-looking perspective of accounting infolTIlation puts accountants in a poor 
position to offer their skills as business experts, and this case study illustrates the 
importance of forward-looking entrepreneurial views. 
2 
Introduction 
Tourism and transport play an important role in New Zealand's economy. This thesis 
will examine the business history of the Mount Cook Group, a pioneering company 
that operated in both of these sectors. The Mount Cook Group began in 1912 as a 
local transport operator in South Canterbury, and grew over the following 78 years to 
become a major transport and tourism operator nationwide. 
This thesis will apply a new cash flow model to the Mount Cook Group's annual 
reports to elicit new information about its financial performance. The cash flow 
analysis will be contrasted with a more traditional ratio-based analysis. The financial 
analyses will be supported by an historical analysis provided by both documentary 
evidence and oral evidence. 
Entrepreneurship became a theme in this thesis as the result of evidence of 
entrepreneurial behaviour by the first and second managing directors, Rodolph 
Wigley CRLW) and Harry (later Sir Henry) Wigley (HRW). Academic literature on 
entrepreneurship is expanding in a variety of disciplines, and this research adds an 
accounting perspective to the discussion. 
The historical analysis draws attention to the role of accountants in this business 
history. The accounting profession is seeking to transform its image from traditional 
bean counters to forward-looking business experts, I highlighting the relevance of 
accountants in the strategic direction of organisations. For this reason, the role of the 
accountants on the board of directors is examined. 
The research is presented in twelve chapters. Literature pertinent to this thesis IS 
reviewed in the first chapter, drawing on several disciplines. Business history IS 
briefly examined, before the cash flow literature is reviewed. The historical analysis 
identifies entrepreneurship as an important theme, and the literature in this field is 
reviewed. An overview of the tourism sector follows. 
Chapter two explains the research methodology which supports this thesis. The thesis 
is interdisciplinary and the methodology reflects this by drawing on several 
3 
disciplines. The research questions are presented and an explanation of the sources 
used is provided. 
The third chapter provides a brief summary of the Mount Cook Group from 1930 to 
1990, which is the period that this thesis covers. Financial data were not available for 
the earlier years of the company's life, so the analysis begins with the first extant 
report of 1930. 
Chapters four to ten each address a distinctive time period between 1930 and 1990. 
The time periods have been determined using the operating cash flow after interest 
and dividends (OCFAID) model and the chapter covers three analyses for each period. 
First, a traditional analysis gives an account based on the annual report that uses 
simple ratios and observations that an observer of the time is likely to have used. The 
second analysis utilises the OCF AID model, which provides a new dimension to the 
interpretation of the annual reports. The cash flow information often provides an 
insight not apparent from the traditional analysis. The third analysis adds the historical 
dimension to the thesis. It reviews other relevant materials as outlined in chapter four,. 
and the historical explanation of the company's performance. This third analysis also 
addresses the economic environment, and the competition that the company faced. 
The role of government was an important feature throughout the company's life and is 
also addressed in this section. 
Chapter eleven discusses the issues that the preceding chapters raise. It shows the 
different contributions that the three analyses have made, and addresses the research 
questions outlined in chapter two. Limitations and further research for each of the 
three analyses are addressed in this chapter. This single case study has the limitations 
that usually appear in this type of study, and the cash flow has raised some questions 
relevant to derived information. Further research opportunities exist for replication of 
this analysis with other companies in the same sectors, or in other times and places. 
Conclusions arc explained in chapter twelve which highlights the benefits that have 
been attained in using both financial and historical analyses. Conclusions relevant to 
the accounting profession raise questions about the retrospective outlook that 
accountants bring to business analysis and business operations, and the danger of 
operating without a vision of the future. 
4 
I Fogarty, 2001. 
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Chapter 1 
Literature Review 
Research relevant to this thesis arises from a number of different fields. It encompasses 
the discipline of business history, which can be viewed as a sub-discipline of either 
economics or of history. The accounting research literature relevant to this research is 
cash flow literature. Developments in the course of this research required consideration 
of the literature pertaining to entrepreneurship. The Mount Cook Group was active 
throughout its life in the tourism sector, so an overview of the sector is provided to 
explain the sector in which the group operated. Each field of literature is addressed in 
tum. 
1.1 Business History 
Business histories are seldom recorded, despite the contribution that businesses make to 
the shaping of society. I New Zealand is lacking a body of well-written histories in 
several industries, and this absence is a hindrance to understanding the practical effects 
of economic policies as they affect households and firms.2 Studies of individual firms 
could be combined to give a thorough understanding of industries or of periods in time, 
similar to the work of Chandler in The Visible Hand. Chandler's work falls into the sub-
discipline of economic history. 
There has been little written on the financial performance of individual companies in 
New Zealand. Two accounts ofMt Cook Group's development have been written by Sir 
Henry Wigley, a director of the company, and son of its founder, Rodolph Lysaght 
Wigley (RL W). These relate the human side of the company, but provide little of 
substance as an analysis of its commercial operation. Ville's (1992) review article of 
New Zealand business histories was harshly critical of the majority of existing business 
histories, as they are seldom impartial, or academically justified. This thesis will 
complement Wigley's work by being both impartial and focused on the business 
operations. 
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Wilson wrote: 
The main aim of business history is to study and explain the behaviour of the firm 
over long periods of time and to place the conclusions in a broader framework 
composed of the markets and institutions in which that behaviour occurs.3 
This thesis achieves placement in a broader framework by applying the cash flow model, 
and developing the information the model reveals with aspects of entrepreneurship and 
the economic environment. Consequently, literature relevant to cash flows is examined 
below. 
1.2 Cash Flows 
Cash flow information has been required under New Zealand's accounting standards 
FRS-I0 and SSAP-I0 since 1 January 1988. Overseas research has found that cash flow 
reports are not widely read by report users, suggesting that better education of report 
users is needed.4 The situation is likely to be similar in New Zealand, demonstrated by 
the scarcity of literature on cash flow information usage. 
Literature on cash flow has been confoy.nded by different definitions of operating cash 
flow. New Zealand's FRS-I0 defined cash flow, but has not defined operating cash flow 
other than implying that it arises from "all transactions and events that are not investing 
or financing activities".5 It distinguished three types of cash flow activities, defining 
investing and financing activities, with the residual balance being the result of operating 
activities. In the United States, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (F ASB) has 
been more explicit in showing how the operating cash flow can be calculated from the 
net income (SF AS no.95, para.28). While this approach shows the preferred method for 
calculating operating cash flow when the direct method cannot be used, a number of 
proxies such as net income before depreciation have been used and their resemblance to 
the operating cash flow has been specious at times. The literature has therefore spent a 
considerable amount of time and effort arguing at cross-purposes, while using 
incompatible definitions. Many articles fail to define or explain their calculation of cash 
flow, further confusing the issue.G 
Early cash flow literature used net income plus depreciation as a proxy for cash flow 
from operations. Largay and Stickne/ showed this measure to be a poor indicator of 
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operating cash flow. It was in fact a measure of working capital from operations. Their 
longitudinal case study of W.T. Grant, an American retail store chain, demonstrated the 
superiority of properly defined cash flow data to predict bankruptcy earlier than ratios 
involving working capital. 
Acceptance of the usefulness of cash flow data is not universal. Casey and Bartczak 
advise caution in adopting operating cash flow as "the barometer for gauging company 
performance,,8 (italics in original). They compared the predictive performance of three 
cash flow ratios, using COMPUSTAT data: operating cash flow (OCF), OCF/current 
liabilities and OCF/total liabilities, with six accrual-based measures which were not 
stated, but may have been shown in an accompanying illustration: net income/total 
assets, cash/total assets, current assets/current liabilities, net sales/current assets, current 
assets/total assets and total liabilities/owners' equity. They found that the accrual-based 
measures predicted success or failure more accurately. This is a biased study, as six well 
chosen ratios would be expected to outperform three alternative ratios. Casey and 
Bartczak would have produced a more robust study had they compared the same number 
of accrual-based ratios as cash flow ratios. Of more significance, however, was their 
finding that the operating cash flow had no marginal value when combined with accrual-
based ratios. The poor performance of cash flow information was attributed to the 
incidence of healthy entities reporting poor operating cash flow, leading to classification 
as financially distressed when in fact they were not. This could have an adverse effect on 
investment decisions. However, this difficulty can be overcome to some extent by 
accumulating the data over a number of years. A low or negative operating cash flow in 
a single period will quickly be compensated for if the entity is financially well, while a 
consistently poor performer will also become more readily apparent. 
Further research by Casey and Bartczak9 reaffirmed their earlier findings that operating 
cash flow provided no incremental predictive power in assessing financial distress. An 
acknowledged limitation to their study was the selection of the six accrual-based ratios, 
and the lack of use of non-financial information. This thesis addresses the non-financial 
information via the historical analysis that supplements the cash flow analysis. 
Aziz and Lmvson'slo study, which used COMPUSTAT data, confirmed the findings of 
Casey and Bartczak that cash flow info1111ation did not improve existing models. Their 
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research covered 1973-1985, which was prior to the release of SFAS no.95, so the 
reported cash flow information should be treated with some caution. Their addition to 
the literature was a finding that cash flow models tend to over-predict bankruptcies, but 
for the conservative investor cash flow models may be preferred for this very reason. 
In contrast, Gombola and Ketz, II also using COMPUST AT data from 1971 onwards but 
adjusting for changes in current assets and current debt to show actual cash flow, assert 
that cash flow from operations may contain information not found in profitability ratios, 
although they do not identify what this information may be. This aligns with demand for 
the reports,12 while evidence shows that users are unsure of how to utilise the 
information. Gombola and Ketz also recognised the weakness of some "cash flow" 
measures in use, and adjusted their data accordingly for all accruals and deferrals to 
calculate the actual cash flow. 
Criticism made by Singleton-Green \3 of cash flow information, which he based on net 
profit with adjustments for changes in working capital and "other differences between 
cash flows and operating profits," the largest of which he identified as depreciation, 
asserted that "net cash flow from operations was not a reliable indicator of financial 
performance." These comments were based on an analysis of several companies, 
comparing their net profit with their net operating cash flow for a single year. In 
response, Lee l4 raised concern about measuring performance in a single year, when a 
business operates on a cyclical basis. Singleton-Green highlighted that the cash flow 
figures, as with other figures in financial statements, need to be interpreted carefully. 
Fundamentally unsound statements will not be able to yield useful information. This 
highlights the possibilities of manipulating cash flow data. Lee reiterated Singleton-
Green's concerns on success/failure prediction based on a single indicator, and 
emphasised the different conceptual bases to profit and cash flow: "The ultimate bottom 
line in business is not profit: it is the ability to earn a profit on a transaction and realise it 
in cash tenns, and to do this repeatedly.,,15 The discussion between these two authors is 
important, in that it illustrates some of the misunderstandings that surround cash flow 
infonnation. 
Requirements to report cash flows suggest a need for this information has been 
identified even if the tools to use this inforn1ation are yet to be developed. New ratios 
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have been developed by Giacomino and Mielke16 using data from US published reports, 
therefore presumably in compliance with SF AS no.95, and others to enable the 
information thus presented to be utilised. They suggest a number of ratios that show 
sufficiency of cash to meet the entity's needs and efficiency of cash generation. 
A large number of short single case studies using cash flow data have been written by 
Lee, a prolific authority on cash flow information. He strongly advocates the adoption of 
cash flow reporting, and suggested the accumulation of several years to overcome the 
"lumpiness,,17 of cash flows. Particularly relevant to the present research was a case 
study of an English airline, Laker Airways Ltd, that went bankrupt in the early 1980s. 
Although Lee did not define cash flow in this article, he used a calculation that derived 
cash flows that corresponded with SF AS calculation and demonstrated that in a table. 
The cash flow analysis indicates difficulties in 1979, while the company continued to 
raise external borrowing until its failure in 1980. 
British Airways has also been subjected to a cash flow analysis. Arnold and Wearing18 
showed how British Airways had manipulated its results by writing down assets and . 
recognising severance costs prior to their payment. This led to a poor result in 1982 and 
improved reported results in subsequent years at a time when the government was 
contemplating privatisation. Arnold and Wearing's alternative accounting treatment, 
which combined cash flow information with exit prices, gave more moderate results as 
allocations between periods did not occur under their technique. 
British Airways' position differs somewhat from the Mount Cook Group (MCG) for 
three important reasons. First, British Airways operated solely as an airline, whereas 
MCG had several transport and tourism activities under its control. Secondly, British 
Airways was owned by the British government, which eliminated many of the 
challenges that MCG faced in its dealings with the New Zealand government. As a 
nationalised industry, British Airways had objectives other than profit maximisation,19 in 
the same manner as New Zealand's National Airways Corporation. Lee and Stark20 also 
looked at the performance of some British nationalised industries, and extracted new 
information from the published annual reports by deriving their cash flows. The third 
important difference was the very different geographic location in which the MCG 
operated. New Zealand is more sparsely populated than the UK, and therefore offered 
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the MCG a smaller pool of travellers (even after recognising the number of international 
visitors that used the group). The smaller population was also reflected in a less highly 
developed institutional society, thus generating less business traffic. New Zealand is also 
geographically isolated from other countries to a much greater extent than the UK, so 
diversity in the MCG's operations would have been more important for its survival than 
for British Airways. 
Cash flow is often criticised as a less sophisticated measure of performance than profit, 
but its advantage lies in its greater robustness against manipulation. Lee considered cash 
flow analysis as "complementary to rather than an alternative to conventional 
analysis.,,21 This complementary approach has been adopted in this thesis. Cash flow's 
lack of sophistication is somewhat ameliorated by the accumulation of cash flow data 
over time, rather than examining individual years in isolation. 
1.2.1 A New Cash Flow Tool: OCF AID 
Operating Cash Flow after Interest and Dividends (OCFAID) has been developed as a 
tool to measure changes in a company's liquidity arising from operations and thus as an 
attention directing technique for impending distress.22 It is graphed in conjunction with 
retained earnings and thus presents visually patterns of liquidity and profitability arising 
from operations. A cumulative basis is used to graph the OCF AID and retained earnings. 
Lee23 has also used accumulated cash flow data to overcome the inherent problems of 
periodicity. This approach has two major benefits. First, the accumulation of several 
years' data defeats attempts that may have been made to manipulate the data to give a 
good impression in any single year. Adjustments to show cash inflows a year early or 
outflows a year later will quickly be cancelled out by the accumulation process. 
Secondly, this overcomes the inherent problems of allocation and valuation, especially 
as the reporting periods become shorter than the operating cycle. As early as 1924, 
Hatfield acknowledged the "impossibility,,24 of apportioning costs of operating an 
economic continuum to a single year. OCFArD's role is valuable in this study as cash 
now data was not reported explicitly in the Mt Cook Group's annual reports prior to 
1989. As this cash now infonnation will have been derived using the indirect method, it 
is unlikely that the data has been manipulated to present a favourable view. 
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Robb and Lewis25 provided the following table (Table 1.1) to illustrate the derivation of 
OCFAID. 
Table 1.1: Indirect Derivation of Net Operating Cash Flow and OCFAID 
(hypothetical figures) 
Year 1 Comments 
Net Profit after tax and $1,000 If any interest has been capitalised it 
extraordinary items should be deducted from the reported 
Net Profit. 
1. Add back non-cash expenses: +750 Deduct any upward revaluations 
e.g. depreciation, goodwill written included in the calculation of profit 
off. or any transfers of profits from 
reserves. They are rare. 
1,750 
2. Add decrease in debtors or +50 Exclude any balances owing from 
Deduct increase in debtors the sale of fixed assets. These are 
rare also. Any tax refunds owing can 
be included with trade debtors. 
1,700 
3. Add decrease in inventory or 
Deduct increase in inventory -100 
1,600 
4. Add increase in creditors or +250 Exclude any balances owing for the 
Deduct decrease in creditors purchase of fixed assets. Tax owing 
can be included with trade creditors. 
= Net Cash Flow from Operations 1,850 This is the figure which would be 
(after interest and tax). shown in a Statement of Cash Flows, 
if presented. 
5. Deduct dividends paid 2,500 This comprises (Dividends Declared 
for the period less Proposed 
Dividends at the end of the period 
pillS Proposed Dividends at the start 
of the period) 
= Operating Cash Flow after (650) 
lnterest and Dividends OCFAlD 
Source: Robb and Lewis, 2002. 
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The calculation reverses the effects of accrual accounting to show the flow of cash. This 
cash flow is then accumulated over the period under examination to ensure that any 
manipulations of the cash flow, such as delays in paying an account or early recognition 
of earnings, have little effect on the overall view that is presented. The retained earnings 
are graphed over the same period and relate only to that period, i.e. they begin with a 
zero balance and accumulate over the same period. 
Robb's26 analysis adapted the terminology developed by the Boston Consulting Group,27 
postulating four main scenarios: a star performer, a problem child, a cash cow and a dog. 
A star performer had positive OCF AID and retained earnings while a problem child had 
positive retained earnings with negative OCFAID. A cash cow could generate positive 
OCF AID, but failed to retain these as shown by a negative retained earnings. A dog had 
both negative OCF AID and negative retained earnings. A fifth scenario provided a 
transitional state, where neither OCF AID nor retained earnings show any clear direction, 
but are possibly changing direction from an earlier trajectory. 
Appendix 1 contains the worksheets for each year that this thesis covered. The 
mechanics of this process are examined in more detail in Chapter 2. 
The OCF AID model has been extended in this thesis to examine both investing and 
financing cash flow in addition to the operating cash flow. Livnat and Zarowin28 
examined the specific inflows and outflows of investing and financing cash flows in 
relation to capital market effects. Investing and financing cash flows have played little 
role in financial distress analysis to date. Neil et al29 cite Bahnson and Bartley's research 
that used all three cash flows in their financial distress prediction research, and found 
that all three cash flows were significant in their model. While the present research does 
not attempt to show that the investing and financing data are statistically significant, it 
demonstrates their greater explanatory power over operating cash flow alone through the 
case study's parallel historical analysis that highlights the disparities between the 
OCFAID model and perceptions of people within the organisation. 
Any ratios based on annual reports can only be as good as the data contained ill the 
allnual reports, but within any financial report cash balances are likely to be the most 
objective and verifiable of all the data reported. Calculation of ratios assumes the 
accuracy of the reported information, and a researcher or report user should be aware of 
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the possibility of manipulation of the data contained therein. It is widely acknowledged 
that financial reports are subject to manipulation/o and caution should be exercised 
whenever the reports form the basis of further research. 
1.3 Entrepreneurship 
There is some discussion in the literature as to whether entrepreneurship pertains to an 
action, or to a person undertaking the action. An action must be performed by a person, 
but is it the action, or the actor which is entrepreneurial? A person acting 
entrepreneurially is an entrepreneur at that time, but may simply be a manager (or 
perform some other role) at other times.3l There is little to be gained from seeking 
resolution to this debate, as entrepreneurship involves both persons, either individually 
or in a group, and actions. Repeated demonstrations of entrepreneurial behaviour would 
lend substance to a view of an individual as an entrepreneur in the long term. Further, 
entrepreneurship may be demonstrated by organisations as well as individuals, as 
evidenced by a growing body of literature on corporate entrepreneurship.32 For the 
purposes of this research, the entrepreneurship of the individuals, RLW and HRW will . 
be the primary focus, with only brief reference to the form of the organisation as an 
indicator of entrepreneurship. 
A range of definitions have been suggested to capture the essence of an entrepreneur, 
both in lay terms and in academic literature. The Cambridge International Dictionary 
defines an entrepreneur as "a person who attempts to make a profit by starting their own 
company or by operating alone in the business world, especially when it involves taking 
risks. ,,33 This definition provides a starting point of understanding by raising three 
conditions. First, it states that it is only necessary to attempt to make a profit, and 
implies that its achievement is not required. This point is often overlooked in the 
academic literature. It is particularly pertinent in this thesis, as RLW had two early 
business failures prior to his eventual success with the Mt Cook Group.i 
The activities of a business change over its lifetime. This definition states that the 
entrepreneur must start the business or operate alone thereby excluding the successor to 
an existing business where there was more than one employee. This requirement is 
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rejected, as the changes later in a business's life can be equally as entrepreneurial (by 
other definitions) as the start-up activity. This thesis illustrates the point well, as the first 
two managing directors, a father and son, both demonstrated entrepreneurship. Research 
by Nicholas34 supports this view as he draws on subsequent generations in business and 
compares them with founders on the assumption that both parties are entrepreneurial. 
While classical entrepreneurship involves start-up, there is increasing recognition of 
corporate entrepreneurship and the entrepreneurial process occurring at any point in an 
entity's existence.35 The definition limits the user to static analysis that fails to 
acknowledge changes over time. 
The third feature raised in the dictionary definition is risk-taking. This is the subject of 
much discussion in economic literature, where there is little apparent agreement. 
An alternative definition of an entrepreneur offered by Carland et al is "an individual 
who establishes and manages a business for the principal purposes of profit and growth. 
The entrepreneur is characterized principally by innovative behavior and will employ 
strategic management practices.,,36 Although this still requires the establishment of the 
business, innovation is an important idea which is not explicit in the dictionary 
definition. 
Factors demanding analysis appearing from these definitions include innovation, risk 
and capital. These will each be addressed in tum. 
Innovation is the tool of entrepreneurship. 37 Drucker states that "the entrepreneur always 
searches for change, responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity".38 
JS Mill linked entrepreneurship with the notion of risk-taking, which Schumpeter (1954) 
wholly rejected as necessary to the entrepreneur. Schumpeter asserted that the risk is 
attached to the provision of capital, and therefore is borne by the capitalist. If 
entrepreneurs are providing capital, they do bear the risk, but as capitalists, not as 
entrepreneurs. In a broader sense, the entrepreneur does bear some risk, in the form of 
reputation. 39 In the event of failure, the entrepreneur bears the stigma of failure, whereas 
the capitalist bears the financial loss. 
i Timmons (1999) noted that it "in order to succeed one first has to experience failure", p.30. 
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Knight40 states that entrepreneurship requires a low aversion to uncertainty, rather than a 
low aversion to risk. As the outcomes in any entrepreneurial decision are unknown and 
risk can only be assessed if the probability of outcomes is able to be estimated on the 
basis of past experience, there can only be an assessment of the uncertainty involved in 
the decision. Amit et al41 hold that innovation is the reason that uncertainty is 
particularly relevant to entrepreneurship as the entrepreneur bears three types of 
uncertainties: technical uncertainty, demand uncertainty and uncertainty in the pace at 
which imitation and competing innovations will erode profitability. 
Entrepreneurship may include a change to the way business is conducted, which may 
include development of a new process which reduces costs, an improved product, a new 
product to meet a market demand, or the development of a new product for which 
demand must be generated.42 As these events could take place at any point in the life of 
the business, the above requirement that entrepreneurship requires starting a company is 
flawed. Accordingly, it is rejected for this study. 
Capital may be a constraint on entrepreneurship. Blanchflower and Oswald43 found in 
Britain that lack of capital was the most frequently cited reason amongst employees for 
not becoming self-employed, and that amongst those seriously contemplating becoming 
self-employed, raising finance was the most frequently claimed concern. That study 
equated self-employment with entrepreneurship, which oversimplifies the concept. For 
example, persons conducting business as a franchise are offering a standardised product 
or service according to others' predetermineed specifications and procedures, and 
therefore are not necessarily displaying any entrepreneurial ability, but will still be 
classed as self-employed. It is interesting, however, that Blanchflower and Oswald have 
challenged the usual parameters of economic research and ventured into sociological 
data, to establish whether the self-employed are happier, using the National Child 
Development Survey conducted 111 the UK, to support their conclusions. 
Entrepreneurship transcends the boundaries of any single discipline, including 
accounting, and this interdisciplinary approach is necessary to give the concept any 
clarity. 
Entrepreneurship literature appears in a Humber of disciplines, with research from a 
psychological perspective seeking to identify personality traits of entrepreneurs. 
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Smilor44 selects four key elements for entrepreneurship: talent, opportunity, capital and 
know-how. These are a fairly common collection of ideas to encompass the concept of 
entrepreneurship, although questions have already been raised above regarding the 
provision of capital. The economic literature suggests that it is not necessary for the 
entrepreneur to provide the capital and thus bear the risk, but it still remains for the 
entrepreneur to raise the capital required to undertake the entrepreneurial activity. 
Literature often includes a further characteristic: ability to tolerate ambiguity.45 
Entrepreneurship in New Zealand is constrained by culture and public policy according 
to Harper.46 This New Zealand Institute of Economic Research (NZIER) paper 
recognised the changes made to the economy in the late 1980s and into the 1990s. 
Several personal characteristics for entrepreneurs are identified, such as alertness to 
profit opportunities, ability to learn spontaneously, an internal locus of control (belief 
that the individual can influence their environment), managerial skills and superior 
foresight,47 as well as conditions required in the business environment. 
Culture influences views on failure, as is shown by the different treatments of 
bankruptcy in the US and UK. The US takes the view that failure is an inevitable part of 
the business cycle and that the decisions resulting in failure did so because they failed to 
beneficially reallocate resources. Legislation allows for bankruptcy to not impose an 
impediment to future ventures. The UK, in contrast, imposes penalties on the bankrupt 
party and establishes impediments to further bqsiness opportunities. The UK model is 
followed in New Zealand and it has been argued that RLW was denied a knighthood 
because of business failures,48 while HRW was awarded a KBE in 1976. 
Ronstadt49 suggests that entrepreneurship is often shown by a succession of start-ups 
rather than a single business venture, and called this phenomenon the Corridor Principle. 
Once the first venture is commenced, the entrepreneur can see further opportunities that 
would not have been apparent without establishing the first venture. Reasons for the 
subsequent venture development vary, and may include the entrepreneur's need for 
something new and di fferent, a need to expand, or a need to bolster the first venture. 
RLW and HRW both satisfy the Corridor Principle hypothesis, with a number of new 
ventures created by each under the group name. RL W began wi th scrvice cars operating 
to Mt Cook, extended into accommodation with hotels at Mt Cook, Qucenstown and 
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Greymouth, began an (unsuccessful) airline m 1920, was involved in building the 
Chateau Tongariro (in the late 1920s), and developed recreational facilities at Mt Cook. 
HRW began with the group developed by his father, recommenced air services, designed 
and developed the skip lane venture, and developed ski areas in Queenstown. These were 
opportunities that became available subsequent to earlier developments. 
Miller and Friesen50 regard entrepreneurship as a factor in organisational theory and 
identify a number of different styles of organisational structure using strategy making as 
a classifying factor. This resulted in two categories of organisations: failed organisations 
with four sub-classifications; and successful organisations with six sub-classifications 
(see Table 1.2). During its time under control of HRW, Mount Cook Group was an 
entrepreneurial conglomerate by Miller and Freisen's definition: 
these firms remain in many ways an extension of the rather bold and 
ingenious men who built and continue to run them. The emphasis is upon 
rapid growth through the acquisition of other firms, and this generally brings 
an extremely diverse set of markets. It also requires divisionalized structures 
and the extensive delegation of operating authority. Elaborate control and 
information-processing systems are employed to ensure unity of effort. 51 
Notwithstanding HRW's appointment as Managing Director following RLW's death, 
the firm demonstrated most of these characteristics. It will be shown in the following 
chapters that from the 1970s onwards, acquisitions were the most prevalent method of 
growth. An increasing level of interest in finances shows the growing need for unity and 
control. Questions may be raised over the adoption of information systems, although 
increasing level of detail in the directors' minutes would suggest a higher level of 
recognition of the need for control. The company's earlier existence under RLW is more 
akin to the niche innovator, which Miller and Friesen define as: 
Typically smaller companies whose strategy is to find and occupy a niche of 
the market that has been left open by competitors. Firms enter interstices of 
the market where their size and inexperience are not disadvantageous. They 
typically remain simple and undiversified, ensuring that they continue to 
dominate their niches through the frequent generation of product 
innovations. 52 
Table 1.2: Summary of Features of Archetypes (adapted from Miller & Friesen, 1984) 
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Entrepreneurial skills are not necessarily passed to the second generation with the 
business. Nicholas53 investigates the accumulation of wealth over a lifetime, and 
whether the second generation performs as well as a first-generation entrepreneur, 
using data on persons selected from the Dictionary of Business Biography and the 
Dictionary of Twentieth Century British Business Leaders. Nicholas finds that 
inherited business ownership, a form of wealth in terms of Blanchflower and 
Oswald's 1998 research, results in lower lifetime accumulation. Blanchflower and 
Oswald show that the inheritor of wealth is more likely to be self-employed. 
Nicholas's research builds on this finding and attempts to measure the level of success 
of the entrepreneur or inheritor. Another unexpected result of Nicholas's research was 
the effect of a high-status education, which resulted in lower lifetime earnings. 
Nicholas suggests this is due to an emphasis on conformity and that British staple 
industries have suffered through slow adoption of science and technology, which is 
attributed to the subjects' exclusion from school curricula. Blanchflower and 
Oswald's results may not apply in New Zealand as the culture is different from the 
UK's. The Kiwi "can-do" attitude would have an influence on what was achieved by 
inheritors, as well as first-generation entrepreneurs. 
Entrepreneurship was also demonstrated by other operators developing transport and 
tourism in New Zealand. The efforts of RLW and HRW were focussed on South 
Canterbury and the Southern Lakes area of the South Island. Further north, the 
Newman brothers were operating in the Nelson area and later expanded into the lower 
North Island. In the North Island, the Hawkes Bay Motor Co. Ltd was developed 
under the guidance of JT Harvey. This company was subsequently taken over by the 
Mount Cook Group. 
This thesis will contribute to the entrepreneurship literature by drawing out the 
entrepreneurial aspects shown by the Mount Cook Group, mostly by its founder, 
RLW and his son, HRW. There is currently little literature of this nature in New 
Zealand from either a contemporary or historical perspective. The predominantly 
accounting approach adopted in this thesis brings a new perspective to the 
entrepreneurship literature. 
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1.4 Definitions of Tourism 
Mount Cook Group has been involved in tourism since its early days. Despite many 
attempts to define the parameters of the tourism industry, there is still much 
discussion on its definition. Literature in the field varies widely over the extent to 
which tourism contributes to, and is derived from other industries. There are two 
approaches to defining tourism: first as a concept, and secondly as a technical 
application. This discussion will deal only with attempts towards a conceptual 
definition. 
Davidson54 argues that there is no tourist industry. An industry denotes 
- individual business establishments grouped together 
- the revenue received by these economic units 
- producing and selling a common product, ie. the product of one firm is a 
substitute for the product of any other firm in the industry. 55 
Tourism does not meet this description, in his view, for several reasons. He describes 
tourism as being: 
- a social phenomenon, not a production activity 
- the sum of the expenditure of all travellers or visitors for all purposes, not 
the receipt of a select group of similar establishments 
- an experience or process, not a product - an extremely varied experience 
at that.56 
Tourism is therefore an expenditure-driven phenomenon, and not a receipt-driven one. 
Tourism is much more than an industry in Davidson's view, and its social 
contributions make it more akin to a 'sector' that has an impact on a wide range of 
industries,,57 than an industry itself. Davidson does not provide a definition of 
tourism, though, so its analysis as either an industry or a sector is premature. The 
alternative classification as a sector also remains undefined. A sector would 
presumably encompass several industries, yet be based on common characteristics, for 
example, provision of services to tourists (if that term can be agreed). 
A widely quoted definition is offered by lafari (1977): 
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tourism is a study of man away from his usual habitat, of the industry which 
responds to his needs, and of the impacts that both he and the industry have on 
the host socio-cultural, economic, and physical environments. 58 
There is no indication in this definition of the purpose of the travel, which suggests 
that all business travel should also be included in tourism. While there may be an 
element of tourism in business travel, it is generally not the major part. Conversely, 
the other aspects of business travel are not excluded from this definition. 
The relevance of purpose in defining tourism is further illustrated by refugee 
situations. People are moved away from their usual habitat as Jafari defines tourism, 
yet it would be preposterous to consider this activity a part of tourism industry or 
sector. 
Stear et al59 offer a definition of the tourism industry as "the collection of all 
collaborating firms and organisations which perform specific activities directed at 
satisfying the particular needs of touristS.,,60 This attempts to exclude goods and 
services which tourists consume incidentally to their touristic purposes, thus providing 
a better focus on the nature of tourists' needs. In addition to Jafari's omission of 
purpose, Stear et al fail to offer an indication of their perception of who or what a 
"tourist" is. 
Stear et allist seven basic functions within the industry: 
1. the accommodation sector 
2. the attractions sector 
3. the carrier sector 
4. the tour operator and wholesaler sector 
5. the promotion and distribution specialist sector 
6. the co-ordination sector 
7. miscellaneous touristic-services-and-goods sector. 61 
These factors can all be linked to services that the Mount Cook Group has provided at 
somc point in its past. It is not necessary for an entity to be in all of thesc sectors to be 
a tourist entity, nor is it necessary for an entity to serve only tourists for its nature to 
be predominantly tourist-oriented. 
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Jackson also fails to deal with the purpose of tourism as a component of its definition. 
He states: 
tourism denotes the temporary, short-term movement of people to destinations 
outside the places where they normally live and work and their activities during 
their stay at these destinations.62 
Although the temporary nature of tourism is a valid inclusion, the lack of purpose 
would still include business travel and its activities, except where it is of a recurring 
nature to the same destination, where it may then be considered a place where one 
normally works. The inclusion of refugees has been circumvented as they do not 
know when they are returning to the place "they normally live and work" thus failing 
to fulfil the temporary movement part of this definition. 
Recognition of tourism as an industry is sought by business operators in the sector to 
justify tourism's purpose and to lend it legitimacy. The omission of purpose in the 
definitions offered suggests that there is support for the view that there is no tourism 
industry, and that perhaps a sector encompassing several industries is a more 
appropriate view. The range of participants in tourism and their varied activities lend 
support to the notion of a sector over an industry view. A sector view would also 
provide legitimacy, as it encompasses several types of businesses and gains a large 
and diverse base to campaign for recognition of and benefits to the sector. 
The New Zealand Official Yearbook (1998) provides the following definition: 
Tourism is the sector of the economy that caters for the needs of visitors from 
other parts of New Zealand and from overseas. The word tourist usually refers 
to people who are away from horne for one night or more. They may be 
travelling on holiday, for business or education, taking part in sporting or 
cultural events, or visiting friends or relatives.63 
This definition is more specific and tells us more about tourists than tourism, yet it 
avoids the flaw of omitting purpose. It is noteworthy that "sector" is used here to 
describe tourism's role in the economy. 
There has been little progress in finding a widely accepted definition, but it is clear 
that whatever view is taken of the concept, there is little doubt that Mt Cook Group 
was actively involved in many aspects of tourism. 
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This thesis contributes to the tourism literature by recording the history of an 
important developer of tourism activities in New Zealand in the 20th century. Its 
pioneering nature and ultimate size in the sector ensure its place in New Zealand's 
tourism past. The contribution by RLW and HRW to the sector was recognised by 
Tourism New Zealand in the Centennial Honours Awards in 2001.64 
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Chapter 2 
Research Methodology 
This research is interdisciplinary in nature and draws on methodology and techniques 
of both accounting and history. History has similarities with accounting l in that both 
disciplines address past events, and both aim to present a view of what has happened. 
History extends this focus by attempting to explain why events occurred as they did.2 
Both disciplines suffer from the inevitable choices that enable some things to be seen 
while obscuring others at the same time. Poggi wrote " ... a way of seeing is also a 
way of not seeing,,3 to illustrate sociology's problems with intra-unit and extra-unit 
foci. When one perspective is acknowledged, the other is obscured. Accounting 
records only those transactions that can be expressed in money terms, and for this 
reason much of importance goes unrecognised. Furthermore, in the process of 
summarising such financial activities accounting chooses what shall be separately 
reported and what will not be disclosed. New fields of accounting research are 
seeking to address these omissions, for example, environmental accounting and 
human resource accounting. The omission of the human interactions from the 
accounts can be redressed by the application of historical techniques to 
counterbalance the numeric focus of the accounting data. 
In history, the choices are those of selection. The time period that this research covers 
has a generous supply of choices in terms of sources. Selection must be made, and 
jUdgement made on the merit of the sources used. In this research, material has been 
sourced from a number of places, to avoid bias towards any particular interpretation 
of the past that may have been held by the collector of the sources. The 
interdisciplinary combination used in this research informs the accounting analysis 
with historical insights which have a greater power to explain why events occurred as 
they did. 
"New" accounting research has emerged that is "self-consciously attentive to the 
social character of accounting theory and practice.,,4 While the research questions 
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examined in this thesis (see below) might have been adequately addressed by 
mainstream research, the understandings that this "new" accounting approach has 
revealed are conscious of the social environment of accounting and accountants, and 
therefore contribute to the body of new accounting research. 
Sight has been used as a metaphor in accounting research. Morgan and Willmott5 used 
a visibility metaphor in reviewing new accounting research, while visibility has been 
discussed in management accounting changes6 and public sector accounting.7 
Hopwood emphasised that accounting could make some things visible and others not, 
thereby "exclud[ing] particular visibilities from the official organisational agenda."g 
Hines9 provided a narrative illustration of financial accounting's ability to make some 
things visible while hiding others in selecting the boundaries of reported entities. This 
idea of visibility (and consequent invisibility) is echoed by Morgan!O who explores 
both the interpretive and metaphorical nature of accounting, further supporting the 
perspective that accounting is not an objective practice, but that accounting interprets 
reality while communicating information. 
Continuing the visibility theme, this thesis offers three different views of the same 
case study. In each, information which is made visible by that particular technique 
obscures or passes by other information that may be revealed by another. 
This thesis uses a case study to answer calls for more case studies in accounting!! and 
to give a more in-depth understanding of the cash flow model, while allowing a 
thorough investigation of the company's history. The company selected is no longer 
publicly traded as it was bought by a larger competitor in 1990. This has enabled 
access to the records that the research has required, and has also allowed the 
conclusions drawn to be made public. 
The research uses three techniques to examine this case study in order to allow three 
different views to be revealed. It is expected that each technique will make visible 
different aspects of the company and its performance in each time period. 
The first technique employed is a traditional ratio analysis. Ratio analysis has been 
used with financial reports to assess an entity's performance and position,12 to make 
investment decisions, \3 predict share prices and dividends, 14 and to predict bankruptcy 
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situations. IS The ratios used were selected for their common usage. Most first-year 
textbooks cover these ratios, so it is likely that the users of the financial statements 
were aware of these ratios, even if untrained as accountants. 16 Robb l7 has raised 
concern that the use of ratios alone as a predictor of failure does not allow for non-
quantifiable factors, for example, adverse weather conditions affecting trade, which 
may contribute to failure. The third technique, historical analysis, addresses this 
limitation. 
The second technique supplements the first technique by retrospectively applying a 
newly developed cash flow tool, Operating Cash Flow after Interest and Dividends 
(OCFAID). This makes visible information that was not reported at the time the 
annual reports were presented. This perspective compensates for the fact that 
accountants in the past have failed to give a complete view of an entity's performance. 
The new tool adds a necessary dimension to the traditional (and limited) visibility that 
accounting provides. 
The third technique IS an historical analysis of other archives, documents and 
publications. Documents sourced across different places, and different types of 
documents allow triangulationl8 of the results presented. The documentary sources 
were supplemented with oral interviews with past employees and members of the 
founder's family. 
Choices made in historical analysis are restricted by the resources that have been 
preserved. Documentary sources have been favoured in the past, and are still a 
dominant source of historical information. This parallels accounting which places an 
emphasis on the importance of physical records of transactions, and audit trails. 
2.2 Research Questions 
The questions addressed in this research are: 
How does the new tool, OCFAID, perform as an attention directing device, 
compared with traditional ratio methods'? OCFAID is a recently developed device, 
making use of data that has been required under New Zealand's Accounting Standard 
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SSAP-IO and FRS-IO since 1988. OCF AID can also be derived from most financial 
statements prior to 1988. The retrospective application of this tool allows an analysis 
that was not practised at the time of the pUblication of the historical annual reports. 
The singular advantage of this is that the data would not have been manipulated to 
give satisfactory results as cash flows were not reported, and by extension, not 
examined, at the time. 
The first research question led to a subsidiary question: What difficulties arise in 
deriving cash flows from historical published financial statements? While the 
reported data has not been manipulated with cash flows in mind, some problems with 
this process did arise. Sparsity of records made it problematic to verify that all the 
appropriate adjustments had been made in any given year. 
The third technique of historical analysis followed from the question: What 
contribution can a longitudinal historical analysis make to the quantitative 
analyses? This augmented the two quantitative analyses provided to satisfy the first 
two research questions by a qualitative analysis which looked at the history of the. 
group. This historical analysis could verify or refute the information that the 
quantitative analyses provided. It was able to provide some explanations for the 
results, which the figures alone could not explain. 
A further question emerged through engagement with the data: What has been the 
role of entrepreneurship in the history of this company? During the early stages of 
this research, it became apparent that it would be difficult and incomplete to attempt 
an analysis of the Mount Cook Group without focusing on the contributions of the 
founder, Rodolph Wigley, and the second managing director, his son, Harry Wigley. 
Their entrepreneurial contributions were integral to the development of the company. 
It was desirable to examine their entrepreneurship for a more complete understanding 
of the business history of the company. The quantitative analysis arising from the first 
two questions inevitably provided an incomplete picture of the company's past and 
this dimension arising {l'om the historical analysis was necessary to provide 
explanatory power. 
Finally, 'What role have accountants played in the course of this business? This 
question arose from the later period of the case study, after the second entrepreneur 
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had died. Accountants became a dominant part of the board, which drew attention to 
their less prominent role in the past. It was also a legitimate question for research, 
given the emphasis placed on the annual reports, which are arguably the product of 
accountants. 
2.3 Documentary Source Materials 
A variety of documentary sources have been used in this research. Annual reports, 
directors' minutes, contemporary publications, correspondence and archives have all 
played a part in interpreting the history of this company. Each source will be 
explained in tum. 
2.3.1 Annual reports 
The initial task for this research was to assemble the relevant span of annual reports. 
These came from the Companies' Office in Christchurch, the Christchurch Public 
Library, and the Mount Cook Airline's archives. The annual reports archived with the 
Mount Cook Airlines were also separately sighted in the Canterbury Museum archives 
and verified as to their accuracy by comparing the data from the two sources. 
The annual reports were used to derive the ratios and the cash flow data. Other non-
financial infonnation in these reports, particularly in later years as they became more 
elaborate, provided a brief outline ofthe company's activities in each year. 
2.3.2 Directors' minutes 
Access to the archives held by the Mount Cook Airlines (now a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Air New Zealand) was obtained. The archives are uncatalogued and 
unsorted, held in the roof-space of a commercial garage. These have been accessed 
regularly over the four years of this research. Amongst these records, the directors' 
minute books have been of particular value. The minute books were all read and notes 
taken for the historical analysis. Only one book, from August 1938 to April 1949, was 
not found. 
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The directors' minutes were used to supplement the brief historical outline derived 
from the annual reports. They were of particular value in identifying the roles that 
different board members played, and the source of ideas for the company. They were 
also a valuable resource for identifying projects that were considered, but which did 
not come to fruition. 
2.3.3 Contemporary pUblications 
Newspapers have been searched for articles at particular time periods to establish 
what information was in the public domain at given times, and to assess public 
opinions. The Press, the local Canterbury paper, has been viewed on microfilm. The 
Timaru Herald was searched at the Timaru Public Library. The two newspapers are 
geographically based in the areas where the company had its head office at different 
times, and are therefore most likely to carry articles relevant to this research. 
Trade journals have also been viewed. White's Aviation was useful, particularly for 
the earlier years in the company's aviation. A selection of issues of the Mount Cook 
Airline's inflight magazine, Aorangi (later Aoraki), were reviewed, but the contents 
were mostly general travel information, and not specific to the Mount Cook Group. 
Contemporary publications showed what the public perception of the company and its 
projects was at specific times and locations. 
2.3.4 Correspondence and archives 
The Canterbury Museum was given two collections of materials from the Mount 
Cook Group. The first collection consisted of 153 boxes and was mostly 
correspondence and other papers. The majority of the boxes are recorded as "General 
Records" with no further indication of their contents. A sampling of these boxes has 
been examined for material pertinent to this research. The second collection was 
slightly more structured so it was possible to examine relevant documents from the 
descriptions held of this material. 
This archivcd material helped to reveal the internal workings of the company. 
Correspondence was reviewed that provided an insight into the entrepreneurs and the 
ways that they conducted business. 
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2.4 Triangulation 
2.4.1 Oral accounts 
Interviews were of a semi-structured nature, and were recorded on audio tape when 
conditions allowed. Notes were taken during all of the interviews, and abstracts of the 
recorded interviews were prepared. 
Participants were found by the snowball technique, with an arm to gather oral 
accounts from as broad a time span as possible. Participants were past employees of 
the company, as well as members of the Wigley family. Some participants were 
members of both categories. The participants are listed in Appendix 3. 
In total, 12 participants were interviewed. With the exception of one participant who 
was interviewed by telephone, all participants elected the time and place for the 
interview. This was to ensure that the participant was in an agreeable environment to 
share their understandings with the researcher. Four participants were members of the 
Wigley family and ten participants worked for the group. Two participants fitted into 
both categories. 
The interview material was used to establish a background understanding of the 
culture of the company, and was significant in drawing attention to the important role 
that entrepreneurship played in the progress of the company. The oral evidence 
verified and supplemented the documentary sources. 
2.5 Research Methods 
Calculation of the cash flow information using the indirect method was the initial step 
in this research. OCF AID was expected to identify periods of financial distress. The 
data showed only one period of distress, which was in the 1930s. This analysis was 
inadequate, given that the initial comments by interviewees indicated that the 
company had frequcntly faced financial difficulties throughout its history. The cash 
flow analysis was therefore extended to look at the two other categories of cash flow: 
investing and financing cash flows. 
The derivation of the cash flow data was in accordance with the methods used by 
Robb and Lewis. '9 The method presented some difficulties, beyond simply obtaining 
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the annual reports. Definitions of terms used in accounting have varied over the 60 
years examined, and assumptions have had to be made. An example is the variety of 
the terms given to the initial value in the profit and loss statement: Gross Profits and 
Takings, Gross Returns and Takings, Gross Revenue and Revenue have all been taken 
to represent the gross sales of the company for the year. This was confirmed to some 
extent by the comments in other parts of the annual report, notably the Director's 
Report, but from an accounting perspective, the values are not truly comparable. This 
is a limitation of longitudinal studies, and while it would be preferable to have 
comparable data, the best efforts have been made with the available information. An 
advantage of the cash flow information is that to some extent it eliminates the changes 
in accounting concepts, as cash is usually quite easily identifiable. For example, 
changes to valuation methods would have no effect on the cash flows, and any 
adjustments for the effect of revaluation are reversed out to find the actual cash flow. 
Cash flow data has not been adjusted for inflation. Cash borrowings would normally 
require repayment of the nominal amount borrowed, so adjustment to show the 
change in purchasing power would not enhance the information that the cash flow 
data provided. Lawson20 suggested the adoption of an inflation index to adjust cash 
flow. This raises two problems for the application of OCF AID in this thesis. The first 
would be the arbitrary choice of a suitable indicator of inflation that covered the 60-
year timeframe. The second reason that adjustment would be inappropriate is the 
comparison that is made between OCFAID and retained earnings. Lawson21 also 
pointed out that historic cost profit (which is the main factor behind retained earnings) 
is not amenable to an index number transformation. It is therefore preferable to 
compare the two data series on the same, non-indexed basis. 
The historical analysis was developed to give another perspective on the entity's 
performance. This analysis drew on the interviews conducted with past directors and 
key personnel with the group, as well as members of the Wigley family. This third 
perspective provided further insight into the workings of the group, as an organisation 
consisting of individuals and exchanges, rather than the more detached 
transactions/events approach used in accounting. 
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The historical analysis enabled expansion of the boundaries to the group that the 
accounting information assumes. While accounting data only records transactions and 
events that the group engages in, the historical analysis looked beyond the assumed 
boundaries and considered the composition of the board and their interactions, and the 
environment in which the entity operated. These factors also contributed to the 
group's overall performance and influenced the group's future potential. 
The three techniques in combination provide a more thorough picture of the case 
study. The combination has worked well to highlight the merits and the shortfalls of 
each analysis. 
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Chapter 3 
Industry and Company Background 
3.1 Tourism in New Zealand 
Presently, the New Zealand Official Yearbook provides data and narrative sections on 
tourism, recognising the significant role of this sector in New Zealand. There has not 
always been a dedicated section. From 1893 there was discussion of mineral spas 
which were early tourist attractions. The quality of water was compared with 
European resorts, which provides an indication that tourist activities were worthy of 
comment, and New Zealand was actively promoted as a health spa. 
The government first recognised tourism in the formation of the Department of 
Tourist and Health Resorts in 1901,1 although there is no mention made of this in the 
Yearbooks in 1901 or 1902. Tourism activity was recognised as early as 1898, in 
relation to Hanmer Springs Thermal Resort, indicating the important role of those 
taking the waters as pioneers in tourism.2 Activities peripheral to the thermal pools, 
such as sports and mountain climbing excursions, indicate the beginnings of a tourism 
industry. 
Extensive descriptions of the Mt Cook area are also given, showing that there was 
interest in visiting the area for recreation and adventure purposes, for example, 
mountaineering. 3 The journey by train and coach from Timaru to Mt Cook was fully 
described, with the coach from Fairlie to Mt Cook taking two days. The first person to 
complete the journey from Timaru to Mt Cook by car was Rodolph Wigley in 1906, 
taking 22 hours,4 and this route became the basis of the Mt Cook Group's business. 
International tourist statistics were first reported in the New Zealand Official 
Yearbook in 1923. This was the result of a change in the method of data collection 
from 1 Apri I 1921, whereby cards were issued to each person arri vi ng who declared 
whether they intended to immigrate permanently, were retuming New Zealanders, or 
were visiting on business or pleasure. 5 
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The government's tourist department underwent some name changes, and changes in 
the line of command. Health resorts were included in the department's name until 
1954, when the department was renamed the Tourist and Publicity Department. 
The Tourist and Publicity Department Act 1963 listed the functions of the Department 
as: 
(a) To encourage and develop the New Zealand tourist industry and tourist 
traffic to, within, and beyond New Zealand: 
(b) To establish, maintain, develop, and operate publicity, information, and 
public relations services and to charge for those services where appropriate: 
(c) To establish, maintain, and operate a travel service for reward: 
(d) To act as agent for any person or organisation where the Minister considers 
it necessary or expedient for the operation ofthe travel service: 
(e) To administer the Tourist and Health Resorts Control Act 1908 and to carry 
out the functions of the Department formerly known as the Department of 
Tourist and Health Resorts. 6 
The new title better fitted the services and activities of the department, and eliminated 
the health connotations that had previously been important when the spas were a 
major attraction to the country. 
3.2 The Mount Cook Group 
Mount Cook Group had extensive involvement in the tourism industry from its 
earliest days. At different times in its life as an independent company, it provided air 
services, coach services, ski fields, motor home rentals and travel centres. Most 
services were directed towards the tourism industry, but there was also an element of 
providing services to rural New Zealand, through freight services, general aviation 
services, agricultural topdrcssing and domestic use of the passenger air services, 
operating feeder routes into the trunk lines. 
lts beginnings were a 1110tor garage in Fairlie 111 1906, operated as a partnership 
between Rodolph Lysaght Wigley (RLW) and Sam Thornley. Wigley undertook the 
first journey by car from Timaru to Mt Cook in \906, and the establishment of a 
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regular, motorised passenger service from the railhead at Fairlie to Mt Cook saw the 
beginnings of the Mount Cook Motor Company Limited in 1912.7 RLW must have 
seen opportunities as technology improved vehicles and roads for New Zealanders to 
see their own country. The focused shifted from the motor to the user of the motor: 
the tourist. 
The company expanded its operations in 1929 to include: 
(u) lines or any service of steam and other ships ... 
(v) hotel, restaurant, cafe, refreshment rooms ... 
(w) to carryon business as tourist agents and contractors to facilitate 
travelling ... 8 
This change in focus enabled RL W to gain more custom from the client base by 
meeting more of the travellers' needs than just transportation between points. The 
ability to diversify into steam and other ships was taken up with a launch service in 
Queenstown, and foreshadows the later development into another type of transport, air 
servIces. 
The company has operated under several different names in the course of its 
existence. The Supreme Court allowed Mount Cook Motor Company Ltd to change 
its name to "The Mt Cook Tourist Company of New Zealand Ltd" on October 23 rd 
1929. This new name reflected the company's target market: the tourist. The company 
re-registered as a public company on 24th January 1930. Another name change was 
made to "Mount Cook and Southern Lakes Tourist Company Ltd" in 1937, making 
use of the changes in the geographic areas in which the company operated. The name 
was simplified to "The Mount Cook Group Ltd" in 1977,9 which was first used on the 
Annual Report for the year ended 31 st May 1978, although reference was made to the 
conglomeration of companies and subsidiaries as the Mount Cook Group from 1973. 
The activities of the Mount Cook Group can be described lIsing the seven sectors 
identified by Stear et at as components of tourism in Chapter 1.4. These will be 
addressed in tum. 
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3.2.1 Accommodation 
Services provided by the Mount Cook Group developed over the course of its history. 
Initially, passenger transport services from Fairlie to Mt Cook were offered. This was 
diversified by securing the management contract for The Hermitage hotel at Mt Cook 
from the government in 1921. The Hermitage reverted to government control on 31 
March, 1942. i Further additions to the hotel services focused on tourist locations. 
These were the White Star Hotel in Queenstown, acquired in 1927,10 and sold in 
1944. 11 Brent's Hotel in Rotorua was bought in 1929,12 but sold three years later in 
1932. 13 RL W was the managing director of the company that built the Chateau 
Tongariro 1929,14 but the company was liquidated in less than two years, in February 
1931, having been adversely affected by the Depression. 1S Eichardt's Hotel in 
Queenstown was purchased in 1936,16 and sold in December 1951. 17 Shortages of 
accommodation in the Mt Cook area were alleviated to some extent by a new venture 
at Lake Ohau in December 1951,18 which was kept by the company until 1960, having 
been leased out from 1955. 19 
The lifting of building restrictions III 1956 and removal of hotel tariff controls20 
brought about an increase in the number of beds available. Tariffs had been frozen 
from September 1, 1939 at the outbreak of war, until May 1949, when the setting of 
accommodation rates was the responsibility of the Price Tribunal until December 
1961.21 The Price Tribunal saw their role as preventing exploitation of a monopoly 
position, brought about by the high costs of entering the market, i.e. in constructing 
hotels.22 
By 1962, the company's fiftieth year, operations were more firmly focused on 
transport,2J and no further ventures in accommodation were successfully undertaken. 
By 1966, the Chairman's Address lamented the "lack of [suitable accommodation] at 
Mount Cook, Queenstown and Te Anau."24 The possibility of a hotel in Queenstown 
was investigated from 1969, but this encountered public opposition, and the site was 
eventually sold to the Tourist Hotel Corporation at a loss in 1974. 25 Shares in 
i New Zealand Tourist and Publicity Department date this event as 1944 in "75 Years of Tourism" 
while Wigley 1979 dated it as 1942. The company's Annllal Reports confirm Wigley's date. 
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Travelodge NZ Ltd were held for some years in the 1970s, which the Group regarded 
as a strategic shareholding, rather a dividend-yielding investment. An ongoing 
lamentation of the company had been a shortage of suitable accommodation, 
particularly in Queenstown, which was the justification for holding these shares. 
3.2.2 Attractions: Skiing 
Skiing in the Mount Cook area developed during the 1920s, following the 
commencement of the Hermitage lease, to make increased use of the facilities and the 
buses.26 RL W was keen on the sport, and Henry Wigley, his son who later became the 
managing director of the company, believes this played a large part in the 
development of the sport in New Zealand.27 Previously the governrnent had closed the 
Hermitage over the winter months each year, but RL W wanted to keep the hotel open 
year-round, to gain better utilisation of its asset, and the buses that served the area. 
The sport was extensively advertised in the 1920s and 1930s and proved very popular. 
Winter sports carnivals were first arranged in 1931 at Mount Cook. Activities were 
enhanced by the inaugural New Zealand Championships, held by the New Zealand 
Ski Council in 1935, which then alternated between Ruapehu and Mt Cook. 
With the Hermitage reverting back to the governrnent's control in 1942, there was a 
need to pursue development of skiing facilities elsewhere. Coronet Peak was already 
being used and proving a likely site, so efforts were put into promoting Queenstown 
as a winter venue. 
The Crown Range, between Wanaka and Queenstown, was used as a skiing venue 
during 1939, but the company transferred its efforts to the Coronet Peak area, where 
road transport was able to be used to take skiers to a drop-off point, for them to ski 
down a disused track and make more runs in a day than was possible without the 
transpoli. In 1940, Wigley stated: 
They also had excellent transport facilities to Coronet Peak (and) it was now 
likely that a road would be put into the skiing field ... which would 
considerably popularisc thc sport ... Qucenstown could be made as popular in 
the winter as in the summer. 28 
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Hamilton rope tows were installed in 1947, and were the first ski tows to be 
successfully operated in New Zealand, further popularising the sport.29 The 
commencement of flights between Melbourne and Christchurch in 1951 resulted in 
great boost to the number of Australians travelling to New Zealand to enjoy the skiing 
at Queenstown offered by the company. 
In 1952, 15 000 acres of the Coronet Peak area were declared a recreational reserve 
under the Tourist and Health Resorts Act 1952, being too small an area and too 
seasonal in use to qualify for national park status. ii This status enabled the Group to 
continue its commercial activities without a great deal of government intervention. A 
further advantage was to protect the company's operations from competition. 
New poma lifts were installed for the 1978 ski season.30 Facilities at Coronet Peak 
were further enhanced by the addition ofa $1.3 million base facility in 1983.31 
A new field in the Queenstown area was investigated from the early 1970s to meet 
growing interest in the sport, and eventually resulted in the establishment of The 
Remarkables Ski Area, opened in 1985.32 The Remarkables Ski Area has a longer ski 
season as it is higher than Coronet Peak, and is better sited to benefit from snow falls 
from the south west. 33 
3.2.3.1 Carrier: Coach Services 
Transport was the backbone of the company, as service cars were its initial activity. 
Services were extended in 1934, with the acquisition of a business operating between 
Arrowtown and Queenstown, and the addition of a one day connection between 
Studholme Junction (near Waimate) and Queenstown.34 World War Two introduced 
changes into the client base, as travellers were unable to make trips abroad and the 
domestic market increased, assisted by special excursion rates. 35 Wigley (1965) 
indicates that operations did not prosper, and that delivery of basic supplies to the 
Hermitage and back country stations was the mainstay of the company during the 
war. J(, After the war, there were increased costs to restore the fleet of vehicles to a 
satisfactory condition, because ofa lack of availability of parts during the war. J7 
II The Department of Conservation (1992) date this as 1955. 
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Patterns in recreation and travel were affected positively by the passage of The 
Annual Holidays Act 1944, which granted two weeks holiday on full pay, to all 
workers. 38 This allowed a broader portion of the population to take holidays; some 
presumably utilised Mount Cook Group's services. There were only 199 379 private 
cars registered in New Zealand in 1944, increasing to 305 672 by 1953,39 indicating 
that the public were more reliant on public transport in this period than is currently the 
case. 
Passenger services suffered a decline in 1954, with the contraction of government 
projects in the MacKenzie area.40 The fiftieth annual report acknowledges that the 
coach services are the "mainstay of the Company's operations.,,41 Charter services 
were utilised during the 1960s to boost usage of the bus fleet, and this had a flow-on 
benefit for the airline. Luxury Landlines Ltd was acquired, extending the land-based 
operations into the North Island, with coach services between Auckland and 
Wellington.42 Further expansion occurred in 1973, with the addition of the Hawkes 
Bay Motor Co. Ltd, Rollinsons Motors Ltd of Albury and H. Gould & Co. Ltd of 
Timaru. Rental cars were operated in cooperation with Mutual-Avis under a franchise 
agreement.43 A shortage of suitable long-distance passenger vehicles was lamented in 
1974, particularly for the Christchurch-Queenstown service. Denning coaches were 
introduced on the Christchurch-Queenstown route during 1973, and their success 
prompted the acquisition of the franchise to build this type of vehicle in New 
Zealand.44 These vehicles were introduced on the Wellington-Auckland route in 1978, 
and produced a great improvement in standards and service.45 
The company's founder, Rodolph Wigley died in 1945, and Henry Wigley (HRW) 
was appointed Managing Director, having been a Director on the board since 1942.46 
The major changes that HR W introduced to the company as Managing Director were 
withdrawal from accommodation services and the development of the airline. 
3.2.3.2 Carrier: Aviation 
The company made several attempts to commence air services. This was an interest of 
both RL Wand HR W. The first venture, New Zealand Aero Transport Company, was 
formed by RLW as a separate company to fly surplus WWl planes on loan from the 
government about 1920.47 This enterprise generated a lot of cash in two or three years, 
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flying for show and thrill seekers, but it suffered from the vagaries of the aircraft, and 
high costs in keeping them running, so was wound up in 192348 with the remaining 
planes returned to the government. It was an early adventure into aviation, which 
Rodolph Wigley perceived as having a great future. His visions were not to become 
reality until the 1960s, when the company was under the control of his son, Henry 
Wigley. 
Opportunities for commercial flight around the Mt Cook and Queenstown area were 
exploited by RLW with the formation of Queenstown-Mt Cook Airways Ltd.49 An 
aerodrome was built by the government at Birch Hill, near Mt Cook, and officially 
opened on the 3 March 1936.50 The advent of World War 2 forced the business to 
close down. Wigley wrote: 
The whole Queenstown-Mt Cook Airways enterprise was built on faith and not 
much more .... we were told quite regularly ... it had no future and we'd 
certainly go bankrupt. Occasional spells of bad weather made us a little fearful 
that the latter prophecy would come true and we redoubled our efforts to sell our 
services.51 
Queenstown-Mt Cook Airways did not recommence after the war. However, 
developments in aviation did unfold in other directions. 
A subsidiary, Mount Cook Air Services Ltd, was formed in 1956 to operate flights for 
top-dressing, drop fencing material in remote areas, pre-fabricated alpine huts, and 
rabbit poison baits. It also re-established sightseeing tripS.52 It became a fully owned 
subsidiary from 1 October 1965.53 Services to the Mt Cook area were improved in 
1971 with the introduction of a direct air link betweenMt Cook and Rotorua, two of 
New Zealand's top tourist attractions. 
fn addition to routes intersecting with the mam trunk lines, HRW designed a 
retractable ski for planes to land either on a sealed runway or on the glaciers. He 
adapted a ski design to a retractable model to fit the company's Auster aircraft. This 
was the beginning of the ski plane business, which proved a valuable drawcard for Mt 
Cook and the glaciers. The retractable ski was first tested on 22 September 1955,54 
with full airworthiness being gained by July 1956.55 
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Aviation was brought under the umbrella of the Mount Cook Group, and first 
recognised as a source of revenue in the Annual Report of 1962. The report for the 
year ended 1961 acknowledged that "[r]apid development of domestic air lines and 
their encroachment on our established service routes have forced us to take a more 
active interest.,,56 This led to the commencement of services from Christchurch to Mt 
Cook, Queenstown and Te Anau in November 1961.57 The Chairman's Address also 
recognised "the need for the Company to retain the initiative in the development of its 
air service. ,,58 
New Zealand Tourist Air Travel Ltd was acquired in full on a share-exchange basis 
towards the end of the 1968 financial year.59 A new service was approved by the Air 
Services Licensing Authority in October 1969 to fly between Mount Cook and 
Rotorua. A new competitor entered the domestic market in 1985, which provided a 
major new challenge for the company.60 
By this time, Air New Zealand had acquired 77 per cent of the company's shares.6! A 
close relationship already existed between the companies, as early as the 1960s, with 
Mt Cook and the National Airways Corporation (NAC) working closely in promoting 
civil aviation. NAC was formed by the government in 1945 and commenced services 
in 1947, and had provided the guarantee required for the purchase of aircraft during 
the 1960s, in addition to cooperation in staff training and leasing of aircrafts. 
Other air services were also provided. Aerial top dressing was extended in 1976 with 
the purchase of Central Aviation Ltd, who held a licence over most of the southern 
South Island's rural deliveries. Amphibian operations, added as part of the New 
Zealand Tourist Air Travel acquisition in 1968, were closed down in April 1976.62 
In summary, three main types of air services were provided by the group: sightseeing 
flights, rural services, and domestic routes. There were attempts to start commercial 
nights as early as the 1930s, but the development of technology during the second 
World War was the key to providing commercial aviation on an ongoing basis. 
Tourism proved to be a major focus in the development of tile airline. 
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3.2.4 Other Services 
Mount Cook Group was involved in several other activities, of which most related to 
the tourism sector. 
Expansion into the North Island was made with the purchase of 75 per cent of Bay 
Tours Ltd in 1978, which provided coach tours in the Bay of Islands area, and 
serviced the new airport at Kerikeri.63 
Travel offices were established in New Zealand and overseas to promote the services 
of the company. These sold Mt Cook tours as well as making other travel 
arrangements. An affiliation with Jetset Tours in Australia was made in 1978 to 
undertake joint promotion oftours and services in Australia.64 
Motorhomes were made available for hire from 1984, which diversified the 
company's client base further. 65 These were not retained within the group for very 
long. This division was sold in 1988 to Maui Tours, who continued to rent 
motorhomes under the Mt Cook Group's name. 66 
3.3 Summary 
It is generally agreed that the tourism sector makes a major contribution to the New 
Zealand economy. Without doubt, the Mount Cook Group was a large player in this 
sector. It was one of the largest non-government operators in this sector prior to its 
acquisition by Air New Zealand. Its early involvement in tourism also marks it out as 
an innovative and entrepreneurial company. 
Over the period under study, there have been many changes in the operations of the 
group, driven by a vision of the company's direction, and a need to adapt to changing 
times. This thesis identifies and critically evaluates these influences through a 
financial analysis and the history of the firm. 
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Chapter 4 
The First Entrepreneur's Struggles: 1930-1936 
4.1 Introduction 
Annual reports, which fonn the basis for analysis, were very brief during this period. 
They were a single leaf of paper, folded in half, presenting four pages of text, each 
measuring 210 x 265 mm. The front page showed the company name, number of 
shares, the directors, company secretary, solicitors, and bankers. The centre two pages 
presented a directors' report of approximately seven brief paragraphs with the 
financial infonnation opposite. The balance sheet, profit and loss account were 
shown. The back page detailed the Ordinary General Meeting details and business 
(see Appendix 2 for a copy of the 1935 Annual Report). The report's brevity was 
nonnal for the time. The infonnation was regarded as confidential to shareholders and 
the report was simply generated for shareholders in ord'er to satisfy legal requirements 
without any of the public relations aspects found from the 1960s onwards. For this 
reason, the first three chapters of historical analysis are necessarily brief. It has also 
been impossible to interview people who were involved with the company during 
these periods, as up to seventy years have elapsed, and no-one involved is still alive. 
The company had been in operation for 18 years at the commencement of this period, 
and was widely regarded as the largest tourism operator in the country. 1 RL W fonned 
the company in 1912 from a previous failed transport company, and set up freight and 
tourist transport to the Hennitage. His interests in engineering and tourism proved to 
be ideally suited to the enterprise that grew from pioneering motor transport services. 
The balance sheet at the beginning of this period is summarised below (Figure 4.1) to 
show the company's situation at this time. 
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Figure 4.1: Balance Sheet as at 31 March 1930 (in Pounds) 
Assets Liabilities 
Buildings 40122 Debenture loan 19600 
Plant 53577 Loans and mortgage 48518 
Sundry 5988 BNZ 108 
Debtors 
Stock on Hand 4234 Sundry creditors 9364 77590 
Investments 24023 Owners' Equity 
Cash on Hand 600 Paid Up Capital 48000 
Preliminary 991 Reserve 12519 
expenses 
Goodwill 13000 Appropriation Account 4426 64945 
142535 142 535 
Source: Annual Report, 1930 
At the beginning of this period, the company was involved with a number of hotels 
around the country: Eichardt's Hotel and the White Star Hotel in Queenstown, The 
Hermitage at Mt Cook, and Brent's Hotel in Roturua. RLW was also the managing 
director of the Chateau Tongariro in Tongariro National Park. The company operated 
bus services predominantly in the South Island, but also ran service cars to the 
Chateau from the nearest railway station. The company was recognised as the largest 
private tourism operator in the country in 1930.2 
4.2 Traditional Analysis 
Disclosure of gross sales was not required by legislation during this time period, but 
the company did disclose what it described as "gross profit and takings". RLW 
referred to "revenue" in the Directors' Reports, and his comments correspond with the 
changes in this reported "gross profit and takings", suggesting that the figure is a 
reliable proxy for gross sales. Expenses such as "Drivers' Meals, Repairs, Salaries, 
Wages" were deducted from the provided gross profit and takings, further supporting 
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its suitability as a proxy for sales. In view of the services that the company provided, 
the only likely deduction that had been made from gross sales to derive "gross profit 
and takings" would be for sales of services to be provided by other transport 
operators. The disclosed gross profit and takings between 1932 and 1934 fell below 
half their 1930 level of £50657 (see Figure 4.2). The fall was attributable to the 
depression that followed the Wall Street crash in 1929, which had triggered a global 
recessIOn. 
Figure 4.2: Gross Profit and Takings 1930·1936 
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A small profit was reported in 1930, but losses followed every year until 1936, when 
another small profit (£1300) was reported (see Figure 4.3). 
Figure 4.3: Net Profit After Tax 1930·1936 
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The stream of losses for the intervening years had an erosive effect on the debt/equity 
ratio. Total equity dropped every year until 1936, and the debt/equity ratio climbed 
from 119% to 156% in 1935 (see Table 4.1). The following table shows the equity as 
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the paid-up capital of the company plus/minus the appropriation account as 
appropriated. From 1931, the retained earnings of the company were negative. This 
account was shown on the balance sheet as an asset. The asset has been treated as 
equity in accordance with current accounting practice. 
Table 4.1: Debt to Equity Ratio 1930-1936 
Year Debt / Equity Percentage 
(Pounds) 
1930 77590/64945 119% 
1931 79469/61852 128% 
1932 58014/56303 103% 
1933 56986/44591 128% 
1934 57028/40421 141% 
1935 59937/38474 156% 
1936 59823 / 41788 143% 
Source: Annual Reports 
Working capital can not be readily assessed from the annual reports in this period, as 
the distinction between current and non-current assets and liabilities was not made 
explicit. However, for the purposes of analysis, the items have been classified on the 
same basis as the 1946 Annual Report, when this distinction was first recorded. The 
working capital ratio (current assets / current liabilities) for 1930 to 1932 was above 
100% (see Table 4.2), showing that the company had sufficient resources to cover its 
short-term debts. This ratio dropped below 100% for the remainder of this period, 
which is not surprising for the Depression and post-Depression years, and creditors 
would have had little option but to wait until the company was able to pay its debts. 
This scenario would have been widespread at the time. 
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Table 4.2: Working Capital Ratio 1930-1936 
Current Assets 1 
Year Current Liabilities Percentage 
(Pounds) 
1930 10823/9472 114% 
1931 13 734/10611 129% 
1932 9006/7037 128% 
1933 6542/7667 85% 
1934 6 168/8073 76% 
1935 7617111525 66% 
1936 7658/9638 79% 
Source: Annual Reports 
Goodwill of £13 000 stood in the balance sheet throughout this period. This item 
represented 9% of total assets in 1930, rising to 15% in 1936. The Appropriation 
Account joined goodwill as an asset in the balance sheet from 1931, and exceeded its 
value in every year. Writing off the goodwill would have further reduced performance 
results in any year, and simply transferred the balance to the Appropriation Account, 
further increasing the debt/equity ratio. 
A dividend of 8% was declared at the adjourned AGM for 1930, with no payment on 
16 000 bonus shares issued in December 1929.3 Retained earnings were therefore 
reduced by £2560, with an additional unexplained reduction of £ 170 from the retained 
earnings brought forward as shown in 1931's Annual Report. 
A write-off of accounts was discussed by the directors in 1932 but was deferred until 
the capital was written down.4 This decision spared the recognition of bad debts, thus 
minimising the reported loss for the year. Despite the omission of bad debt write-offs, 
the annual report received a clean audit report. 
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Depreciation varied little throughout this period, with the exception of 1933. It ranged 
from 4.3% to 5.4%, and averaged 4.9%. Depreciation in 1933 was 8.7% of 
depreciable assets. The increase was caused by additional depreciation of £3000 in 
anticipation of a future' writedown of capital. The writedown occurred in 1937. 
In 1934, a shareholder suggested at the AGM that more detail be given in the Annual 
Report.s The minimum requirements under the Companies' Act 1933 were a balance 
sheet and auditor's report to be sent to all persons receiving notice of a meeting.6 The 
company already exceeded this requirement by supplementing these with the profit 
and loss statement and the directors' report. No change was made to this presentation 
style until 1946, when HRW took over as the managing director. 
A loss was reported in 1934, but the Chairman's Address to the AGM stated that "we 
seem to have definitely turned the corner and present conditions indicated a further 
upward trend to better times.,,7 The cash flow analysis, which follows, suggests that 
1934 was when conditions improved, despite profits lagging two years behind. 
The depression hit the company hard, and a writedown of capital was suggested in the 
Annual Report as early as 1932. The AGM put it to the board that a writedown be 
made when the directors saw fit. The write down occurred in 1937, which marked the 
beginning of the next period. 
Debenture holders were asked to consider a reduction in the interest paid from 8% to 
5% per annum in February 1932.8 The appeal was unsuccessful, but a reduction to 5% 
for first debentures and 6% for second debentures was approved much later with 
effect from 31 March 1938 by the South Canterbury (Urban) Adjustment 
Commission.9 
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4.30CFAID 
OCF AID indicated a similar interpretation to this traditional analysis. It was clear 
from the OCFAID graph (see Figure 4.4)i that the business was in a distressed state. 
The data that has been used to draw this graph is provided in Table 4.3. The 
cumulative OCF AID was negative throughout this period, but the result in individual 
years was positive from 1934 onwards. This can be seen in the positive curve for 
cumulative OCFAID and the individual years' OCFAID in Table 4.3. The recovery 
shown here began two years before the traditional analysis showed a profit in 1936. 
Table 4.3: OCFAID 1931-1936 
Year OCFAID Cumulative Cumulative 
(Pounds) OCFAID retained 
(Pounds) eanungs 
(Pounds) 
1931 -21 250 -21250 -20945 
1932 -8 148 -29398 -36911 
1933 -1 574 -30972 -50011 
1934 109 -30863 -54834 
1935 2633 -28230 -56945 
1936 2433 -25797 -55645 
Source: Annual Reports 
i This graph begins in 1931, not 1930, as comparative data ti·om 1929 was not available to derive 
cashf10ws for 1930. 1931 is therefore the earliest that this graph can be drawn. 
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Figure 4.4: OCFAID 1931R1936 
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The negative nature of both the OCFAID and cumulative retained earnings indicate 
the very serious state of the business. However, the depression would have affected 
many businesses in this way, and the survival of the business through this difficult 
period was a tribute to the perseverance and persistence of RLW, the other directors 
and the staff. The gradual recovery from 1934 onwards would have served as 
incentive for the continuing battle for survival in the short term. 
4.4 Operations 
The company was involved in a number of different services. For this section, the 
activities have been addressed on a group by group basis. First, general comments on 
the overall operations of the company are made. Air activities are then addressed. In 
the early chapters, these are air services, and from the 1950s onwards, air services are 
preceded by the airline activities, which became dominant in the company. Following 
air activities, the coaches are addressed. Freight is the next activity to be discussed, 
followed by accommodation services. Finally, the ski fields are addressed, in the 
appropriate chapters with other activities considered as other activities. 
4.4.1 General Comments 
An office was opened in Sydney in 1930 to sell the services of the business. This was 
by the appointment of a commission agent, Mr Will Lawson. \0 
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4.4.2 Air Activities 
Air activities were on RLW's mind, and an aerodrome at Birch Hill, near the 
Hermitage, was developed in 1934, once the lease of the land was secured from the 
Lands Department. I I The Public Works Department agreed to build the aerodrome, on 
the condition that the company transported the relief workers from their camp at Bush 
Creek Camp, a distance of eight miles each day. Given that the company was a 
transport operator, this was a small price to pay for the aerodrome. The Public Works 
Department then offered the aerodrome for lease to the company at a charge of £10 
per annum. 12 
A licence to operate one British aircraft in Otago, Westland and Canterbury was 
granted to the company in 1935. New Zealand still had strong links with Britain, and 
was to some extent reliant on British funds, thus the government specified the aircraft 
had to be British, ensuring ongoing relations with Britain. RL W bought a British 
Aircraft (BA) Swallow with his own funds, and it was used extensively on company 
business. \3 
An air pageant was held on May 2-4 1936 to celebrate the opemng of the 
aerodrome. 14 It was the first to be built in the Waitaki district, and the opening was 
well attended by dignitaries. ls 
4.4.3 Coaches 
Heavy snow in South Canterbury led to higher expenses in operating service cars in 
1930. 16 Weather was an important external factor affecting the company's 
performance throughout its life. 
Mail contracts were important to the company. They ensured not only regular income 
for the mail delivery, but public servants also frequently travelled by vouchers made 
out to the mail contractor in the area, so that securing a mail contract also provided 
this additional government work. 17 
The Queenstown mail contract was awarded to a competitor in 1931. The introduction 
of a new licensing transport act upset the arrangement, as their licence to operate was 
declined. An appeal was made by the competitor in June 1932. In December 1932 the 
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company offered £350 to operate the Cromwell-Arrowtown-Queenstown contracts. 
The mail contract was subsequently renewed in October 1934 for £360. 
A new service was introduced in November 1934,18 linking Studholme Junction, the 
railway station east of Waimate on the main trunk line, with Queenstown in one day. 
Initially on a trial basis, this service made Queenstown more accessible by reducing 
travelling time. It was then possible to travel from Wellington to Queenstown in one 
day.19 
The motor service between Arrowtown and Queenstown was purchased in June 1934 
and motor services between Lumsden and Eglinton Valley, on the Milford Road, were 
purchased in October 1935, further expanding motor services. The acquisition of 
Lumsden Tourist Services in 193620 introduced Mr J Campbell to the board of 
directors in the next period. 
The Lumsden service caught the attention of the Railways Department in 1936, who 
made it fairly clear in meetings with RL W that the company would have to sell the 
service to the Railways, or it would be forcibly taken over. Mr Bob Semple, the 
Minister of Railways, advised that there would be fair compensation paid for any 
service taken over. The company was not interested in selling, and sought to protect 
its motor services and the hotels that would be affected. A proposed new transport act 
cast a shadow over negotiations, as the company did not know if the new act would 
assist Railways to make such acquisitions or not. 
New vehicles were added to the fleet in 1935, following several years of financial 
losses. The addition of new vehicles to meet demand pleased staff and shareholders 
alike with the company's progress and modernity. 
4.4.4 Accommodation 
Accommodation was another major interest of RLW. He planned to provide a chain 
of hotels running the length of the country to accommodate the guests that his 
transport interests were carrying up and down the country. His hotel chain vision 
underwent important changes in this period. 
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The company held shares in the Tongariro Park Tourist Company, which was building 
the Chateau Tongariro in 1929. RLW was heavily involved in this project, acting as 
the managing director for the Tongariro Park Tourist Company, and it was clearly 
seen as a part of his vision of a chain of hotels running the length of the country. The 
hotel company was liquidated in February 1931, having suffered from the depression 
which coincided with the hotel's opening. 
Control of Brent's Hotel at Rotorua was acquired in 193021 to build RLW's grand 
plan of a chain of hotels running the length of the country. A special directors' 
meeting was held in December 1931 to discuss its future. The loss of Brent's was 
discussed, but it was decided not to retain the hotel to avoid damage to the company's 
finances and credibility of the company's name. Given global economic conditions 
and a challenge to settle an outstanding debt, all shares in Brent's Hotel were passed 
back to the previous owner in 1932.22 
The Hennitage hotel at Mt Cook was leased by the company in 1922.23 This enabled 
RL W to control transport to and accommodation at Mt Cook. He was then able to· 
become one of the first operators in New Zealand to offer package deals.24 The motto 
"Thousands of feet above worry level" was used to promote the scenery and relaxing 
environment created at the Hennitage. The motto stayed with the company for many 
years after the Hennitage was passed back to the government. 
A reduction in rent and interest on the Hennitage, leased from the government, was 
negotiated from March 1933, having satisfied the government representative that 
everything possible had been done to reduce costS.25 A requirement imposed by the 
government in exchange for the reduction was to write off accumulated losses and 
goodwill of £13 000 from the balance sheet.26 The conditions were not met until a 
much later date, when accumulated losses were written off in 1937 at the same time as 
capital was written down. No goodwill was written off until 1942, when £4000 (31 % 
of the total £ 13 000) was amortised. 
Accommodation charges at White Star Hotel in Queenstown, and the Hennitagc were 
reduced by 20% during the 1933 year to boost occupancy. 
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Winter sports were developed at the Hermitage. The Ball Hut facilities were in need 
of enlargement in 1932 to accommodate increasing demand. Directors floated the idea 
that unemployed labour could be used to clear away rocks. An official visit was made 
to the Hermitage by Mr Schmitt, the head of the Tourist Department, in September 
1935. The company anticipated that this would result in improvements to the Ball Hut 
road, and installation of running hot and cold water at the hut.27 The hut was enlarged, 
but no improvements in comfort were made.28 
Difficulties with a misread electricity meter at the White Star Hotel were left to RL W 
to resolve. It was a common note in the directors' minutes that RL W was to action 
items, showing he was clearly the driving force as well as the managing director. 
Cascade Camp in Eglinton Valley was added to the company in December 1935, and 
operated successfully to the year ended March 1936. The Cascade Camp was situated 
on the road to Milford, which was under construction at this stage. The Homer Tunnel 
had been started, but was not completed until 1959. The addition of this facility may 
have signalled a revival of RLW's accommodation chain, albeit on a more modest 
scale. The camp was taken over by the Railways Department with the transport 
services to the area in June 1936. 29 The company therefore held it for only seven 
months. A gain of £2920 was made on the sale, which was a good profit for a seven 
month investment, but RLW noted in his address to the AGM in September 1936 that 
this was less than keeping the services would have been worth to the company. 
4.5 The Board 
There were no changes in the directorship during this period. No other period was this 
stable, but it would have been difficult to recruit any new directors because of the 
depressive environment had the need arisen. 
The board consisted of five members, one of whom was also the company secretary. 
(Refer to Table 4.4.) Their combined shareholding in 1936 was 36% of the total 
capital. 
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Table 4.4: Directors during 1930-36 
Director Professional Full term in office Shareholding 
background (and year quoted) 
RL Wigley Transport operator 1930-45 21575 (1936) 
FV Lysaght Farmer 1930-36 4000 (1936) 
CD Elms Driver 1930-43 1882 (1936) 
D Standage Bank manager 1930-37 1580 (1936) 
H Coxhead Accountant 1930-42 1020 (1936) 
Source: Companies Office file 
The composition of the board provides an interesting background to the growth of the 
company and the areas in which it operated. In these early days of the company, much 
of the capital was provided by, and many board members were, friends and family of 
RL W. Each member will be discussed in tum. 
RL W was the founder of the company. His ideas were the driving force behind the 
company. His grand vision was for a chain of hotels running the length of the country, 
with coaches transporting tourists to the various attractions of New Zealand. He was a 
strong leader: 
He never asked his staff to do anything that he was not prepared to do himself, 
and he inspired outstanding loyalty and enthusiasm amongst them. 3o 
RL W was an entrepreneur by most definitions. He was willing to take risks with the 
business. He was not strongly motivated by making money, but more interested in 
attracting people to visit the scenic areas that his company served: 
Money he tended to treat with disdain. The success of any venture, so far as he 
was concerned, was to get it operating to his satisfaction; whether it was 
profitable or not was of secondary importance. 31 
The fact remains that a lot of pioneering successes that RLW achieved would 
never have got off the ground if profitability had been an essential 
. 32 
reqUIrement. 
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His many business ventures illustrate this point. The Chateau at Tongariro particularly 
highlighted the intrinsic importance of the project, rather than its profitability. The 
Chateau's eventual failure was reported throughout New Zealand. 
F Lysaght was RL W's uncle and a Geraldine runholder. His shareholding of 4000 
shares in 1936 made him the third largest shareholder in the company. CD Elms first 
worked with RLW in 1905, before the Mount Cook Company was formed. He was a 
coach driver for the company, then a bus driver, and during the 1930s was the 
manager of the Hermitage. 33 D Standage was the general man~ger of the company. 
Prior to joining the company, he was the manager of the Timaru branch of the Bank of 
New Zealand (BNZ).34 The BNZ was the company's banker. H Coxhead worked as a 
public accountant before joining the company in 1924. He worked for the company as 
an accountant, eventually becoming an assistant manager and director. 35 He was 
appointed as company secretary in December 1929.36 
The company's auditor, WD Revell, passed away in May 1931.37 Revell had been the 
company's auditor since its commencement in 1912, and was auditor for the prior 
failed business since 1906. Leggott and Allport were appointed temporary auditors 
and were subsequently re-elected until they stood down in 1963. 
4.6 Economic Environment 
Statistical analyses of the New Zealand economy exist elsewhere. The intention here 
is to give an overview of the context in which the business operated. 
New Zealand's economy suffered from falling export prices and rIsmg 
unemployment. In combination with the Wall Street crash in October 1929, New 
Zealand fell into a Depression in the early 1930s. Govemment intervention was 
rampant and although aimed at improving the situation, businesses continued to fail, 
further aggravating the unemployment problem. 
Tourist numbers visiting New Zealand declined in this period due to the Depression 
(see Table 4.5). The company redirected its efforts to persuading New Zealanders to 
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see their country, usmg the company's transport and accommodation. Tourist 
numbers did not recover until 1936. 
Table 4.5: Tourists to New Zealand between 1928 and 1936 
Year: 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 
No. tourists: 9597 9593 8484 7501 4732 5983 7441 8378 9927 
Source: New Zealand Official Yearbooks 
The Unemployment Board established in July 1930 set up a number of work schemes, 
many of which built roads, reserves and other public areas. 38 As shown earlier, the 
company was able to utilise some of these schemes to advance its own business. An 
overall improvement in roading conditions was considered beneficial to the national 
community, as it aided faster communication and overcame isolation, in addition to 
assisting private transport operators. 
New Zealand's first Labour government was elected in 1935. In June 1936, the 
Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act was passed, enabling the re-introduction of 
the 40-hour working week.39 Directors' minutes note that the move to a 40-hour week 
was being investigated in June 1936, when this bill was passed. 
4.7 Competition and Government Involvement 
As already noted, the company was widely regarded as the largest tourist operator in 
the country at this time. There were other significant operators in the country, notably 
the Newman brothers in NelSOn/Marlborough and the Hawkes Bay Motor Company, 
but transport operators kept to localised areas, and there was little competition 
between operators for the same customers. The transport licensing laws also 
prevented duplication of services, thereby limiting the competition that operators 
faced. 
The government-operated Railways Department were the only competition that posed 
any threat. The Transport Licensing Act 1931 gave preference to applications fr0111 
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the Government or local authorities over private operators for passenger-servIce 
licences. 
Use was made of advertising paid for by others in this period. There was cooperative 
advertising with the Railways Department for the 1932 winter sports season. Vacuum 
Oil promoted its Mobil brand making use of the fact that the Mount Cook Company 
had used their oil for 28 years. The displays were also a good advertisement for the 
company.40 
Completion of the Queenstown-Kingston road along Lake Wakatipu was expected to 
improve the company's trading from 1934 onwards. The Milford Sound road was also 
intended to open up further tourist opportunities. The possibility of taking over the 
Milford Sounds hostel and the Te Anau Hotel was considered.41 These hotels would 
extend RLW's hotel chain to the very south of the tourist route. The delays In 
completing the Homer Tunnel made the addition of these hotels impractical. 
The centenary of Australia's State, Victoria, was also expected to yield international 
visitors, via the Melbourne-Bluff steamer service.42 
The government appointed a tourist advisory board in April 1935 to confer with the 
Government's Tourist Department. RLW was a member of this board. 
4.8 Conclusion 
The depression was a difficult period for the company, when several of its plans 
moved forward, only to be pushed back by difficult trading conditions. RL W had 
difficulty in keeping his grand vision alive, but improved results in 1935 vindicated 
his confidence in the company's future. The decision to write down the capital and 
present a more realistic balance sheet was an effective technique to put past losses 
behind them, and to begin a new, more confident phase. 
I New Zealand Department of Internal Affairs, 2000, p.565. 
2 The Tilllaru Herald, 22 August 200 I, p.2; New Zealand Department of Internal Affairs, 2000, p.565. 
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18 Annual Report, 1935. 
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Chapter 5 
Wiping the Slate Clean: 1937-1945 
5.1 Introduction 
The company's capital was halved at the beginning of this period (see Figure 5.1). 
Along with the reduction in the value of issued capital, accumulated losses that had 
been recorded as an asset in the Appropriation Account were written off, which tidied 
the balance sheet and cleared the path for a brighter future; thus the slate was wiped 
clean. The name of the company was expanded to Mount Cook & Southern Lakes 
Tourist Company Ltd, highlighting that the company's operations extended beyond 
the one location. The company began this period with a retreat from the North Island 
hotels, and as the name reflected, it focused on the South Island activities in the Mt 
Cook and Southern Lakes areas. RL W was forced to postpone his grand vision for the 
company while it consolidated its financial position. 
Figure 5.1: Balance Sheet as at 31 March 1937 (in Pounds) 
Buildings 
Plant 
Assets 
Stock on Hand 
Investments 
Sundry Debtors 
Advances to Directors 
and Officers 
Cash on Hand 
Goodwill 
52763 
39625 
4080 
1 704 
3 114 
248 
82 
13200 
LL4~ 
Debenture 
Loans etc 
Sundry Creditors 
BNZ (secured) 
Liabilities 
22460 
39552 
5 115 
2025 
Owners' Equity 
Paid Up Capital 39 666 
Forfeited Shares Reserve 140 
Reserve 1 776 
69 152 
Appropriation Account 4082 45 664 
Jl481G 
Source: Anllual Report, 1937 
This period closed with the death of RLW, and his replacement as managing director 
by his son, Harry (later Sir Henry) (HRW). RL W passed away in April 1946, so the 
1946 financial year could have been included within the parameters of this chapter. 
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However, the financial report would have been prepared after his death, and changes 
in reporting style which included comparative figures from the previous year and 
categorising items in the balance sheet suggest that there was already a new regime 
and that the 1946 results mark the commencement of a new period, rather than a strict 
interpretation that would include 1946 in this period. This decision had no material 
effect on the analysis. The changes in the accounting presentation were not an 
innovation, as the current/non-current split had been used in the USA since the tum of 
the century. I 
5.2 Traditional Analysis 
International events adversely affected the company from 1939 onwards. The 
impending war in Europe caused a decline in English and American traffic, while 
bush fires in Victoria, Australia caused heavy cancellations from Australia. 
Figure 5.2: Gross Profit and Takings 1937-1945 
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Source: Annual Reports 
The outbreak of war in 1939 caused gross profit and takings to drop by nearly 
£ 10 000 (18.8%) during 1940 (see Figure 5.2). Gross profit and takings slumped by a 
further £ 1 a 000 (28.4%) in 1943 following the Hermitage passing back to the 
govcmment in 1942. 
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The war reduced the number of international visitors (See Figure 5.3), and the 
company lowered its prices to satisfy the internal market, with a view to increasing its 
numbers.2 This policy appeared to have been effective, in that gross profit and takings 
for 1941 dropped by only 4% from the previous year. 
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Figure 5.3: Number of Tourists to New Zealand 
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Figure 5.4: Net Profit After Tax 1937-1945 
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Source: Annual Reports 
Despite the nSl!1g turnover from 1937 to 1939, net profit after tax dropped 
significantly in 1938, and continued to fall until 1942, with the exception of 1941, in 
which a loss was still reported (see Figure 5.4). 
The working capital ratio in this period is somewhat misleading (Table 5.1). During 
this period, the debt owed to the Bank of New Zealand (BNZ) was secured by the 
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issue of a debenture, and subsequently was recorded as a secured, term liability. It is 
probable that the bank overdraft was recorded as a portion of the secured debt, but 
there was insufficient information in the reports to make an arbitrary allocation. For 
this reason, the working capital ratio in this period may be overstated, as the current 
liabilities do not include an amount for the overdraft with the BNZ from 1938 
onwards. 
Table 5.1: Working Capital Ratio 1937-1945 
Current Assets / 
Year Current Liabilities Percentage 
(pounds) 
1937 7524/7141 105% 
1938 7713/2920 264% 
1939 7779/3583 218% 
1940 7673/5033 152% 
1941 8 107/5248 154% 
1942 6944/2445 284% 
1943 9707/3 072 316% 
1944 8648/3820 226% 
1945 10745/5224 206% 
1945 (as stated 10225/7207 142% 
in 1946) 
Source: Annual Reports 
The restatement ofthe 1945 figures in 1946 was also a change in the reporting style. 
The difference in the current assets was an asset called "Post Office Savings Bank" 
which was regarded as a current asset, but classified by the company as an 
investment. This discrepancy highlights the difficulty of working with early financial 
reports, where the intentions of the directors are not readily apparent. 
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The Annual Report in 1942 noted that debentures had been repaid and that the 
mortgage had been reduced from £36 529 to £17 200. These changes were not shown 
in the financial statement as they occurred after balance date, but can be seen in the 
following year's report. 
The 1943 report presented the first figures after the Hermitage was returned to the 
government. There was a notable improvement in profitability, both in sum and as a 
percentage of gross profit and takings. 
Recovery was shown from 1943 to 1945. A possible reason for this improvement was 
the return of the Hermitage to the government. Details of its subsequent operation 
cannot be found, but the Parliamentary Debates in 1943 noted £650 paid to the 
Hermitage for operating costs, which suggested that the hotel continued to operate at a 
loss. The debate in parliament failed to refute this understanding. 3 
Recovery can also be seen in the debt/equity ratio. Up to 1942 this ratio was well 
above 100%, reaching 195% in 1942, which would have been a concern to lenders, 
and could well have resulted in forced liquidation had the company defaulted. Careful 
cash management kept creditors at bay during this period; creditors probably saw little 
benefit in forcing the company into liquidation and higher potential returns in waiting. 
The transfer of the Hermitage back to the government reduced the total assets of the 
company and removed associated debts from the balance sheet. The assets were 
improvements made to the Hermitage during the tenancy of the company that the 
government had agreed to take over at cost at the termination of the lease. There is a 
clear improvement in this ratio after 1942 (see Table 5.2). 
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Table 5.2: Debt to Equity Ratio 1937-1945 
Year Debt / Equity Percentage 
(Pounds) 
1936 59822 / 41789 143% 
1937 69153/45663 151% 
1938 69490 / 47205 147% 
1939 69980/47622 147% 
1940 68873/43761 157% 
1941 67382/41243 163% 
1942 70034/ 35955 195% 
1943 25078/41302 61% 
1944 22370/45695 49% 
1945 22574/50155 45% 
Source: Annual Reports 
In 1944, dividends were paid for the first time since 1930, albeit at the modest rate of 
2.5%, and doubled to 5% in 1945.4 A small number of letters to the company indicate 
that shareholders wanted to sell their shares, but a lack of potential buyers obliged the 
existing shareholders to hold their shares and wait for an eventual retum. 5 A broader 
study would be valuable to ascertain the effect of the Depression and the Second 
World War across the economy on share trading and dividend payment in other New 
Zealand companies, to establish whether this company's experiences were typical. 
5.30CFAID 
Operating cash flow was positive in this period, except for a dramatic drop in 1942 to 
a net outflow of £4836. This year was affected by petrol rationing resulting in a 
number of cancellations, as well as the passing of the Hermitage to the government. 
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The steeper gradient in the OCFAID (see Figure 5.5) line shows that there was an 
increase in the net operating cashflow after the passing back of the Hermitage, 
suggesting that the Hermitage had been draining cash from the company. Data 
supporting the OCFAID graph is shown in Table 5.3 below. 
Table 5.3: OCFAID 1937-1945 
Year OCFAID Cumulative Cumulative 
(Pounds) OCFAID Retained 
(Pounds) Earnings 
(Pounds) 
1937 5299 5299 3751 
1938 3835 9134 5292 
1939 4947 14081 5709 
1940 2340 16421 1 848 
1941 669 17090 -670 
1942 -4836 12254 -5958 
1943 12422 24676 -611 
1944 10791 35467 3782 
1945 4738 40205 8243 
Source: Annual Reports 
Figure 5.5: OeFAID 1937·1945 
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An alternative possible interpretation could break this period into two distinct time 
periods: 1937 to 1941 when the company operated the Hermitage, and 1942 to 1946 
when it did not. As with any periodisation, the selection of breaks requires thought. 
While RL W remained the managing director there was no reason to break the graph at 
this point since he continued to be the driving force. The company also remained an 
accommodation provider, with the White Star and Eichardt's Hotels in Queenstown. It 
had not severed its links with the Mt Cook area, as it continued to operate coaches to 
the Hermitage, so although the loss of the Hermitage had an important financial 
impact, RLW's vision remained the same, and its loss should be seen as no more a 
reason for a new graph than the loss of the Chateau Tongariro in 1931 or Brent's 
Hotel in 1932. 
Cash flows from 1942 to the end of this period were encouraging, and indicate that 
the business was recovering well, despite difficult trading conditions. The 
improvement in the graph after 1942 suggests that the Hermitage had been a major 
drain on the company's cash flows. 
5.4 Operations 
5.4.1 General Comments 
This period was a struggle for the company. Recovery from the Depression was slow. 
Influenced by their hardships in recent years, customers were slow to spend on extras, 
such as holidays and transport. The Second World War brought shortages of 
equipment, resources, staff and customers. Despite these challenges, RL W kept 
moving the company towards his vision of a nationwide accommodation chain and 
transportation to the sights of the country by adapting the accommodation it owned 
and expanding the variety of services it provided. 
5.4.2 Air Activities 
In February 1937, RLW reported that the air licence had been extended to two further 
aircraft on the same tenns as the present licence, namely British aircraft only, and to 
operate in the provinces of Otago, Westland and Canterbury.6 An amalgamation with 
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Union Airways was discussed, but this did not come to anything as evidenced by 
Union Airway's failure to extend services to these areas. The licenses prompted the 
commencement or continued development of Queenstown-Mt Cook Airways Ltd. 
Despite the licence specifying British aircraft, the company operated an American· 
Waco biplane. The business operated quite successfully until the commencement of 
World War Two, which caused the company to close as staff and resources were 
redirected to the war effort. 
There was mingling of personal and company assets. A director's minute noted that 
the company would be charged 30 shillings per hour for the use of the Swallow 
aircraft, which suggested that it had been used in the past without compensation to 
RL W as its owner. Conversely, there was no evidence found that RL W personally 
paid for services to the Swallow that were rendered. The company had been offered 
ownership of the aircraft when it arrived in June 1936, but a decision had been held 
over, and not revisited.7 Other projects were taken on at this stage, and the aircraft 
was not expected to generate any revenue in its own right, thus providing a poor 
investment. The directors were also aware of RL W' s earlier business failure with the· 
New Zealand Aero Transport Co. Ltd, and would be reluctant to be involved with this 
aviation venture. 
5.4.3 Coaches 
Buses suffered from the shortage of parts and spares during the war years. Tyres and 
fuel were an ongoing difficulty as the war effort had priority over tourism and 
domestic travel. 
5.4.4 Freight Services 
Freight services were not mentioned in the annual reports or in the minutes during this 
period, but they continued to be an important contributor to the continuance of the 
company, in the same manner that they had ensured thc company's survival through 
World War r. 8 
5.4.5 Accommodation 
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Accommodation was enhanced by the addition of Eichardt's Hotel in Queenstown in 
October 1936.9 Financing was left open according to the minute book, and the details 
were not apparent at any later date. 
The Mortgage Adjustment Commission halved debts owing to the government on the 
Hermitage rent by £2200 in 1936, reduced the rent, interest on mortgage and 
postponed principal repayments for two years. IO 
Improvements were made to the Hermitage with funds borrowed from the 
government. The Hermitage was due to pass back to the government in October 1942, 
but by mutual agreement it was passed back six months early. II 
The White Star Hotel in Queenstown was sold to a previous owner in April 1944i in 
favour of developing Eichardt's,12 which had a waterfront location. The White Star 
"13 Hotel had been held by the company since 1923 or 1924:1 
5.4.6 Other Services 
Rental cars were investigated in 1937. It was decided that this would be a worthwhile 
venture, and arrangements were made with Dominion Motors to acquire new cars on 
payment of £160, that could be traded at the end of one year for another new car on 
payment of an additional £160. In a short time, the Timaru fleet numbered ten. 14 
Mutual Car Rental Company was floated with private capital of £2000 in September 
1937. The shareholders were RLW, CS Elms, H Coxhead, HR Wigley (HRW) and 
AG Wigley. RLW held the majority of shares (1200 of the 2000 £1 shares), but he 
offered the company a 12-month option to buy 800 of those shares. This again 
demonstrated the lack of clear separation of the company from RL W. Although the 
company held no interest in the rental cars at this point, the matters were discussed in 
directors' meetings and recorded in the company's minute book. RLW's vision was 
again several years ahead of his time, as this development foreshadowed the growth in 
demand for private transport that became so popular in the 1950s. This business was 
run from the Mt Cook company's offices, reducing the costs of the new venture. 
i Wigley (1979) dated this event as 1943. 
ii Annual Report 1962 dated the purchase of the hotel as 1927. 
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Activities in Queenstown were increased by the acqulSltlOn of J Edgar's launch 
service on Lake Wakatipu in December 1936. 15 Two other operators were bought out 
the following year,16 and these activities helped the company to obtain further revenue 
from tourists that they had brought into the Queenstown area. Winter revenue in 
Queenstown was commented on in the Chairman's Address to the AGM in 1938, and 
note made of AG Wigley's plans to promote the area for winter activities. The 
chairman modestly hoped to build up winter revenue to break even. 17 
5.5 The Board 
The board underwent some changes in 1937. F Lysaght died in July f937. 18 Standage 
reduced his shareholding to 80 shares, and was thus ineligible for re-election, 1 9 as 
each director was required by the Memorandum of Association to hold 1000 shares.2o 
The board noted with regret that circumstances necessitated his departure from the 
board.21 
WJ Sim, a solicitor who had represented the company in a number of legal cases, was 
invited to act as an advisory director from April 1937,z2 The arrangement remained 
until Sim died in 1974. The variant on his title to advisory director freed him from an 
obligation to hold shares, although he eventually became a shareholder in 1964. 
CS "Tui" Elms joined the board in 1937. Tui began his career with the company as an 
office boy, becoming a driver and a mountain guide. He worked as the manager at the 
Chateau when it was first opened, and then at the White Star Hotel in Queenstown. He 
then managed the Hermitage from 1936 to 1940.23 James Campbell was issued 1912 
shares as part payment for his Lumsden business, and was appointed to the board at 
the same time as CS Elms. 
In 1938, JG Smith and AG Wigley were appointed to the board. JG Smith was a 
carpenter who was a considerable creditor of the company. His appointment was 
probably an attempt to placate his concems about the amount owing to him, as 
effectively his debts made him a part-owner of the company. The fact he did not hold 
shares in his own name would support this assertion, as he should not have been a 
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director without the 1000 shares as per the Articles of Association of the company. 
AG Wigley was a son ofRLW. 
Coxhead disposed of all his shares In 1942, thereby becoming ineligible for re-
election. No comment was made in the annual report, but oral accounts tell of a falling 
out between Coxhead and RL W. Coxhead was given the rental car business to see him 
out of the company.24 
He was followed the next year by CD Elms, CS Elms and J Campbell. While no 
reason for the resignations was recorded, it was evident that the company's position 
was not strong. The Chateau had gone into liquidation, Brents Hotel had been 
returned to its previous owners, Eichardts Hotel had been sold, the buses were run 
down, the rental cars had been sold, dividends 'had not been paid in over ten years, and 
the future was looking fairly grim. HRW noted in his book that he took over the 
company in 1946 with "nothing but a few bits of real estate in Timaru, Fairlie and 
Queenstown, and a few broken down vehicles.,,25 The directors' resignations left the 
company short of the minimum number of directors iii (not less than 4 or more than 
7).26 Recruitment of directors at the end of the Second World War would have been 
difficult. Mrs JC Wigley, RLW's wife, was appointed to meet requirements.27 She 
served on the board until 1961. 
RLW was the only board member to remain through this period (see Table 5.4). The 
war years caused major disruptions to staff and supplies, and would have challenged 
any board operating in the transport and tourism sectors. The turnover in directors 
could have resulted from a combination of difficult trading times, call-ups to the 
armed forces, and RL W's fiery personality. In 1945, 34.1 % of issued capital was held 
by the directors. All of this capital was held by the Wigley family, 27.1 % of which 
was held by RLW. 
III This count excluded Sim due to his advisory capacity. 
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Table 5.4: Directors during 1937-1945 
Director Professional Full term in office Shareholding 
background (and year quoted) 
RL Wigley Transport operator 1930-45 21809 (1945) 
D Standage Bank manager 1930-37 80 (1939) 
CD Elms Driver 1930-43 1514 (1943) 
H Coxhead Accountant 1930-42 1270 (1942) 
J Campbell Transport operator 1937-43 1912 (1943) 
CS Elms Hotelier 1937-43 1000 (1943) 
WJSim Lawyer 1938-74 Nil 
JG Smith Carpenter 1939-67 Nil 
AG Wigley Livestock agent 1939-41 5000 (1941) 
HR Wigley Pilot 1942-80 4120 (1945) 
JC Wigley Married woman 1944-61 1580 (1945) 
Source: Companies Office file 
5.6 Economic Environment 
Import licensing and exchange controls were introduced in December 1938. The 
import licensing preferred British suppliers, and exchange controls ensured that 
government targets could be met. 
World War Two generated difficult trading times for both transport and tourism 
operators. Tourist numbers dropped to just 630 in 1943 (see Figure 5.3 earlier) and 
recovered only slowly. It was 1950 before tourist numbers again exceeded 10000 in a 
single year. 
Transport operators faced difficulties in procuring materials. The finest grade crude 
oil was used for aviation gas for the Air Force, so transport operators had only second 
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grade oil available to them. Tyres were also in short supply. One transport operator 
travelled the country looking for old chasses to rebuild as new coaches. 28 
Travel restrictions brought about by petrol rationing limited private travel and led to a 
high number of cancellations for both transport and accommodation. This had a 
detrimental effect on the Hermitage as few people lived within easy travelling 
distance, but Queenstown benefited as people were forced to take their holidays 
10cally.29 
5.7 Competition and Government Involvement 
The Homer Tunnel was under construction to provide road access to Milford Sound. 
This was beneficial to Queenstown, as tourists had a reason to stay longer, and to 
travel further. 
Access to Queenstown was also provided across Lake Wakatipu from the railhead at 
Kingston by steamer, TSS Earnslaw. It was operated by New Zealand Railways, who 
were in competition with the company. 
Union Airways began air passenger and freight services on what was to become the 
main trunk route in January 1936. The government had also refused them permission 
to buy a preferred American aircraft, but relented in 1937, when the British 
government allowed importation of the same American aircraft in the United 
Kingdom. Union Airways initially flew from Palmerston North to Dunedin, via 
Blenheim and Christchurch, and added services from Wellington to Auckland in June 
1937. It also took over East Coast Airways, based in Gisborne, and flew limited 
services in that area. While it did not directly compete with the company, RL W would 
have been aware of its activities, and the inroads it was gaining with air mail 
contracts, and improving public confidence in flying. 
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5.8 Conclusion 
This period began in difficult circumstances. The depression had taken its toll on the 
company, and although the situation improved a little the onset of the Second World 
War created a new set of difficult trading conditions. The constant battle to keep the 
company operating through these times took their toll on RLW, and his death on 28 
April 1946 at 64 years of age was no doubt a consequence of the effort and hours that 
he committed to the company to fulfil his grand vision of a chain of tourist 
accommodation and transport running the length of the country. His obituary in The 
Timaru Herald read: 
Mr Wigley was much more than a transport operator - he was an outstanding 
figure in the tourist world. He was always alive to the possibilities of tourist 
expansion and did much to popularise the South Island in a life devoted to 
progress backed by a genuine love of the mountains and outdoors. He was keen 
on encouragement of a similar appreciation by young people, and did everything 
possible to bring visits to the snowfields within the reach of secondary school· 
pupils who might otherwise never have had the opportunity of making the trip.30 
The company had made a bold step at the beginning of this period, to recognise past 
losses and a more realistic capital position. The capital was halved, and accumulated 
losses were written off. 
During the period, new activities were added, and the company continued to strive 
towards RLW's vision. The passing of the Hennitage back to government control, 
while a loss in public profile, had a positive effect on the financial results, and the 
period closed with the resumption of dividends after a spell of 11 years. The bold 
action at the beginning led to a good outcome at the end, and RL W left the company 
to HRW in a reasonable financial position based on the traditional and OCFAID 
analyses, considering the Depression and the war years had imposed serious 
difficulties for a business in transport and tourism. The position of the company for 
the next period was sound: it had real assets with potential to improve, and the 
necessary licences to operate in a regulated transport environment, despite HR W's 
assertion that he took over a company of "bits of real estate ... and a few broken down 
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vehicles.,,31 Nonetheless, there was a lot of capital expenditure required to improve 
the business. 
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Chapter 6 
The Second Entrepreneur: 
Expansion on the Snow 1946-1955 
6.1 Introduction 
This period began with HRW taking over from RLW as managing director. It focused 
on reviving the business following the hardships of the Depression and World War 
Two. Extensive efforts were made to develop winter activities, focused on the snow at 
Queenstown, to smooth out fluctuations in the revenue throughout the year. Coronet 
Peak was developed as a new ski area, which brought new interest to Queenstown as a 
winter resort. An accommodation lodge was built in the MacKenzie basin at Lake 
Ohau to meet the accommodation needs of the company after the Hermitage passed 
back into government control. The balance sheet from 1946 is reproduced below (see 
Figure 6.1). 
The period closed with the separation of aviation services from the company into a 
partly-owned subsidiary. This change attracted new capital from people involved with 
the company, and notionally freed the air services to make decisions independent of 
the parent company. Its effect on the parent company was to remove risks and early 
losses from the parent company's balance sheet. 
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Figure 6.1: Balance Sheet as at 31 March 1946 (in Pounds) 
Current Assets Current Liabilities 
BNZ and Cash 1433 Sundry Creditors 9713 
Sundry 8348 Provision Income Tax 2960 
Debtors 
Stocks on 1 543 11 324 Provision Proposed 1 983 9713 
Hand Dividend 
Investments Fixed Liabilities 
NZ Govt 4500 Debentures 4 000 
Loans 
Sundry 1 216 Mortgages 16750 20 750 
Investments 
Mortgage 6750 12466 Total Liabilities 30 463 
Fixed Assets Owners' Eguity 
Plant, 14692 Paid Up Capital 39665 
Furniture 
Fittings 
Land and 31209 45901 Appropriation Account 3563 43228 
Buildings 
Goodwill 4 000 
13691 73621 
Source: Annual Report, 1946 
6.2 Traditional Analysis 
Gross profit and takings were renamed "gross returns and takings". The Directors' 
Report compares gross profit and takings of 1945 with gross returns and takings of 
1946 as though the two figures were calculated on the same basis, and for this 
analysis, gross returns and takings are treated as a proxy for sales, as was gross profit 
and takings. 
Gross returns and takings throughout this period made a steady recovery from the low 
levels experienced during the war years, and tapered off from 1951 (see Figure 6.2). 
Travel patterns of returned servicemen would have boosted turnover, but tapered off 
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as these people settled back into civilian life. The drop in gross returns and takings in 
1953 was attributed to the sale of Eichardt's Hotel in December of the previous year 
while Lake Ohau Lodge had yet to establish itself. 
Relative portions of revenue contributed by the different activities of the company 
were likely to have changed due to the ascendancy of the private motor car as a 
preferred mode of transport. Data of this nature was not published in the annual 
reports until 1971, and was not found in the course of research. Removal of petrol 
rationing in mid-1950 1 assisted the change of preference from mass transport to 
private cars. Private cars registered grew by 77.7% between 1946 and 1955.2 This 
change in personal transport was to impact significantly on the services that the 
company offered. 
Figure 6.2: Gross Returns and Takings 1946-1955 
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Source: Annual Reports 
Conditions during the war had resulted in maintenance on the company's vehicles 
falling behind, due to shortages of parts and reduced staff levels. A small profit was 
reported in 1946 (£2686 compared with £5226 in 1945), which reflected attempts to 
catch up on maintenance and to return staffing levels to an adequate level.3 Although 
the Annual Report in 1946 showed a small profit for the period, goodwill was not 
written off from that amount, but taken from the appropriation account. This was 
standard practice at the time, but it has been amended to show the goodwill write-off 
as an expense in Figure 6.3 for consistency with later periods and current practice. 
This restatement has converted the small profit into a small loss for the year. 
Despite a lower level of gross return and takings in 1953 and 1954, the company's 
profit was in line with other years during this period. 
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Figure 6.3: Net Profit after Tax 1946·1955 
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Source: Annual Reports 
Dividends continued to be paid throughout this period, at 5% in 1946 and 1947, rising 
to 6% for the following years. The dividend was maintained at 6% in 1955, despite 
profit for the year of only £929, by a transfer from general reserves of £1000. Return 
on assets (profit/total assets) was constantly low. Inflation, based on increase in the 
consumer price index, averaged 4.92% in this period, compared with just 2.57% 
return on assets. Return on equity (profit/equity) only equalled or exceeded the 
dividend rate between 1947 and 1950 (see Table 6.1). 
Table 6.1: Return on Assets and Return on Equity 1946-1955 
Year Profit / Total Assets Profit / Equity 
(Pounds) (Pounds) 
1946 (1374) / 73691 = (1.9) % (1374) / 43228 = (3.2) % 
1947 2419/81759 = 3.0 % 2419/44128 = 5.5 % 
1948 2702/81500 = 3.3 % 2702/45038 = 6.0 % 
1949 2972 / 80653 = 3.7 % 2972 / 45593 = 6.5% 
1950 3066/81646 = 3.8 % 3066/47628 = 6.4 % 
1951 2786/86820 = 3.2 % 2786/49797 = 5.6 % 
1952 1928 / 85676 = 2.3 % 1928/55583 = 3.5 % 
1953 2832/76514 = 3.7 % 2832/ 55998 = 5.1 % 
1954 2730/84747 = 3.2 % 2730/56310 = 4.8 % 
1955 929/83944 = 1.1 % 929/54822 = 1.7 % 
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Source: Annual Reports 
This period is the first in this analysis when the debt to equity ratio remained below 1 
throughout the period (see Table 6.2). This ratio increased in the next period, and only 
returned to a favourable level in the 1980s. 
Table 6.2: Debt to Equity Ratio 1946-1955 
Year Debt / Equity Percentage 
(Pounds) 
1946 30 463 / 43 228 70% 
1947 37631/44128 85% 
1948 36462/45038 81% 
1949 35 060/45 593 77% 
1950 34018/47628 71% 
1951 37023/49797 74% 
1952 30093 / 55 583 54% 
1953 20516/55998 37% 
1954 28437/56310 51% 
1955 29 122/54822 53% 
Source: Annual Reports 
The working capital ratio in this period (Table 6.3) was more realistic than the 
previous period, as the annual reports showed the distinction between current and 
non-current items. The level of working capital was quite low, and showed only minor 
improvement in the last three years of this period. It is generally considered a poor 
indicator when this ratio falls below 100%, which implies that the company's 
financial security was not assured for most of this period. 
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Table 6.3: Working Capital Ratio 1946-1955 
Current Assets / 
Year Current Liabilities Percentage 
(pounds) 
1946 11 324/9713 117% 
1947 7387 / 17 881 41% 
1948 9965/ 16 712 60% 
1949 10998/16310 67% 
1950 8285/ 15 768 53% 
1951 12012/19273 62% 
1952 17247/20343 85% 
1953 13 319/10766 124% 
1954 14202/ 14687 97% 
1955 14956/ 15 372 97% 
Source: Annual Reports 
A resolution passed in June 1950 to open a separate bank account with the Post Office 
Savings Bank for the General Reserve and Income Tax Reserve, and to transfer cash 
as it was available,4 disclosed a funds accounting tool that failed to maximise the 
interest earned. This suggests possible cash flow difficulties that this move tried to 
address. Trustees were HRW and Spence, the company secretary. Such an account did 
not appear on the balance sheet in 1951, nor in subsequent years, although a separate 
Post Office Savings Bank account had been disclosed in the 1930s. An assessment of 
the cash balance throughout the 1950s would suggest that surplus funds were never 
available to transfer to the separate account. Oral accounts also tell of an ongoing 
shortage ofrcady cash.s 
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6.30CFAID 
Operating cash flows in this period were consistently positive. Growth in retained 
earnings was slow, but the situation improved from the beginning of the period when 
retained earnings were negative, to close the period with accumulated retained 
earnings of £4182 (see Table 6.4 and Figure 6.4). These positive results stand in 
contrast to the two earlier periods were there was clear evidence of financial distress. 
The company appeared to be recovering from the previous trials of the Depression 
and World War Two during this period. 
Table 6.4: OCFAID 1946-1955 
Year OCFAID Cumulative Cumulative 
(pounds) OCFAID retained 
(Pounds) eanungs 
(Pounds) 
1946 4116 4116 -6787 
1947 11483 15599 -5887 
1948 3676 19275 -5602 
1949 8986 28261 -5047 
1950 10448 38709 -3012 
1951 4453 43 162 -843 
1952 5061 48223 4946 
1953 7427 55650 5358 
1954 1 732 57382 5670 
1955 6395 63777 4 182 
Source: AlIlIlIal Reports 
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Figure 6.4: oeFAID 1946-1955 
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6.4 Operations 
6.4.1 Ski Activities 
Activities centred on establishing skiing at Queenstown, both as a venture on its own, 
and as a means of utilising idle capacity in the winter months. Aviation interests were 
never far from HRW's mind, and developments were under way for the commercial. 
activities that signalled the beginning of the next period. 
Winter sports were a strong focus in this period. These were developed to generate 
some traffic in a traditionally quiet period. Once the Hermitage was back under the 
government's control, it became clear that the government was not interested in 
continuing to develop the winter sports. This would put the company back into the 
same position it was in twenty years earlier, with idle equipment and staff during the 
winter months.6 A ski field was established at Coronet Peak to attract tourists to 
Queenstown in winter. This project was an interest of Sandy Wigley (AGW), who had 
been the branch manager prior to enlisting in the Air Force. He had been the branch 
manager since 1938, and, being a keen skier, had experimented with different sites in 
the area. Coronet Peak was eventually settled on, and the installation of a rope tow 
investigated. Bill (later Sir William) Hamilton was approached to design and build a 
rope tow. As was customary for the company, any spare staff were sent to 
Quecnstown to help with the projcct. 7 It was opened to the public for the winter of 
1947.H 
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Development of the Queenstown ski area was assisted by the local council and central 
government. A grant from the government's Tourist Department was received in May 
1949 for £400 towards building the road to Coronet Peak.9 Local government assisted 
later with widening and maintaining the road with funding made available from the 
Main Highways Board. 10 
Coronet Peak was declared a recreation reserve under the Tourist and Health Resorts 
Act 1952 in 1952. 11 This status transferred responsibility for the area to the Lands 
Department, thereby limiting the government intervention that the company had 
experienced from several departments. A further advantage was protection of the 
company's operations from competition. 
New Zealand Ski Championships were held at Coronet Peak in 1948 12 and 1950.13 
Upgrading of the cafeteria and conveniences, and remetalling of the road were 
justified in 1950 for the upcoming national championships.14 The government took 
over the Coronet Peak road in 1955,15 releasing the company from the ongoing costs 
of maintenance. 
6.4.2 Air Activities 
While the company was not yet operating any public air services, an aircraft, a BA 
Swallow, had been in use since prior to the war for executive and company transport. 
It facilitated visiting remote locations, such as the Hermitage, and made it much easier 
for RL W to stay in touch with the whole operation. The Swallowi was lost in a flood 
at the Saltwater Creek airfield during World War TwO. 16 A Tiger Moth was bought by 
the company from the War Assets Disposal Board as a replacement. 17 It was decided 
in March 1950 to sell the Tiger Moth and replace it with a Miles Whitney Straight. 18 
The first steps towards developing air services, such as aerial topdressing and rabbit 
poisoning, began in 1953. Air licences were applied for in September 1953,19 and 
light aircraft were purchased in 1954. Air services were separated from the parent 
company into a separate company from 1956, thereby isolating the risk involved with 
these services, leaving the parent company to continue its more traditional roles. 
i The Swallow was owned by RLW. See Chapter 6. 
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6.4.3 Coaches 
Four new buses entered service towards the end of the 1947 financial year.20 Two 
further buses were added the following year/I and another two in 1950,z2 Road 
transport was therefore still a significant contributor to the company's activities. 
Fares continued to be regulated by the government. Approval was sought in May 
1949 to raise the fare for the Christchurch to the Hermitage sector, but the Committee 
challenged this request, asking that the company justify why it should not lower some 
of its fares. Here is an example of the conflicting relationship that the company had 
with the government. While the government allowed private enterprise to provide 
transportation, it tried to dictate what level of profitability was acceptable. Increased 
fares were approved to take effect from 1 July 1949.23 
An increase in costs was estimated at £4850 in March 1951 consequent to a wage 
increase of 15%. An increase in fares of 10% was sought to cover these costs. 
6.4.4 Freight Services 
Freight services continued to operate in the background of the more glamorous 
activities. A public works contract was renewed in the Fairlie and Tekapo area to 
support the hydroelectric projects in the area. An additional truck was added to the 
fleet in 1950.24 These hydroelectric projects were virtually completed in 1953,25 
leading to the loss of this revenue. 
6.4.5 Accommodation 
Accommodation was graded by local licensing authorities to determine 
accommodation charges for each establishment. Eichardt's Hotel in Queenstown was 
extensively renovated in 1948,26 and given a 2-star rating in May 1949. The board 
challenged this to gain a higher rating to secure higher accommodation rates.27 
The financial position of Eichardt's Hotel was discussed in March 1951,28 and it was 
sold in December 1951 ii as the board no longer thought an interest in accommodation 
ii Wigley (1965) dated the sale as 1950, but the directors' minutes show that it occurred in 1951. 
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in Queenstown was necessary. An over-run of repair costs contributed to its demise. 
Staff quarters next to the hotel had been destroyed by fire in July, and the managers 
resigned in August 1951. iii 
A lodge was built at Lake Ohau from huts bought from the Public Works Department, 
following completion of the hydroelectric project at Lake Pukaki.29 Lake Ohau Lodge 
accommodated 60 guests. It provided an alternative to the Hermitage, which had 
returned to government control in 1942. Lake Ohau Lodge claimed an advantage over 
the Hermitage, by being just 16 miles from the main road, against the Hermitage's 60-
mile access road, but tourists still wanted to make the trip to the Mt Cook village to 
see the mountain. A ski area was developed at Ohau to provide an incentive for 
people to stay at the Lodge in the winter months. 
Building the Lake Ohau Lodge had caused a drain on cash resources, and the 
company sought to raise mortgages against their properties to finance this 
requirement. The effect of this is seen in the 1954 balance sheet as mortgages rise 
from £7750 to £11750.30 
6.5 The Board 
HRW was appointed managing director after the death of his father, RLW, in April 
1946. The vacancy on the board left by RLW's death was filled by JW Grant. 31 Grant 
resigned from the board in 1952. He was HRW's uncle, and a sheep farmer at Grays 
Hills Farm in South Canterbury. 
The number of directors was increased in 1946 to five, with the appointment of LR 
Jordan, a retired bank manager. 32 Jordan did not hold the 1000 shares minimum 
required of all directors, and no note of this nor explanation was made in the 
directors' minutes. 
iii It was sold to the Buckham brothers, who sold it to Tourist Hotel Corporation (Wigley, 1979). Public 
interest went against government building in Queenstown, and the assets were sold back to the 
company in 1970. 
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AK Rollinson was appointed to the board following Grant's resignation in 1952. 
Rollinson had been the bus manager of the company for some time. 
The changes to the board are summarised in Table 6.5. 
Table 6.5: Directors during 1946-1955 
Director Professional Full term in office Shareholding 
background (and year quoted) 
HR Wigley Pilot 1942-80 4880 (1955) 
WJSim Lawyer 1938-74 Nil 
JG Smith Carpenter 1939-67 275 (1955) 
JC Wigley Married woman 1944-61 1580 (1955) 
JW Grant Farmer 1946-51 3500 (1955) 
LRJordan Bank manager 1947-65 290 (1955) 
AK Rollinson Bus driver 1952-63 1025 (1955) 
Source: Annual Reports, Companies Office file 
The company secretary, Spence, was terminated in September 1950 and GA Barron 
was appointed in his place from 1 November 1950.33 Barron resigned in September 
1952, and was replaced by GA Duncan, who stayed in the role until his death in 1967. 
Satisfaction with results for 1949, an increase in profit of £270, led to bonus payments 
amounting to £250; £100 to HRW, £50 each to Rollinson, bus manager; Spence, 
company secretary; and Brown, the Queenstown branch manager. 
The board members held 14% of the total shares in 1955. Shares held by RLW's 
Estate and other members of the Wigley family totalled 32 709, or 40.5%, which 
clearly demonstrated that the company was still in the control of the Wigley family. 
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6.6 Economic Environment 
Following World War Two, New Zealand experienced an unusually low level of 
unemployment. 34 
Tourist numbers recovered in this period. Beginning with only 2576 tourists visiting 
the country in 1946, the numbers tripled to 7828 in 1949 and doubled again to reach 
15 827 in 1955. 
Figure 6.5: Number of Tourists to New Zealand 1946-1955 
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Source: New Zealand Official Yearbooks 
The New Zealand currency was revalued to parity with the pound sterling in August 
1948 under the Labour government. 35 This could have limited the growth of tourist 
numbers in 1949. 
A Capital Issues Committee was formed by the Government in 1952 to screen any 
plans by the private sector to raise over £10000 in any 12 month period. It aimed to 
limit the total amount of borrowing, and to control the interest rates paid. 36 This did 
not directly affect the company, as it was attempting to reduce its level of 
indebtedness during this period. The development of air services was at an 
experimental stage with most of the work being done by existing employees with 
resources already available to the company. There was no real separation of the two 
entities, as demonstrated by bus employees who also worked on the skiplane 
prototype. J7 When Mount Cook Air Services Ltd (MCAS) was formed as a separate 
company, its capital was only £6500 - well below the threshold of this committee. 
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6.7 Competition and Government Involvement 
The government unified domestic air services by nationalising several independent 
operators under the auspices of the National Airways Corporation (NAC), which 
began services in April 1947.38 
Aviation developments were not restricted to passenger services. Experiments in 
aerial topdressing were proving successful, and commercial activities began in 1949.39 
These became an important part of the activities of Mt Cook Air Services Ltd in the 
next period. 
The Air Services Licensing Act was passed in 1951.40 This Act established the Air 
Services Licensing Authority which determined applications for granting, removal or 
transfer of air service licences. Complete control of national air services were 
previously vested in the National Airways Corporation (NAC) by the New Zealand 
National Airways Act 1945, but NAC was enabled by the New Zealand National 
Airways Amendment Act in 1948 to contract others to conduct services.41 The. 
Licensing Authority could grant licences to private airlines provided they were able to 
show that such services were "necessary.,,42 
The Homer Tunnel on the Milford road opened in 1953, enabling tourists to travel 
overland to Milford Sound.43 The MCG would have benefited by the increased 
numbers of tourists travelling through Queenstown, and using their transport services. 
RL W had anticipated the opening of this tunnel in the 1930s with the Cascade Creek 
Camp, but the tunnel was not completed under the Depression work schemes, and 
work was only recommenced in 1951.44 
The tourism sector was affected by the loss of two hotels to fire. The Milford Hotel 
was destroyed in 1950, and the Franz Josef Glacier Hotel in 1954. Both hotels had 
been operated by the Tourist and Publicity Department. Hotels were separated from 
the Department into a separate corporation, the Tourist Hotel Corporation, in 1955 to 
take advantage of skills that were provided by directors with private sector experience 
of the industry. 
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6.8 Conclusion 
During this period, conditions eased for individuals and for businesses. As individuals 
recovered financially from the pressures of the Depression and World War Two, 
companies also benefited as demand for goods and services increased. The traditional 
analysis and the cash flow analysis both indicate a company in recovery, as echoed by 
the country as a whole. 
Repairs and maintenance were undertaken as parts, funds and labour became 
available, in addition to expansion into winter sports. The vision for the company was 
beginning to be readdressed following years of struggle for survival. HRW brought 
new energy to the leadership role. His passion for, and knowledge of, aviation would 
come to fruition in the next period. 
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7.1 Introduction 
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Chapter 7 
Entrepreneurial Growth: 
Expansion in the Air 1956-1965 
The Mount Cook Group benefited from the development of aviation, championed by 
its second managing director, Harry Wigley. Drucker l identifies innovation as the tool 
of entrepreneurship. Innovation was amply demonstrated by this company throughout 
its history, and was shown in this period by the design and development of retractable 
skis for the small aircraft used in the Mt Cook area. This was a real breakthrough in 
tourist activities, allowing visitors to move in minutes from a grass airstrip to virgin 
snow fields, and to this day this is seen as a drawcard to the country. The company's 
financial position is shown in Figure 7.1 below. 
Figure 7.1: Balance Sheet as at 31 March 1956 (in Pounds) 
Current Assets Current Liabilities 
Cashon Hand 177 BNZ 9755 
Sundry Debtors 12962 Sundry Creditors 12402 
Stock on Hand 1098 14237 Provision Income Tax 5210 
Investments Proposed Dividend 2417 29784 
NZ Govt Loans 4510 Fixed Liabilities 
Sundry 7084 Debentures 2000 
Investments 
Mortgage 3708 15302 Mortgages 11 750 13750 
Fixed Assets Total Liabilities 43534 
Plant, Furniture 44346 Owners' Eguity 
Fittings 
Land and 27078 71 424 Paid Up Capital 40290 
Buildings 
Reserve 15000 
Appropriation Account 2 139 57429 
llliL'2Q3. lQ~ 
Source: Annual Report, 1956 
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7.2 Traditional Analysis 
This period showed healthy growth in gross return and takings recorded in nominal 
pounds (see Figure 7.1). Gross return and takings grew from £87 005 in 1956 to £301 
550 in 1965, an increase of 246%, averaging a growth rate of 13.2% per annum. 
Growth in gross return and takings was impressive for the last three years, being 14%, 
29% and 43% respectively, but 1962 was a year with mixed results. Despite growth in 
gross return and takings of25%, there was a drop in profit of£1548, 30% below last 
year's profit (see Figure 7.2). 
Figure 7.2: Gross Returns and Takings 1956-
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Source: Annual Reports 
Net profit after tax showed a less healthy picture. It increased by only £3304, from 
£5024 to £8328, averaging £4423 per annum (see Figure 7.3). Compared to an 
average asset base of £129 526, this represents a return on total assets of 3.4% per 
annum. Return on total assets each year (profit/total assets) was below the dividend 
percentage. Dividends were paid each year from profits, with the exception of 1958 
and 1959, where profit was insufficient to cover the dividend, and retained profits 
were reduced to maintain the 6% dividend payout made in previous years. The period 
began with a slump in net profit after tax, but for the last three years of this period 
there was steady growth, which investors would have seen as encouraging. 
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Figure 7.3: Net Profit after Tax 1956·1965 
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Source: Annual Reports 
The willingness of investors to take up shares was contradicted by the movement in 
the debt/equity ratio during this period, which varied from 50.7% to 127.8% (see 
Table 7.1). During 1962 the company issued further shares, and this increase in 
capital indicated a level of investor confidence which the debt/equity ratio did not 
justify. Only 4419 shares were issued at this stage, being the balance of unallotted 
capital, and the issue was taken in full by Hester Wigley, HRW's sister; Leslie Jordan, 
a director of the company; Betty Jordan, his wife; and HRW himself. Given this 
shareholding, it is unlikely a financial analysis was done at this stage, but cash paid 
for shares on faith in the company, its leader and the underlying concept. The 
debt/equity ratio rose above 1 in 1964 and 1965 (it was 0.996 in 1962), signalling that 
external debtors had the potential to control the group (see Table 7.1). Further shares 
issues in 1964 and 1965 were insufficient to improve this declining ratio. Despite this 
indicator, a conventional analysis of the business would have shown these shares to be 
a secure investment. An increase in the dividend rate, from 6% to 8% in 1962, would 
also have inspired confidence. 
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Table 7.1: Debt to Equity Ratio 1956-1965 
Year Debt / Equity 
(pounds) 
1956 43534/57429 
1957 38428/57429 
1958 33571 /60282 
1959 30256 / 59722 
1960 31835/61153 
1961 43141/63939 
1962 66457 / 66704 
1963 52615/68309 
1964 103695/81129 
1965 151739/120447 
Percentage 
76% 
63% 
56% 
51% 
52% 
68% 
100% 
77% 
128% 
126% 
Source: Annual Reports 
This period showed a poor level of working capital (see Table 7.2). This ratio explains 
to some extent the comments of staff that the company was always scratching for 
cash, as the working capital was clearly insufficient. 
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Table 7.2: Working Capital Ratio 1956-1965 
Current Assets / 
Year Current Liabilities 
(Pounds) 
1956 14237 / 29784 
1957 14906/25828 
1958 19748/20971 
1959 11 978 / 17 656 
1960 12021 / 19235 
1961 16 185/30541 
1962 19721/36657 
1963 20616/26 115 
1964 30 609 / 66 495 
1965 49580/70498 
7.30CFAID 
Percentage 
48% 
58% 
94% 
68% 
62% 
53% 
54% 
79% 
46% 
70% 
Source: Annual Reports 
This period began in 1956, when the air services were set up as a subsidiary, Mount 
Cook Air Services Ltd, in which MCG held 21 % of the £ 15 000 capital. i The 
subsidiary did not require consolidation with the Mount Cook parent's financial 
reports. This had two effects on the parent company's reports: first, it removed the 
initial losses from the parent's performance reports, thereby retaining investor 
confidence, although the parent company was still privately held at this stage. Second, 
it removed the associated assets and liabilities from the parent's balance sheet. Large 
amounts of capital were required for aircraft, and considering the risk involved in the 
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types of flying undertaken due to the mountainous terrain and multiple landings and 
takeoffs for topdressing work, it was perhaps preferable to set this interest aside until 
the air operation had proven itself, was profitable and therefore could be included in 
the parent's reports without adversely affecting overall performance. There were only 
ever five shareholders in Mount Cook Air Services Ltd: Struan Roberston, the general 
manager and pilot, held 13% of the shares; Don Middleton, the operations manager 
and pilot, held 33%; IsabellalIsla Wigley, HRW's wife, held 4%; Harry Wigley, the 
managing director, held 29%; and Mount Cook and Southern Lakes Tourist Company 
Ltd itself, held 21 %. The close shareholding suggests that during this period Mount 
Cook Air Services Ltd was a separate entity in name only. Although it had its own 
board, MC Air Services was set up by the parent company, had a large overlap with 
its own directors and the board of the parent company with HR W as the permanent 
sole governing director,2 and with HRW as the driving force behind the enterprise. Its 
eventual absorption into the parent in 1965 provides further evidence. 
Table 7.3: OCFAID 1956-1965 
Year OCFAID Cumulative Cumulative 
(Pounds) OCFAID retained 
(Pounds) earnmgs 
(Pounds) 
1956 23772 23772 2607 
1957 13 320 37092 6055 
1958 -786 36306 5460 
1959 18859 55 165 4900 
1960 12 172 67337 6331 
1961 17238 84575 9 117 
1962 26714 III 289 9672 
1963 4 167 115456 11 277 
1964 26540 141 996 14097 
1965 19771 161 767 20915 
Source: AlIlIllal Reports 
I Initial capital was £6500, and increased to £15 000. 
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Figure 7.4: OCFAIO 1956-1965 
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The positive growth in OCFAID showed that the finn's operating cash inflow 
consistently exceeded its operating outflows. Small increases in cumulative OCF AID 
in 1958 and 1963 show that these years were less successful, but the company had a 
healthy trajectory from a cash flow point of view. 
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The cash flow analysis can be extended to look at the other two aspects of cash flow: 
investing and financing. These reveal where the cash generated from operations was 
being lIsed by the firm. Investing cash flow was consistently negative during this 
period, and exceeded the positive inflow generated by operations (see Figure 7.4 and 
Table 7.3). The investing cash flow was consistently negative in this period, and to 
show the significance of this cash outflow relative to the operating cash inflow, the 
investing cash flow has been inverted to show the gap between the inflow and the 
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outflow. As can be seen in the graph, the outflow consistently exceeded the operating 
inflow, which meant that the investing activities were consuming all the cash that 
operations generated, and there was still a shortfall that had to be met through 
financing inflows to maintain the same net cash position. This situation was not 
sustainable in the long term, and the injection of further financing cash flow in 1962, 
1964 and 1965 would suggest that funds were needed from outside the group to 
maintain its rate of growth. 
The business could not justify the acquisition of further assets with these cash flow 
results. At no time during this period did the return on assets exceed the dividend rate 
paid. The level of expansion and investment in assets resulted in the need for further 
cash injections, which came largely from issuing more shares. 
The directors' minutes support the importance of the cash flows. 3 They indicate a 
constant search for funds for the capital expansion to which the company had 
committed itself. HR W was visionary in outlook, and the details were an afterthought, 
to be sorted out as necessary. An example of this is provided by the increase in 
secured debentures in 1962 arising from a debenture issued to JC Wigley, HRW's 
mother, for £4000 in October 1961, which was raised to pay the 25% deposit on the 
first DC3 (total cost £16 500). The money always seemed to come after the ideas and 
the commitment, but it did materialise. This point is particularly clear when compared 
with the period following HRW's death, when the board focused on the financial 
aspects and lost sight of its long-range vision. 
7.4 Operations 
7.4.1 General Comments 
Mt Cook & Southern Lakes Tourist Co. Ltd celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 1962 
with a longer style of annual report of four pages in a printed cardboard cover, and 
included photographs for the first time. TEAL (later Air New Zealand) already 
included photographs in its annual reports in black and white, with one colour, and 
Transport (Nelson) Holdings Ltd included a photograph in 1959 of its twenty-first 
anniversary party and photos of its operations. Inclusion of photographs indicated a 
llO 
change in attitude towards the role of the annual report. Its new function expanded 
from the simple provision of accounting data, to providing a more complete "picture" 
of the company, and movement towards promoting the company. From this year 
forward, the reports followed a longer, more detailed format, which foreshadowed the 
public listing of the company in 1964. 
The company's head office had been located in Timaru since 1919, but increasing 
services based in Christchurch demanded that a move to Christchurch be considered. 
This was first addressed in the Annual Report of 1963, and a suitable property was 
bought in Riccarton Road in September 1963. Henceforth head office activities were 
gradually moved to Christchurch. 
7.4.2 The Airline 
Acknowledgment of domestic airline developments was made in the 1961 Annual 
Report, which was undertaken as a part of the parent company, but no indication was 
given of the performance of Mount Cook Air Services, or even a reminder that the 
parent company had an interest in this enterprise. Commercial passenger flights were 
introduced by the parent company in 1961 as an alternative to bus services. The 
airline received a great deal of cooperation from the National Airways Corporation 
(NAC) , the government's national domestic airline. The first plane acquired for the 
scheduled flights was purchased from NAC in October 1961, with guarantees that 
NAC would purchase the aircraft back if Mount Cook's efforts were unsuccessfu1.4 
A competitor, Southern Pacific Airlines of New Zealand (SP ANZ), which operated 
from 1960 to 1966, provided a challenge to the airline's position in the South Island. 
Mount Cook Air Services Ltd held a licence to fly the Christchurch to Queenstown 
sector, which was not being exercised. The interest in this route from SPANZ spurred 
the company to consider chartering aircraft to fend off the threat of competition at the 
end of 1959. Despite concerns for the effect on coach services, air services were 
begun to prevent losing the licence and associated revenues to SP ANZ. There was 
widespread public concern that with Reg Ansett, an entrepreneur [rom the Australian 
transport companies, Ansett Transport Industries Ltd and Ansett Airlines Australia, 
supporting SPANZ, it could afford to operate through a loss-making period, at the 
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expense of running New Zealand-owned businesses into receivership. In fact, SPANZ 
met its fate before this occurred, going into receivership itself in 1966. 
A second DC3 was obtained in 1964 to extend Mount Cook's airline services. This 
plane also was acquired from NAC, who requested 15,000 shares in MC&SLTC in 
exchange. There were potential benefits for both parties to this non-cash arrangement, 
but Aimer asserts that ministerial intervention prevented the shareholding by NAC at 
this stage.s The aircraft was eventually purchased with a cash deposit and a series of 
instalment payments over four years. It entered service in October 1964, but its 
payment details were not settled until March 1965. 
7.4.3 Air Activities 
HR W' s entrepreneurial contribution in this period is clear. Before World War Two, 
much work was done via Queenstown-Mt Cook Airways Ltd to raise awareness of 
and confidence in air travel. During the 1950s, after the coach services had been 
upgraded following the difficult war years, air services were begun in the agricultural 
area. Skiplanes were invented, creating a new product for which a new market had to 
be developed. In terms which Schumpeter6 and Carland et af identify, the New 
Zealand version of the skiplane with retractable skis was a hallmark of 
entrepreneurship. 
Mount Cook Air Services Ltd undertook two types of flying: agricultural work 
including topdressing, rabbit poisoning, and later dropping materials for DOC huts, 
and flightseeing work. An unusual enterprise was undertaken in 1957, with the 
filming of Cinerama South Seas Adventure by Carl Dudley.8 One of the pilots, Don 
Middleton, also played a key role as an actor in this film. Modifications to aircraft 
were required to fit cameras and other equipment, demonstrating the ability of the Air 
Services staff to meet any challenge presented. 
Mechanical skills were further extended by development of the retractable skis for 
the Auster aircraft, which was an important breakthrough for the company. HR W 
wanted to be able to take tourists to the glaciers for them to see the sights without 
having to walk for several hours. Although skiplanes were already in use in the 
Northern hemisphere, Mt Cook needed retractable skis as there was no suitable snow 
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area at the base to land. Staff designed and built the retractable skis and gear, and 
tested these at length before the first landing on the Tasman Glacier on 8 September 
1955.9 This was a perfect publicity opportunity for the company, and the Timaru 
Herald was keen to break the news of this innovative enterprise. This enabled the 
beginning of the flightseeing services and became a real money-spinner for the 
company,IO operating from the Hermitage, Franz Josef Glacier and Fox Glacier. 
Not content to rest in the glory of this development, the directors' minutes indicate 
that as early as 1959 HRW was planning to upgrade the Austers to larger, more 
powerful Cessna 185s. These more modern aircraft better met the expectations of 
international visitors to the Mt Cook area. II 
7.4.4 Coaches 
The core of the business, coach services, continued its improvements. Seven buses 
were added to the fleet during 1957 resulting in a large increase in depreciation 
expense. Large Chevrolet cars were added in 1958 for rental purposes and charter 
work. Replacement of vehicles continued in 1960, and was described in the Annual 
Report as "customary.,,12 This may have inspired confidence in the company's ability 
to move forward and maintain its momentum in growth. Further vehicle replacements 
followed in 1961. Competition for charter work and rental cars was acknowledged in 
1962, as was the continuing support of the Government Tourist Department. 
Cooperation also existed between NAC, the Tourist Department and Queenstown 
hoteliers, who combined to offer a package holiday to attract skiers to Coronet Peak, 
boosting the company's revenue from both air services and the ski field. Coach 
services suffered a setback in 1965, with the closure of the road into Queenstown at 
Nevis Bluff for four months13 from June to September. This also deterred people from 
taking ski holidays in Queenstown. 
7.4.5 Accommodation 
Whilc the aviation interests of the company were progress1l1g smoothly, the 
accommodation aspects were slowly changing. The Hem1itage (under Govemment 
management) at Mt Cook was destroyed by fire on 17 September 1957, causing the 
demand for services to and at Mt Cook to decline to almost nothing. HRW took this 
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opportunity to make use of alternative accommodation, Lake Ohau Lodge, built by 
the company near Lake Ohau in 1951. A ski area was developed nearby to encourage 
further usage. 
Lake Ohau Lodge was on the market throughout this period. An offer had been 
considered as early as 1956, but was considered too low. Interest shown by the 
government's Tourist Hotel Corporation did not eventuate in a sale. The property was 
eventually sold in 1959 for £5500, although the company retained a financial interest 
by way of a mortgage. 14 Coach services to the area were retained until their eventual 
sale to the Lodge's new owner in 1964. 15 
7.4.6 Ski Activities 
The company was also involved in providing recreational facilities. Snowfall at its 
ski field, Coronet Peak, was plentiful in 1955, but followed by a dismal winter in 
1956, when the field was open for only a few days. Ohau ski facilities were opened in 
1958. Both Ohau and Coronet Peak experienced a long season in 1960. By 1962 
Coronet Peak had five ski tows, which were still insufficient to meet demand at peak 
times. 16 A chairlift was commenced in 1964 for use during the winter season. It also 
provided a summer attraction transporting people for scenic views. The competing 
gondola to Bob's Peak in Queenstown village did not begin operations until 1967,17 
giving the company three years without competition. A restaurant building was also 
added to the complex in 1962, significantly upgrading the facilities offered at Coronet 
Peak. Although Coronet Peak was the only ski field in the Queenstown area at this 
time, increasingly sophisticated customer needs had to be met to retain their custom 
both on the field and on transport to the area. 
HR W's entrepreneurship was also applied to the ski field. Snow making facilities 
were installed in 1961, imported from the United States. Again, the company was at 
the forefront of development, being the first ski field in the country to utilise this 
technology. IS A trial of night skiing was attempted as early as 1962. This, too, was a 
first for New Zealand ski fields. 19 
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7.5 The Board 
JC Wigley (HRW's mother) resigned from the board in 1962 and Sir Leonard Wright 
was appointed in her place. Rollinson retired from the board in December 1963, but 
remained with the company in an operational managerial role, until he retired in 1974. 
Mr (later Sir) Roy McKenzie joined the board in his place. McKenzie was a family 
friend of the Wigleys, as well as having a skiing background, representing New 
Zealand at international events in 1949 and 1951 and captaining the NZ Olympic ski 
team in 1952. Mr McKenzie was a professional company director, serving also on the 
boards of James Cook Hotel Ltd and Rangatira Ltd.2o 
Table 7.4: Directors during 1956-1965 
Director Professional Full term in office Shareholding and 
background year quoted 
HR Wigley Pilot 1942-80 8539 (1965) 
WJSim Lawyer 1938-74 1500 (1965) 
JG Smith Carpenter 1939-67 1000 (1965) 
JC Wigley Married woman 1944-61 1896 (1965) 
LRJordan Bank manager 1947-65 1300 (1965) 
AK Rollinson Bus driver 1952-63 25 (1965) 
Sir L Wright Tea importer 1962-67 2023 (1965) 
RAMcKenzie Accountant 1964-83 2000 (1965) 
NA Keeley Accountant 1965-76 1000 (1965) 
Source: Annual Reports, Companies Office file. 
The company's auditors, Leggott & Allport of Timaru, who had been with the 
company since 1931, stood down at the 1963 Annual General Meeting, in order for 
Noel Keeley, one of their partners, to take a more active part in the company's 
affairs. 2 I He became a director in 1965, until his death in December 1976. 22 New 
auditors, Barr Burgess & Stewart, were appointed at an Extraordinary General 
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Meeting in September 1963. The good reputation of Barr, Burgess & Stewart as 
auditors would have provided more credibility for the share float in 1965 than a small 
Timaru-based firm. 
Capital was raised from £42,500 to £150,000 at the same meeting to improve facilities 
at Coronet Peak, buildings on the Queenstown site and to fund development of the 
Riccarton Road site as a new head office.23 The subsequent Prospectus also stated the 
intention to purchase additional motor coaches. 
In July 1963 the board discussed the issue of bonus shares in the ratio of 1 for 6 at par 
value of 10 shillings, but postponed this indefinitely following the approval of the 
increased capital given by the Extraordinary General Meeting in September. 
Most importantly, the company listed on the New Zealand Stock Exchange from May 
1965.24 Family members have commented that the public listing was a natural 
progression that had to be undertaken to raise more funds to grow the company 
further. 25 On 28 February 1964, 20 000 shares were issued to staff and existing 
shareholders. On 30 April, an additional issue of 65 000 shares was made, 
underwritten by Forsyth Barr and Company of Dunedin. Of the three individual 
underwriters, only two took up shares (500 each) in their own name, suggesting that 
the issue was fully subscribed. ii 
7.6 Economic Environment 
The late 1950s saw a balance of payments crisis for the New Zealand govemment.26 
The "Black Budget" of 1958 sought to redress this by increasing existing import 
controls to cover virtually 100% of goods imported.27 Full employment was a target 
of the govemment,28 and development of industry was encouraged to support this 
target. Import restrictions supported industrial development in two ways: by creating 
ii Contemporary newspapers did not report on the level of subscriptions, nor did the Return of 
Allotments to the Companies Office indicate any information beyond the details of successful 
applicants. 
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demand that had to be met domestically, and by limiting the competition to meet that 
demand. 
Concerns amongst the public were beginning to be voiced with respect to the level of 
inflation, although Hawke acknowledged that popular ideas of an acceptable rate of 
inflation always lag behind the rate experienced. 29 
The New Zealand highway network was enhanced by the completion and opening of 
the Haast Rd in 1960. This opened a new route for tourists to travel from the West 
Coast, having seen the Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers, through to Queenstown, 
. eliminating the need to retrace their route. 
Changes were also occurring in the modes of transport the public utilised. There was 
an increasing number of private cars, and families took holidays by car, rather than 
using public transport as in the past. Rental cars registered in New Zealand grew by 
48% over this period, from 2010 in 1956 to 2976 in 1956, further supporting 
increasing demand for independent travel. 
Other cultural changes were also taking place. Licensing laws were liberalised by the 
Licensing Amendment Act 1960, which allowed restaurants to serve alcohol with 
meals, broadening the competition faced by hotels. Although this may have been seen 
as an enticement for tourists, bringing New Zealand's licensing laws more in line with 
international trends, it meant that the hotels now had to compete in a larger market. 
Although the Mount Cook company sold its last hotel during this period, the change 
in licensing law is an indicator of the changing demands of travellers, both foreign 
and domestic. 
7.7 Competition and Government Involvement 
Mount Cook & Southern Lakes Tourist Co. Ltd was not the only business operating in 
the transport and tourism areas. Competitors were facing the same environment and 
providing challenges to each other's success. The government played an important 
role in activities in both of these sectors, and must also be considered in assessing the 
performance of the company, or any entity in these sectors. 
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Competition in the transport area consisted of government operators, such as New 
Zealand Railways, and private operators, such as Transport (Nelson) Holdings Ltd 
(TNL). Government interests often blurred the distinction between public and private. 
In 1957 the highway between Blenheim and Nelson was deemed a notional railway, 
resulting in freight and passenger services being subsidised. TNL turned a healthy 
profit throughout this period, but their current liabilities constantly exceeded their 
current assets, as noted in their annual report in 1959. 
Domestic commercial aviation was shared with National Airways Corporation 
(NAC). Cooperation between NAC and Mount Cook Group enabled NAC to operate 
the main trunk services, while smaller, independent operators provided the secondary 
services. NAC held its own in profitability, and was also subjected to political 
pressure to pick up services that failed under private management. Examples of this 
were provided by the failure of SP ANZ, which resulted in the addition of Timaru-
Christchurch services, and the difficulties of Bay of Plenty Airways Ltd, which 
resulted in the provision of services to Rotorua and Whakatane by NAC. 
The main source of competition for the company's accommodation interests was the 
government's Tourist Hotel Corporation (THC). It operated luxurious hotels in remote 
locations, where private investors were unwilling to set up operations. Although it 
was able to make a modest profit from its hotel operations, its net loss between 1956 
and 1965 varied between £1 06 113 and £343 939 in 1965. Its total losses over this 
period were £1 759 306. This loss was met by the taxpayer. By contrast, Lake Ohau 
Lodge operated in a similarly remote location, with lower but additional costs due to 
its location. Its losses had to be met by the Mount Cook Group. 
The Government Tourist Bureau (GTB) operated offices across the country, to make 
bookings for tourist activities. As part of the New Zealand Tourist and Publicity 
Department, it reported annually on its activities. No separate financial details were 
reported prior to 1961, after which it reported modest profits in 1961 to 1963, which 
were exceeded by a loss in 1964 of £40 958 on a total income of £378 057. Mt Cook's 
offices also provided booking services, as a way of utilising capacity, and to entice 
potential travellers into using their own services. Losses of the magnitude experienced 
by GTB would have been unsustainable for the Mount Cook Group. 
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All of these competitors operated in only one industry, except TNL. The diversified 
operations of Mount Cook Group were to generate custom for its core service: 
transport. Its diversified nature was structured to assist cashflow, by ensuring a year-
round inflow, but it also brought it into competition with a broader range of 
competitors. The Mount Cook Group reaped only minor benefits from government's 
efforts to assist transport and tourism but faced government's competition in many of 
its activities. 
7.8 Conclusion 
This was a period of significant growth and change in the company. Its relocation to 
Christchurch and redevelopment as a listed company took it a long way forward from 
its origins as a family business in rural South Canterbury. Yet interviews with staff of 
this time suggest that it retained a family atmosphere, and that working for Mt Cook 
was an exciting and rewarding experience. This atmosphere was not to survive the 
later years as the company further expanded. 
Cash was continually a scarce commodity during this period, but the enthusiasm for 
the business's future enabled the company to raise cash when it was required. HRW 
provided strong leadership and had plans for the future of the company. His 
enthusiasm overflowed to staff and investors, despite lukewarm financial indicators. 
The family remained a key investor in the group, as evidenced by the debenture issued 
to Mrs JC Wigley to finance the deposit for the DC3. 
This post-war period saw comfortable growth for most New Zealanders, despite 
concern at increasing inflation. Businesses were subjected to a high level of 
government control, allegedly imposed for the benefit of the country. 
The cash flow analysis has revealed that although the Mount Cook Group was 
generating a healthy positive operating eash flow, there were large investing outflows, 
requiring an injection of further financing cash. There was a level of enthusiasm for 
the company which the financial data does not strongly support, that may have been 
driven by confidence in the leader, Harry Wigley, or in the sectors of operation: 
transport and tourism. 
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Chapter 8 
Expansion Through Takeover: 1966-1980 
8.1 Introduction 
This section began with the first consolidated reports prepared for the group. The 
annual report presented results for the parent company alone, and consolidated figures 
that included Mount Cook Air Services Ltd, which had become a fully owned 
subsidiary in December 1965. Further acquisitions throughout this period result in 
data being compared on a dissimilar basis. While this is not ideal, comparisons can 
still be made as the acquisitions are simply to expand the group's current activities. 
This period was characterised by expansion in the group, through acquisition of other 
operators in similar areas, both geographic and industrial. The accumulation of assets 
via these acquisitions to support the enlarged scope of activities did not warrant a new 
OCF AID graph as there had been no major event indicating a change in the business. 
Growth alone does not constitute a change to trigger a new graph. This period was 
closed by the death of its leader, HRW. Figure 8.1 shows the consolidated balance 
sheet as at 31 March 1966, converted to dollars, to provide consistency with later 
years in this period. 
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Figure 8.1: Consolidated Balance Sheet as at 31 March 1966 (in Dollars) 
Current Assets Current Liabilities 
Cash on Hand 255 Bank Advances 20818 
Trade Debtors 66286 Sundry Creditors 58763 
Stock in Trade 164542 78898 Provision for Tax 3951 
Investments Prov'n for Dividend 8730 92262 
Shares 315 . Term Liabilities 
Sundry 5996 6311 Debentures (secured) 31 500 
Investments 
Fixed Assets Mortgages 46417 
Land and 97227 Deferred Tax 6081 83998 
Buildings 
Airport and 11944 Total Liabilities 176260 
Road 
Development 
Plant, 164542 273 713 Owners' Eguity 
Machinery 
Paid Up Capital 133249 
Capital Reserve 5810 
Revenue Reserve 26388 
Unappropriated 12215 177662 
Profits 
358222 353222 
Source: Annual Report, 1966 
Acquisitions were the primary source of growth during this period. It was a time of 
buying out small players in the field and consolidating the group's dominance as a 
tourism provider in the South Island, but also adding North Island and Stewart Island 
services to the group's geographic spread. Other major South Island players, such as 
Newmans Ltd (part of Transport (Nelson) Holdings Ltd) and Midland Coachlincs in 
Christchurch were also engaged in this type of growth during this period. 
The key focus of the entity alternated between tourism and gencral transport 
throughout this period. The airline and tourism were dominant motifs in thc 1967 
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report, with repositioning of the company in tourism presented strongly by 1974. 
Transport still appeared as a motif, but no longer in a primary role and was not used 
as a selling point. In contrast, the Chairman's Report of 1975 began with recognition 
that its operations were predominantly based in transport and were affected by the 
rising cost of fuel. While transport is one portion of the tourism sector, and the two 
sectors are not mutually exclusive, the changing image that the company promotes is 
noteworthy. Like a chameleon, it changes its self-description depending on 
circumstances. The Annual Report for 1966 acknowledged that the company is a 
pioneer in the tourist industry. The Chairman's Report of 1975 reads more like a 
presidential speech for the tourism sector than a specific company's report. Much was 
made of the tourism sector, but not in direct application to the Mount Cook Group. 
HR W suggested increasing tariffs throughout the sector to dampen down demand, 
which would have more interest to other operators than to investors who are the likely 
audience of the Chairman's Report. 
A significant change in the company's image occurred at the 1977 AGM, when the 
name was simplified to "The Mount Cook Group Ltd."1 This projected a lean, clean 
image without the excessive verbosity of the prior name. It was significant that the 
group continued to associate its image with one of New Zealand's major tourist 
sights, and maintained the Mount Cook lily logo drawn by the founder's wife. 
8.2 Traditional Analysis 
New Zealand converted to decimal currency in 1967. For the purposes of this chapter, 
the data for 1966 has been converted to dollars where £ 1 =$2. 
-; " 
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Figure 8.2: Net Profit After Tax 1966·1980 .... (") co ..-1200 
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Figure 8.3: Revenue 1966·1980 
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Net profit after tax (Figure 8.2) can be separated into three sub-periods, which 
increase step-wise within the timeframe of this chapter. The first period, 1966-1972, 
has the lowest level of profitability, with correspondingly low revenue. In 1973, the 
first year of the next period (1973-1977), revenue increased by lOO% over the 
previous year. i This second period had an average growth in revenue of 3.83%, 
against the previous period's average of 3.72%. The total assets increased during this 
second period by over $900 000, an increase of 124.5%. Figure 8.3 indicates a healthy 
1973 was a 14-111011th period due to a change in balance date, which would have assisted this 
achievement. 
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climb in the level of revenue over this period. The third period makes its major 
contribution in the final year, 1980, with growth of 39.1 %. 
The debt to equity ratio peaks in 1969 at 2.46 (see Table 8.1), a gearing level that 
could be of some concern to investors. Because of this, a one-for-five share issue was 
made in 1970, resulting in 98 059 new shares. This ratio remained well above one 
from 1969 to 1977, and only in the last period, 1978-1980, was this ratio's trend 
reversed, to a more acceptable level of 0.74 in 1980. 
Table 8.1: Debt to Equity Ratio 1966-1980 
Year Debt / Equity (Dollars) Percentage 
1966 176260/177 662 99% 
1967 393 716/391 972 100% 
1968 471 831 / 532 334 89% 
1969 1 735909/706239 246% 
1970 2023 511 / 1 250218 162% 
1971 2486610/1 529009 163% 
1972 3689731/1 562912 236% 
h' 
1973 5 158 127 / 2376787 217% 
1974 6855396/4781 600 143% 
1975 8 141 693/5 168476 158% 
1976 8249300/5412202 152% 
1977 10695089/6222901 172% 
1978 9895118/7168930 138% 
1979 9746 182/10057056 97% 
1980 9662955/13 136767 74% 
Source: AI/llual Reports 
During this period, the company continued to show weakness in its working capital 
ratio, although the last five years were improving and the ratio rose above 100% in 
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1980, suggesting that the company's finances were finally being set right (see Table 
8.2). 
Table 8.2: Working Capital Ratio 1966-1980 
Current Assets / 
Year Current Liabilities Percentage 
(Dollars) 
1966 147786/ 184524 80% 
1967 157 894 / 245 596 64% 
1968 192907/322454 60% 
1969 480430/713626 67% 
1970 646911 /749684 86% 
1971 893 579 / 1 228 177 73% 
1972 874 593 /1 649 904 53% 
1973 1 385 634/2055 144 67% 
1974 2 394 573 /2 703 867 89% 
1975 2 784 250/4071 783 68% 
1976 3 089 785 / 3 706 870 83% 
1977 4356 123/5208931 84% 
1978 5 033 090/6 085 457 84% 
1979 5 364 651 / 6 112 062 88% 
1980 7 508 858/6 671 861 113% 
Source: Allllual Reports 
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Notes to the accounts show Commitments for Capital Expenditure in 1966 of $6100, 
1967 of $79 000, and 1968 of $1 141 730. The growth in 1968 was caused by the 
acquisition of a Hawker Siddeley aircraft, an HS748. The commitment was more than 
twice that year's total capital, signifying a major development in any business. This 
information was not provided again until 1971, just three years later, when a second 
HS748 was purchased with a new capital commitment of$l 258775. 
The company's bank, the Bank of New Zealand, was thanked for its help through 
tough times in the 1968 Annual Report. 2 This was an unusual comment to make, but 
indicated that the bank had supported the company on a long-term basis, and was 
therefore willing to extend credit facilities to cover a poor trading season. Reasons 
given for the poor trade included a poor snowfall at Coronet Peak and the devaluation 
of the dollar affecting expenses.3 
A change in legislation permitted the company to alter its depreciation method for all 
assets in 1971 from the diminishing balance method, acceptable for tax purposes, to 
the straight line method, as used by other transport providers overseas. The HS748 
and Twin Otter aircraft had always been depreciated on a straight line basis. The 
straight line depreciation method was preferred for accounting purposes as less 
depreciation was recorded against income in the early years of an asset's life. In the 
case of major assets, such as aircraft, this benefit could make the difference between a 
reported profit or loss for the period. 
A bonus issue of 2 for every 3 shares held was made on 12 April 1979. This was 
likely to be a measure to prevent a takeover. 
8.30CFAID 
Cash flow information was not explicitly reported in this period, although the 
Movement of Funds Statements, first presented in 1971 and superseded by the Source 
and Application of Funds Statement, each attempt to provide similar information. It is 
worth noting then that the 1979 AnNual Report acknowledged cash flow difficulties, 
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largely arising from a poor snow season at Coronet Peak.4 This additional disclosure 
highlights the importance of cash flow information for decision-making. 
Data during this period has been adjusted from that presented in the annual reports. In 
1969, $31 485 was capitalised as Plant for aircrew training on the HS748. This has 
been reversed out of the results for the cash flow analysis, as it did not represent a 
realisable resource to the group. A revaluation of assets in 1970 of $284 441 has also 
been reversed, as it did not represent a cash outflow. 
The duration of this period and the high inflation experienced during this period 
caused the graphs to climb rapidly during this period thus obscuring the effect of the 
expansion of the company. The OCFAID graph (Figure 8.3, data provided in Table 
8.4) still indicates that the company's operations were profitable and the company had 
a suitable level of liquidity. Both cumulative OCF AID and cumulative retained 
earnings were positive and increasing, which indicate the company was a star 
performer during this period. These two indicators would have given an optimistic 
signal to investors. 
Table 8.3: OCFAID 1966-1980 
Year OCFAID Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative 
($'000) OCFAID Retained Investing 
($'000) Earnings Cashflow 
($'000) ($'000) 
1966 47649 47649 17932 -52453 
1967 149 146 196795 54580 -173 569 
1968 56706 253 501 61 687 -452 118 
1969 270 163 523 664 95252 -1 468873 
1970 328225 851 889 429 102 -2019545 
1971 441 749 1 293 638 356872 -2 770 178 
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1972 530218 1 823856 390775 -4303524 
1973 796916 2620772 156864 -6483705 
1974 825385 3446 157 1 798783 -10126476 
1975 1 331 653 4777810 2053659 -10126476 
1976 596 158 5373 968 2231385 -10997204 
1977 995202 6369170 2637074 -13 981 087 
1978 1 169218 7538388 3 157218 -14081 878 
1979 1 093025 8631413 4419342 -14928 148 
1980 81232 8712645 4594462 -16814372 
Source: Annual Reports 
Figure 8.4: oeFAID 1966-1980 
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Investing activities continued to be an outflow that exceeded the operating inflow (see 
Figure 8.5). The shortfall was met by a financing inflow. Issued capital increased in 
every year in this period with the exception of 1967 and 1972. 
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Figure 8.S: Operating and Investing 
Cash Flows 1966-1980 
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Share issues were not all made for cash; some shares were issued in exchange for 
assets. Shares were issued for the 15% deposit on the Twin Otter aircraft. RW Steele 
expressed an opinion that "this form of finance should only be used in exceptional 
circumstances."s Issuance of shares for this purpose diluted the shareholding of 
others, but it saved the company from making a cash payment, with the amount of 
share premium effectively a discount. This option was considered for the DC3 bought 
from NAC, but the government vetoed this method of payment.6 The ongoing 
investing cash outflow that exceeded the operating inflow supports the assertion that 
the company was experiencing a period of restricted liquidity. 
A liquidity problem was mentioned in the 1972 Annual Report prompting the 
announcement of an unsecured convertible notes issue. 
8.4 Operations 
8.4.1 General Comments 
This period was dominated by acquisitions, effecting rapid growth of the group. The 
first acquisition was Mount Cook Air Services Ltd. This had commenced operations 
in 1953 and was brought into the company in 1966, by an exchange of shares. It is 
arguable that the company was not a separate entity except in name lip to this time, as 
it was set lip by HRW and its shares were closely held by the company and its 
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employees. The other four shareholders were Struan Robertson (the manager), Don 
Middleton (a pilot), Isabella Wigley (HRW's wife), and HRW himself. Links between 
operations at Mt Cook and Timaru were strong. Although it was a separate company 
in name, there is little evidence to suggest it would have existed without the support 
and knowledge given by its parent company and its managing director, HRW. 
Acquisitions then followed on a regular basis. New Zealand Tourist Air Travel Ltd 
(NZT AT) was acquired in 1969. Financial results for this company were provided as 
additional information in 1968, as its acquisition was certain, although had not yet 
taken place. 
Luxury Landlines Ltd was acquired in April 1970.7 This added coach routes from 
Auckland to Wellington. This acquisition led to the claim that the company was now 
"truly national in concept."g 
Further acquisitions were Aorangi Motors Ltd based in Fairlie in 1972, Hawkes Bay 
Motor Company Ltd, H Gould & Co. Ltd in Timaru and Rollinson Motors Ltd in 
Albury in 1973,9 and Geraldine Transport Co. Ltd in July 1973.10 1974 saw some 
restructuring and acquisition of the assets of Findlay Motors Ltd of Taupo and the" 
addition of Geraldine Lime Co. Ltd in November 1974. The assets ofW & H Motors 
Ltd (Hal swell, Christchurch) were acquired in April 1975. Central Aviation Co. Ltd in 
Central Otago was bought in 1976. A 75% interest in Bay Tours Ltd of Paihia was 
added in November 1977. Frames Carrying Co. Ltd (Pleasant Point, South 
Canterbury) was first included in 1978 and a 75% interest in Petricevich Motors Ltd 
in Kaitaia was introduced in 1979. 
Growth of the company was countered by some disposals, as the group had acquired 
some assets and operations that did not fit into the overall picture. These disposals 
included Hirst Motors Ltd of Taupo in November 1970 and the Queenstown hotel 
project by May 1974. Group Travel was wound up in March 1972. Sale of the 
Stafford Street property in Timaru was proposed in May 1973, but did not eventuate 
until 1981 after HRW's death. 
Among the number of acquisitions during this period one wan'ants a closer 
examination. The merger between the Hawke's Bay Motor Company Ltd (HBMC) 
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and the Mount Cook group was significant, in that it merged two major players in the 
coach industry. Its merger was also complicated by the third major industry player, 
Newmans Ltd, who had been involved in negotiations in the early stages. 
Discussions to merge the Hawke's Bay Motor Company Ltd (HBMC) with the Mount 
Cook Group began in November 1971. The transport industry was heavily regulated 
at this time, and HBMC held a licence to operate coach tours out of Auckland without 
providing any other passenger services in the area. As Auckland was the major entry 
point for overseas tourists, this would have been of interest to Mount Cook, and 
possibly motivated the takeover. I I A third business, Newmans Ltd, was invited to be 
part of a three-way merger, but was not interested. A director of HBMC and later of 
Mount Cook, Arthur Giles, suggested that Newmans was not interested due to Mount 
Cook's involvement with aircraft. 12 The proposed merger was first mentioned in the 
directors' minutes of May 1972. A special meeting was held on 11 July to make an 
offer of 7 Mt Cook shares for 4 HBMC shares, and preference shares to be bought for 
cash. A further special meeting was held on 27 July due to problems with HBMC and 
Newmans Ltd. The prior decision was rescinded and an offer of 2 Mt Cook for 1 
HBMC shares was proposed. The share exchange offer was made on 28 July 1972, 
and offered 2 Mount Cook shares plus 9 cents for each share in HBMC. Preference 
shares were bought for $1.035 each cash. 13 Despite friendly negotiations between 
HBMC and Mount Cook, a formal takeover offer was made to HBMC by the MCG. 
This was notified to the Stock Exchange, as required, and the public disclosure 
prompted Newmans Ltd to make an alternative offer. Eventually, the directors of 
HBMC recommended the Mount Cook offer over the Newmans bid and the takeover 
took effect from October 1972. 
Takeovers during this period were not unidirectional. There was a threatened takeover 
of the company in February 1979. The board prepared a defensive plan in the event 
the takeover took place. An Extraordinary General Meeting was called to increase 
nominal capital to $10m and to authorise issue of bonus shares on a 2 for 3 basis from 
the revaluation reserve. 14 This makes a takeover more costly as more shares must then 
be purchased. Nothing had fonnally been received with respect to this takeover in 
May and no indication of the company involved was found in the course of this 
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research, although TNL would be a likely candidate, particularly as they established a 
domestic airline in February 1985. 
Growth during this period was not limited to acquisitions. New shares were regularly 
issued to finance replacements during times of inflation, with authorised capital 
increasing progressively from £150 000 in 1966 to $10 million in 1980. 
Cash flows created some problems in early 1971 as bridging finance was proving 
difficult to obtain. It was eventually secured from Australian Guarantee Corporation. ls 
Further funds difficulties were identified for the 1972173 year, and Mr Steele and the 
company secretary, Mr Cherry, considered and proposed an issue of convertible 
notes. 16 
The 1972 prospectus offered 426 258 unsecured convertible notes of $1 each at 7% 
interest per annum, offered on the basis of one for every two shares held. These were 
to be repaid August 1977 by issue of 5 shares for every 6 convertible notes held. 17 
An issue of convertible debentures to shareholders was proposed in 1975 as "liquidity 
remain[ ed] a problem.,,18 An Extraordinary General Meeting held in August approved 
690 000 convertible notes be issued at $1.20 each, at 11% per annum, convertible to 
ordinary shares on 31 May 1980 on a 1: 1 basis. 
The AGM was hosted by Christchurch's new branch office in 1966. The relocation of 
head office from Timaru to Christchurch was completed in 1969. 19 Purpose-built 
offices were completed some years later. Premises on Riccarton Road were selected 
by May 1971 with rough plans drawn up by management, not an architect. It is 
probable this was a cost-saving measure as only two months earlier the company 
secretary had been instructed to continue search for rental accommodation "with the 
object of delaying the construction of our Head Office building.,,2o The building was 
opened in November 1973 at 47 Riccarton Road?t 
Compulerisalion of reservations was first mentioned 111 the 1980 AIII/ual Report, 
although management had made a presentation to the board as early as November 
1978. This adoption of computer technology was slow when compared with other 
businesses. This provides a good comparison between RLW, who was an early 
adopter of new technologies, as evidenced by his early business interests in engines, 
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early car ownership and interest in photography, and HRW, who was slower to adopt 
this new technology. 
8.4.2 The Airline 
A loss of $28,000 in 1966 was attributed to starting up DC3 activities.22 In 1967, six 
years after introducing airline services, the airline division became the largest revenue 
source in the company.23 This trend was shown in disclosures of revenue breakdowns 
in the Annual Reports from 1971 to 1988, and the airline became a dominant focal 
point in management decisions and public perceptions. 
Fare increases were granted in 1966, with use being made of comparative figures of 
fares charged in 1937, to show that fares in 1966 were cheaper than in the 1920s and 
1930s.24 A further application for increases of 10% on through fares and 20% on 
intermediate sectors was made in 1966, as fares were too low compared with overseas 
operations.25 
Air services lost some agricultural business In 1968, but tourist traffic increased 
sufficiently to exceed its loss. Five aircraft were added to the fleet in 1968, increasing 
depreciation. 
Comments made at the time of acquiring the second DC3 in October 1966 that an 
alternative aircraft would have to be sourced in the next eight years did not wait long 
to be fulfilled. A Hawker Siddeley 748 (HS748) was ordered in September 1967 and 
entered service in October 1968.26 Financing of up to 90% was available from NAC if 
they thought the aircraft was suitable.27 Difficulties were encountered in raising the 
deposit for the aircraft, due to the impact of poor snowfalls in Queenstown. 28 
The first HS748 entered service in October 1968.29 A second HS748 entered service 
in July 1971.30 A third was ordered for September 1973/ 1 a fourth was approved in 
July 1976,32 and the fifth HS748 was bought in 1980.33 
In 1970 the group celebrated 50 years of commercial aviation. This cclebration was 
dated from the one-day flight made by RL Wand colleagues from Invercargill to 
Auckland. A supplement was published in Rotorua's Daily Post on 19 October 1970 
I . . 34 to commemorate t llS anl1lversary. 
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A licence was granted to fly Rotorua-Mt Cook, commencing October 1970,35 with an 
actual commencement date of 27 November 1971.36 Mr Patterson, representing NAC 
on the board, suggested that facilities be shared with NAC at Rotorua.37 
A small plea for relief from airways and airports dues was made in the 1971 Annual 
Report, because fewer flight facility benefits were extended to Mount Cook Airlines 
than to NAC and Air New Zealand. This hints at a bias towards government's 
operators at the expense of private operators. Overall profit for the group was lower in 
1971 than the previous year, despite a 37% increase in gross revenue in this 
division.38 
Industrial difficulties occurred in October 1977 with airline pilots and engineers. 
There were substantial backpayments due, creating an unexpected drain on cash 
resources. Employees were seeking wage alliance with Air New Zealand. 
Discounted fares entered use in October 1978, called "Air Bridge" fares, on 
ChristchurchIRotorua and Christchurch! Auckland routes. Passengers on these routes 
claimed the fares of $80 and $85 respectively were the reason for flying instead of 
using alternative transport.39 
8.4.3 Air Services 
Despite the dominance of skip lanes in the previous period, these are not a major 
reporting focus between 1966 and 1980. Efforts were made to get the Britten-Norman 
Islanders onto skis, but without success. In 1976, Britten-Norman began to fund the 
company with its continued development of skis.40 This project was abandoned in 
September 1978 due to its lack of success from 4 years' effort, and the withdrawal of 
further funding by Britten-Norman.41 
Acquisition of further aircraft was an ongoing necessity. A De Havilland Twin Otter 
for Queenstown was financed by issuing shares to De Havilland to cover the deposit. 
A guarantee was sought from NAC for payment of the balance. Difficulties in 
securing this guarantee resulted in the appointment of an NAC representative, Mr 
Doug Patterson, to the group's board in 1969.42 
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The order for the proposed Britten-Norman Islanders was cancelled due to unsuitable 
engines in 1969,43 and replaced with an order for the Twin Otter mentionediabove. 
Improvements through standardising equipment were anticipated, as this aircraft 
could also be used to eventually replace the amphibian planes in Auckland.44 The 
Twin Otter arrived and entered service in October 1969.45 Interestingly, two Britten-
Norman Islanders arrived by 1971, and were added to the Queenstown fleet. The 
Twin Otter was sold in September 1973 and replaced with a Britten-Norman 
Islander46, as these proved cheaper to run. Weather hindered services in this area, and 
radio aids were installed to enable flying in conditions that were otherwise 
unsuitable.47 
Some setbacks were encountered in this period. The Auckland branch lost an 
amphibian aircraft in an accident in which four people were killed. This affected 
services in this area during December 1970.48 A replacement aircraft, a Grumman 
Goose, crashed on its delivery flight in year ended 1975 creating another setback for 
this division.49 This tolled the death knell for this division, and 1976 reports its 
closure at the end of April. 50 
Agricultural services fared well as a result of the farming community doing well in 
1973. A small, but nonetheless important, part of the group, agricultural services 
utilised pilots from other parts of the company in their quiet times and generated 
business for the freightlines. These services were more a part of the past than the 
future of the group, but this was not stated by the group, or by HRW. An annual 
report would not be an appropriate forum to discuss the unsuitability of a profitable 
section of the company. 1976 saw the re-emergence of the farming community 
marked by the acquisition of Central Aviation Ltd in April. 51 Recognition was given 
that this was a sizeable sector of the business, without noting that it no longer made 
much sense with the tourism focus of the balance of services. 
8.4.4 Coaches 
Coach services fared better in 1976, following price increases in Railways services, 
allowing MOllnt Cook to be more competitive. Capital expenditure was high in this 
division in 1977 as new garaging and servicing facilities at Auckland, Wellington and 
Onekawa near Napier were provided. 
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The production of coaches commenced under franchise in 1976, with the first 
completed vehicles expected at the end of 1977.52 The annual reports made only 
cursory comments on this division and its performance indicating little, either positive 
or negative. Coaches were primarily built for the group's own use. Directors note that 
it would be necessary to sell the vehicles on the open market to determine the 
competitiveness of the division. 53 Some longterm problems are reported as the 
division was under investigation in July 1979 and production was reduced from 
eleven per annum to eight. 54 
8.4.5 Freight Services 
New equipment was added to freightlines in 1967. In 1968, the rail branch line to 
Fairlie closed, providing an opportunity to pick up additional work from that area to 
Timaru. Economic conditions meant that a drop in tonnage occurred despite this 
advantage. Freightlines benefited from the development of Twizel hydro-village.55 
Freezing works industrial action affected stock movements, as well as droughts. 56 A 
contract with DB Breweries from Timaru was a valuable addition to the freight . 
service in 1978.57 DB had a friendly relationship with the MCG, as shown by HRW's 
presence on DB's board of directors since 1972, and a previous alliance between the 
two companies on the Queenstown hotel as mentioned below. 
8.4.6 Accommodation 
Demand for accommodation in Queenstown was constantly high. The group wanted 
to open a hotel in the area to protect their inbound business. The hotel was a joint 
project with DB Breweries Ltd and Shaw Savill. Land (1 Y2 acres) for the proposed 
hotel was bought from the government for $90 000. An opposing group, Guardians of 
the Park, led by HHJ Miller, a Queenstown businessman, contested the government's 
right to sell the land. 58 A separate company was set up with equity of $1 m held by 
Dominion Breweries Ltd (49%), Shaw Savill (25%), and the Mount Cook Group 
(26%).59 The hotel proposal was approved by the Government and an opening date 
was scheduled for October 1971.60 Dclays were reported in 1970's AlIlIllal Report due 
to planning appeals and problcms with water supply and sewage disposal. Albion Ltd 
joined the three existing partners in 1971. The project was transferred to a separate 
company.61 A supplementary copy of the press release and a photo of the proposed 
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hotel was included in the 1971 report. The 1972 Annual Report emphasised repeatedly 
the shortage of accommodation at Queenstown and Mt Cook as a factor limiting the 
group's growth. Despite this, no comment was made on the conversion of the 
development asset to shares in a subsidiary. The following year, 1973, there was no 
comment at all about the hotel or a shortage of accommodation which suggested that 
the project was a lower priority. Disposal of Southern Lakes Hotel Ltd to THC was 
finally reported in 1974. A loss of $20 032 is recorded on disposal of the shares in the 
hotel project. 
Following disposal of the hotel project, a 20% shareholding in Travelodge NZ Ltd 
was taken to maintain an interest in accommodation. This was acquired for an 
allotment of 145,187 Mount Cook shares as part-payment. An opportunity to acquire 
a further 5% was passed over in December 1977 due to inability to raise cash.62 
Attempts to get another shareholder to hold shares on the company's behalf for up to 
two years were mooted, but no mention made of any success.63 The board agreed on 
its intention to take up an additional 5% of Travelodge NZ Ltd as funds were 
available.64 
8.4.7 Ski Activities 
Coronet Peak installed a second poma lift for the 1967 season,65 although only 3-4 
weeks' skiing eventuated that season.66 Coronet Peak's chairlift took many thousands 
of sightseers in the summer months to the summit for the views of the Queenstown 
area.
67 Australians were recognised as major users of Coronet Peak which provided a 
cheaper alternative to skiing in Australia.68 (This is still the case in 2000/2001.) A 
poor start to the ski season in 1971 adversely affected cash flow for the whole group. 
Organisational restructuring in 1971 moved responsibility for the skifteld to AK 
Rollinson, freeing M Corner to control air operations alone.69 A new chairlift was 
added in 1974, for the following season.70 The new lift meant more people were using 
the ski field thus increasing demand on all other facilities, including restaurants, 
toilets and car parks. 
The Remarkables ski area project was first mentioned in the 1975 Alll/ual Report, 
with discussion in the directors' minutes beginning in July 1974. The project was 
required to case congestion at Coronet Peak, and the proposed site was at a higher 
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altitude and was expected to have a longer season. The 1975 Annual Report noted 
"overwhelming support from Queenstown Borough Council, Lakes County Council, 
business people and hotels in Queenstown,,71 for the project. Its location, Rastus Bum, 
was revealed in 1976. Final approval was not reported until 198072 with its eventual 
opening in 1985. 
Amongst possible acquisitions that failed to reach fruition, Mt Hutt ski field was 
discussed in 1976, but this was not followed up due to necessary lease arrangements 
with the Forestry Department.73 
8.4.8 Other Services 
Mount Cook Northland, a 75%-owned subsidiary, launched a 150-seater catamaran, 
Tiger Lily, in 1980 for scenic and evening charter work.74 The addition was so 
successful that a second catamaran was considered for operation in Auckland 
Harbour.75 
The Annual Report in 1980 noted that "we have to move faster with innovations to . 
keep up with rapidly changing times.,,76 Recognition of the importance of innovation 
is laudable, but may suggest that the company was running short of new ideas at this 
stage. 
One project under development at this time was to extend the airline to fly trans-
Tasman. It can only be speculated whether HRW would have been able to bring this 
to fruition in the regulated environment ofthe time. 
8.5 The Board 
The period commences with a board whose strength of experience is commented on in 
the 1966 Anflual Report's Chairman's Address. At this stage, the board consisted of 
HRW, Sim and Smith, who had been with the company from before 1946, and four 
other board members: Wright (1962), McKenzie (1964), Keeley (1965) and Edwards 
(1966) were newer additions. The company secretary, GA Duncan, had been with the 
company since 1953, providing overall a long-serving board. The backgrounds of 
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these members served tribute to the ties that the company had established. Wright 
(director ofTHC, ex-mayor of Dunedin);77 McKenzie (successful businessman,~son of 
the founder of McKenzie's chain stores, and family friend to the Wigleys); Keeley 
(ex-auditor to the company); Edwards (transport company owner of a potential merger 
partner); Smith (builder and family friend); and Sim (legal advisor to the company 
since the 1930s). 
Table 8.4: Directors during 1966-1980 
Director Professional Full term in office Shareholding 
background {and year ~uoted)ii 
HR Wigley Pilot 1942-80 58813 (1979) 
WJSim Lawyer 1938-74 1750 (1968) 
JG Smith Carpenter 1939-67 1400 (1967) 
Sir L Wright Tea importer 1962-67 
RAMcKenzie Accountant 1964-83 4200 (1968) 
NAKeeley Accountant 1965-76 1500 (1968) 
CLEdwards Transport 1966-67 4662 (1967) 
operator 
RW Steele Accountant 1968-90 1000 (1968) 
CO Marshall Plumber 1968-85 15 301 (1979) 
RS Odell General manager, 1968-80 
Tourist & 
Publicity Dept 
DA Patterson Air transport 1970-83 
executive 
AR Giles Accountant 1973-82 
GE Bisson Lawyer 1973-78 
RC Dockery Accountant iii 1973-85 
ii Data was unavailable from 1969 to 1980. The Companies Office filed shareholding lists separately 
from 1970, which were lost in a fire in 1999, and the company's AIIII/Ial Report did not disclose 
directors' shareholdings until 1982. 
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All Gould Auctioneer 1979-end 
PS Phillips Journalist/ airline 1980-84 
manager 
Source: Annual Reports, Who's Who in New Zealand and miscellaneous newspaper 
items. 
The board's composition changed radically during this period, partly attributable to its 
duration. Increasing professionalism is another possible cause, brought in with the 
growth the company experienced during this period. Politicisation of the board 
occurred in this period, as an NAC representative was added in 1969, and three board 
appointments resulted from the merger with the Hawkes' Bay Motor Co. Ltd in 1973. 
Edwards, an Auckland-based transport operator, was interested in a merger or 
takeover in June 1965 for his company, Edwards Motors Ltd. He joined the board 
following Jordan's resignation in May 1966. He resigned in October 1967, having 
served only seventeen months. His business was eventually bought by Midland 
Motorways Ltd in 1969.78 
Some setbacks were experienced III 1968 which dramatically altered the board's 
structure. The deaths of Sir Leonard Wright and GA Duncan were reported in the 
1968 Annual Report. Duncan, the Company Secretary, was replaced by AJ Robb on a 
temporary basis until M Corner joined the company later in 1968. A second board 
member, JG Smith, died later in 1968.79 
Doug Patterson joined the board as the NAC representative in September 1969.80 This 
position was granted in recognition of the significant contribution and interest that 
NAC had in the group as a result of their guarantee on aircraft loans. NAC 
strengthened their relationship with the company in 1973 when they took shares as 
part payment for a DC3. 
Corner was promoted to Assistant General Manager in 1970 and was replaced by TK 
Cherry as company secretary. RR Forward became the Coachlines Manager. 
iii Dockery did not complete his formal training as an accountant due to the Second World War 
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The merger with Hawkes Bay Motor Co. Ltd in 1973 introduced three new directors 
to the board: GE Bisson, AR Giles and RC Dockery. ~ 
Sir Wilfrid Sim, a long-serving member of the board, passed away in November 
1974.81 The vacancy was not filled, and the number of directors was dropped from 11 
to 10. 
PS Phillips joined the Group in August 1978 as Group General Manager. 82 Bisson 
resigned in November 1978 upon his appointment as a Supreme Court Judge. 83 AH 
Gould was appointed by a majority vote of the board in his place. 
HRW held several positions outside the group. He became President of New Zealand 
Travel & Holidays Association 196784 and was appointed to Dominion Breweries 
board in June 1972.85 
RW Steele joined the company as a board member in 1969, and went on to playa 
major role in the company. It is therefore worth highlighting some of his contributions 
during this period. He had strong experience as a company director, having served 
with Cable Price Downer Ltd, Toyota (NZ) Ltd and James Cook Hotel Ltd 86 to name 
a few. He was also a qualified accountant, and this professional background 
frequently showed in the concerns that he addressed as a board member. He served as 
president of the New Zealand Society of Accountants (now known as the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of New Zealand) in 1970-1971. 
As early as 1968 Steele highlighted the need for the company to plan its long term 
cash flow due to its high level of capital commitments over the next few years. 87 This 
was followed through with Comer presenting a cash projection statement at the 
following directors' meeting when he joined the company. 
Concerns were again expressed by Steele in November 1969 about the company's 
overcommitmcnt in capital projects and he suggested that the Queenstown hotel be 
sold on to another company to complete. This was argued against by Keeley, and 
HR W who announced that the hotel project would proceed and that a North Island 
coachlille operation was to be purchased. Steele left the meeting at this poinL Rll Again, 
(Petersen, 1971). 
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he raised concerns in March 1970 that an achievable budget should be set for the 
year.89 He became deputy chairman ofthe board in December 1978.90 
This period demonstrated an awakening of accounting awareness, thanks in part to the 
company auditor, Hugh Beattie, of Barr Burgess & Stewart. Divisional reports were 
being prepared to allow each manager to better control expenses. The published 
annual reports underwent major changes and became more complex. 
Keeley drew attention to the increase in revenue in 1969 which was not matched by a 
corresponding increase in net profit. A lack of executive ability at divisional level 
was discussed as a contributing factor. 91 
The balance date was changed from March to May in 1973, resulting in a 14-month 
period. No reason for this change was recorded in directors' minutes, although 
discussion was noted. Balance dates are usually changed to fall in a quiet trading 
period, and this reason would adequately explain the group's change. In May tourist 
numbers traditionally drop, while the winter sports have yet to commence, making it a 
quiet time ofthe year for the MCG. 
The AGM in 1974 had a host of special business: to specify retirement of directors at 
72 years of age, and to permit directors to lend and borrow funds as they see fit. One 
director was affected by the age requirement, Sir Wilfrid Sim, who was allowed to 
complete his term in office. These changes suggest that the company is putting its 
corporate affairs into order. 
The AGM in 1975 reduced the number of directors to ten. This number was reduced 
again in 1977 to nine, following the death of Noel Keeley in December 1976. 
A resolution was passed at the directors' meeting on 23 May 1979 to appoint Phillips 
as a director as soon as a vacancy existed. This was effected in July 1980, upon 
Odell's resignation from the board, and Phillips was appointed Managing Dircctor.92 
Odell had served on the board since 1968, having joined the board following 
resignation from his position as Chief Executive of the Tourist and Publicity 
Department. 
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HR W continued as chairman of the board until his death on 15 September 1980, 
which marked the end of this period. Steele became the new chairman. 
There is an increasing level of professionalism during this period. The business 
seemed to have developed beyond its previous scope with one leader making most of 
the decisions, into a larger organisation which required many leaders to make it work. 
This was demonstrated through formalising directors' retirement age and the first use 
of a sub-committee. 
The sub-committee for finance, consisting of Noel Keeley and Bill Steele, was set up 
in April 1975 due to a cash flow deficiency of approximately $500,000.93 Reporting 
back the following month, it warned of problems with cash flow and capital structure 
and made suggestions to improve matters.94 From this point onwards, there was a 
stronger focus on financial matters, indicating either greater professionalism, or an 
increased awareness of financial distress demanding that the cash position be closely 
monitored. Upon the death of Keeley, Bisson joined the sub-committee.95 
Another sub-committee was used in 1979 for "outside influences," a euphemism for 
takeover threats, consisting ofHRW, Steele and McKenzie.96 A "defensive measures" 
sub-committee was formed which dealt with much the same matters. Negotiations 
between Air New Zealand and New Zealand Insurance (NZI) were undertaken to 
provide Air New Zealand pre-emptive rights for purchase NZI's shares if they decide 
to sell.97 This was a measure to prevent another party from gaining a foothold in the 
company, and had the benefit of ensuring that Air New Zealand could increase its 
shareholding, which it had acquired on its merger with NAC, in the future. 
Formal approval was given for the leasing of assets for 1978 year.98 Leasing assets 
had the advantage to the group of using another company's funds to purchase major 
assets, and committing the Mount Cook Group to annual rentals, resulting in a lower 
cash flow commitment. 
Financial strain was not restricted to the company itself. The level of directors' fees 
was reconsidered in 1977 as it had not been reviewed since 1972. An increase to 
$2200 per participating director was recommended.,)9 Directors' fees had last been 
disclosed in 1974, at $1200 per participating director. The Consumers' Price Index 
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had increased 54% from 1974 to 1977,100 which would justify this dramatic increase. 
The number of directors dropped over the same period from eleven to nine, thereby 
minimising the increase to the company's cash outflow. 
A retirement pension for directors was also discussed and proposed at the 1978 
AGM. 101 The timing of this measure was curious, as there was discussion at the same 
directors' meeting of the present cash flow situation, and the need to "take all action 
to control the cash flow. There was a particular need for the deferring of Capital 
Expenditure and, if possible, the payment of various Capital commitments.,,102 
8.6 Economic Environment 
Muldoon became Minister of Finance in 1967 and Prime Minister in 1975 following 
Labour's defeat in the general election. This period was therefore heavily marked by 
Muldoon's influence on the direction of the country and its economy. 
Muldoon was a supporter of the farming community which would contribute to the re-
emergence in the company's Annual Reports of the importance of this sector to the 
company. This was illustrated by the renewal of subsidies on fertilisers reported in 
1976 which boosted business for the air services division. 
The Chairman's Address to the AGM in 1967 stated that most visitors using the 
company's services were foreign, which made the company largely independent of 
local economic conditions, and with the spread of visitors from different countries, 
largely independent of any other economy. On the contrary, this situation caused it to 
be subject to economic fluctuations from a greater variety of sources, rather than 
merely local conditions. It still had predominantly local costs, which must be affected 
by local conditions. Allusion to President Johnson's restrictions on American travel 103 
confirn1ed this international dependence. Internationally, variation in fuel costs arose 
due to global supplies as shown in the 1970s oil crises (1974 and 1979). The comment 
that the company was largely unaffected by economic conditions was window 
dressing the report to pacify investors, its intended audience. 
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Devaluation of the dollar in 1968 had a small positive effect on revenue, as travelling 
to New Zealand became more affordable for overseas tourists, and conversely, 
overseas travel became more expensive for New Zealanders. 104 A further 15% 
devaluation occurred in 1975. 
Acknowledgement of the government's support through an overseas promotion tax 
incentive scheme was given in 1968. \05 This scheme encouraged overseas spending 
on promotions, but the company was unable to ensure that it had exclusive benefits 
from this expenditure. 
The National Development Conference in 1969 recommended the formation of a 
national tourist development council. l06 Recommendations were made on special 
depreciation rates for new constructions l07 and that the tourist promotion tax incentive 
be continued. It was also recommended that the Tourist Accommodation 
Development Scheme be continued, and that additional facilities be encouraged via a 
tourist facilities development scheme in conjunction with the Tourist Accommodation 
Development Scheme. lOS 
Airways and airport dues were decreased from 1 January 1972, I 09 but rose again in 
April 1974 from 9% to 11 %.110 The company voiced disapproval of this levy in the 
Annual Report in 1974 and 1975. It claimed that the company received a lower level 
of service than NAC and had built several of its own facilities, so should not be 
subject to as high a levy as other operators. 
World Airways charter flights brought in international visitors in the off-season. I I I 
This was experimenting with different ways of setting prices in the aviation industry. 
The MCG gained an advantage through higher utilisation of its off-peak flight 
capacity. 
Taxes were an Issue for the company. A 10% travel tax was mentioned in 1977 
Annual Report. The 5% revenue tax on airline travel in 1980 was making New 
Zealand an unattractive holiday destination for New Zealanders. 112 
The National government was beginning to loosen industry regulation. Transport was 
one of the first industries to undergo deregulation. The permitted distance for freight 
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to travel by road was increased to 150 kilometres 1978, which increased the possible 
work for the freight division. 
High petrol prices and rationing in 1979 had potential to result in higher usage of 
coach services,113 although it also affected MC's own costs. Fuel price increases in 
1980 again affected performance while fare increases still needed to wait for 
government approval. I 14 
8.7 Competition and Government Involvement 
Relations between the group and the government continued to be multi-faceted. 
Cooperation between NAC, Air New Zealand, Queenstown hotels and the company 
for Ski-Hi packages was successful. These packages combined accommodation, 
transport and lift passes for ski holidays. 
The "utmost co-operation" of NAC was acknowledged in 1967 and continued. 
throughout this period, with co-ordination of flight routes and NAC's acting as 
guarantor for loans on aircraft. 115 The Annual Report of 1969 noted negotiations 
between NAC and MCA for Rotorua-Mount Cook-Queenstown service, and hoped to 
be in operation within two years.116 The Rotorua-Christchurch service was granted to 
NAC in May 1971, with plans to commence service on 20 August. A high level of 
cooperation occurred between NAC and MCA to connect services to and from the 
resorts served by MCA.1\7 MCA began operating the Auckland-Rotorua-Christchurch 
route for NAC in October 1973. Reference was made to the close working 
relationship between the two entities, epitomised by the shareholding in the Mount 
Cook Group held by NAC from 1973. 118 
Central government (the Roads Board) and local government (Lakes County Council) 
combined to offer practical assistance to the group, in scaling the road to Coronet 
Peak l19 Wigley l20 stated that the road was taken over by the Railways Road Services, 
and opened to the public before the road was really capable of withstanding the 
traffic. It was later improved to take the increased traffic. 
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Sealing of the Queenstown airport runway was paid for by the government. A 
contribution of $2000 was expected from the company for a temporary runway to use 
during the six months that the main runway was closed.1 21 
The government also provided support to the tourist industry in the form of tax 
rebates for overseas promotion, hotel financing scheme and increased depreciation 
allowances amongst other incentives. \22 These resulted from the National 
Development Conference. 
Countered against this assistance, the government continued to operate competing 
services. Railways kept charges low, and the company therefore had to set their own 
fares in line. Bitter comments are made in the 1975 Annual Report about paying taxes 
which fund advertising of Railways services - their competition. 123 
Further cooperation between NAC and MCA took place in 1974 on Civil Aviation 
requirements for the Bay of Islands operation. 124 Amphibian aircraft were operated in 
this area, with a land airstrip set up at Kerikeri becoming operational in March 
1977. 125 
Private operators also competed with the group. SP ANZ was still a concern to the 
company at the beginning of this period. A review of Te Anau/Invercargill and 
QueenstownlDunedin services in 1965 showed these services were operating at a loss, 
but the company elected to continue services to keep SP ANZ out of the area. 126 The 
Te AnaU/Invercargill service was suspended at the end of October 1965. SPANZ went 
into receivership and ceased operations at end of February 1966. Pressure was placed 
on NAC by the public to pick up SPANZ's routes. 127 NAC wanted MC to pick up the 
Oamaru services. 128 
Trans Holdings Ltd (Trans) suffered a cash liquidity problem in July 1971, which was 
reported in the papers.129 Mount Cook Group would have watched this situation 
closely, as Trans operated in very similar area. Christchurch-based, Trans operated 
coach tours, ran hotels in Queenstown, Te Anau and Christchurch, and a travel office 
in Sydney, Australia. They diversified into cruises with a chartered Russian boat in 
1969. 130 The chairman, Mr Cronin, was quite direct that the tours division had made a 
loss during the previous year, and the liquidity problem was the result of the bank not 
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extending its overdraft as it had at the same time in previous years. 131 UEB took over 
the company in April 1979 for $9m. 132 
Midland Coachlines Ltd filed a prospectus investigated by Mr Hugh Beattie, who also 
advised Mount Cook Group, to issue 200,000 ordinary shares at $1 plus 18c premium. 
Midland Coachlines, a Christchurch-based transport and tourism group, ran the 
Starliner bus service daily between Christchurch and Dunedin and had a body 
building department. Midland had diversified into rental cars in 1952 and became a 
major operator in the nation-wide Tasman Rental Car system. It also acquired 
Edwards Motors Ltd in 1969. 133 Midland had strong parallels with the Mount Cook 
Group in the scope of its operations. Geographically, it operated along the East Coast 
of the South Island, while MCG operated through the interior of the South Island. 
An association with Jet Set Tours, a tours wholesaler in Australia, was formed in 
1978. 134 This expanded the potential market for the company, without requiring new 
staff and offices in Australia. As this was an exclusive arrangement, it attempted to 
usurp Air New Zealand as the connecting carrier on arrival in New Zealand. The 
cessation of this arrangement in 1980 would support this interpretation as Air New 
Zealand's stronger influence in the group began at this time. \35 In addition, Air North 
ceased flying Auckland to Rotoruain 1978179, resulting in increased custom on MCA 
flights. 136 
8.8 Conclusion 
Positive operating cash flow was insufficient to finance the phenomenal growth that 
the group underwent in this period. Further cash was readily raised from the public, 
probably due to the attraction of the 'glamour' of the industries the group operated in. 
The group's growth in this period was most commonly through acquisition of 
competitors. This had two effects: instant growth in revenue, and elimination of a 
competitor, thus increasing market share. 
An increased awareness of professionalism was apparent during this period. The 
group was clearly growing beyond the scope of one individual to manage alone. The 
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board grew from seven to ten directors at the end of this period, with only two 
directors serving throughout this period; HR Wand McKenzie. 
Competition was also growing, so it was necessary to maintain growth to keep pace 
with competitors and a growing market. Growth was also necessary to avoid the risk 
of being absorbed by competition. The threatened takeover during 1979 demonstrated 
this need. 
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Chapter 9 
The Money Men Move In: 1981-1985 
9.1 Introduction 
This period opened with the introduction of a new chairman to the board, following 
the death ofHRW. The trend shown by the group in the previous period to take over 
smaller operators ended, and a battle for control of the group commenced. Control 
was contested over an extended period of time, with Transport Nelson Ltd, Air New 
Zealand and Dominion Breweries Ltd (DB) all attempting at different times to gain 
control. These disruptions created uncertainty and lowered staff morale. 1 The 
Goodman Group briefly held a significant stake in the group, before Air New Zealand 
eventually took a majority shareholding. 
There was a clear change in tone of the directors' minutes. The prevalence of 
accountants on the board was reflected in the nature of matters recorded. The focus 
changed to smaller details. For example, donations made were individually listed (up 
to March 1985 when it was agreed that the chairman and chief executive could handle 
these and report periodically) and the amount of bad debts written offwas recorded . 
.Ihe111}}:.~~es indicated a new emphasis on monitoring past performance, with less 
evidence of discussion of long-term plans. The last project that HRW began, 
demonstrating his strategic direction, to fly trans-Tasman services, was shelved in 
February 1981 and was never revisited. Long-term plans were less apparent than in 
the past, indicating a loss of vision and direction. 
Few new projects were started during this period. Several ideas were presented and 
discussed, but rejected due to high capital requirements, or an inability to prevent 
other competitors setting up similar operations. 
This period closed when Air New Zealand gained control of the group. During this 
period it was evident that the group risked losing its independent identity, with several 
contenders attempting to take over the group. The tables had turned and the group was 
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now on the other side of the expansion it experienced in the seventies, having become 
the threatened party about to be absorbed. 
Figure 9.1: Consolidated Balance Sheet as at 31 May 1981 (in $'000) 
Current Assets Current Liabilities 
Cash on Hand 153 Bank overdraft 945 
Trade Debtors 3925 Creditors & accrued 4611 
charges 
Other Rec & 1 356 Proposed dividend 809 
prepayments 
Tax refund due 782 Loan payments due 579 
before 31 May 1982 
Stock in Trade 3334 9550 Provision for exchange (24) 6920 
fluctuations 
Long Term Assets Other Liabilities and Provisions 
Term Debtors 162 Prov'n maintenance 233 
Investment in 2989 Prov'n deferred tax 1295 1528 
Assoc. co 
Investment in 36 Term Liabilities 
other companies 
Other 120 3307 Loans on aircraft and 414 
investments vehicles 
Fixed Assets Debentures and 825 
Mortgages 
Land 1 530 Provision for exchange !l2l 1220 
fluctuations 
Buildings 2593 Interest of Minority 63 
shareholder 
Airport and Land 743 Owners' Eguitv 
Development 
Motor vehicles 5 133 Ordinary Capital 6224 
& plant 
Aircraft 4998 Specified Preference 2489 
Capital 
Capital work in 448 15445 Capital Reserve 5605 
progress 
Retained Profits 5326 
Premium on (1 073) 18571 
Consolidation 
28~J02 28_102 
Source: AlIlIlla! Report, 1981 
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9.2 Traditional Analysis 
Conventional indicators of performance suggest that the group continued in 
reasonable form. There was steady growth in gross revenue (see Figure 9.2), which 
more than doubled in the five years of this period. High inflation during this time 
would normally have aided this result, but a price freeze introduced in 1982 made 
increasing prices impossible without government's approval. The growth was 
achieved because of an increase in the number of overseas visitors to the country, and 
through the recording of the government's Export Performance Incentive payment as 
revenue.2 
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Net profit after tax (Figure 9.3) climbed satisfactorily during this period, slipping back 
in 1985. The decline was attributed to a combination of factors: a poor ski season, 
devaluation increasing overseas costs and the existing price freeze. 
Figure 9.3: Net Profit after Tax 1981·1985 
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Source: Annual Reports 
The decline in net profit after tax is particularly apparent when the net profit is seen as 
a percentage of gross revenue for each year (see Table 9.1). The trend was improving 
up until the last year, when the decline is noticeable. The same trend can be seen in 
the return on assets (net profit/assets) in Table 9.2. 
Table 9.1: Net profit! Gross Revenue 1981-1985 
Year Net Profit / Gross Revenue Percentage 
(in $'000) 
1981 2333/38587 6.0% 
1982 3 108/46 109 6.7% 
1983 3560/50821 7.0% 
1984 4648/64584 7.2% 
1985 3839/79447 4.8% 
Source: Annual Reports 
Table 9.2: Return on Assets 1981-1985 
Year Net Profit / Assets (in $'000) Percentage 
1981 2333/28302 8.2% 
1982 3108/37082 8.4% 
1983 3 560/39615 9.0% 
1984 4648/49 173 9.5% 
1985 3 839/66864 5.7% 
Source: Annual Reports 
For the first period under examination in this thesis, the working capital maintained a 
level above 100%, showing that the group was in a much more sOllnd position to 
satisfy its external debtors. Its level was not high, but was sufficient to show that 
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short-term debts could be met without the need for drastic measures, such as selling 
assets, or raising equity to pay debts (see Table 9.3). 
Table 9.3: Working Capital Ratio 1981-1985 
Current Assets / 
Year Current Liabilities Percentage 
(in $'000) 
1981 9550/6920 138% 
1982 11 060/10058 110% 
1983 12 777 / 11 628 110% 
1984 16366/14548 112% 
1985 23 964 / 17 776 135% 
Source: Annual Reports 
An issue of 15% convertible specified preference shares was fully subscribed in 1981. 
The offer was made on a 1-for-5 basis to existing shareholders to raise funds to 
purchase additional shares in Travelodge Ltd and to provide working capital. 3 The 
issue was not finalised in time for the 1981 Annual Report, but appeared in the 
comparative figures presented in 1982. Unspecified difficulties with the share 
registrar led to a change to New Zealand Insurance (NZI). 
An issue of 1 741 720 ordinary shares took place in October 1984, bringing $6.096m 
into the group. This share issue provided funds for the new ski field on the 
Remarkables.4 
Innovation, which had previously been demonstrated in the activities of the group, 
was seen in the 1982 Annual Report. It was accompanied by a small record called 
"On Wings and Wheels of Sound," recording the voices of staff and sounds of the 
activities of the group. Phillips, the managing director, commented on the recording 
about working for the group: "". all the people". enjoy working for the Mount Cook 
Group ... we're a fun company in many ways." This recording was an exciting 
example of innovation by the company after HRW's death, albeit unrelated to 
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operations. It also an illustration of the use of annual reports as a means of 'selling' a 
company. 
The Annual Report in 1983 was published in two parts: the Annual Report, which was 
unaudited and included the chairman's report and other narrative information, and the 
Directors' Report and Financial Reports, which included all the financial information 
and the requirements of the Companies' Act. These were accompanied by a brochure 
Mount Cook Line - Inside New Zealand promoting the group's services and providing 
small pieces of historical information. The package clearly demonstrated the use of 
annual reports as tools of promotion. 
Further enhancements appear in 1985, with a small summary of each director's 
experience along with individual photos of the directors. The group was by then large 
enough that the shareholders could not reasonably be expected to know who the 
directors were and the affiliations they held. This was in stark contrast to the 
leadership ofHRW, when it was well-known that he was the managing director. 
In accordance with developing trends in accounting, leased assets were capitalised 
where appropriate from the 1982 Annual Report, (and backdated to June 1981). The 
New Zealand Society of Accountants' standard on accounting for leases (SSAP-18) 
was not introduced until July 1985, so the company was an early adopter of this new 
accounting treatment, providing evidence of the dominance of accountants on the 
board during this period. The Notes to the Accounts show that the net profit was 
increased by $168 137 in 1982 ($84 371 in 1981),5 which would have been an 
incentive to adopt this accounting treatment. The company's report was used as an 
illustrative example by Ryan et al in New Zealand Company Financial Reporting: 
1984. 
The presence of accountants as directors did not necessarily lead to full compliance 
with accounting regulations. Current cost accounting information was not published in 
1983, despite the existence of accounting standards requiring this infonnation. The 
data, however, was allegedly prepared for internal use. 6 The audit report was 
qualified, due to this omission. As this standard was widely ignored by businesses the 
qualified report would not have caused concern amongst shareholders and other report 
users. 
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The auditor's letter to management, however, did raise concerns about weaknesses in 
procedures and controls7 and the board decided to hire a suitably qualified person to 
implement the necessary changes. The board requested progress reports on this 
remedial action, providing another example of the board acting as accountants dealing 
with past performance, rather than directors addressing the future direction of the 
group. 
The debt to equity ratio deteriorated during this period. It began at 52%, a comfortable 
level, and ended the period at 109%, more than double its level in 1981 (see Table 
9.4). Once again, this high level of indebtedness should alarm investors. 
Table 9.4: Debt to Equity Ratio 1981-1985 
Year Debt / Equity (in $'000) Percentage 
1981 9731/18571 52% 
1982 16918/20 164 84% 
1983 18561 /21 054 88% 
1984 25 353 / 23 820 106% 
1985 34916/31 948 109% 
Source: Annual Reports 
The proprietorship ratio (equity/total assets) was stated as 48% in the 1985 Annual 
Report, indicating that the group itself was keeping watch on this ratio. No 
comparative figures from previous years were provided with this comment, but this 
ratio was at its lowest level since 1978, when it had been 42%. Capitalisation of the 
leased assets from June 1981 would have reduced this ratio by increasing reported 
assets and reported liabilities, thereby reducing the relative proportion of equity. 
9.30CFAID 
Operating cash Oow throughout this period continued its positive trend (see Figure 9.4 
and Table 9.5). A reasonable level of growth was achieved in retained eanllngs, 
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suggesting that the group was returning to a financially stable position. The growth in 
retained earnings showed that resources were being retained within the group for 
growth. 
Table 9.5: OCFAID 1981-1985 
Year 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
<::I 
<::I 
<::I 
.". 
OCFAID Cumulative Retained Cumulative 
($'000) OCFAID Earnings Investing 
($'000) ($'000) Cashflow 
($'000) 
2116 2116 2945 -3030 
4224 6340 4538 -8333 
1 841 8 181 5428 -12274 
7281 15462 8 194 -21 491 
207 15669 14580 -35263 
Source: Annual Reports 
Figure 9.4: OeFAID 1981-1985 
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The trend for the· investing cash outflow to exceed the positive operating inflow 
continlled through this period (see Figure 9.5 and Table 9.5). Once again, the last year 
in this period showed the largest variance between the two cash flows. The investing 
cash flow significantly exceeded the operating cash flow, which mllst be covered by 
additional financing inflows. 
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Figure 9.5: Operating and Investing 
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9.4 Potential Takeovers and Changing Shareholdings 
The first documented threat to the group arose in September 1983 resulting in three 
special board meetings to discuss the potential takeover. Air New Zealand planned to 
increase their shareholding to 45% by purchasing a 20% shareholding from NZI 
Insurance. The TNL Group Ltd (TNL) also made a takeover offer on 7 October 1983 
but this offer failed to gain favour with the Mount Cook directors. The chairman, Mr 
Steele, expressed an opinion that sufficient shareholders would prevent TNL from 
gaining a controlling interest at this stage. An unknown buyer, rumoured to be 
Rangatira Ltd or Cable Price Downer Ltd (both of which Steele was a director),8 had 
entered the market to buy up to 20%. The buyer was subsequently revealed to be 
Dominion Breweries Ltd, which had had a long association with the group9 including 
a period when HRW was a director on their board. 
Patterson, previously a director of National Airways Corporation, pointed out that 
even if the bids from both Air New Zealand and TNL were unsuccessful at this stage, 
the group was likely to be subject to other offers, and for that reason, the offer from 
Air New Zealand was more appealing. A general consensus that Air New Zealand 
was less hostile towards the group than TNL suggested that the airline was the major 
component of the group and the claim to be in the transportation industry had perhaps 
lapsed, while the aviation industry would be a more appropriate description. A further 
indication of the company's attitude to the TNL offer was seen in the actions of the 
chaimlan, Steele, who was recorded as only referring to TNL as "that other party." 
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The Commissioner of Commercial Practices approved an increase in Air New 
Zealand's shareholding to only 30%, rather than the 45% requested. Negotiations 
which had occurred between the two companies were therefore largely irrelevant. A 
proposed letter of intent was cancelled and board representation, which had not been 
agreed, remained unresolved. 
DB, holding 35% of the company's shares at the end of the 1983 financial year, was 
also keen to increase its shareholding during 1984. LW Brown, DB's representative 
on the board, suggested the August share offering be increased to $4 million. lo The 
offer was made on a 1 for 5 basis, to a maximum of 1 742 592 shares. DB's offer to 
purchase any shares not taken up by eligible shareholders was accepted by the board. 
DB increased its shareholding to 47% before it decided to sell its shares in 1984. 
9.4.1 A second crisis 
A further shareholding crisis occurred in December 1984, when DB decided to sell its 
47% shareholding. In May 1985 they still held 23.9% of the total shares, but did not 
appear amongst the top ten shareholders after that date. I I 
DB and Air New Zealand had a mutual agreement to buy each other's shares. DB 
advised Air New Zealand of their wish to sell, and Air New Zealand accepted the 
offer oftheir shares OrIe and a half days later. In the meantime, D!3 .. ltad aJ$p~gifered its, 
~ .,' - - ~. . 
shareholding to the Goodman Group, who also accepted the offer. Air New Zealand 
received a temporary injunction to prevent the sale to the Goodman Group from 
proceeding. 
Air New Zealand was keen to increase their shareholding in the Mount Cook Group. 
The government was happy for Air New Zealand to own up to 77% of Mount Cook as 
long as it maintained a separate identity. 12 Although this prevented Air New Zealand 
from owning the whole group, a level of 77% shareholding would ensure that the 
group could do little without the approval of Air New Zealand. 
MF Hunter, an Air New Zealand representative on the board, presented the idea that 
DB was a front for Brierley, as RA Brierley was a member of their board of directors, 
and that Goodman was a front for TNL, as PLB Goodman was on their board of 
directors. Hunter implied that the group would wish to prevent ownership by either 
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party. In contrast, Air New Zealand was In a complementary business and the 
question of shareholding needed to be settled for the sake of the future ;of the 
company. 13 
9.5 Operations 
9.5.1 General Comments 
The first strike in the company's 70-year history was suffered in December 1980, just 
two months after HRW's death. The strike lasted three days, and involved the Airline 
Stewards and Stewardesses' Union. 
Further staff unrest was shown in a letter sent from the staff to the board of directors 
in August 1983 expressing concern over the future of the airline division. It was 
thought this may have resulted from the failed trial of British Aerospace BAe 146 
aircraft. 
Industrial action by both Air New Zealand and Qantas staff early in 1981 also affected 
the group as tourist traffic to and from New Zealand was disrupted. 
Tightening of annual leave provisions occurred in July 1982, requiring staff to take 
leave within 12 IDonthsof it falling due, except where industrial awards allowed 
otherwise. Although this would have been a prudent measure to control accumulating 
costs and limit future cash outflows by reducing potential lump sum payments, its 
likely effect was a further reduction in staff morale during uncertain times. 
Computerised reservations for air and coach services were integrated 10 1981. 
Assistance was received from Air New Zealand in setting up this project. The 
purchase of a new computer was authorised in March 1984 as the existing system 
could not handle the increasing volume ofwork. 14 
Intentions for the airline to expand into Australia were announced in August 1980, but 
were shelved following HRW's death, citing limited resources as the reason. IS This 
project aimed to ensure that Australians who flew across the Tasman to ski were able 
to catch a connecting flight to Queenstown, thus saving a night's stay in Christchurch. 
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Direct flights to Queenstown from Australia were not feasible until July 1998, 
following extension of Queenstown airport's runway. The forced overnight in 
Christchurch was encouraging increasing numbers of skiers to stay and ski at Mt 
Hutt. 16 The group came under pressure to leave the trans-Tasman competition alone, 
and the project was shelved, claiming limited resources as the cause. The project was 
to be reconsidered after the Remarkables skifield was "out of the way" .17 The ski field 
encountered several setbacks, as discussed below, and the trans-Tasman service never 
re-entered the agenda. 
9.5.2 The Airline 
A new aircraft, the British Aerospace BAe146, later used by Ansett New Zealand, 
was evaluated. Although it perfonned well, and was able to be flown in conditions 
that grounded the HS748s, a purchase was not made due to lack of growth in the route 
structure. 18 This decision to stay with the existing turbo-prop aircraft contributed to 
the end of the group's independence. The high capital outlay required for the 
BAe146s was prohibitive without expected growth in passenger numbers. 
The decision to not upgrade the aircraft was made despite recognition that "[0 ]ur main 
airline division ... is now a substantial contributor to the Group's profit,,19 21 years 
after its establishment. 
Limited resources within the group continued to be a problem, and posed a choice 
between expansion of the airline in 1983, and, continuance of the development of the 
Remarkables ski area. Opposition to the expansion of the airline was expressed by 
Hunter, an Air New Zealand appointee, who questioned the commercial viability of 
the proposal, and its ability to compete directly against Air New Zealand. 2o The White 
Paper on Aviation, combined with pressure from British Aerospace to close a sale 
resulted in the board pulling back from committing themselves and the group failing 
to commence expansion into the main trunk line at that time. This was possibly the 
fatal move for the group which resulted in its eventual absorption into Air New 
Zealand. Phillips was quoted in the minutes as saying "the company mllst grow or go 
backwards." This would appear to be the point at which the board decided against 
growth. 
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Concern was expressed that the eventual domestic aviation policy might leave the 
group out in the cold, facing competition without fair access to the more popular main 
trunk lines.21 
Aircraft were leased to other airlines to provide revenue for the groUp.22 Criticism was 
made by Robb that an aircraft on lease year-round was clearly surplus to requirements 
and questioned the wisdom of this investment.23 Phillips stated that this was 
profitable. In fact, leasing in off-season made the airline division break even. 24 
Upgrading of aircraft helped to appease passengers on the Auckland-Rotorua and 
Auckland-Kerikeri routes. The new aircraft, the Piper PA-31 Chieftain, was faster and 
more comfortable, although it had a 9-seat limit.25 In January 1984 the aircraft was 
replaced with a Twin Otter, which had a seating capacity of 18. 
New aircraft were not the only changes to the airline's image. The entry of a new 
competitor, Newmans Airlines, led to redesigning the interior of the HS748s and the 
introduction of new corporate colours of white, orange and blue. Traditionally the 
company had used white and blue. Orange was a modem addition to the corporate 
palate, and represented the beaches of Northland. 
Lifting of the price freeze in February 1984 failed to help the airline division, as new 
competition from Newmans Air forced prices to remain at a lower competitive level. 
9.5.3 Air Services 
Air services, renamed within the group as General Aviation, introduced Pilatus 
Porters as new aircraft for flightseeing services in 1982.26 These aircraft were larger in 
capacity with improved comfort and visibility for passengers. 
Heli-hike cooperation between the group and Tourist Hotel Corporation utilising a 
helicopter based at Franz Josef was proving popular. Whi Ie HR W had been opposed 
to the usc of helicopters, the group operated helicopters after his death on the rationale 
that others would be willing to operate them, and take the market from their fixed 
. . 
wmg services. 
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Increased tax on aviation gas struck air services hard, particularly as a rebate was 
removed at the same time. Effectively, costs increased by 11.2 cents per litre during 
1982.27 
A significant shortfall in revenue for the general aviation division occurred in 1983,28 
resulting in cutbacks in this division. Concerns about the future profitability of the 
agricultural aviation were expressed in 1983, due to anticipated changes in licensing. 
The Te Anau floatplane operation was sold during 1983 year, to a pilOt.29 A new 
hangar was completed in 1984 to protect aircraft at Mt Cook from high winds.3o 
Accidents plagued this division. A fatal accident occurred in the agricultural division 
in 1984, taking the life of a loader driver.3l Two accidents occurred in the skip lane 
division in 1985, with one resulting in three fatalities. The flights remained popular 
despite these setbacks, and further new aircraft were introduced later in the year.32 
9.5.4 Coaches 
Coachlines were still controlled during 1981 by passenger licences, and they remained . 
the second largest revenue earning division of the company at this time. 
Problems with lack of profitability in providing urban services in Napier throughout 
this period.33 The division was sold in 1985. 
9.5.5 Mount Cook - Denning Coaches 
Seven acres of land was purchased in Hornby, Christchurch in the year ending 1982. 
The Mount Cook-Denning factory was the first to move to this new site. 
In 1984, the MC-D factory was unable to meet the demand for new coaches and 
vehicles had to be bought from outside the group. 34 Five further vehicles were 
produced in 1985, and the factory was expanded to accommodate greater 
production. 35 
9.5.6 Freight Services 
Freightlines were adversely affected by a freezing workers' strike in 1981.36 An 
increased level of investment was approved by the board during 1982, to save costs in 
repairs and maintenance, but also in anticipation of expected changes in transport 
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regulation, to portray an updated public image in anticipation of greater competition. 
Closure of this division was considered, but it was possibly saved by a downturn in 
visitor numbers which affected the tourist-oriented services. Involvement in the 
transport business was cited as a reason to retain this division,37 and the 
diversification it brought to the group would have been valuable during the downturn. 
The Annual Report in 1983 warned of imminent changes in the competition that this 
division would face as the transport sector was deregulated. Sale of this division was 
still under consideration in 1983, but was deferred pending deregulation. 
9.5.7 Ski Activities 
Ski package sales were limited in 1981 by a shortage of trans-Tasman flights,38 yet no 
mention was made at this point of the shelved plan to fly trans-Tasman itself. Special 
airfares between Auckland and Christchurch helped improve package sales out of 
Auckland by over 500%.39 
An excellent ski season at Coronet Peak in 1980 taxed facilities and highlighted the 
need for an alternative ski field at the Remarkables. 
Skiers continued to demand improved services, resulting in improvements to catering 
services in 1982. A local caterer was contracted, which was well received.4o 
A poor ski season in the North Island,in 1983 led to an increase in the number of 
North Island skiers travelling south for better snow. 
A new base station at Coronet Peak was opened in May 1984,41 in time for the 1984 
ski season. A well-known local architect, Mr John Blair, was commissioned for this 
project,42 Its estimated total cost was $1.3 million.43 
Funding was committed to the development of snowmaking facilities at Coronet Peak 
in 1983. The ski field was the first in New Zealand to try the tcchnology from 
overscas to test its suitability to New Zealand's environmcnt. 
The addition of lights to the double chairlift enabled the group to claim another first: 
the first commercial ski field to offer night skiing.44 Phillips had seen night-skiing in 
the US, but it was Sugar Robinson, the ski area manager, who eventually persuaded 
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the board to fund the installation of lights at Coronet Peak, and the company achieved 
another "first" in the country. 
An unusual addition was made to Coronet Peak's services. An "alpine slide" was 
added in 1982/83 and helped to generate cash from this site during the summer 
months.45 
9.5.7.1 The Remarkables 
Difficulties in funding the development of The Remarkables ski area continued. 
Despite approaches to the government, assistance was not provided, and a joint 
venture with another company was considered.46 By October 1983 plans for a share 
issue to raise the funds to develop the ski area commenced, and although alternative 
finance was still sought, shares were issued in September 1984. The forecasted 
opening date was June 1985. The 1985 Annual Report comments on progress and an 
expected handover date of 30 June. 
Given the decision not to purchase BAe 146s, resources were then more readily 
available to commit to the development of the Remarkables. 
9.5.8 Other Services 
Mount Cook Northland expanded its operations by introducing a catamaran to 
Auckland Harbour in 1981.47 The catamaran was built for the company in Whangarei 
for about $400 000 from a design seen in Tasmania, and was the first to operate in the 
Bay of Islands.48 Operations in The Bay of Islands were so successful, operating at 
98% capacity in January 1982, that the second catamaran was moved from Auckland 
to the Bay of Islands in late 1982.49 Plans to replace the first catamaran with a larger 
one were underway in 1985.50 
Some travel offices were closed during 1981, including the Timaru office. 51 HRW had 
been strongly opposed to closure of the Timaru office, as the roots of the company 
were based in South Canterbury. It is unlikely this closure would have been possible 
had HR W been alive. 
The possible acquisition of 25% of Atlantic & Pacific, a travel agency chain, was 
discussed in August 1983. This shareholding was held by Midland Coachlines. No 
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evidence was found that this transaction went ahead. The group encountered its first 
shareholding crisis in September 1983, which would have taken priority over further 
acquisitions. No further discussion of the matter was recorded in the directors' 
minutes. 
Car rental services were falling behind competitors' performance in October 1982. 
Diversification into commercial vehicles and campervans was considered. Investment 
had occurred in 1981, with the addition of nine new cars and replacement of nine 
others.52 
Discussion on the future of the Napier-based Avis rental car division in 1984 divided 
the board. The former directors of Hawkes Bay Motor Co. Ltd were in favour of 
retaining this operation as a means of spreading overhead costs. Its disposal was 
resolved at the December meeting. 53 
In May 1983 the acquisition of Hertz Rental Cars was investigated. Once again, a 
number of directors expressed concern at the high level of capital this would require. 
The tourism sector is capital intensive,54 with high returns also carrying high risks. 
High capital commitment is therefore a part of the business they operate in. The high 
level of risk aversion shown by the board precludes the opportunities to earn the high 
returns that the riskier projects may return. Herein also lies the benefit of a diversified 
group such as MCG: other divisions can help to bear the losses until the higher risk 
projects show returns that warrant the initial investment. 
Motor home rental was seen as a potentially valuable diversification in the group. In 
1983, acquisition of Maui Camper Rentals was considered. Benefits of this included 
the removal of a competitor from the market and a quick entry to the growing market. 
A possible negative result would be the endangering of the Avis franchise in Hawkes 
Bay.55 Negotiations to purchase Maui were authorised by the September meeting. 
These negotiations were broken off, at a late stage, by Maui due to its possible 
takeover by TNL in October 1983.56 Negotiations recommenced, but the asking price 
was thought too high, and the board resolved in April 1984 to establish its own motor 
vehicle operation. A motor home rental division was consequently established in 
1985.57 It provided three- and six-berth vehicles, which were fitted with ski racks in 
the winter season. 
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Shares in the Travelodge were held by the group to protect an interest in 
accommodation. Another Travelodge shareholder, Rothmans Industries, sought to 
increase its shareholding by buying shares from Lion Breweries and Fletcher 
Holdings. MCG did not release its pre-emptive rights to enable this sale. Instead, the 
group increased its holding by an agreement made between Rothmans Industries Ltd 
and the existing shareholders of Travelodge NZ Ltd. During the 1983 financial year, 
the group sold its shares for a gain of $1 456 000. Although its intentions were to hold 
this interest in accommodation, the opportunity to realise some cash and make a profit 
was not to be missed.58 Accounting for these shares was not strictly in compliance 
with accounting standards. The increased shareholding in Travelodge was not equity 
accounted in 1981 (revaluation of the shares was considered sufficient), nor again in 
1982, claiming consistency and certain future sale as the reasons. The auditor's report 
was not qualified in either year. The revaluations in 1981 and 1982 were shown as 
changes in equity, therefore having no effect on the earnings in each year (except for 
the dividend income received), and the sale in 1983 was at book value, having no 
effect on profit again in 1983. 
Alpine Guides continued to be a mmor concern to the group. There was an 
opportunity to purchase shares in the company from the Coxhead estate in April 1982. 
Whirlwide Helicopters Ltd was also interested in this shareholding, and preventing 
this competitor from getting a linkage with the guiding services was desirable. The 
following year Alpine Guides sought additional capital for staff housing. A recent 
agreement for Alpine Guides to work only for Whirl wide Helicopters was discussed 
with Mr Hoy, general manager at THC Hermitage. 
The group's interest in Alpine Guides was threatened in October 1984 when THC was 
given an opportunity to acquire up to 75%. Corner was appointed as alternate director 
to Marshall on the Alpine Guides' board. 59 THC agreed to maintain their shareholding 
below 74.9%. 
Possible development of a theme park in the Auckland area was considered in June 
1982.w This was a new direction for diversification, but would move the group away 
from the core focus of the business: transport (more specifically, aviation) and 
tourism. A presentation of the proposal was received at the July board meeting, but 
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there was no follow-up to the presentation. A feasibility study for a water theme park 
was requested, but declined as the directors had read that another similar project was 
already proposed for Auckland.61 
The managing director, Phillips, tabled a report in May 1983 to take over Shotover Jet 
Ltd.62 The directors agreed that it fitted well with the activities of the whole group. 
Negotiations with Mr Gamble, Shotover Jet's managing director, were pursued and 
exclusivity of river rights were sought for ten years. The board was reluctant to 
engage in any activity where they were unable to secure a monopoly or protection at a 
minimum. Deregulation was taking place in many sectors at this time and their 
reluctance to operate in a competitive environment was hindering the development of 
the group. 
Growth during this period was limited to the development of The Remarkables ski 
area, and establishing the camper van rentals. Several other opportunities were 
investigated but dismissed due to a lack of capital or too high a perceived level of risk. 
Several existing operations were closed or sold, attributed to low profitability. 
This period could be seen as one of consolidation when the group focused its direction 
and attention on its tourist-oriented services. Alternatively, scaling down of operations 
may indicate a high level of caution from the board and an unwillingness to take the 
risks necessary to yield high returns. 
The actions during this period provide a contrast to the entrepreneurship demonstrated 
by both RL Wand HR W as managing directors. Leadership is no longer evident and 
the board gave little indication of a clear vision for the future. 
9.6 The Board 
Following HRW's death, RW Steele became the chainnan of the board. MF Hunter, 
an Air New Zealand representative, was added to the board. 
Admiral Sir Gordon Tait was welcomed to the board in July 1982. He replaced Giles 
on the board upon Giles's resignation in August 1982.63 Tai t' s service on the board 
was short-lived. He resigned in February 1984, due to a connict of interest caused by 
the shareholding of Dominion Breweries Ltd (DB). Tait was a director for DB's prime 
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competitor, Lion Breweries Ltd. Ironically, Tait was replaced by L W Brown, a DB 
representative. 
Brown resigned a little over a year later as of25 March 1985 as a result of DB selling 
its shares to the Goodman Group. GP Shirtcliffe was appointed to the vacant position 
as a Goodman Group representative. Goodman held 19.9%, but sought to gain up to 
47%, and was therefore another contender for control of the group. 
Patterson and McKenzie retired from 21 March 1984, and were replaced by JD 
Dalgety of Air New Zealand and JR Fletcher, another representative of DB. Fletcher 
resigned in 1985 when DB sold its interest in the company. 
The company secretary, TK Cherry, resigned as of the July 1980 meeting. The actions 
of the Chief Executive were endorsed by the meeting and a large severance pay was 
negotiated by TK Cherry. D Wadman was appointed as acting company secretary. 
Wadman resigned in May 1985 and was replaced for a month by M Comer before MJ 
Aim began on 1 July 1985.64 
Odell also retired in July 1980, having attained the maximum age for directors of 72, 
and was granted full retirement allowance. PS Phillips was appointed managing 
director, in accordance with the resolution made by the board on 23 May 1979.65 
Phillips left the group in November 1984.66 
Phillips was replaced by Nelson Tolerton, previously with Zip Holdings, Prestige-
Holeproof, and Fletcher Concrete Ltd.67 Tolerton left the group in April 1986, 
following a period of only 18 months as chief executive. His role was to implement 
unpopUlar changes, and to move on for a new chief executive to settle the new 
structure. Tolerton's role was likely to have been disliked. This tactic of change 
management was popular in the 1980s. 
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Table 9.6: Directors during 1981-1985 
Director Professional Full tenn in Shareholding 
background office (and year quoted) 
*sps = specified 
preference shares 
PS Phillips Journalist! airline 1980-84 1000 (1984) + 
manager 1700 sps* 
RW Steele Accountant 1968-90 1200 (1985) 
RAMcKenzie Accountant 1964-83 2180 (1983) 
CO Marshall Plumber 1968-85 24 490 (1985) + 
7653 sps 
DA Patterson Air transport 1970-83 1666 (1983) 
executive 
AR Giles Accountant 1973-82 7233 (1982) + 
2893 sps 
RCDockery Accountanti 1973-85 12000 (1985) 
AH Gould Auctioneer 1979-end 2344 (1985) + 732 
sps 
MFHunter Professional director 1981-end 1200 (1985) 
Sir Gordon Tait Royal Navy 1983-83 1000 (1983) 
LW Brown Lawyer 1984-84 1000 (1984) 
JD Dalgety Lawyer 1984-88 1200 (1985) 
JR Fletcher Professional director 1984-85 1000 (1985) 
GP ShirtC\iffe Accountant 1985-85 1000 (1985) 
i Dockery did not complete his formal training as an accountant due to the Second World War 
(Petersen, 1971). 
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Sources: Annual Reports, Who IS Who in New Zealand and miscellaneous newspaper 
items. 
A special meeting was called in January 1981 at which finances were discussed, and 
the need for further cash considered. A possible share issue was to be considered. The 
Chair, Mr Steele, also reported on a number of approaches from companies with a 
view to rationalisation within the industry. These offers came only three months after 
HRW's death as competitors saw an opportunity to exploit the company's position 
without strong leadership. At this meeting it was decided to acquire a 50 or 75% 
holding in Travelodge NZ Ltd, to "strengthen the company's overall financial 
position.,,68 As detailed above, the shareholding was temporary. 
Expansion of the group, or rationalisation of the industry, was discussed without any 
details being recorded in the directors' minutes early in 1981. The directors decided 
not to pursue any options at that time. The lack of detail suggests an awareness of 
commercial sensitivity. A sub-committee of Steele, Gould, Dockery and Phillips was 
formed to handle these considerations.69 
Discussion of accounting details was recorded in the directors' minutes. In December 
1981 adoption of lease accounting was discussed, and the benefit of reporting finance 
leases, over the rental method was discussed. This detail would not normally be a 
board matter, but it demonstrates the dominance of accountants on the board, dealing 
with matters that are within their area of expertise. 
The Chairman expressed concern on the accuracy of accounting and reporting in some 
divisions upon receiving the managing director's report for the 12 months to May 
1983. He also stated that "past decisions involving large capital expenditure had been 
based in some instances on incorrect information.,,70 
Several financial reports were received at the August 1983 board meeting, including a 
report covering "timeliness, accounting methods, and accuracy of reporting.,,71 The 
danger of this focus on accounting inforn1ation is that the time horizon rarely extends 
beyond the current and the prior year. 
Concerns over the level of debtors was expressed, with close attention paid to this 
area in successive minutes. Again, this is the accountants dealing with issues in their 
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sphere of expertise. A surcharge was considered at 2.5% for late accounts. Again, this 
was not strictly a board matter, but rather a policy decision that could have been made 
by the financial controller and endorsed by the board. 
The draft budget for 1982/83 showed a "no growth" situation. While this position 
could typify a company at a time of consolidation, it shows a lack of vision and faith 
in the business. The accountants who dominated the board were being cautious and 
lacked direction to drive the company into a growth position. No comments in the 
directors' minutes on this lack of growth were made, which suggests that the draft 
budget's "no growth" position was uncontested. 
Professionalism and formalisation of the group continued from the previous period. A 
corporate charter was written, and a corporate plan mentioned. 72 The Corporate Plan -
Policy Statement was tabled in August 1983. 
Directors' fees were doubled in 1984 from $30 000 to $60 000. The previous level 
had been maintained since 1979 and increased responsibilities on directors were the 
stated reason for this increase. The Consumers' Price Index increased 80% over this 
time despite the wage and price freeze introduced in 1982. 
The board went into committee at a special meeting in October 1984. This was the 
first time this device was used. It indicated that the group operated in an increasingly 
competitive environment, or it was an indication of a board that is not really in 
control, and was battling each crisis as it presented itself. Matters minuted from that 
meeting were not insubstantial; another skip lane accident and an operational audit was 
planned for the main airline.73 
A promotional offer was included with the half-yearly report in 1982, giving a 50% 
discount on any company services during April, May and June 1982, and repeated in 
1983. This offer may have been a goodwill gesture, or an attempt to boost usage. As 
there was a dividend freeze, it was probably a reward to shareholders in times when it 
was not possible to raise the dividend rate. Dividends were raised by 5% to 18% when 
the "freeze" was lifted. 74 
The board made a few loans to senior staff during this period. The ability to do this 
was included in constitutional changes in the 1970s. An Australian manager bon'owed 
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ADD 8000 for 3 years at 15.5% p.a, and a manager relocated to Auckland was lent 
$25 000 for 15 years at 12%.75 At this time, 80.2% of bank lending was between 14 
and 18% per annum.76 Use of this facility demonstrated the "social" aspect of the 
company. It acted as a good employer and shows the company's concern for its staffs 
wellbeing. 
9.7 Economic Environment 
The government introduced a price and wage freeze in 1982. The airline and coach 
line, which were already subject to industry price controls, were particularly hard hit 
by this introduction, as they were about to apply for fare increases.77 
The government's policy document on domestic aviation was released in November 
1982.78 The major change this paper proposed was a move from quantitative licensing 
to qualitative licensing, which meant that the group could no longer rely on its 
exclusive licences for routes, as any operator could apply for a licence on any route 
provided they could meet safety and service requirements. This new system would 
subject the group's air activities, both the airline and air services, to a new level of 
competition. A special board meeting was held to consider this paper and what moves 
the group could take to ensure its future. Patterson (ex-NAC) represented the 
company at the Select Committee between February and April 1983. 
Close cooperation between Air New Zealand and Mount Cook was evidenced by a 
meeting held in August 1981, where it was agreed to meet quarterly to discuss 
"mutual areas of interest and concem.,,79 By the time the White Paper was released, 
this must have ended, as Geary indicated to MCG in March 1983 that 
Air New Zealand would not favour our Company's entry onto the Main Trunk 
and had suggested that the Company should either withdraw from the aviation 
business or reduce the size of aircraft.so 
It is worth noting at this point that Geary became the chairman of the Mount Cook 
Group in 1985. 
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Devaluation of the New Zealand dollar by 20% occurred in July 1984,81 following the 
landslide election of a Labour government after eight years of National leadership. 
The New Zealand dollar was floated shortly afterwards, thus sparing the country a 
long series of official exchange rate adjustments, which invariably met with a mixed 
public response. 
The introduction of a new Export Performance Incentive had a positive effect on net 
profit before tax in 1981. Set against this benefit were continuing complaints of 
government-imposed airport and airways dues, and the 5% Domestic Travel Tax. The 
group also commented on the lack of purchasing power of the New Zealand dollar,82 
particularly with regards to marketing, where costs were largely foreign. The group 
clearly showed mixed reactions to the government's involvement in business. 
Closer Economic Relations (CER) were being forged with Australia, promoting freer 
trade between the two countries. Advancement of CER would lead to more demand 
for trans-Tasman flights, but the company's plans to fly trans-Tasman were shelved. 
This cautious position illustrates the low tolerance for risk that this board 
demonstrated, and the lack of ability to see the larger environment in which the 
company operated. 
9.8 Competition and Government Involvement 
The government's proposed changes to domestic aviation policy were influencing the 
group's decision to purchase the BAe146. The aircraft had a greater capacity than the 
existing HS748s, and the threat of direct competition cast doubt over the viability of 
the larger aircraft. 
Air New Zealand began serving food on some of its longer distance domestic routes 
in late 1983. Mt Cook Airlines had for a long time been serving a basket of 
sandwiches, cake and fruit on its Rotorua-Christchurch service. 83 
TNL was unsuccessful in its bid to gain a shareholding in the MCG. It began its own 
airline in February 1985, Newmans Air,84 in competition to Mount Cook Airlines. 
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This later became a part of a joint venture with Ansett, and flew under the name of 
Ansett New Zealand. 
The group approached the government for special assistance to assist with the 
Remarkables project. 85 Steele met with the Minister of Tourism, but no assistance was 
offered. This move highlighted the dependence by the company on government 
support as in the past, while the government was beginning to distance itself from 
commercial activities. 
Proposed removal of government export taxation incentive and tourist promotion 
expenditure incentive in October 1982 provoked consultation with Mr John 
Hartstonge, previously the 'general manager of the Tourist and Publicity Department, 
to lobby the government on the company's behalf.86 
Complaint was made in the Annual Report in 1982 that competition operated by the 
government at less than viable prices was "grossly unfair".87 Transport licensing laws 
were still assisting the group in keeping competition to a minimum, and the group 
took advantage of opportunities to oppose the establishment of competition. 
9.9 Conclusion 
HRW's death at the beginning of this period resulted in a loss of direction in the 
company. Growth stalled as the board were reluctant to take risks and to make plans 
for the long term. HRW's plans to expand across the Tasman were shelved and not 
revisited. Opportunities that were presented to the board were lost as the board was 
unwilling to commit to high levels of capital, or to operate in a competitive 
environment. 
Portions of the group were sold off on the basis of poor performance. Synergies 
within the group were lost in this process, resulting in potentially lost revenue for the 
remaining services. Somc travcl offices were closcd, and the rental car division in the 
Hawkes Bay was sold. 
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Entrepreneurship, which had been strong In the company's past, moved from 
operations to the annual reports. While innovation in financial reporting should be 
encouraged, its loss from the revenue-generating activities in the group was 
noticeable. 
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Chapter 10 
Take Over by Air New Zealand: 1986-1990 
10.1 Introduction 
This period began with Air New Zealand's acquisition of a majority shareholding. 
This effectively resolved the issue of who would control the group. The five years 
covered by this chapter illustrate the group's gradual transition from an independent, 
vibrant company to a subsidiary of a large conglomerate. The balance sheet at the 
beginning of this period is shown in Figure 10.1. 
The Annual Report in 1986 acknowledged the difficulties of the last two years while 
control of the group was uncertain.! Air New Zealand's acquisition of 77% of the 
group resolved this issue. The era when the group comprised a family business ended 
with the group becoming part of a larger conglomerate. Although many smaller 
shareholders still remained, their power was extinguished, with the second largest 
shareholder at any time in this period, H&H Motors Ltd, holdingjust 1.57%.2 
Air New Zealand's dominance appeared through the change of MCG's balance date 
in 1987 to 31 March to match Air New Zealand's balance date, a requirement of the 
Companies' Act 1955.3 The group's balance date had previously been shifted from 
March to May in 1973 to process in quieter months. 
The auditor also changed to match Air New Zealand's, from 1990 onwards. This was 
only the third time in the company's history that there had been a change of auditor. 
The first occurred in 1931 when the initial auditor, WD Revell, died, and the second 
change occurred in 1964, when Leggott & Allport stood down in order for Noel 
Keeley of Leggott & Allport to join the board, and Barr Burgess & Stewart were 
appointed to prevent a conflict of interest. 
Tourism was booming in this period, and the Allllllal Report in 1986 noted that the 
increased profile of the sector was attracting quick spcculators.4 Over-investment in 
the sector was expected to lead to rationalisation, which occurred within the group 
when it shed its marine interests in Northland. 
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Rhetoric was provided in the 1986 Annual Report about operating in a deregulated 
environment: 
There is a new degree of regulatory freedom in the country and while we may 
argue that New Zealand is too small for such an almost premature philosophy, 
we must be realistic and recognise that the time is at hand.s 
This comment and the actions of the board in this period and in the past suggest that a 
competitive environment was regarded as far from desirable in such a small country. 
Continuing volatility in the tourism sector was noted in 1988, and price volatility, 
GST, high interest rates and a strong New Zealand dollar were all indicators of 
difficult times for the sector. Divestment by the group was justified to free up cash to 
reduce debt and minimise interest costs.6 The group's debt to equity ratio dropped 
below 100% in 1988, reflecting the success of this strategy (see Table 10.4). 
There was an increased emphasis on marketing.7 As marketing had been used as the 
saviour of Air New Zealand in 1982,8 its use in MCG once Air New Zealand gained 
control was little surprise. Comments were made on the success of Australia's 
marketing programme9 to attract tourists at a national level, and suggestions made that 
New Zealand could benefit from a similar campaign. The group seemed to spend in 
this area while other tourist operators reaped the benefits, or at least freeloaded. Two 
problems identified were the decline in the Australian visitor numbers, and North 
American tourists transiting on their way to Australia, who spent little time or money 
here, but aggravated a shortage of accommodation and transport in Auckland. 
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Figure 10.1: Consolidated Balance Sheet as at 31 May 1986 (in $'000) 
Current Assets 
Cash on Hand 
Trade Debtors 
Other Rec & 
prepayments 
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Current Liabilities 
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20434 
6032 
15 121 
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Source: Annual Report, 1986 
10.2 Traditional Analysis 
Dividends throughout this period were paid at a constant rate of 18% per annum. A 
dividend election scheme was introduced to allow shareholders to take shares in lieu 
of dividends from 1987. This scheme was introduced with the confirmation of Air 
New Zealand's participation, \0 which allowed Air New Zealand to minimise the 
influence of the small shareholders by increasing its own shareholding each year 
while others took cash thus diminishing their relative holding. 
Gross revenue (Figure 10.2) was fairly static in this period, particularly when 
compared to the growth experienced in the last period when gross revenue figures 
doubled over five years. The slower growth was caused by the slower rate of 
acquisitions and more closures and disposals than in the past. These measures were 
aimed at gaining efficiency by shedding unproductive divisions, but synergies within 
the group were lost or interrupted by the closures. 
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Figure 10.2: Gross Revenue 1986-1990 
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Source: Annual Reports 
Growth in revenue was highest in 1988 at 31 %, but the previous period, 1987, was 
only ten months long due to the change in balance date. The revenue results for this 
period showed a reduction in the progress made by the group, and the closures of 
various divisions had a negative effect on gross revenue. 
A reduction in gross revenue would be acceptable if there was an 1l1crease 111 the 
profitability of the whole group. The profit for 1985 was repeated in Figure 10.3 to 
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highlight the drop in profitability experienced in 1986. This was predicted by Steele in 
his Chairman's Address to the 1985 AGM: "I must say that we will be hard-pressed to 
match the profit ofthe 1984/85 year, given the adverse start to this current year."!! 
Net profit to gross revenue was inconsistent in this period, with a decline in 1988, 
indicating that expenses were increasing more rapidly than the revenue (see Table 
10.1). 
Table 10.1: Net Profit to Gross Revenue 1986-1990 
Year Net profit / Gross Revenue Percentage 
(in $'000) 
1986 2036/91 634 2.2% 
1987 6268/93 185 6.7% 
1988 6562/122907 5.3% 
1989 4020/124 109 3.2% 
1990 5 365 / 133 266 4.0% 
Source: Annual Reports 
The depreciation percentage for tour coaches was lowered in 1986. Although the new 
percentage (6% per annum) was disclosed in the financial reports, no note was made 
that in previous years these vehicles were depreciated at 9% per annum, nor the effect 
this change in depreciation had on the profit for the period, nor can an estimate on the 
effect be made due to inadequate data in the report. A year later, the directors' 
minutes note that a change to bring all other coaches into line with tour coaches was 
due to consistent over-provision,!2 which would not raise any concern if revealed to 
shareholders. It would have been clear to shareholders, however, that the change in 
1986 reduced depreciation expense for the year, thereby increasing reported profit. 
This change was timely, as profit for the year had dropped considerably on the 
previous year's results (see Figure 10.3). 
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Figure 10.3: Net Profit after Tax 1986-1990 
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Figure 10.3 also shows that net profit after tax dropped again in 1989. The Annual 
Report in 1989 focused its discussion instead on the net profit before extraordinary 
items. In comparison, the Annual Report of 1988 barely mentioned this figure, which 
was only $1.3m and lower than the previous year's comparative figure for a period of 
only ten months. While there are several measures of profitability and both used here 
are legitimate, the Annual Report of 1989 may have been designed to distract the 
readers' attention from this drop in overall performance. Had the Directors' Report 
been consistent, some explanations may have been required. 
The return on assets was inconsistent in this period, but maintained a higher level in 
the last four years. The decline in net profit in 1989 was reflected in a decreased 
return on assets for the year, as the asset level of the group remained fairly constant 
(see Table 10.2). 
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Table 10.2: Return on Assets 1986-1990 
Year Net profit / Total assets Percentage 
(in $'000) 
1986 2036/73884 2.8% 
1987 6268/93969 6.7% 
1988 6562/88309 7.4% 
1989 4020/82096 4.9% 
1990 5365/84728 6.3% 
Source: Annual Reports 
The working capital ratio maintained its level of the previous period. As a financial 
indicator, it showed that the company had sufficient resources to meet its short-term 
debt. 
Table 10.3: Working Capital Ratio 1986-1990 
Current Assets / 
Year Current Liabilities Percentage 
(in $'000) 
1986 23 838/20434 117% 
1987 40 322 / 30 524 132% 
1988 31 189/22009 142% 
1989 28 026 / 22 216 126% 
1990 32 744/27023 121% 
Source: Anllilal Reports 
No extraordinary items were recorded in 1990, signalling that there were no fUliher 
restructuring costs. There were no additions to nor deletions from the group during the 
year.1J This static situation was likely to be prompted by the imminent full acquisition 
of the group by Air New Zealand. 
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The Chahman's Review was superficial in 1990, which suggested an awareness of the 
imminent takeover. The Directors' Report also commented that it was "difficult to 
predict the future with any confidence or accuracy',14 which did not invite confidence 
in their leadership. The board in 1990 was heavily loaded with Air New Zealand 
representatives who were at least aware of Air New Zealand's interest in full 
ownership. 
Discounts, which had been offered to shareholders in the past were withheld in 1985, 
but a note advising availability of reduced fares was forwarded with the half-yearly 
report. This change could be attributed to the changing business environment. When 
previously fares had been tightly regulated the concessions to shareholders were an 
enticing benefit, but in a competitive environment reductions needed to be offered 
more widely. Shareholder rebates were re-introduced in 1986 as a result of a number 
of approaches,15 although increased competition from Newmans Air and Ansett New 
Zealand may have influenced this decision. The removal and re-introduction of the 
discounts showed a level of indecision in the board. 
The company's debt to equity ratio improved during this period, indicating that the 
group was retaining funds within the business, and reducing its debt to external 
parties. The level of debt was by no means conservative, reaching a low of 70 cents 
for every dollar of equity (see Table lOA). 
Table 10.4: Debt to Equity Ratio 1986-1990 
Year Debt / Equity Percentage 
(in $'000) 
1986 41 758/32 126 130% 
1987 55483/38486 144% 
1988 43812/44497 98% 
1989 35 599/46 497 77% 
1990 35 023/49705 70% 
Source: AI/Ill/a! Reports 
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10.30CFAID 
The board paid attention to the group's cash position. In February 1986, Macleod, the 
senior finance executive, reported to the board that there would be a shortfall of 
$500 000 in March. By May, an embargo was placed on capital expenditure, pending 
a review of forecast profitability and cash flows. 16 
Table 10.5: OCFAID 1986-1990 
Year OCFAID Cumulative Retained Cumulative 
($'000) OCFAID Earnings Investing 
($'000) ($'000) Cashflow 
($'000) 
1986 5471 5471 178 -10639 
1987 120 5591 6372 -13286 
1988 6498 12089 11 725 -18666 
1989 13 339 25428 12397 -18890 
1990 14036 39464 15548 -20699 
Source: Annual Reports 
Figure 10.4: OeFAID 1986-1990 
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Figure 10.4 and Table 10.5 show that the operating cash flow during this period was 
positive, and improved throughout this period. Retained eamings also steadily 
accumulated, indicating that the group was finally back onto a stable linancial path. 
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Figure 10.5: Operating and Investing 
Cash Flows 1986-1990 
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An encouraging change in this period was that the cumulative investing cash flow 
(shown by a black line in Figure 10.5, with data provided in Table 10.5) did not 
exceed the cumulative operating cash flow, thus allowing the group to payoff some 
debts, and reduce its interest costs. 
The OCF AID analysis shows that financially, their position has improved, yet the 
group had lost its long-term direction. The board got the finances right at the cost of . 
other aspects of the group - operations, personnel and shareholders. 
lOA Operations 
10.4.1 General Comments 
There was a reversal of direction In this period. Previously the group had been 
expanding and looking to the future, while this period experienced further disposals 
and staff cuts. Plans for the future direction of the company were seldom discussed at 
board meetings, as more immediate problems consumed the directors' attention. 
Potential projects were foregone, perceived as too risky. 
The board perceived an improvement in the group's reported results: "Cost-saving 
initiatives over the last two years are now having their affcct(sic).,,17 
Downtum in tourist numbers resulted in the "thinning of staff ... with the utmost 
sensitivity.,,18 Redundancies had been rigorously avoided by RLW and HRW, but 
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when the company became a small part of a large conglomerate, where accounting 
results underpinned decisions, responsibilities to employees as well as to shareholders 
played a diminished role. 
Staff management problems were an ongoing concern across the group once HRW 
passed away. An example was problems with staff attitudes at Coronet Peak. It was 
recorded in the directors' minutes in December 1986 that customers were not being 
encouraged to go to the mountain. The airline had difficulties with staff seeking pay 
parity with Air New Zealand, and pilots encountered difficulties in getting a single 
award across the five domestic airlines. 
These staff management problems were reflected in a number of strikes taken by staff. 
The pilots struck for pay parity with Air New Zealand, further unrest from pilots and 
cabin crew arose with proposed reductions in onboard crew numbers, and the freight 
drivers struck in 1988. 
10.4.2 The Airline 
Recognition of the increasing numbers of Japanese tourists was shown by training for 
all cabin crew in Japanese language and customs. 19 The entry of Newmans Air to the 
tourist market would also have been an incentive to pay more attention to this market. 
Services between Rotorua and Mt Cook, and between Christchurch and Queenstown 
were scheduled for the summer of 1985/86.20 However, staff training only took place 
in 1987, so services had not commenced on schedule.21 Services to Nelson, Taupo and 
Wellington were added in 1988.22 
The airline continued to increase passenger numbers in 1987, and was "not 
overstretched with new equipment purchases.'m This sounds like putting a positive 
slant on a bad situation, ie. that they couldn't afford new aircraft and had to charter 
occasionally. 
The company chartered Boeing aircraft from Air New Zealand to commence services 
between Auckland and Queenstown in summer 1986/87.24 The Annual Report 
promoted the rapidity of this service, less than two hours, while emphasising at the 
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same time the ongoing reliability and modernity of the older HS748s, which were the 
majority ofthe group's fleet. 25 
Plans to replace the HS748s were questioned at the 1988 Annual General Meeting. 
The board replied that the aircraft still had a good economic life, and were popular 
with customers. This is contradicted by the proposed introduction of Boeing 737s into 
Rotorua to keep up with Ansett's competition. The HS748s were depreciated at 7.5% 
per annum,26 implying a 13 113 year economic life. By mid-1988, the first three were 
past this age, and the fourth, acquired in 1976, was rapidly approaching the end of its 
economic life. 
Alternative aircraft were discussed by the board again in October 1988, rejecting the 
BAe146 as costly and unreliable, compared with the Boeing 737.27 The board decided 
to wait and use a Boeing 737-500 at Queenstown's new airport. 
In February 1989, the board acknowledged that the airline must introduce jet aircraft 
to maintain credibility in the industry?S Upgrading of the airline's fleet had been 
discussed since 198329 and action was becoming imperative for the airline's future. 
Pressure from Ansett's introduction of jets was sufficient to warrant comment in the 
Directors' Report: "The company continues to address the future aircraft replacements 
and will announce its decision when it considers this is in the best interests of its 
shareholders and other stakeholders.,,3o 
Air fares were increased by 9% in early March 1986, deliberately announced publicly 
on a different day from Air New Zealand's similar price increase. 31 
Industrial unrest troubled this division when cabin crew sought pay parity with Air 
New Zealand in March 1986. Air New Zealand's wages were 23-43% higher. 32 
Industrial relations were further disturbed by moves by the Air Line Pilots' 
Association (ALP A) to foml a single award to cover the five main domestic airlines. 
As early as 1986, the introduction of Ansett was anticipated, when the group thought 
it had pre-empted Ansett with a jet service into Queenstown. J3 Difficulties arose with 
this development as Queenstown residents objected to proposals to extend the 
Frankton runway to enable jets to use the airport, due to the noise of the larger 
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aircraft. The company opted to keep a low profile m the ongomg battle.34 The 
directors' minutes noted that "good progress [was] being made with the Mount Cook 
image in Queenstown,,,35 suggesting that there was not support for the group to battle 
the noise issue. 
Despite a secret deal with Queenstown's mayor over a new site for an improved 
airport, the local council decided to extend the Frankton airport.36 It was suggested 
that there was a deal made with Ansett which enabled their quieter BAe146s into the 
area while blocking out MCG's proposed Boeings.37 In 1989, the group was advised 
of a rental increase at the airport to $60 325 per annum, which was noted as a 
"massive increase.,,38 
New routes were proposed from Christchurch to Nelson twice daily return, and 
Christchurch to Wellington, Taupo and Rotorua once daily.39 Problems came from 
both the Air Line Pilots' Association (ALP A) and the Cabin Crew Union over these 
proposals. Although the pilots were happy to work in both the flightseeing and airline 
divisions, ALP A was reluctant to approve this arrangement. The Cabin Crew Union 
was poorly handled by the company by its own admission, and despite an offer to fly 
some routes with one crew member, an agreement was not reached.4o 
10.4.3 Air Services 
Air services battled throughout this period for its survival. External competition 
increased while the Chair wanted this division reduced to the skiplanes only.41 A 
paper was requested on the implications of withdrawing from Queenstown, while 
Dockery, a longstanding board member questioned if staff could be relocated to Mt 
Cook. The airline manager, Mr Corner, thought it unlikely that the staff would be 
willing to go. The focus had shifted from being a good employer to getting the 
financials right, and people seemed to be a secondary concern. 
A further skiplane accident occurred in 1985 and the group sought to make a payment 
without admitting liability and full release.42 
Concerns over the introduction of helicopters to the Mount Cook National Park led 
the group to consider appointing a person to introduce new products in the 
Queenstown flightseeing area, presumably including Mount COOk.4J In 1989, the 
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group applied for a licence to operate helicopters in the Mt Cook National Park.44 This 
was due to changes in the park's management plan. Historically, HRW and 
consequently the group, had had little interest in helicopters, but this move could 
prevent others from encroaching on the flightseeing services already provided by the 
group in the park. The Helicopter Line (THL) were particularly keen to operate in the 
area. 
A downturn in the farming community resulted in the "mothballing" of topdressing 
services. Three of the eight aircraft were sold during the 1987 year,45 suggesting that 
there was little expectation that the division would be revived to its previous level. 
10.4.4 Coaches 
In August 1986 the group negotiated to buy H&H Motors Ltd, a competitor based in 
Invercargill, which was facing financial difficulties. An arrangement was subject to 
Commerce Commission approval. H&H Travel Lines Ltd was purchased during 1987, 
paid for in part with 166 667 shares, which made H&H Motors Ltd the second largest 
shareholder.46 Upon its acquisition, the company's results were found to be "a tale of 
woe.,,47 It would seem that due diligence had not been conducted. i 
Coach services suffered from increased competition due to deregulation. The battle 
between the major airlines also affected coach services on State Highway 1, as the 
airline prices dropped to nearer the coach fares. 48 
New services were added between Wellington and Hawkes Bay in 1990. The timing 
for this expansion was poor, as the group had recently sold its commuter services in 
the Hawkes Bay area, which would have damaged goodwill towards the group in this 
area. 
Coach fares had not increased since 1981, due to the price freeze and increasing 
competition.49 Landline farcs rose in November 1989 by 11 %.50 
The possibility of expanding land line operations to Queensland was considered 111 
early 1989. 51 This was discussed at the board meeting in January 1989, but no further 
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minutes were recorded on the matter as the airline's issues dominated the minutes. 
Poor results from this division led to a review of the whole operation in February 
1990, suggesting that closure, not expansion, was on the directors' minds. 52 
10.4.5 Mount Cook - Denning Coaches 
Viability of this division was again under scrutiny in October 1985.53 Coach 
manufacturing began production of a Mark II model with large improvements over its 
predecessor. 54 Production for an overseas client was planned in 1987,55 thus testing 
the costs of this division. In June 1988 it was decided that no further coaches were to 
be built, and that the division was to be offered for sale to the company that had 
recently purchased Coach Works Ltd.56 The division was mothballed in October 
1988.57 
10.4.6 Freight Services 
This division was under pressure as early as June 1985 to increase its profitability. 
Several board members stressed the possibility of freeing cash by selling this division 
unless profitability could be improved.58 A potential buyer was identified in August 
1985 and had two weeks to consider a purchase, but this failed to crystallise. Another 
party made an offer in October 1985, but this was also unacceptable.59 
The freight division suffered dramatic times in 1986. There were freezing workers' 
strikes, which reduced the stock movements, followed by flooding in South 
Canterbury. Parcel traffic to Queenstown increased, requiring a rearrangement of 
services to increase capacity. The furniture moving fleet was enlarged, and the 
Christchurch depot was relocated to Port Hills Rd, which had better access to the port 
and to major roads.6o It may also be worth noting that the chairman of the board 
declared an interest in the owners (P & D Duncan) of the new leaseholder. 61 
Comparison with competitors, Alltrans and Mogal, who were reducing their 
operations, in 1987, promptcd a move towards owner/drivers, to free lip capital funds 
for other projects. This seemed a compromise position for a division that thc board no 
i Air New Zealand later repeated this error in the 1990s with Ansett Australia. 
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longer regarded as a part of the core of the group as shown by the efforts to sell this 
division. 
An economic downturn in the farming community affected freight in 1988. This was 
aggravated by a drivers' strike. 
Drought again affected this division in 1989 in Canterbury and North Otago areas. 
Christchurch-based services performed well, which helped to compensate for losses 
caused by the drought. 
10.4.7 Ski Activities 
Results for the 1985 ski season were poor, despite The Remarkables having more 
skier days than either Coronet Peak or at the competing field at Cardrona.62 An 
additional ski lift was installed at The Remarkables in 1985.63 
A long season was noted at Cardrona ski area for the same year. Hunter requested that 
financial data on Cardrona be traced and in December the board discussed taking over 
the business.64 Geary stated that the company already had a large investment in 
Queenstown and increasing the group's dependence on a seasonal market would not 
make much sense. This again shows the unwillingness of the board to accept the 
existence of competitors. 
Plans to lower the lift pass price for the 1986 season to $19 (from $24 in 1985) were 
questioned by three board members, and management were asked to reconsider the 
proposal, which aimed to get a higher market share. The plan was revised to attract as 
much patronage as possible at $24, while offering a discounted rate selectively to 
local groups and families. 65 
The lift pass price was further increased to $32 including GST for the 1987 season.66 
Good snow provided a good season for both Coronet Peak and the Remarkables.67 
The Remarkables experienced another good ski season 1989.68 The number of 
Australian skiers grew, despite an overall drop in Australian visitors to the country.69 
Summer usage of Coronet Peak was down on the previous year. 70 The Remarkables 
was open during the summer of 1985/86, which would have been taking some of the 
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customers, but concern to maximise numbers there, too, was raised in the director's 
minutes.7l 
A fire occurred at Coronet Peak at the beginning of the 1986 ski season destroying 
part of the base building, and the group was pleased to receive community support 
and eager volunteers who helped to build a temporary building within ten days of the 
fire. 72 
Legal action was taken against the company by Inder & Breen, the builders on the 
Coronet Peak project, who had a claim against the company for $470 000.73 The legal 
matter dragged on until April 1986 and comment was made that solicitors were 
making money with little result. 74 The case was finally set to go to court 6 April, 
although both parties preferred to settle out of court. The MCG was prepared to offer 
$67 000, but Inder & Breen held out for $154 000. Two years later, the directors' 
minutes noted that August 1987 "Counsel thought the Company had won the case.,,75 
The board declined an approach to become a major shareholder in Porter Heights, a 
commercial ski field near Christchurch. 76 The ski field had suffered a bad season in 
1987, which resulted in financial difficulties. 
The 1989 season was successful, with Australian sales up 200%.77 Terrain 
modifications were helpful, particularly at Coronet Peak. 
10.4.8 Other Services 
The motor home division, which began in the summer of 1984/85 with 30 vehicles, 
had by 1986 grown to 120 vehicles covering both main islands.78 This division was 
restmctured in June 1988, by selling the assets and management to Maui Tours.79 The 
advantage of this move was again to free cash for reducing debt, and to maintain the 
group's presence in the motor home market. Maui supplied vehicles in the Mount 
Cook colours, so the customers saw two separate operations, without Mount Cook 
needing to provide any expertise or finance in the area. 
Mount Cook Northland took delivery of its new catamaran, Tiger Lily fll, in time for 
the summer season of 1985/86 in the Bay of Islands, with her capacity of 230 
passengers. A high level of competition in the area was noted, and some attrition was 
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predicted in the area.80 Sale of the first catamaran, Tiger Lily I, was considered in 
October 1985 for $650 000, but this did not eventuate. Mount Cook Northland was 
requested to report to the board proposals to increase its usage in February 1986, but it 
was sold to another party in March 1986. The sale would help to cover the projected 
cash shortfall for the group of $500 000 in March 1986. Sale of the asset required the 
co-operation of Mount Cook Northland's 25% shareholder. 
Fuller's Cream Trip, a well-established boat trip in the Bay of Islands was offered to 
the group in 1985. Again, the price asked was thought too high, and the opportunity 
was foregone. 8l 
The group's shareholding in Alpine Guides Ltd was increased to 56.2% during 1988. 
This was a defensive measure, as The Helicopter Line (THL) was offering to help 
Alpine Guides with its staff accommodation shortage in exchange for shares. MCG 
saw this as a way that THL could get a foot into the Mt Cook National Park, and 
startlboost its operations there. Cooperation with a competitor, NZ Helicopters Ltd, 
was considered as a defensive measure. 
THL was interested in negotiating with the company for helicopter rights in the 
Queenstown area. The board suggested that the company cooperate because THL had 
been cooperative in the past. This attitude was in stark contrast to the attempts made 
by the group to keep THL out of the Mount Cook area as outlined above. 
Travel centres lacked sufficient product diversity to continue serving the company 
exclusively, and negotiations with Focus Travel were undertaken in 1988.82 
Negotiations did not result in a sale, and an alternative buyer was sought. 83 Air New 
Zealand were offered the offices, and failing interest from them, some offices were to 
be closed or sold.84 
10.4.9 More Closures 
East Coast coach operations were sold during 1985. Dockery, who joined the group 
when the Hawkes Bay Motor Company was brought into the group, expressed regret 
at this closure. He left the board during the year. 
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The helicopter based in Franz Josef was sold during 1986.85 Franz Josef was not a 
location where the group had a high profile, although the helicopter would have 
offered scenic flights over the glaciers and Mt Cook area. 
Fullers approached the group, two years after offering their Cream Trip to the group, 
with an offer to purchase Mount Cook Northland. It was sold during 1987, as it was 
no longer part of the strategic direction of the group. Air services into the Bay of 
Islands were retained. This move was presented to shareholders as improving the 
group's liquidity. 
10.5 The Board 
Shirtcliffe and Fletcher resigned during 1985. The two vacancies were filled by NMT 
Geary (Air NZ) and NA Macfarlane (Air NZ).86 Marshall retired in October 1985 and 
was not replaced. 
Dockery died in November 1985, and was replaced by Mrs E Kennedy, an alternative 
director of Kingsgate Corporation Ltd and a member of the Tourism Council. 
Steele relinquished his role as chair of the board at the beginning of this period, in 
February 1986 and was replaced by Geary, who was released from general 
management duties with Air New Zealand for the role. 87 Tribute was paid to Steele 
for his chairmanship during a "difficult period.,,88 
Dalgety passed away in June 1988 and was replaced by Jim Scott, the chief executive 
of Air New Zealand. 
Kennedy and Steele both left the company in 1990,89 and were replaced by two 
further Air New Zealand directors, SJ Cushing and JL Gribble. At its balance date in 
1990, seven of the eight directors were Air New Zealand appointees. Gould was the 
sole remaining independent director. 
The rate of major changes to the operations of the group slowed markedly. 
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Table 10.6: Directors during 1986-1990 
Director Professional Full term in office 
background 
NMT Geary Accountant 1986-end 
AH Gould Auctioneer 1986-end 
JD Dalgety Lawyer 1984-88 
MFHunter Professional 1981-end 
director 
RW Steele Accountant 1968-90 
NA Macfarlane Marketing 1986-end 
EC Kennedy Sharebroker 1986-90 
RJ Scott Forestry sector 1988-end 
NR Searle Aviation and 1988-end 
tourism marketing 
SJ Cushing Accountant 1990-end 
JL Gribble Accountant 1990-end 
Shareholding 
(and year quoted) 
1302 (1990) 
5742 (1990) 
1200 (1988) 
1563 (1990) 
1200 (1990) 
1000 (1990) 
1213 (1990) 
1133 (1990) 
Unknown 
1000 (1990) 
1000 (1990) 
Source: Annual Reports, Who's Who In New Zealand and miscellaneous newspaper 
items. 
In this final period of the company's history, the dominance of accounting 
backgrounds on the board continued, with Geary as the chairman, and a growing 
number of board members with accounting experience, particularly in the last year of 
this period with introduction of Cushing and Gribble. 
An increase in directors' fees was proposed to the AGM in 1989,90 citing inflation and 
increased duties as the reasons. The increase, from $60 000 to $75 000, 
was the first increase since 1984, when fees were doubled from $30 000 to $60 000. 
ShirtC\iffe commented that the company must decide what rate of growth it would like 
to achieve, and set about achieving it.91 It would then be possible for the company to 
attract capital. ShirtC\iffe's time and therefore influence on the board was limited. He 
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resigned in October 1985. His statement was forward looking, in contrast to the 
retrospective focus of the accountants on the board. 
In August 1985, the directors' minutes noted an offer from Air New Zealand of 
"general assistance", and an inquiry into the company's recovery action. Gratitude for 
assistance from Air New Zealand in resolving problems with International Air 
Transport Association CIA T A) international clearing house payments was given in the 
directors' minutes in October 1985. 
A debtor, Freedom Holidays, which owed over $300 000 was to have a 218 notice 
filed against it if it didn't file for a voluntary liquidation in December 1985. Freedom 
Holidays, a camper vans and tours operator, was placed in voluntary liquidation on 20 
December 1985. This indicates that the group was getting tough with its finances, and 
it realised its inability to finance others. Further debtor problems emerged with 
Jetabout. Dalgety noted that it was not worth doing business with people who did not 
pay, particularly in times of high interest.92 
10.5.1 Restructuring finances 
The financial structure of the group was questioned in July 1986: 
The Chairman said that the deterioration in the Airline result was something 
that had been going on for some time. The Airline Division did not have a 
good grip on revenue and expenditure accounting. This had been devolved 
too far with each Division having too much control over its own accounting 
and policy divisions. There will be greater accounting involvement by Head 
Office in Divisional affairs in future. 93 
At the same meeting, the Chair announced that marketing was to become a "more 
major arm of the company," leading the way to marketing having greater influence on 
pricing decisions, and standardising the group's accounting practices. The next 
meeting introduced the concept of geographic areas and products as profit centres, and 
operating divisions as cost centres. 
Conccrns over the accounting in the divisions led to questions over the performance 
of the external auditor in the past. These comments made a case for changing the 
group's auditor to the same auditor as Ail' New Zealand in 1990. 
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Internal control was raised as a possibility, but the Chair felt that the group was not 
big enough to warrant this. The internal audit was further addressed in: the 
centralisation of accounting. Air New Zealand seconded an auditor to help improve 
internal controls where the interim audit report had identified weaknesses.94 
Internal audit continued to cause problems, and an internal auditor was appointed, as 
well as making use of ongoing support from Air New Zealand.95 This move paid off, 
as problems revealed with the Japanese office by late October 1988 resulted in the 
dismissal of the manager. 
10.5.2 NMT Geary 
Geary became the chairman in February 1986, and led the transformation of Mount 
Cook into a division of Air New Zealand. He emphasised the bad shape of the tourism 
industry and the need for greater overseas spending and rationalisation within the 
industry. This helped to build the climate within the MCG for the changes he made. 
The introduction of a dividend reinvestment scheme in 1987 spelt the end of the MCG 
as an independent entity. The aim was to retain cash in the business by issuing shares 
in lieu of payment of a cash dividend at the option of the shareholder. Retaining cash 
would help improve the liquidity of the business. This scheme required the 
participation of Air New Zealand for it to have any significant impact. It effectively 
diminished each year the relative shareholding of those who opted to take a cash 
dividend, while Air New Zealand grew its stake in the business. The separate entity 
was doomed from this point on. Air New Zealand may have acquired up to 1.8 million 
additional shares between 1987 and 1989 through this scheme. Over the same time, 
the total shares on issue increased by 2.0 million shares. 
Directions for the future development of the group were not encouraging. Attention to 
the budget for 1987 revealed: 
The Chaimlan suggested that the budget should follow a policy of low level 
capital expenditure and be limited to replacement, with no or little expansion of 
Company equipment. He said that the Company should attempt to maximise 
existing plant and equipment and be "cashed up" ready for future opportunities 
I . 96 as t ley anse. 
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Future opportunities did arise, but were frequently rejected as too risky. Opportunities 
would also inevitably require the acquisition of capital, which was severely restricted 
by this statement. 
The offer of an equity holding in Annada Holdings Ltd was declined in November 
1987. Annada was the major shareholder in Shotover Jet Ltd. Again, there was an 
apparent reluctance to bear risk, and a desire to retain cash within the business. While 
a level of cash is needed by any business, the emphasis placed on cash by the directors 
seems excessive, as they repeatedly failed to take investment opportunities, either by 
purchasing shares for cash, or issuing new shares to acquire new ventures. 
The final blow for MCG as a separate entity fell in March 1990. 
The real issue for the Board's consideration was the future role of the Mount 
Cook Group in the aviation industry. Our competitor [Ansett New Zealand] 
was flying tourists on the main trunk. Mount Cook could not survive 
economically without a share of this tourism business. This was crucial to its 
market credibility. Seasonality of the Company's income has been an 
ongoing problem which needs further attention not withstanding that 
initiatives have been taken over recent years to address this. The strategy 
proposed for implementation addresses this positively ... 
Mr Scott advised that a major concern of Air New Zealand was the strategic 
issue. Air New Zealand naturally wants The Mount Cook Group to 
contribute to the overall Air New Zealand Group. However, 90% of the 
forecast Mt Cook trunk business would be at the expense of Air New 
Zealand ... 97 
10.6 Economic Environment 
Internal changes were more significant in this period in shaping the future direction of 
the group than the external economic environment. Changes in that environment were 
having an important effect on the country. 
Rogernomics, begun by the fourth Labour government in 1984, was well underway. 
The government was focused on selling assets to acquire funds, and at the same time 
was introducing a "user-pays" approach to most services. Removal of tourism 
incentives was necessary to prevent the taxpayer subsidising the businesses that 
benefited from these incentives. 
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Amongst the assets sold by the government in this period was Air New Zealand. It 
was sold to a Brierley-led consortium in 1989.98 A condition of the sale was that 30% 
of the shares be sold to the New Zealand pUblic. 
New Zealand's sharemarket crashed, along with the world share market, in October 
1987. "No other share market experienced the same magnitude of collapse.,,99 
In addition, there were economic effects caused by events offshore. The Australian 
dollar weakened in 1986, which adversely affected the tourism numbers from 
Australia. 100 The tours division was particularly affected by cancellations. 
Australia suffered a domestic airline pilots' strike in 1988. This had a flow-on effect 
reducing the visitor numbers to New Zealand from Japan and the United States. IOI 
Many travellers cancelled their South Pacific travels as a result of difficulties in 
travelling within Australia. 
10.7 Competition and Government Involvement 
Increases in passenger numbers were recorded in 1986, despite the advent of 
Newmans Air. A close watch was kept on this competitor, particularly as Ansett held 
a "major interest,,102 in the company. In 1986, Ansett started a joint venture which 
separated the airline from the remainder of the TNL group. The joint venture started 
to fly under the name Ansett New Zealand in December 1986. 103 
Ansett failed to bring in new business, which had been one of its selling points in 
entering the domestic market, which MCG highlighted in its Annual Report. 104 
Effectively, the existing market was diluted across more providers, rather than 
generating an increased demand for all. Further investment by Ansett in 1988 
C fi I . . . 105 prompted concerns lor a more lerce y competitive environment. 
Ansett flew Boeing 737s to RotonJa, which forced MCA to consider changing its 
aircraft to match, although the Boeing 737s had higher costS.106 
A battle between Ansett and Air New Zealand had potential to adversely affect the 
MOllnt Cook Airline. Firstly, the battle was a price war, so Mount Cook would be 
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expected to help subsidise airfares of the major airline. Secondly, it would be 
expected by the travelling public to lower its prices to remain competitive. .; 
Ansett was in serious financial difficulties in February 1988, and the government 
approved the possible 100% ownership of this subsidiary by Ansett Australia. \07 Air 
New Zealand was vocal in its disapproval,108 and considered legal action to prevent 
this, even though the change in ownership would still need the approval of the 
Commerce Commission. 
Air New Zealand became involved in negotiations with Qantas and Australian 
Airlines to merge fonning a trans-Tasman airline. The plan did not eventuate, but it 
did raise the question of Air New Zealand's shareholding, and it was suggested that 
Air New Zealand could end with 35% owned by a New Zealand company, 35% 
owned by an overseas company, and the 30% balance owned by public and staff. I09 
This shows that the Mount Cook Group was not unique in suffering questions over its 
future shareholding during this period. MCG would also be affected further by 
questions over Air New Zealand's ownership. 
The potential for improved relations with Newmans was explored following the 
increase in shareholding by Corporate Investments Ltd. Macfarlane stated that "[a] 
commercial agreement with Air New Zealand is a possibility."llo Corporate 
Investments Ltd approached MCG seven months later to express an interest in 
developing a better relationship between the two parties. III 
THC hotels at Mt Cook and the West Coast were closed over winter, which affected 
the flightseeing services in these areas. Wigley had asserted in 1979 that the 
Hennitage had not been closed for winter since RL W opened it for the winter season 
in 1922. 112 
Fiordland Travel introduced aircraft into Milford in 1987. 113 Fiordland Travel had 
received many offers from Newmans and others over thc years to buy their business. 
The group wrote to Fiordland Travel, explaining how the two companies could work 
together in exchange for assurances that the shareholders of Fiordland Travel sell to 
the MCG should they wish to sell. I14 Negotiations were not very fruitful, as although 
Mr L Hutchins, the founder, was enthusiastic, his son and the rest of the board were 
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less keen. I IS The MCG board later considered buying the whole company as it would 
be beneficial to the Air New Zealand groUp.116 A joint venture was seen as a 
convenient stepping stone to eventual ownership, 117but this did not eventuate, as 
Fiordland Travel was declined permission to use the group's Manapouri airstrip in 
December 1989. Flights were eventually operated as a joint venture with MCA in 
1993. 118 
The whole tourism sector was suffering in 1987, as a result of the reduction of 
government support, combined with the sharemarket crash and the method of 
charging that wholesalers used to set their prices. I 19 
10.8 Conclusion 
Financial recovery was achieved in this period. The company's position was stable, 
but the results were uninspiring. Balanced against the favourable results, the lack of 
direction in the company was apparent. Rationalisation of the group sacrificed 
synergIes within the group, and created further problems within the remaining 
divisions. 
The environment m which the company operated was rapidly changing. The 
deregulation of the industries in which it operated exposed the group to a greater level 
of competition than it had experienced in the past, and more aggressive competition 
that fought the company on price. 
Increasingly, the board looked to Air New Zealand for guidance in its strategies and 
procedures, and the group was progressively converted into an Air New Zealand 
clone. This outcome was unsurprising given the shareholding held by Air New 
Zealand and its heavy representation on the board. 
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Chapter 11 
Discussion 
This chapter addresses each of the analyses used in the preceding chapters. The 
limitations of each analysis are addressed, and further research is suggested. This 
chapter also addresses entrepreneurship, which has appeared as a strong motif in the 
company, and briefly examines the role of the government with respect to this 
business. 
11.1 Traditional Analysis 
The traditional analysis attempted to reproduce the information and impressions that 
would have been held by contemporary report users. The analysis relied on simple 
trends, ratios and observations that were drawn from the annual reports. It would be 
common for an observer to consider each year's results on their own rather than study 
a long series of reports. This analysis looked at extended periods of time to give a 
more realistic impression of the progress of the company than each year considered in 
isolation would produce. 
The traditional analysis showed that the company had a difficult period in the 1930s. 
There can be little surprise with this result, given the frequently non-essential nature 
of the services the company provided, and the downturn in consumer confidence. A 
capital write-off in 1937 cleared the company's books of accumulated losses and set 
the stage for a fresh start. 
While still recovering from the impact of the Depression on the business, the Second 
World War caused another drop in the company's trading. The number of overseas 
visitors to the country dropped to almost zero. The company did well to prevent 
earnings from falling further than the declines they did suffer. Profitability was 
unpredictable, with results in the war years ranging from a loss of £5288 in 1942 to a 
profit of £5346 in 1943. The debt to equity ratio reached a reasonable level for the 
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first time in this analysis in 1943, following the passing of the Hermitage back to the 
government's controL 
Recovery can be seen in the 1946-1955 period when HRW took over his father's role 
as managing director. Sales in each year increased smoothly, tapering off a little in the 
eady 1950s. Profitability was consistently positive, with the exception of 1946, which 
bore high expenses to get the vehicle fleet back into good order following the 
unavailability of parts during the war. 
Positive results and trends continued into the 1956-1965 period. Profit climbed each 
year from 1962 to reach £8328 in 1965. Dividends rose from 6%, a level that had 
been maintained since 1949, to 8% in 1962, which would have been interpreted 
positively by investors and potential investors. Equity more than doubled in this 
period, indicating strong growth. The company made confident use of debt, which 
exceeded the company's equity in 1964 and 1965. 
Change in the business accelerated in the following period, 1966-1980. Although this 
was the longest period in the analysis, there was a clear change in the way that the 
company operated. Profitability had a slow start, but increased by healthy margins at 
the end of the 1970s. Sales led the way, with strong growth visible from 1973. Share 
issues as bonuses to shareholders became more prevalent and were also used as a 
method of payment for fixed assets. 
The company continued its evolution from a family business to a large corporate 
entity in the next period. The structure of the board shifted from HRW's friends and 
colleagues to a board dominated by accountants and representatives of Air New 
Zealand. Sales more than doubled between 1981 to 1985, and profits climbed each 
year, unti I a drop occurred in 1985, attributed to "devaluation, competition and 
capacity constraints with the industry at peak periods."l 
The last period of this analysis showed a slower rate of growth in sales, while 
profitability was reasonably steady. The annual reports became increasingly complex, 
with usc made of changes in accounting policy to improve reported results. 2 
The traditional analysis provides an understanding of factors that investors would 
have been looking at to make investing decisions. In the later periods, the accounting 
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information would also have been used by creditors to assess the creditworthiness of 
the company, particularly sellers of major items, such as aircraft and trucks. 
The audit reports indicated the financial statements gave a "true and correct" view of 
the company until 1956, when the expression changed to a "true and fair" view, in 
accordance with the Companies Act 1955 requirements. This change in expression 
has been the subject of some academic discussion/ but the issue here is that the 
annual reports presented by the company usually satisfied the auditor's requirements. 
The company's financial statements were unqualified throughout the time span 
studied, with two exceptions. The audit report was qualified in 1977 to 1980 because 
equity accounting was not adopted for the shares in the Travelodge (N.Z.) Ltd. A clear 
audit report was obtained in the following two years, by recognising an adjusted value 
for the shares which reflected the MCG's interest in the entity. The shares were sold 
in 1982. The second exception was for three years from 1983 to 1985 when the 
company failed to follow the newly introduced current cost financial reporting 
requirements. This qualification was widespread, and was therefore unlikely to cause 
investors and other report users any concern. 
The traditional analysis has provided an understanding of the group's performance 
and position as it would have been assessed throughout the time frame of this research. 
It formed the base with which the cash flow analysis and the historical analysis were 
compared. 
11.1.1 Limitations of the Traditional Analysis 
The traditional analysis has been restricted in its usefulness by widespread awareness 
of the traditional ratios. There is an incentive for the report preparers to check the 
ratios before the data is published to ensure that the ratios will provide a favourable 
analysis. There is then an opportunity to apply different interpretations or accounting 
policies to achieve improved results to satisfy the known ratios and mcthods of 
analysis. 
Research that covers an extended time period will also cncounter difficulties with data 
that has been prepared under different accounting rules. Certainly in the 60 years that 
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this thesis covers, accounting rules and definitions have changed. For a short term it 
may be possible to adjust data so that it is prepared on the same basis, but over this 
extended time frame the exercise would add little value to the integrity of the data 
used in this analysis. It is better to acknowledge the limitation and work with the data 
as contemporary users used it. 
11.1.2 Further Research Using Traditional Analysis 
Further research using traditional analysis will continue to be performed by users of 
the financial reports, and in particular, by financial analysts. The traditional analysis 
in this research has been improved by taking a longer time period than most users 
would adopt. This has shown trends over a longer period, and drawn attention to 
ongoing problems, such as the working capital ratio, which are easy to overlook when 
a short time span is examined. Traditional analysis on its own will hold little interest 
for academic researchers, but is a necessary starting point in analysing business 
performance. 
11.2 Cash Flow Analysis 
Analysing the cash flow of the MCG has enhanced understanding of its performance 
over time. Applying the OCF AID analysis in retrospect has brought to light 
information that would not have been available to investors or other report users at the 
time. 
Cash flows for operating, investing and financing activities were derived from the 
annual reports, and the extraction of this information has supported the narrative 
accounts provided by employees and directors. While it was not evident from the 
traditional analysis of the annual reports that the company was usually short of cash as 
interviewees had indicated, the cash flow analysis has brought this fact to light. Cash 
flow infol111ation has proven its worth by revealing to report users information that 
was known by persons involved in the company, but not explicitly shown in the 
annual reports. 
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The first period, in the 1930s, showed that the cash flows and retention of earnings 
within the company were both poor. For investors, this would have caused concern 
had they been aware of this situation. 
The second period, from 1937 to 1945, showed a turnaround in the cash flow position. 
From a low in 1942, both accumulated operating cash flow and accumulated retained 
earnings showed an upward trend, indicating that the company had made changes to 
put operations on a more sound footing. The major change that occurred at this time 
was the relinquishment of the Hermitage hotel at Mt Cook. 
Retained earnings remained low but stable from 1946 to 1955, while the cumulative 
OCF AID showed an encouraging positive trend. These positive indicators could have 
been favourably interpreted by investors if the information had been available at the 
time. 
The third period, from 1956 to 1965, showed a similar pattern to the previous period. 
Cumulative OCF AID was positive, which only a few years of minor growth, and the 
retained earnings remained small. 
Cumulative OCF AID continued its growth in the period from 1966 to 1980, and for 
the first time in the analysis, cumulative retained earnings showed a healthy increase. 
This could be attributed to the growth in the size and range of operations that the 
group undertook. Another contributing factor to the obvious growth was the high 
inflation in this period. Set against this positive result, the cumulative investing cash 
outflow exceeded the cumulative inflow from operations in every year but one. This 
situation is likely to be encountered in most businesses experiencing growth, but it 
does make the business vulnerable to collapse due to cash shortages. At the end of this 
period, there was a threatened takeover, highlighting the group's vulnerability. 
Both cumulative OCF AID and cumulative retained earnings increased in the period 
fr0111 1981 to 1985. Against this positive impression, the cumulative investing cash 
outOow exceeded the cumulative operating inOow, thus creating a drain that had to be 
met by further finance. The extent of the difference between accumulated operating 
inOow and accumulated investing outflow increased over time. 
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The trend for investing outflow to exceed operating inflow was only reversed in 1989. 
The final period from 1986 to 1990 also resulted in a favourable OCF AID graph. 
With Air New Zealand holding the majority of shares, and possibly plans for full 
acquisition, there was less incentive to take profits from the company's pool of 
resources. 
This thesis has extended the OCFAID model proposed by Robb and Lewis.4 Their 
model looked only at the operating cash flow of an entity. The analysis of the Mount 
Cook Group in this research has extended this model, by also looking at financing and 
investing cash flows. The investing cash flow was important in this analysis, as the 
operating cash inflow was positive, but the investing cash outflow exceeded this in 
most years. The cash gap which was identified in the periods from 1956 onwards 
provided a valuable insight into the cash shortage that employees had discussed in 
interviews. The cause of the shortage was not apparent from the traditional ratios, 
although the working capital ratio indicated quite well that the group had insufficient 
short-term resources. The cash flow analysis has shown that the commitment to 
investments, such as long-term assets, was the cause of this cash shortage. 
Examination of the cash flows for operating, investing and financing activities has 
cast greater light on the accounting data than a more traditional analysis has provided. 
11.2.1 Limitations of the Cash Flow Analysis 
Drtina and Largal found a number of pitfalls that can arise when using the indirect 
method to calculate cash flow from operations (CFO). They identified six potential 
problems with deriving cash flow with the indirect method. These were: 
- ambiguity in the definition of "operations" 
- diversity in reporting practices 
- impact of changes in the reporting entity on the noncash current accounts 
- lise of absorption costing in accounting for manufactured inventory 
- measurement of ClilTent portion of long-term leases 
reclassifications between current and noncurrent accounts. 6 
Two raise concellls for the present study; diversity in reporting practices and the 
impact of changes in the reporting entity on the noncash current accounts. 
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Diversity in reporting practices was identified in their article as a cause for concern. 
While this would prima facie appear to be irrelevant for a single case study, the 
longitudinal nature of the study raises concern about changes in reporting over time. It 
is clear from the change in reporting styles from 1930 to 1990 that there have been 
significant changes in the role and provision of accounting information over time. 
From a single page measuring 420 x 265 mm in 1930, containing information marked 
"confidential", to a 25-page report with colour photographs and graphs in 1990, there 
are clearly changes in legislative requirements, technology and attitude influencing 
the reports. 
The second problem that is relevant to this research is the impact of changes in the 
reporting entity on the noncash current accounts. These changes arise from the 
acquisition/disposition of other entities, and became material from 1969 onwards. The 
absence of the subsidiaries' separate financial statements make it impossible (except 
by chance) to unravel the changes in noncash current assets attributable to these 
changes when a second or subsequent subsidiary is introduced. This situation must 
then be recognised and accepted as a limitation to the research method in the presence 
of changing consolidation. The magnitude of this problem is small, given that most 
new subsidiaries are small relative to the group prior to the inclusion of the new 
subsidiary. The impact of the new subsidiary on the statement can therefore be taken 
to be immaterial in the overall picture. 
In some instances, where a reverse takeover occurs, OCF AID will not be derivable 
from the published annual reports prior to 1993, when the effect of acquiring new 
subsidiaries had to be shown. For recent years, the issue of deriving cash flow is 
largely irrelevant as the report has been required since 1988, but prior to this, there 
may be some difficulties. 
11.2.2 Further Cash Flow Research 
The development of OCFAID and its extension to look at financing and investing 
cash flows provides a valuable tool for the analysis of businesses both past and 
present. Little cash flow research has been undeliaken in New Zealand, and given its 
small size globally, thorough analysis of an industry or period in time would be 
achievable and potentially very rewarding, giving insight into further factors that may 
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have not already been considered in OCFAID's development. This thesis would 
contribute to a study of the tourism sector or transport, especially aviation, which 
could yield some valuable results for planners and regulators, as well as investors and 
financiers. 
11.3 Historical Analysis 
This analysis provided greater explanatory power when combined with the 
quantitative analyses above. While there is much to merit the quantitative analyses, no 
examination of the performance of an entity can provide a full understanding without 
reference to its actual operations and to the environment in which it operated. Turning 
accountants and analysts to the non-quantitative information can assist in making a 
more complete assessment of an entity's performance. 
The sixty years that this study has covered have been turbulent. The 1930s Depression 
created a difficult environment for a business which provided non-essential services. 
The founder, RL W, persevered with the venture, and even added new services over 
time even though there was no immediate indication that the economic environment 
would improve. 
While still recovering from the effect of the Depression, the Second World War broke 
out, and caused major problems for the tourism and transportation operator. 
International visitors to the country dropped to an insignificant level which deprived 
the company of an important source of customers. Staff were drafted into the armed 
forces which created staff shortages. Parts and equipment were difficult to find as 
resources were directed to the war effort. 
The death of the company's founder in 1946 was a turning point in the business. RLW 
was replaced by his son, HR W, as the managing director. HR W was a new leader and 
he had his own ideas about the future of the business. Under HRW's direction, air 
services became a part of the group, and eventually an airline was started. While 
HRW continued the services that RLW had commenced, aviation was his passion, and 
took a great deal 0 f his attention. 
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Transportation services underwent major changes throughout the period studied. From 
service cars in the early days, to coaches that were eventually built by the company, 
the public transport grew. Over time, private cars became more popular, and to take 
advantage of this trend, rental cars were offered for hire. The bus services were less 
well patronised as people preferred the flexibility of travelling in their own vehicles. 
Ultimately, this led to further diversification into rental motor homes for a short time 
in the 1980s. 
In addition to land transport, the company diversified into air services, which became 
a major part of the group in later years. From the early failure of the Queenstown-
Mount Cook Airways Ltd in the 1930s, air services were re-introduced in the 1950s. 
Agricultural services were the main initial service in this area, later diversifying into 
tourist services, through the skiplane activities. Domestic passenger flights were 
introduced in the 1960s to serve both local and tourist needs. 
11.3.1 Limitations of the Historical Analysis 
This case study examined a single group of companies in detail. As a result of this 
approach, results cannot be generalised to a popUlation. This limitation could be 
overcome by further studies on similar companies or groups, so that work of the 
nature of Chandler's The Visible Hand could be undertaken in the New Zealand 
situation. New Zealand is ideally suited to this sort of study because of its small size 
and relatively short commercial history. 
The historical analysis can only present the views of parties that were available to be 
interviewed, given time and financial constraints. Efforts were made to ensure that a 
combination of family members and employees were interviewed, and that as long a 
time span as possible was covered. Ideally, more interviewees from both earlier and 
later in the time span covered would have enhanced the study. 
11.3.2 Further Historical Research 
Business history is underdeveloped in New Zealand. As with extended cash flow 
studies, as discussed above, thorough research of a single industry would be 
achievable and fruitful. Business histories are largely completed on the passing of a 
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significant milestone in a business's history, such as its fiftieth anniversary, and are 
usually commissioned by the business. This does not set the stage for impartial, 
analytical research, but rather for laudatory anecdotal publications. While these have a 
place, there is ample scope for objective critiques based on a single business, or a 
group of businesses. New Zealand provides opportunities for most interests as the 
small size of the country and short duration of western capitalistic business's 
existence makes specific studies manageable. 
There is a need for more economic history in New Zealand. An unsolved question that 
arose during this research related to the dividend policy of New Zealand companies at 
the end of World War Two. While this research has been able to trace the actions of 
the MCG, there is an area of research to identify what trends, if any, developed over 
time. This would also provide a valuable resource to any researchers who are writing 
about single cases to draw on similarities and differences between their case and the 
overall trend. 
Any business history is incomplete without reference to Chandler's essential work, 
The Visible Hand. His synthesis of the development of American big business 
production and distribution and the role of management in those changes was 
achievable only through the use of secondary sources. This pool of resources does not 
yet exist in New Zealand, thereby impeding the development of similar works in the 
New Zealand context. Development in this area could contribute to a shift in focus by 
businesses from the very short-term to a better informed, longer-term perspective. 
11.4 Entrepreneurship 
Literature in the field of entrepreneurship has failed yet to reach a common agreement 
on the delinition of entrepreneurship. This section draws on the delinition provided by 
Carland et al as "an individual who establishes and manages a business for the 
principal purposes of prolit and growth. The entrepreneur is characterized principally 
by innovative behaviour and will employ strategic management practices.,,7 
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Entrepreneurship has been evident throughout the earlier part of this research. RL W 
has been identified in several works as an entrepreneur, with ideas decades ahead of 
his time.s He satisfied the criteria of Carland et aI's definition, in that he established 
and managed the Mount Cook Group. His principal purposes cannot be ascertained at 
this stage, but growth was clearly a driving force for RL W, as evidenced by HRW's 
comments: "The success of any venture, so far as he was concerned, was to get it 
operating to his satisfaction; whether it was profitable or not was of secondary 
importance.,,9 This quote also shows that profit, on the other hand, was not important 
to RL W in his decision making, except to the extent that profit is necessary for a 
business to continue and grow. His innovative behaviour is clearly demonstrated by 
his adoption of cutting edge technologies, such as his involvement with aviation 
decades before widespread public acceptance of the technology. Strategic 
management practices were demonstrated in his long-term forward planning, in the 
face of the 1930s Depression. RL W endured two company failures: the Mt Cook-
Queenstown Airways, and the Chateau Tongariro. In spite of these setbacks, he 
continued to plan for future developments. While his successes were tempered by the . 
two failures his entrepreneurial spirit was not quashed. 
Classical entrepreneurship involves start-up as Carland et al include in their 
definition, thereby excluding HRW as an entrepreneur because he took over his 
father's role as managing director. Timmons1o argued that entrepreneurship can occur 
at any time in the life of a corporate entity, and for this reason it is valid to consider 
HRW an entrepreneur despite his role as a replacement managing director. HRW's 
commencement of the agricultural and skiplane air services division as a separate 
company fulfils the definition set by Carland et ai, despite its timing in the middle of 
the life of the whole group. HRW was more focused than RLW on profitability, which 
may have been the result of working in a more sophisticated and competitive 
environment. HRW's innovative behaviour was amply demonstrated in his design and 
construction of retractable skis for the Auster aircraft to enable the skiplane's glacier 
landings. HR W met with more success than his father did, and some may regard 
HRW as the greater entrepreneur for that reason. RL W's longer planning time horizon 
mark him as the greater visionary of the two. 
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In contrast with the leadership provided by the two entrepreneurs, the period 
following HRW's death in 1980 illustrated the significance of the entrepreneurial 
input. PS Phillips became the managing director shortly before HRW's death, and 
RW Steele was appointed as Chairman of the Board following HRW's death. 
From 1980 onwards, the MCG lacked strong innovative leadership. While Phillips 
filled the role of managing director, innovation was demonstrated with the inclusion 
of a sound recording with the 1982 Annual Report. His efforts to keep alive the spirit 
and enthusiasm of his predecessor were thwarted by a board of directors dominated by 
strong personalities. I I 
The demise of entrepreneurship was sealed by the acquisition of a majority 
shareholding by Air New Zealand, a company that has shown in recent years its lack 
of innovation and clear strategy. An interviewee stated that "Air New Zealand has 
been bankrupt for years. Not financially, but in terms of management and ideas.,,12 
11.5 The Role of Government 
The company had a continuous relationship with the government. In the early years of 
this analysis, the government was keen to encourage private development of tourism 
enterprises. Transportation, on the other hand, was keenly contested by the 
government, and the takeover of the Eglinton Valley services by the Railways 
Department demonstrated governmental intolerance for competition. In contrast, 
provision of transportation services by the company was largely dependent on 
receiving mail contracts from the government. This need to cooperate yet compete 
with the government remained a battle throughout the company's life, even as 
governments and ideologies changed over time. 
Government also had an influence on the provision of accommodation services. The 
Hennitage, built by the government, was controlled by the government until RLW 
took it over in 1922. There were some objections to the hotel being privately operated, 
but it was passed back to the government in 1942. It eventually became a part of the 
Tourist Hotel Corporation, owned by the government. 
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The Chateau Tongariro, of which RL W was managing director, had a chequered 
connection with the government. Its construction was prompted by the government's 
offer to lease the land so that a modem hotel could be built for visitors to the park. 
After RL W put the hotel into receivership, the Chateau was briefly held by Fletchers 
(later Fletcher Construction),13 before it passed into government control. Eventually 
the property also became part of the Tourist Hotel Corporation's chain, along with the 
Hermitage. 
In later years, HR W faced a similar need to keep the government happy while 
competing in some areas. The government controlled provision of aviation services. 
However, the company had built some of its own air fields, and cooperation between 
the private company and government-owned airlines was fraught. 
11.6 Conclusion 
Each of the analyses provided above offered some insight into the activities and 
performance of the company throughout the sixty years studied. Each is insufficient 
on its own to provide a full understanding of the group of companies. A more 
comprehensive explanation of the group's past can be obtained by combining the 
analyses. A quantitative analysis of the group was based on the annual reports using 
reported and derived data to gain an understanding of the group's performance and 
position. The cash flow analysis was able to explain some situations that the 
traditional analysis was able to identify, but not explain. The insights that the 
quantitative analysis provided are enhanced with the addition of the historical 
analysis, which shifts the attention of the analysis from presented data to information 
that may be outside of the company under investigation, but is nonetheless vital to 
understanding its motivations and environment. The fomler quantitative analyses are 
inadequate to provide a complete understanding without the addition of the 
examination of internal changes and externalities that affect a company. The external 
factors that were important in this thesis were the entrepreneurship of the founder and 
his son, and the diverse relationship the company had with the government over time. 
Examining these facets of the company has provided insight into the company's 
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performance that the quantitative analysis was able to measure, but not able to 
explain. 
I Annual Report, 1985, p.6. 
2 See Chapter 10 for examples. 
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Chapter 12 
Conclusion 
The three analyses have each yielded different infonnation on the Mount Cook 
Group's perfonnance. The traditional ratio analysis provided a contemporary view of 
the group's perfonnance and position over time. The working capital ratio indicated 
that the group managed to operate with a very low level of current assets to current 
liabilities, which was supported by interviews with employees that the company was 
often struggling for cash. 
OCF AID has provided an insight into the perfonnance of the MCG which was 
unavailable from the traditional analysis of the annual reports. Operating cash flow 
showed that the group had positive operating cash flow in most periods, except 1930-
1937. This implies that the group should not have had any difficulties with its short-
tenn liquidity, or its long-tenn solvency. The cash flow analysis was extended to look 
at both investing and financing cash flows. The investing cash flow supported the 
infonnation that was obtained in the historical analysis, particularly the assertion that 
the company struggled for cash in the 1960s. The investing cash outflow exceeded the 
operating cash inflow in most periods, which would have strained the net cash 
position. 
OCF AID is based on a reasonably straightforward calculation, but there were some 
difficulties in applying the model to this case study. Difficulties were particularly 
evident in the years when a new subsidiary was added to the group. This case study 
had to use the indirect method to derive cash flows. The Statement of Cash Flows has 
been required in New Zealand since 1 January 1988, so for research that covers only 
periods subsequent to that time, these difficulties should not arise. 
Another difficulty with the indirect method was the inability to ascertain that all the 
necessary adjustments have been made. Without full access to internal reports this 
cannot be achieved. 
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Changes in accounting definitions and accounting standards over the 60-year period 
have complicated an accounting-based analysis as data prepared on different bases has 
of necessity been compared. While it would be ideal to convert all data to the same 
basis, it would not be practical over such an extended timeframe. The non-
transformation is a factor that the extended timeframe draws out that a shorter study 
can better ameliorate. However, it does draw attention to the evolution of accounting 
concepts, and may point the direction for future improvements. 
The OCF AID model and its extension to examine investing and financing cash flows 
has provided further insight into the performance of the Mount Cook Group that was 
not evident from the traditional ratio analysis. While the ratios could identify that 
there were insufficient current assets, the cash flow analysis has shown that this was 
attributable to a cash shortage, caused by a high level of investment in new assets. The 
analysis of the investing cash flow extends prior OCF AID research and suggests areas 
for further research. 
The historical analysis was able to advance this information further, by identifying the 
activities that the group was undertaking. A quantitative analysis does not take factors 
such as changes in the type or scale of operations into account, nor is it able to explain 
why the changes were made. The historical analysis was able to reveal the reasons for 
the some of the changes, and to draw attention to the changing environment in which 
the group operated. This was particularly important for this thesis, which covered a 
60-year timeframe, as the nature of business changed significantly over this time. An 
example of external change was the shift from a strongly interventionist government 
to a free market approach. 
The business history of the MCG is significant to New Zealand. The group made 
important changes to the way that New Zealanders saw the country, and to the 
experiences of tourists to the country, particularly with the innovation of skiplane 
flights in the Mount Cook area. This case study has also made an important 
contribution to recording New Zealand's history by recording the contribution of one 
of the country's earliest and largest private tourist operators. 
Entrepreneurship was vital to the success of the Mount Cook Group. The ongoing 
energy and commitment of RLW in the early years of this research, in the face of 
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economic depression and World War Two, marked him as an entrepreneur. HRW 
continued on an entrepreneurial path and developed the business to become a 
nationwide passenger and freight carrier, on the roads and in the air. The importance 
of entrepreneurship in these early years becomes apparent when contrasted with the 
following years when the company lost its entrepreneurial leadership in the 1980s. 
This period was less innovative and took fewer risks, which was reflected in slower 
growth. 
Accountants became more dominant on the board of directors during the 1980s, when 
the group lost its entrepreneurial leadership. The board's focus shifted from plans for 
the next five or more years, to assessing what had happened in the more immediate 
past. Consequently, Air New Zealand saw an opportunity to increase its influence on 
the MCG, leading to its eventual acquisition of the group in 1990. It is difficult to 
envisage this conclusion had entrepreneurial vision remained on the board. 
This case study highlights the retrospective focus of the accountants on the board, and 
should therefore raise concern in the profession as it seeks to reposition itself in the· 
business community as business experts. The retrospective perspective needs to be 
replaced with forward-looking, long-term planning, which is unafraid of 
entrepreneurial opportunities and their associated complexities and ambiguities. This 
case study has illustrated how getting the accounting information right was 
insufficient to keep this business alive as an independent entity. 
Countered against the need for a long term vision for the future, this thesis has gained 
greater insight on the group's performance from its extended longitudinal timeframe. 
The financial and historical analyses have gained greater insight into the purpose of 
the group from examining a 60-year time span. A shorter time span is frequently used 
for financial analyses. While this can be justified on the grounds of comparability, it 
eliminates richness that the longer focus has revealed. The longer time span has also 
enabled an understanding of complexities that a short time span is unable to resolve. 
This case study has also illustrated the need to balance the quantitative analyses with a 
qualitative examination of a company and its environment. The qualitative 
examination llsed tools from the discipline of history. Interdisciplinary research 
carries its own risks, but has proven in this case to be well worthwhile. New 
234 
techniques were discovered and ideas common to one discipline can well shed new 
light on problems in the other discipline. The commonalities between history and 
accounting have only been explored briefly in accounting literature, and this research 
has shown the real benefits that can be gained from expanding the boundaries of a 
discipline and applying techniques from another discipline. While the quantitative 
analysis has given an understanding of the group's performance and position, the 
qualitative analysis was essential to understand why the results were achieved. 
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Appendix 1 
Calculation of Cash Flows 
The following pages are the calculations made to derive the cash flows from 1931 to 
1990. 
First, there is a series of summaries for the traditional analysis, showing the data used 
for the traditional graphs and tables. 
These pages are followed by summary data for the cash flows. 
Finally, each year has a one-page spreadsheet showing the derivation of each year's 
cash flows. 
Current 
Gross Profit Profit before Profit as a Debt! Assets! 
and Takings Dividend & percentage Equity Current Profit! 
(GPT) Transfers ofGPT Ratio Liablities Assets 
1930 50657 4361 8.61% 119% 114% 3.1% 
1931 38108 -17866 -46.88% 128% 129% -12.6% 
1932 24448 -15966 -65.31% 103% 128% -14.0% 
1933 22095 -13099 -59.28% 128% 85% -12.9% 
1934 23933 -4823 -20.15% 141% 76% -4.9% 
1935 30540 -2112 -6.92% 156% 66% -2.1% 
1936 35754 1300 3.64% 143% 79% 1.3% 
Figure 4.2: Gross Profit andTakings 1930-1936 
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50828 1542 3.03% 147% 264% 1.3% 
51400 416 0.81% 148% 218% 0.4% 
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40048 -2518 -6.29% 164% 154% -2.3% 
36777 -5288 -14.38% 196% 284% -5.0% 
26341 5346 20.30% 61% 316% 8.1% 
33568 4393 13.09% 49% 226% 6.5% 
37680 4256 11.30% 46% 206% 5.9% 
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Plant 47580 41683 -5897 0 5897 
Cash 2182 893 -1289 
Stock 4073 3167 -906 0 906 
Debtors 2751 2482 -269 0 269 
Investments and Shares 1182 1070 -112 0 112 
Preliminary expenses 2686 2686 0 2686 2686 
Goodwill 13000 13000 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 76004 . 77656 fin -1652 0 1652 
Calls paid in advance 265 fin 265 265 0 
Reserve Acct 12169 nc 12169 0 
P&l Appn Ace! -32135 -33065 nc 12169 13099 0 
BNZ 0 
Creditors 6624 7667 op -1043 0 1043 
Reserve for Income Tax 413 op 413 413 0 
Debenture 22020 21060 fin 960 960 0 
Loans and Mortgages 28958 28259 fin 699 699 0 
114318 114318 101577 101577 0 
P&L I'-l Gross Profit an Takings op -22095 0 22095 e: Advertising op 4913 4913 0 
Car maint op 8232 8232 0 
Electrical, repairs op 4570 4570 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 7340 7340 0 
Depreciation nc 7034 0 
Prelim exp op 2686 0 2686 2686 
loss on sale of properties op 420 420 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acet nc 13099 0 
Dividends paid op 0 0 0 
Operating Cashftow 31260 29685 
Investing Cashftow 7034 7591 
Financing Cashftow 1924 1652 
Net -1575 557 -272 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -1289 
BNZ 0 
-1289 -1290 
-1 
Reserve for Income Tax reduced operating cash flow. Depletion assumes payment of tax. 
cf30.xls 
1933 
1933 1934 
Land & Buildings 39282 38834 
Plant 41683 38202 
Cash 893 1104 
Stock 3167 2710 
Debtors 2482 1816 
Advances to Directors 538 
Investments and Shares 1070 1245 
Goodwill 13000 13000 
Paid Up Capital 77656 78310 
P&L Appn Ace! -33066 -37889 
BNZ 
Creditors 7668 8073 
Debenture 21060 20696 
Loans and Mortgages 28259 28259 
101577 101577 97449 97449 
P&L 
Gross Profit and Takings 
Advertising 
Car main! 
Electrical, repairs 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 
Depreciation 
Prelim exp 
Loss on sale of properties 
NP trsf to Appn Acct 
Dividends paid 
Operating Cashftow 
Investing Cashflow 
Financing Cashflow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 211 
BNZ 0 
211 
600 pounds debentures issued in lieu of undrawn salaries. 
No adjustment made. 
Adjustments 
inv 
inv 
op 
op 
op 
fin 
nc 
op 
fin 
fin 
op 
op 
op 
op 
op 
nc 
op 
op 
nc 
op 
cf30.xls 
1934 
3942 
4823 
3942 
4823 
0 
-448 
461 
211 
-457 
-666 
538 
175 
0 
-654 
0 
0 
-405 
364 
0 
0 
-23933 
3908 
8460 
4691 
7755 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
211 
Operating Investing Financing 
0 448 
3942 3481 
0 457 
0 666 
538 0 
175 0 
0 0 
0 654 
0 405 
364 0 
0 0 
0 23933 
3908 0 
8460 0 
4691 0 
I-v 
0-
7755 0 -t.. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
25352 25461 
4117 3929 
364 654 
109 -188 290 
1934 
Land & Buildings 38834 
Plant 38202 
Cash 1104 
Stock 2710 
Debtors 1816 
Advances to Directors 538 
Investments and Shares 1245 
Goodwill 
Paid Up Capital 
Forfeited Share Reserve 
P&L Appn Acct 
BNZ 
Creditors 
Debenture 
Loans and Mortgages 
97449 
P&L 
Gross Profit and Takings 
Advertising 
Car main! 
Electrical, repairs 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 
Depreciation 
White Star shares written off 
NP trsf to Appn Acet 
Dividends paid 
Operating Cashflow 
Investing Cashflow 
Financing Cash flow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 
BNZ 
1935 
38449 
37971 
562 
3491 
3194 
369 
-37889 
8073 
20696 
28259 
97449 98411 
-542 
-931 
-1473 
Adjustments 
cf30.xls 
1935 
4144 
70 
60 
2112 
60 
2112 
4144 
70 
-1 
Operating Investing Financing 
-385 0 385 
3913 4144 231 
-542 
781 781 0 
1378 1378 0 
-169 0 169 
0 70 70 
200 200 0 
-164 0 164 
0 60 60 
-1 
-931 
-2521 0 2521 
543 543 0 
0 0 0 
0 
-30540 0 30540 
5408 5408 0 
9532 9532 0 "-> 
5335 5335 0 e: 
8163 8163 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
30597 33230 
4414 686 
603 224 
2633 -3728 -379 
-1474 
1935 1936 
Land & Buildings 38449 38237 
Plant 37971 38935 
Investments and Shares 1175 
Stock 3491 
Debtors 3194 
Advances to Directors 369 
Cash 562 
Goodwill 
Paid Up Capital 
Forfeited Share Reserve 60 60 
P&L Appn Acc! -40000 -38700, 
BNZ 931 1512 
Creditors 10594 8126 
Debenture 20153 19690 
Loans and Mortgages 28259 30494 
98411 98411 101611 101611 ' 
P&L 
Gross Profit and Takings 
Advertising 
Car main! 
Electrical, repairs 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 
Depreciation 
NP trsf to Appn Acet 
Dividends paid 
Operating Cashflow 
Investing Cash flow 
Financing Cashflow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -167 
BNZ -581 
-748 
1912 shares issued to acquire Lumsden Tourist Services. 
Adjustments 
cf30.xls 
1936 
3810 
1912 
1300 
1912 
3810 
1300 
0 
-212 
2862 
0 
-171 
453 
-73 
-167 
2406 
-103 
0 
0 
-581 
2468 
463 
-2235 
0 
-35754 
5199 
8920 
6332 
10193 
0 
0 
0 
-748 
Operating 
0 171 
453 0 
0 73 
2468 0 
0 35754 
5199 0 
8920 0 
6332 0 
10193 0 
0 0 
33565 35998 
2433 
Investing Financing 
0 212 
4774 1912 
0 0 
2406 0 
1912 2015 
0 0 
463 0 
0 2235 
N 
0\ 
0\ 
7180 2124 
2375 4250 
-5056 1875 
1936 1937 
Land & Buildings 38237 52763 jny 
Plant 38935 39625 jnY 
Investments and Shares 1175 1704 jny 
Stock 3320 4080 
Debtors 3647 3114 
Advances to Directors 296 248 
Cash 395 82 
Goodwill 15606 13200 inY 
Paid Up Capital 80429 39665 fin 
Forfeited Share Reserve 60 140 fin 
Reserve 1776 nc 
P&L Appn Acct -38700 4082 nc 
BNZ 1512 2025 
Creditors 8126 5116 op 
Debenture 19690 22460 fin 
Loans and Mortgages 30494 39552 fin 
101611 101611 114816 114816 
P&L 
Gross Profits and Takings op 
Remission of Rent Hermitage 
Profit on Sale of Lumsden service nc 
Advertising op 
Carmainl op 
Electrical, repairs op 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 
Depreciation nc 
Transfer to Reserve nc 
NP trsf to Appn Acct nc 
Operating Cash flow 
Investing Cash flow 
Financing Cash flow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -313 
BNZ -513 
-826 
Adjustments 
750 
6907 
80 
5026 
42782 
2920 
cf37.xls 
1937 
2920 
40887 
3250 
4407 
5026 
1975 
0 
15276 
4677 
529 
760 
-533 
-48 
-313 
-2406 
-123 
0 
0 
0 
-513 
3010 
-2770 
-9058 
0 
-43646 
-2000 
0 
7035 
8993 
8544 
12586 
0 
0 
0 
-826 
Operating 
760 0 
0 533 
0 48 
3010 0 
0 43646 
0 2000 
7035 0 
8993 0 
8544 0 
12586 0 
40928 46227 
5299 
Investing Financing 
15276 0 
7597 2920 
529 0 
0 2406 
40764 40887 
80 80 
0 2770 
0 9058 
~ 
0\ 
'l 
23402 5326 
40844 52795 
-18076 11951 
1937 
land & Buildings 52763 
Plant 39625 
Investments and Shares 1704 
Stock 4080 
Debtors 3114 
Advances to Directors 248 
Cash 82 
Goodwill 13200 
Paid Up Capital 
Forfeited Share Reserve 
Reserve 
P&L Appn Acct 
BNZ 
Creditors 
Debenture 
Bills Payable 
Loans and Mortgages 
114816 
P&L 
Gross Profits and Takings 
Advertising 
Car mainl 
Electrical, repairs 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 
Depreciation 
NP trsf to Appn Acct 
Operating Cashflow 
Investing Cash flow 
Financing Cash flow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 
BNZ 
1938 
53099 
41558 
1125 
3849 
3624 
144 
96 
13200 
39665 
140 
1776 
4082 
2025 
5116 
22460 
39552 
114816 116695 
14 
2025 
2039 
inv 
inv 
inv 
,,' op 
op 
op 
inv 
fin 
fin 
nc 
nc 
op 
fin 
,fin 
fin 
op 
op 
op 
op 
op 
nc 
nc 
Adjustments 
811 
3853 
1542 
cf3? .xIs 
1938 
4664 
1542 
Operating investing Financing 
1147 1147 0 
5786 5786 0 
-579 0 579 
-231 0 231 
510 510 0 
-104 0 104 
14 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
1 
2025 
2196 2196 0 
12060 12060 0 
-2802 0 2802 
-13817 0 13817 
0 
-50828 0 50828 t--l 
8900 8900 0 ~ 
10868 10868 0 
8947 8947 0 
15907 15907 0 
0 
0 
47328 51163 
6933 579 
12060 16619 
3835 -6354 4559 
2040 
1938 . 1939 
Land & Buildings 53099 53158 
Plant 41558 42245 
Investments and Shares 1125 1126 
Aero Licence 75 
Stock 3849 4069 
Debtors 3624 3577 
Advances to Directors 144 116 
Cash 96 36 
Goodwill 13200 13200 
, 
Paid Up Capital 39665 39665 
Forfeited Share Reserve 140 140 
General Reserve 1776 3500 
P&L Appn Accl 5623 4066 
Income Tax Reserve 250 
BNZ 
Creditors 2920 3334 
Debenture 10400 10400 
Bills Payable 2802 2396 
Loans and Mortgages 53369 53851 
P&L 
Gross Profits and Takings op 
Advertising op 
Car main! op 
Electrical, repairs op 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 
Depreciation nc 
NP trsf to Appn Acct nc 
Operating Cashftow 
Investing Cashftow 
Financing Cashftow 
Net ~.:54405_544051 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -60 
BNZ 0 
-60 
Adjustments 
819 
3518 
1724 
416 
250 
75 
cf37.xls 
1939 
75 
1974 
4337 
416 
-1 
878 
4205 
1 
0 
220 
-47 
-28 
-60 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
-414 
0 
406 
-482 
0 
-51400 
6235 
13769 
8797 
17921 
0 
0 
-61 
Operating Investing Financing 
878 0 
4205 0 
1 0 
220 0 
0 47 
0 28 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 414 
0 0 
406 0 
0 482 
t-..> 
0 51400 ~ 
6235 0 
13769 0 
8797 0 
17921 0 
46942 51889 
5084 0 
406 482 
4947 -5084 76 
1939 1940 
Land & Buildings 53158 51900 
Plant 42245 39115 
Investments and Shares 1126 746 
Aero Licence 75 
Stock 4069 3940 
Debtors 3577 3237 
Advances to Directors 116 85 
Cash 36 411 
Goodwill 13200 13200 
Paid Up Capital 39665 39665 
Forfeited Share Reserve 140 140 
General Reserve 3500 3500 
P&L Appn Acct 4066 205 
Income Tax Reserve 250 250 
BNZ 
Creditors 3334 4783 
Debenture 10400 10335 
Bills Payable 2396 1123 
Loans and Mortgages 53851 52633 
P&L 
Gross Profits and Takings op 
Advertising op 
Carmaint op 
Electrical, repairs op 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 
Depreciation nc 
NP trsf to Appn Acct nc 
Operating Cash flow 
Investing Cashftow 
Financing Cash flow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 375 
BNZ 0 
375 
Adjustments 
803 
3469 
75 
95 
3956 
cf37.xls 
1940 
95 
3956 
75 
4272 
0 
-455 
339 
-475 
0 
-129 
-340 
-31 
375 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1449 
65 
1273 
1218 
0 
-41742 
4558 
12302 
8010 
16481 
0 
0 
375 
Operating Investing Financing 
803 1258 
3469 3130 
0 475 
0 129 
0 340 
0 31 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1449 
65 0 
1273 0 
1218 0 
~ 
"-l 
0 41742 
c::;, 
4558 0 
12302 0 
8010 0 
16556 75 
41426 43766 
4272 4863 
2556 0 
2340 591 -2556 
1940 1941 
Land & Buildings 51900 51282 inv 
Plant 39115 35300 inv 
Investments and Shares 746 696 inv 
NZ Government War Loan 40 Inv 
Stock 3940 4289 
Debtors 3237 3645 
Advances to Directors 85 54 
Cash 411 119 
Goodwill 13200 13200 Inv 
Paid Up Capital 39665 39665 fin 
Forfeited Share Reserve 140 140 fin 
General Reserve 3500 1187 nc 
P&L Appn Ace! 205 nc 
Income Tax Reserve 250 250 nc 
BNZ 
Creditors 4783 4998 op 
Debenture 10335 10298 fin 
Bills Payable 1123 428 fin 
Loans and Mortgages 52633 51659 fin 
P&L 
Gross Profits and Takings op 
Advertising op 
Car main! op 
Electrical, repairs op 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 
Directors' Fees op 
Depreciation nc 
NP trsf to Appn Ace! nc 
Operating Cashftow 
Investing Cash flow 
Financing Cash flow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -292 
BNZ 0 
-292 
Adjustments 
790 
2908 
2313 
2518 
cf37.xls 
1941 
2313 
2518 
3698 
0 
172 
-907 
-50 
40 
349 
408 
-31 
-292 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-215 
37 
695 
974 
0 
-40048 
3758 
12967 
7096 
14997 
50 
0 
0 
-292 
Operating Investing Financing 
790 618 
2908 3815 
0 50 
40 0 
349 0 
408 0 
0 31 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 215 
37 0 
695 0 
974 0 
I-v 
'l 
0 40048 ..... 
3758 0 
12967 0 
7096 0 
14997 0 
50 0 
39625 40294 
3738 4483 
1706 0 
669 745 -1706 
1941 1942 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Land & Buildings 51282 51147 inv 581 446 581 135 
Plant 35300 33862 inv 1415 -23 1415 1438 
Investments and Shares 696 797 inv 101 101 0 
NZ Government War Loan 40 40 inv 0 0 0 
Siock 4289 4265 -24 0 24 
Debtors 3645 2464 -1181 0 1181 
Advances to Directors 54 -54 0 54 
Cash 119 214 95 
Goodwill 13200 13200 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 39665 39665 fin 0 0 0 
Forfeited Share Reserve 140 140 fin 0 0 0 
General Reserve 1187 nc 1187 0 
P&L Appn Ace! -4101 nc 1187 5288 0 
income Tax Reserve 250 250 nc 0 
BNZ 0 
Creditors 4998 2195 op 2803 2803 0 
Debenture 10298 10192 fin 106 106 0 
Bills Payable 428 fin 428 428 0 
Loans and Advances 15400 20997 fin -5597 0 5597 
Mortgages 36259 36259 fin 0 0 0 
aBC Loan 392 fin -392 0 392 
0 t-..:. ~ 
P&L 
Gross Profits and Takings op -36777 0 36777 
Advertising op 3875 3875 0 
Car maint op 13478 13478 0 
Electrical, repairs op 6747 6747 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 15969 15969 0 
Directors' Fees op 0 0 0 
Depreciation nc 1996 0 
NP trsf to Appn Accl nc 5288 0 
Operating Cashftow 42872 38036 
Investing Cash flow 2097 1573 
Financing Cashftow 534 5989 
Net 
-4836 -524 5455 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 95 
BNZ 0 
95 95 
0 
cf37.xls 
1942 
1942 1943 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Land & Buildings 51147 36808 616 -13723 616 14339 
Plant 33862 10747 1393 -21722 1393 23115 
Investments and Shares 797 677 -120 0 120 
NZ Government War Loan 40 240 200 200 0 
Stock 4265 4260 -5 0 5 
Debtors 2464 3029 565 565 0 
Cash 214 2419 2205 
Goodwill 13200 8200 5000 0 5000 5000 
Paid Up Capital 39665 0 0 0 
Forfeited Share Reserve 140 140 0 0 0 
General Reserve 0 
P&L Appn Accl -4101 1246 5346 -1 
Income Tax Reserve 250 250 0 
BNZ 0 
Creditors 2195 -627 0 627 
Debenture 10192 4092 4092 0 
Loans and Advances 20997 20997 20997 0 
Mortgages 36259 15800 20459 20459 0 
QBC Loan 392 357 35 35 0 
0 
I-".) 
P&L 'l w Gross Profits and Takings op -26341 0 26341 
Gain on Hermitage Realization op 5000 -7718 0 7718 
Advertising op 2435 2435 0 
Car maint op 7662 7662 0 
Electrical, repairs op 2981 2981 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 8601 8601 0 
Directors' Fees op 25 25 0 
Depreciation nc 2009 0 
NP trsf to Appn Accl nc 5346 0 
Operating Cashflow 22269 34691 
Investing Cash flow 7209 42574 
Financing Cash flow 45583 0 
Net 12422 35365 -45583 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 2205 
BNZ 0 
2205 2204 
-1 
5000 goodwill from Hermitage transferred out with assets. 
cf37.xls 
1943 
Land & Buildings 
Plant 
Investments and Shares 
NZ Government War Loan 
Stock 
Debtors 
Cash 
Goodwill 
Paid Up Capital 
Forfeited Share Reserve 
P&L Appn Ace! 
Income Tax Reserve 
BNZ 
Creditors 
Debenture 
Mortgages 
aBC Loan 
P&L 
Gross Profits and Takings 
Advertising 
Car maint 
Electrical, repairs 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 
Directors' Fees 
Depreciation 
NP trsf to Appn Acet 
Operating Cashftow 
Investing Cash flow 
Financing Cashftow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 
BNZ 
1943 
36808 
10747 
677 
240 
4260 
3029 
2419 
39665 
140 
1246 
250 
2822 
6100 
15800 
357 
op 
op 
op 
op 
op 
op 
nc 
nc 
2639 
0 
2639 
Adjustments 
640 
1310 
4393 
cf37.xls 
1944 
1950 
4393 
0 
Operating Investing Financing 
692 692 0 
235 1310 1075 
8 8 0 
3760 3760 0 
-2591 0 2591 
-1108 0 1108 
2639 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
-749 0 749 
2100 2100 0 
1000 1000 0 
357 357 0 
0 
-33568 0 33568 N 
2258 2258 0 '-l 
-I>.. 
10388 10388 0 
3521 3521 0 
11033 11033 0 
25 25 0 
0 
0 
27225 38016 
5770 1075 
3457 0 
10791 -4695 -3457 
2639 
1944 1945 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
land & Buildings 36860 28075 inv 429 -8356 429 8785 
Plan! 9672 13275 inv 2524 6127 6127 0 
Investments and Shares 685 685 inv 0 0 0 
NZ Government War loan 4000 4000 inv 0 0 0 
Mortgage 7750 inv 7750 7750 0 
Stock 1669 1362 -307 0 307 
Debtors 1921 6081 4160 4160 0 
Cash 5058 3301 -1757 
Goodwill 8200 8200 inv 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 39665 39665 fin 0 0 0 
Forfeited Share Reserve 140 140 fin 0 0 0 
P&l Appn Acct 5639 8900 nc 3264 3 
Income Tax Reserve 250 1450 nc 1200 0 
BNZ 0 
Creditors 3571 3774 op -203 0 203 
Debenture 4000 4000 fin 0 0 0 
Mortgages 14800 14800 fin 0 0 0 
68065 68065 72729 72729 0 
P&l 
Gross Profits and Takings op -37680 0 37680 N Advertising op 2460 2460 0 ~ Car main! op 13839 13839 0 
Electrical, repairs op 2295 2295 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 9681 9681 0 
Directors' Fees op 25 25 0 
Depreciation nc 2953 0 
Transfer to Tax Reserve nc 1200 0 
Dividend op 992 992 0 
loss on Sale White Star Hotel inv 971 971 0 
NP trsfto Appn Acct nc 3264 0 
Operating Cash flow 33452 38190 
Investing Cash flow 15277 8785 
Financing Cash flow 0 0 
Net 4738 -6492 0 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -1757 
BNZ 0 
-1757 -1754 
3 
cf37.xls 
1945 
1945 1946 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 3301 1433 -1868 
Debtors 6081 8348 2267 2267 0 
Stock 1362 1543 181 181 0 
NZ Governrnent War Loan 4000 4500 500 500 0 
Investrnents and Shares 685 1216 531 531 0 
Mortgage 7750 6750 -1000 0 1000 
Plant Furn Fittings 13275 14692 2913 4330 4330 0 
Land & Buildings 28075 31209 442 3576 3576 0 
Goodwill 4200 0 4200 4200 
BNZ 0 
Creditors 3774 -996 0 996 
Provision for Incorne Tax 1450 1510 0 
Provision for Dividend 1983 0 
Debenture 4000 0 0 0 
Mortgages 14800 -1950 0 1950 
Paid Up Capital 39665 0 0 0 
Forfeited Share Reserve 140 140 0 140 140 
P&L Appn Acct 8900 5340 -3 
72729 72729 73691 0 
P&L 
Gross Returns and Takings -46956 0 46956 t-..> 
'-I 
Advertising 2549 2549 0 0-
Car rnaint 17001 17001 0 
Electrical, repairs 2595 2595 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 15873 15873 0 
Directors' Fees 25 25 0 
Depreciation 3355 0 
Tax expense 1510 1362 2872 1510 
Dividend 1983 1983 0 
Write off Goodwill 4060 0 
NP trsf to Appn Accl 3357 0 
Operating Cash flow 45346 49462 
Investing Cash flow 13137 5200 
Financing Cashflow 140 2090 
Net 4116 -7937 1950 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -1868 
BNZ 0 
-1868 -1871 
-3 
cf46.xls 
1946 
1946 1947 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 1433 110 -1323 
Debtors 8348 6178 -2170 0 2170 
Stock 1543 1099 -444 0 444 
NZ Government War Loan 4500 4500 0 0 0 
Investments and Shares 1216 30 464 -1650 0 1650 
Mortgage 6750 6750 0 0 0 
Plant Fum Fittings 14692 28238 3970 17516 17516 0 
Land & Buildings 31209 30854 494 139 494 355 
Goodwill 0 0 0 
BNZ 4200 -4200 
Creditors 4770 10401 op -5631 0 5631 
Provision for Income Tax 2960 1297 nc 1663 0 
Provision for Dividend 1983 1983 nc 0 
Debenture 4000 3000 fin 1000 1000 0 
Mortgages 16750 16750 fin 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 39665 39665 fin 0 0 0 
General Reserve 464 nc 464 0 
P&L Appn Acct 3563 3999 nc 436 0 
73691 73691 81759 81759 0 
P&L 
Gross Returns and Takings op -54168 0 54168 ~ ~ 
Advertising op 3377 3377 0 ~ 
Carmaint op 20329 20329 0 
Electrical, repairs op 3079 3079 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 18919 18919 0 
Directors' Fees op 400 400 0 
Depreciation nc 4465 0 
Tax expense op 1663 2843 2843 0 
Dividend op 1983 1983 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acct nc 436 0 
Operating Cashflow 50930 62413 
Investing Cash flow 18010 2005 
Financing Cashflow 1000 0 
Net 11483 -16005 -1000 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -1323 
BNZ -4200 
-5523 -5522 
General Reserve from profit on investment realised. (Annual Report. 1947) 
cf46.xls 
1947 
1947 1948 Adjustments Operating investing Financing 
Cash 110 260 150 
Debtors 6178 7739 1561 1561 0 
Stock 1099 1966 867 867 0 
NZ Government War Loan 4500 4500 0 0 0 
Investments and Shares 30 30 0 0 0 
Mortgage 6750 5750 -1000 0 1000 
Plant Furn Fittings 28238 26895 6998 5655 6998 1343 
Land & Buildings 30854 30360 494 0 494 494 
Goodwill 4000 4000 0 0 0 
BNZ 4200 4704 -504 
Creditors 10401 7081 3320 3320 0 
Provision for Income Tax 1297 2510 1213 0 
Provision for Dividend 1983 2417 434 0 
Debenture 3000 3000 0 0 0 
Mortgages 16750 16750 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 39665 40290 -625 0 625 
General Reserve 464 464 0 
P&L Appn Acct 3999 4284 285 0 
81759 81759 81500 81500 0 
P&L 
Gross Returns and Takings -76104 0 76104 t-...> 
'J 
Advertising 4522 4522 0 00 
Carmaint 29393 29393 0 
Electrical, repairs 3864 3864 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 25371 25371 0 
Directors' Fees op 250 250 0 
Depreciation nc 7492 0 
Tax expense , op 1213 1297 2510 1213 
Dividend op 434 1983 2417 434 
NP trsf to Appn Acet nc 285 0 
Operating Cash flow 74075 77751 
Investing Cashflow 7492 2837 
Financing Cashflow 0 625 
Net 3676 -4655 625 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 150 
BNZ -504 
-354 -354 
0 
cf46.xls 
1948 
1948 1949 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 260 310 50 
Debtors 7739 8073 334 334 0 
Stock 1966 2615 649 649 0 
NZ Government War Loan 4500 4500 0 0 0 
Investments and Shares 30 30 0 0 0 
Mortgage 5750 5750 0 0 0 
Plant Furn Fittings 26895 25114 6358 4577 6358 1781 
Land & Buildings 30360 30261 494 395 494 99 
Goodwill 0 0 0 
BNZ 4704 1740.· 2964 
Creditors 7081 8814 -1733 0 1733 
Provision for Income Tax 2510 3339· 829 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 0 
Debenture 3000 2000 1000 1000 0 
Mortgages 16750 16750 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 0 0 0 
General Reserve 464 3500 3036 0 
P&L Appn Acct 4284 1803 555 3036 0 
81500 81500 80653 80653 0 
P&L 
Gross Returns and Takings -79002 0 79002 t-..> 
Advertising 4319 4319 0 ~ 
Car maint 28737 28737 0 
Electrical, repairs 4101 4101 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 28476 28476 0 
Directors' Fees 250 250 0 
Depreciation 6852 0 
Tax expense 829 2466 3295 829 
Dividend 2417 2417 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acct 555 0 
Operating Cash flow 72578 81564 
Investing Cashflow 6852 1880 
Financing Cash flow 1000 0 
Net 8986 -4972 -1000 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 50 
BNZ 2964 
3014 3014 
0 
cf46.xls 
1949 
1949 1950 Adjustments Operating Investing financing 
Cash 310 310 0 
Debtors 8073 6169 -1904 0 1904 
Stock 2615 1806 -809 0 809 
NZ Government War Loan 4500 4500 0 0 0 
Investments and Shares 30 30 0 0 0 
Mortgage 5750 4750 -1000 0 1000 
Plant Furn Fittings 25114 30019 6179 1386 9698 11084 1386 
Land & Buildings 30261 30062 512 313 512 199 
Goodwill 4000 4000 0 0 0 
BNZ 1740 803 937 
Creditors 8814 8273 541 541 0 
Provision for Income Tax 3339 4275 936 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 0 0 0 
Mortgages 16750 16250 500 500 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 0 0 0 
General Reserve 3500 5500 2000 0 
P&L Appn Acct 1803 1838 649 614 0 
80653 80653 81646 81646 0 
P&L 
Gross Retums and Takings -89246 0 89246 I-..> 00 
Advertising 5882 5882 0 c 
Carmaint 31107 31107 0 
Electrical, repairs 4860 4860 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 32805 32805 0 
Directors' Fees 375 375 0 
Depreciation 6691 0 
Tax expense 936 3524 4460 936 
Dividend 2417 2417 0 
NP trsf to Appn Ace! 649 0 
Operating Cash flow 82447 92895 
Investing Cashflow 11596 2585 
Financing Cash flow 500 0 
Net 10448 -9011 -500 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 0 
BNZ 937 
937 937 
0 
"1386 capital profit on plant: (Annual Report, 1950.) 
ef46.xls 
1950 
1950 1951 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 310 510 200 
Debtors 6169 9654 op 3485 3485 0 
Stock 1806 1848 op 42 42 0 
NZ Governrnent War Loan 4500 4500 inv 0 0 0 
Investrnents and Shares 30 55 inv 25 25 0 
Mortgage 4750 4250 inv -500 0 500 
Plant Furn Fittings 30019 32453 6120 1800 6754 8554 1800 
Land & Buildings 30062 29550 512 0 512 512 
Goodwill 4000 4000 inv 0 0 0 
BNZ 803 3329 -2526 
Creditors 8273 10756 -2483 0 2483 
Provision for Incorne Tax 4275 2771 1504 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 nc 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 fin 0 0 0 
Mortgages 16250 15750 fin 500 500 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 0 0 0 
General Reserve 5500 7500 2000 0 
P&L Appn Acct 1838 2007 369 200 0 
81646 81646 86820 86820 0 
P&L 
Gross Returns and Takings op -99707 0 99707 ~ 00 
Advertising op 7184 7184 0 "'-
Car maint op 40050 40050 0 
Electrical, repairs op 5328 5328 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 34602 34602 0 
Directors' Fees op 375 375 0 
Depreciation nc 6632 0 
Tax expense op 1504 4254 4254 0 
Dividend op 2417 2417 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acct nc 369 0 
Operating Cash flow 97737 102190 
Investing Cashflow 9091 2812 
Financing Cash flow 500 0 
Net 4453 -6279 -500 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 200 
BNZ -2526 
-2326 -2326 
0 
"1800 capital profit on plant sold: 
cf46.xls 
1951 
1951 1952 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 510 320 -190 
Debtors 9654 9058 -596 0 596 
Balance Sale Eichardt's 5834 inv 5834 5834 0 
Stock 1848 2035 187 187 0 
NZ Government War Loan 4500 4500 0 0 0 
Investments and Shares 55 55 0 0 0 
Mortgage 4250 -4250 0 4250 
Agreement to Mortgage 5500 5500 5500 0 
Plant Furn Fittings 32453 33142 7415 8104 8104 0 
Land & Buildings 29550 25232 341 10275 -14252 341 14593 
Goodwill 4000 4000 0 4000 4000 
BNZ 3329 7014 -3685 
Creditors 10756 10001 op 755 755 0 
Provision for Income Tax 2771 911 M nc 1860 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 nc 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 0 0 0 
Mortgages 15750 7750 8000 8000 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 0 0 0 
General Reserve 7500 13775 nc 10275 4000 0 
P&L Appn Acet 2007 1518 nc 489 0 
0 
P&L I'-l 00 Gross Returns and Takings op -100150 0 100150 I'-l 
Advertising op 7202 7202 0 
Car maint op 42920 42920 0 
Electrical, repairs op 5114 5114 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 34055 34055 0 
Directors' Fees op 375 375 0 
Depreciation nc 7756 0 
Tax expense op 1860 2660 2660 0 
Dividend op 2417 2417 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acet nc 489 0 
Operating Cashflow 95685 100746 
Investing Cashflow 23779 22843 
Financing Cashflow 8000 0 
Net 5061 -936 -8000 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -190 
BNZ -3685 
-3875 -3875 
0 
"10275 capital profit on sale of Eichardt's and plant: 
cf46_xls 
1952 
1952 1953 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 320 4645 4325 
Debtors 9058 6777 -2281 0 2281 
Balance Sale Eichardt's 5834 -5834 0 5834 
Stock 2035 1897 -138 0 138 
NZ Government War Loan 4500 4500 0 0 0 
Investments and Shares 55 67 12 12 0 
Agreement to Mortgage 5500 5250 -250 0 250 
Plant Furn Fittings 33142 28115 6634 1607 6634 5027 
Land & Buildings 25232 25263 522 553 553 0 
BNZ 7014 7014 
Creditors 10001 6283 3718 3718 0 
Provision for Income Tax 911 2066 1155 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 0 0 0 
Mortgages 7750 7750 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 0 0 0 
General Reserve 13775 14275 . 500 0 
P&L Appn Acct 1518 1433 415 500 0 
85676 85676 76514 76514 0 
P&L I'-,J 
Gross Returns and Takings -94212 0 94212 00 
Advertising 5459 5459 0 
..., 
Car maint 43525 43525 0 
Electrical, repairs 1910 1910 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol 31071 31071 0 
Directors' Fees 231 231 0 
Depreciation 7156 0 
Tax expense 1155 873 2028 1155 
Dividend 2417 2417 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acct 415 0 
Operating Cashflow 90359 97786 
Investing Cashflow 7199 11111 
Financing Cash flow 0 0 
Net 7427 3912 0 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 4325 
BNZ 7014 
11339 11339 
0 
cf46.xls 
1953 
1953 
Cash 4645 
Debtors 6777 op 
Stock 1897 op 
NZ Government War Loan 4500 
Investments and Shares 67 
Agreement to Mortgage 5250 
Plant Furn Fittings 28115 
Land & Buildings 
BNZ 3564 
Creditors 6283 6766 op 
Provision for Income Tax 2066 1940· nc 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 
Debenture 2000 2000 
Mortgages 7750 11750 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 
General Reserve 14275 14500 nc 
P&L Appn Ace! 1433 1520 nc 
76514 76514 84747 84747 
P&L 
Gross Returns and Takings op 
Advertising op 
Car maint op 
Electrical, repairs op 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 
Directors' Fees op 
Depreciation nc 
Tax expense op 
Dividend op 
NP trsf to Appn Acet nc 
Operating Cash flow 
Investing Cash flow 
Financing Cash flow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -4458 
BNZ -3564 
-8022 
Adjustments 
5877 
526 
225 
313 
126 
cf46.xls 
1954 
126 
225 
6403 
313 
-4458 
5527 
-186 
10 
-14 
-544 
13831 
470 
-3564 
-483 
0 
0 
0 
-4000 
0 
0 
1 
0 
-93768 
5927 
38954 
2640 
34914 
300 
0 
2026 
2417 
0 
-8021 
Operating 
5527 0 
0 186 
0 483 
0 93768 
5927 0 
38954 0 
2640 0 
34914 0 
300 0 
2026 0 
2417 0 
92705 94437 
1732 
Investing Financing 
10 0 
0 14 
0 544 
13831 0 
526 56 
0 0 
0 4000 
0 0 
t-..> 
00 
-r::... 
14367 614 
0 4000 
-13753 4000 
1954 1955 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 187 312 125 
Debtors 12304 13026 722 722 0 
Stock 1711 1618 -93 0 93 
NZ Government War Loan 4510 4510 0 0 0 
Investments and Shares 53 65 12 12 0 
A9reement to Mortgage 4706 4208 -498 0 498 
Plant Fum Fittings 36069 34883 8780 7594 8780 1186 
Land & Buildings 25207 25322 540 655 655 0 
BNZ 3564 5057 -1493 
Creditors 6766 7645 op -879 0 879 
Provision for Income Tax 1940 253 nc 1687 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 nc 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 fin 0 0 0 
Mortgages 11750 11750 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 0 0 0 
General Reserve 14500 13500 nc 1000 0 
P&L Appn Acct 1520 1032 nc 488 0 
84747 84747 83944 83944 0 
P&L 
Gross Retums and Takings op -92381 0 92381 
Advertising op 5850 5850 0 I-.. 00 
Carmaint op 39791 39791 0 v, 
Electrical, repairs op 2617 2617 0 
Drivers' Meals, Petrol op 33364 33364 0 
Directors' Fees op 300 300 0 
Depreciation nc 9320 0 
Tax expense op 1687 1897 1897 0 
Dividend 2417 2417 0 
Transfer to Reserve 1000 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acct 488 0 
Operating Cashflow 86958 93353 
Investing Cash flow 9447 1684 
Financing Cashflow 0 0 
Net 6395 -7763 0 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 125 
BNZ -1493 
-1368 -1368 
0 
Depreciation on Plant amended by 300 pounds. Depn expense not equal to depreciation recorded against assets this year. 
cf46.xls 
1955 
1955 1956 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 312 177 
-135 
Debtors 13026 12962 
-64 0 64 
Stock 1618 1098 
-520 0 520 
0 
Government Loans 4510 4510 inv 0 0 0 
Sundry Inv 65 7084 inv 7019 7019 0 
Agreement to Mortgage 4208 3708 inv -500 0 500 
0 
Land & Buildings 25207 26576 0 
Additions 655 1084 0 
Disposals 0 
Depreciation 540 582 0 
Net Bldgs 25322 27078 inv 1254 502 1756 1254 
Plant fum Fittings 41528 28961 0 
Additions. less disposals 2435 21706 0 
Depreciation 9080 6321 0 
net Plant 34883 44346 inv 12121 21584 21584 0 
0 
BNZ 5057 9755 -4698 
Creditors 7645 12402 op -4757 0 4757 
Provision for Tax 253 5210 nc 4957 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 nc 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 fin 0 0 0 
Mortgages 11750 11750 fin 0 0 0 ~ Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 fin 0 0 0 00 
Reserve Ace! 13500 15000 nc 1500 0 0\ 
P&L Appn Ace! 1032 2139 nc 5024 3917 0 
0 
0 
P&L 0 
Gross Returns and Takings op 1254 -85751 1254 87005 
Cars Trucks Maint etc op 5922 64350 70272 5922 
Directors Fees op 300 300 0 
Depreciation nc 6199 0 
Provision for Tax op 4957 253 5210 4957 
NP trsf to Appn Ace! nc 5024 0 
Dividends paid op 2417 2417 0 
Operating Cashflow 79453 103225 
Investing Cashflow 30359 1754 
Financing Cashflow 0 0 
Net 23772 -28605 0 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 
-135 
BNZ 
-4698 
-4833 
-4833 
cf56.xls 
1956 
19~ 1957 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 177 227 50 
Debtors 12962 13213 op 251 251 0 
Stock 1098 1466 op 368 368 0 
0 
Government Loans 4510 3510 inv -1000 0 1000 
Sundry Inv 7084 7103 19 19 0 
Agreement to Mortgage 3708 -3708 0 3708 
0 
Land & Buildings 26576 27078 0 
Additions 1084 0 
Disposals 1374 0 
Depreciation 582 542 0 
Net Bldgs 27078 25162 inv 542 -1374 542 1916 
Plant fum Fittings 28961 44346 0 
Additions. less disposals 21706 18707 0 
Depreciation 6321 14429 0 
net Plant 44346 48624 inv 14430 18708 18708 0 
0 
BNZ 9755 10280 -525 
Creditors 12402 11226 op 1176 1176 0 
Provision for Tax 5210 1905 nc 3305 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 nc 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 fin 0 0 0 
Mortgages 11750 10600 fin 1150 1150 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 fin 0 0 0 
Reserve Acct 15000 19000 nc 4000 0 ~ 00 P&L Appn Acet 2139 1587 nc 2865 3417 0 'I 
0 
0 
P&L 0 
Gross Returns and Takings op -85241 0 85241 
Cars Trucks Main! etc op 18028 18028 0 
Drivers meals and accomm op 7515 7515 0 
Rates rent legal int general op 9746 9746 0 
Salaries Wages Comm Subs op 29910 29910 0 
Directors Fees op 300 300 0 
Depreciation nc 14972 0 
Provision for Tax op 305 2210 2210 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acet 2865 0 
Dividends paid op 2417 2417 2417 0 
Operating Cashflow 71921 85241 
Investing Cashflow 19269 6624 
Financing Cash flow 1150 0 
Net 13320 -12645 -1150 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 50 
BNZ -525 
-475 -475 
cf56.xls 
1957 
1957 1958 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 227 252 25 
Debtors 13213 17695 op 4482 4482 0 
Stock 1466 1801 op 335 335 0 
0 
Govemment Loans 3510 750 jnv -2760 0 2760 
Sundry Inv 7103 7103 "" . 0 0 0 tnv 
Agreement to Mortgage " ,jnv 0 0 0 
0 
Land & Buildings 27078 25162 0 
Additions 1358 0 
Disposals 1374 0 
Depreciation 542 564 0 
Net Bldgs 25162 25956 jnv 564 1358 1358 0 
Plant fum Fittings 44346 48623 0 
Additions. less disposals 18707 1987 0 
Depreciation 14429 10314 0 
net Plant 48624 40296 inv 10314 1986 10314 8328 
0 
BNZ 10280 11677 -1397 
Creditors 11226 6012 op 5214 5214 0 
Provision for Tax 1905 865 nc 1040 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 nc 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 fin 0 0 0 
Mortgages 10600 10600 fin 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 fin 0 0 0 
Reserve Ace! 19000 19000 nc 0 N 00 P&L Appn Acct 1587 992 nc 1824 2417 2 00 
0 
0 
P&L 0 
Gross Retums and Takings op -94998 0 94998 
Cars Trucks Maint etc op 26529 26529 0 
Drivers meals and accomm op 10661 10661 0 
Rates rent legal int general op 9718 9718 0 
Salaries Wages Comm Subs op 34223 34223 0 
Directors Fees op 300 300 0 
Depreciation nc 10878 0 
Provision for Tax op 1040 1905 1905 0 
NP Irsf to Appn Acet 1824 0 
Dividends paid op 2417 2417 0 
Operating Cashflow 95784 94998 
Investing Cash flow 11672 11088 
Financing Cashflow 0 0 
Net 
-786 -584 0 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 25 
BNZ 
-1397 
-1372 -1370 
cf56.xls 
1958 
1958 1959 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 252 187 -65 
Debtors 17695 9821 op -7874 -7874 0 
Stock 1801 1970 op 169 169 0 
0 
Government Loans 750 750 inv 0 0 0 
Sundry Inv 7103 7116 13 13 0 
Agreement to Mortgage 0 0 0 
0 
Land & Buildings 25162 25956 0 
Additions 1358 809 0 
Disposals 0 
Depreciation 564 574 0 
Net Bldgs 25956 26191 inv 574 809 809 0 
Plant fum Fittings 48623 40296 0 
Additions, less disposals 1987 13674 0 
Depreciation 10314 10027 0 
net Plant 40296 43943 inv 10027 13674 10027 -3647 
0 
BNZ 11677 7249 4428 
Creditors 6012 7086 op -1074 0 1074 
Provision for Tax 865 904 nc 39 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 nc 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 fin 0 0 0 
Mortgages 10600 10600 fin 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 fin 0 0 0 
Reserve Acel 19000 19000 nc 0 I\..> 00 
P&L Appn Acct 992 432 nc 1857 2417 0 \0 
0 
0 
P&L 0 
Gross Returns and Takings op -98127 0 98127 
Cars Trucks Main! etc op 28761 28761 0 
Drivers meals and accomm op 9954 9954 0 
Rates rent legal int general op 9148 9148 0 
Salaries Wages Comm Subs op 36602 36602 0 
Directors Fees op 300 300 0 
Depreciation nc 10601 0 
Provision for Tax op 39 865 904 39 
NP trsf to Appn Ace! 1857 0 
Dividends paid op 2417 2417 0 
Operating Cashflow 80381 99240 
Investing Cashflow 10849 -3647 
Financing Cashflow 0 0 
Net 18859 -14496 0 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -65 
BNZ 4428 
4363 4363 
cf56.xls 
1959 
1959 1960 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 187 182 -5 
Debtors 9821 10258 437 437 0 
Stock 1970 1581 -389 0 389 
0 
Government Loans 750 0 -750 0 750 
Sundry Inv 7116 13666 6550 6550 0 
Agreement to Mortgage 0 0 0 
0 
Land & Buildings 25956 26191 0 
Additions 809 1112 0 
Disposals 5500 0 
Depreciation 574 589 0 
Net Bldgs 26191 21214 589 -4388 589 4977 
Plant fum Fittings 40296 43943 0 
Additions, less disposals 13674 10821 0 
Depreciation 10027 8677 0 
net Plant 43943 46087 8677 10821 10821 0 
0 
BNZ 7249 -56 
creditors 7086 541 541 0 
Provision for Tax 904 2064 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 0 
Debenture 2000 0 0 0 
Mortgages 10600 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 0 0 0 
Reserve Acet 19000 0 t>,,;, \0 
P&L Appn Acet 432 3848 2417 0 <::::> 
0 
0 
P&L 0 
Gross Returns and Takings op -106442 0 106442 
Cars Trucks Maint etc op 31441 31441 0 
Drivers meals and accomm op 11075 11075 0 
Rates rent legal int general op 9547 9547 0 
Salaries Wages Comm Subs op 37806 37806 0 
Directors Fees op 300 300 0 
Depreciation nc 9266 0 
Provision for Tax op 2064 1095 3159 2064 
NP trsf to Appn Acet 3848 0 
Dividends paid 2417 2417 0 
Operating Cashfiow 96723 108895 
Investing Cashflow 17960 5727 
Financing Cashflow 0 0 
Net 12172 -12233 0 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -5 
BNZ -56 
~ -61 
cf56.xls 
1960 
1960 1961 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 182 180 -2 
Debtors 10258 14738 4480 4480 0 
Stock 1581 1267 -314 -314 0 
0 
Shares in Other Com par 0 7115 7115 0 -7115 
Sundry Inv 13666 5800 -7866 -7866 0 
Agreement to Mortgage 0 0 0 
0 
Land & Buildings 26191 21214 0 
Additions 1112 415 0 
Disposals 5500 0 
Depreciation 589 344 0 
Net Bldgs 21214 21285 344 415 415 0 
Plant fum Fittings 43943 46087 0 
Additions, less disposals 10821 20512 0 
Depreciation 8677 9904 0 
net Plant 46087 5£695 9904 20512 9904 -10608 
0 
BNZ 7305 10241 -2936 
Creditors 6545 13070 -6525 -6525 0 
Provision for Tax 2968 4813 > 1845 0 
Provision for Dividend 2417 2417 0 
Debenture 2000 2000 0 0 0 
Mortgages 10600 10600 0 0 0 
Paid Up Capital 40290 40290 0 0 0 
Reserve Acel 19000 20000 1000 0 ~ 
'0 P&L Appn Ace! 1863 3649 5203 3417 0 .... 
0 
0 
P&L 0 
Gross Returns and Takings -113680 0 113680 
Cars Trucks Maint etc 31091 31091 0 
Drivers meals and accomm 12542 12542 0 
Rates rent legal int general 9661 9661 0 
Salaries Wages Comm Subs 39822 39822 0 
Directors Fees 300 300 0 
Depreciation 10248 0 
Provision for Tax 1845 2968 4813 1845 
NP Irs! 10 Appn Accl 5203 0 
Dividends paid 2417 2417 0 
Operating Cashflow 98287 115525 
Investing Cashflow 2453 -17723 
Financing Cashftow 0 0 
Net 17238 -20176 0 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 
-2 
BNZ -2936 
-2938 -2938 
cf56.xls 
1961 
1961 1962 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 180 185 5 
Debtors 14738 18026 3288 3288 0 
Stock 1267 1510 243 243 0 
0 
Shares in Other Compar 7115 5115 -2000 0 2000 
Sundry Inv 5800 5800 0 0 0 
Agreement to Mortgage 0 0 0 
0 
Land & Buildings 21214 30553 0 
Additions 415 0 
Disposals 0 
Depreciation 344 0 
Net Bldgs 21285 30553 656 300 9624 9924 300 
Plant fum Fittings 46087 71972 0 
Additions. less disposals 20512 0 
Depreciation 9904 0 
net Plant 56695 71972 16000 31277 31277 0 
0 
BNZ 10241 606 9635 
Creditors 13070 29182 -16112 0 16112 
Prvn Tax 4813 3469 1344 0 
Prvn Dividend 2417 3400 983 0 2417 
Debenture 2000 6000 -4000 0 4000 
Mortgages 10600 23800 -13200 0 13200 
Paid Up Capital 40290 42500 -2210 0 2210 
Reserve Acel 20000 20300 300 0 t-..> 
'C 
P&L Appn Ace! 3649 3904 0 255 0 t-..> 
0 
0 
P&L 0 
Gross Returns and Takings 
-142192 0 142192 
Maint plant bldgs etc 43559 43559 0 
Working expenses 12018 12018 0 
Fixed Overhead Charges 12044 12044 0 
Salaries Wages Comm 50491 50491 0 
Directors Fees 300 300 0 
Depreciation 16656 0 
Prvn Tax 1344 4813 4813 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acet 255 0 
Proposed Dividend 983 2417 3400 983 
Operating Cashfiow 132573 159287 
Investing Cashfiow 41201 2300 
Financing Cashfiow 0 19410 
Net 26714 -38901 19410 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 5 
BNZ 9635 
9640 7223 
cl56.xls 
1962 
1962 1963 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 185 185 0 
Debtors 18026 18887 op 861 861 0 
Stock 1510 1544 34 34 0 
0 
Shares in Other Compan 5115 5115 0 0 0 
Sundry Inv 5800 5750 -50 0 50 
Agreement to Mortgage 0 0 0 
0 
Land & Buildings 19073 18725 -348 0 348 
Airport and Road Dvlpmt 11480 11875 395 395 0 
Plant fum Fittings 71972 58843 17579 4450 4450 
0 
BNZ 606 4186 -3580 
Creditors 29182 15394 op 13788 13788 0 
Provision for Tax 3469 3135 nc 334 0 
Provision for Dividend 3400 3400 nc 0 
Debenture 6000 6000 . fin 0 0 0 
Mortgages 23800 20500 fin 3300 3300 0 
Paid Up Capital 42500 42500 fin 0 0 0 
Reserve Acet 20300 22300 nc 2000 0 
P&L Appn Accl 3904 3509 nc 1605 2000 0 
0 
0 ~ 
P&L 0 '0 w 
Gross Returns and Takings op -162469 0 162469 
Cars Trucks Main! etc op 56065 56065 0 
Working expenses op 13414 13414 0 
Fixed Overhead Charges op 12510 12510 0 
Salaries Wages Comm op 54752 54752 0 
Directors Fees op 450 450 0 
Depreciation nc 17578 0 
Provision for Tax op 334 3028 3028 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acct nc 1606 0 
Proposed Dividend op 3400 3400 0 
Operating Cashflow 158302 162469 
Investing Cashflow 4845 398 
Financing Cashflow 3300 0 
Net 4167 -4447 -3300 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 0 
BNZ -3580 
-3580 -3580 
cf56.xls 
1963 
1963 1964 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 185 210 25 
Debtors 18887 28443 op 9556 9556 0 
Stock 1544 1956 op 412 412 0 
0 
Shares in Other Com pan 5115 5115 0 0 0 
Sundry Inv 5750 5750 0 0 0 
Agreement 10 Mortgage 0 0 0 
0 
Land & Buildings 18725 44942 26217 26217 0 
Airport and Road Dvlpml 11875 11875 0 0 0 
Plant fum Fittings 58843 86533 18044 45734 45734 
0 
BNZ 4186 28922 -24736 
Creditors 15394 28203 -12809 0 12809 
Prvn Tax 3135 5570 2435 0 
Prvn Dividend 3400 3800 400 0 
Debenture 6000 6000 0 0 0 
Mortgages 20500 31200 -10700 0 10700 
Paid Up Capital 42500 52500 -10000 0 10000 
Reserve Ace! 22300 22300 0 
P&L Appn Accl 3509 6329 2820 0 
0 
0 t-..> 
P&L 0 '0 -I>.. 
Gross Returns and Takings op -210388 0 210388 
Cars Trucks Maint etc op 74244 74244 0 
Working expenses op 17946 17946 0 
Fixed Overhead Charges op 15623 15623 0 
Salaries Wages Comm op 71921 71921 0 
Directors Fees op 450 450 0 
Tax expense op 2435 3105 3105 0 
Proposed Dividend 400 3400 3800 400 
Depreciation ne 18044 0 
NP Irsf to Appn Acet ne 2820 0 
Operating Cashflow 197057 223597 
Investing Cashflow 71951 0 
Financing Cash flow 0 20700 
Net 26540 -71951 20700 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 25 
BNZ -24736 
-24711 -24711 
cf56.xls 
1964 
1964 1965 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 210 255 45 
Debtors 28443 45982 17539 17539 0 
Stock 1956 3343 1387 1387 0 
0 
Shares in Other Com pan 5115 5115 0 0 0 
Sundry Inv 5750 5750 0 0 0 
Agreement to Mortgage 0 0 0 
Land & Buildings 44942 65760 8000 3588 25230 28818 3588 
Airport and Road Dvlpmt 11875 9875 2000 0 2000 2000 
Plant fum Fittings 86533 136106 9938 59511 59511 
0 
BNZ 28922 19574' 9348 
Creditors 28203 37878 -9675 0 9675 
Prvn Tax 5570 6237 2369 1702 0 
Prvn Dividend 3800 6800 3000 0 
Debenture 6000 36500 -30500 0 30500 
Mortgages 31200 44750 -13550 0 13550 
Paid Up Capital 52500 85000 -32500 0 32500 
Reserve Ace! 22300 25888 3588 0 
P&L Appn Acet 6329 9559 3230 0 
0 
0 
P&L 0 ~ 
Gross Returns and Takings op -301550 0 301550 '0 V, 
Cars Trucks Maint etc op 129602 129602 0 
Working expenses op 25338 25338 0 
Fixed Overhead Charges op 18729 18729 0 
Salaries Wages Comm op 90391 90391 0 
Directors Fees 800 800 0 
Tax expense 2369 3868 3868 0 
Proposed Dividend op 3000 3800 6800 3000 
Depreciation nc 19938 0 
Cost of new share issue fin 2187 2187 0 
NP trsf to Appn Acet nc 1528 0 
Operating Cashflow 294454 314225 
Investing Cashflow 90329 5588 
Financing Cashflow 2187 76550 
Net 19771 -84741 74363 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 45 
BNZ 9348 
9393 9393 
cf56.xls 
1965 
1965 
Cash 510 
Debtors 91964 
Stock 6686 
Shares in Other Compan 10230 
Sundry Inv 11500 
Land & Buildings 131520 
Airport and Road Dvlpmt 19750 
Plant fum Fittings 272212 
BNZ 
Creditors 
Provision for Dividend 
Provision for Tax (current) 
Provision for Tax (non-current) 
Debenture 
Mortgages 
Paid Up Capital 
Capital Reserve 
Reserve Acet 
Unappropriated Profits 
P&L 
Gross Revenue 
Operating Expenses 
Interest 
Directors Fees 
Tax expense 
Proposed Dividend 
Depreciation 
NP Irsf 10 Appn Acct 
Operating Cashflow 
Investing Cashflow 
Financing Cashfiow 
Nel 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 
BNZ 
1966 
510 
132572 
14714 
630 
11992 
194454 
23888 
329084 
39148 
75756 
13600 
5844 
6630 
73000 
89500 
170000 
51776 
19118 
Consol adj 
10267 
3674 
385 
476 
51647 
3528 
58163 
3452 
op 23284 
nc 
nc 188 
5532 
24066 
59998 
11620 
op 
op 
op 
op 
op 
OD 
0 
-2488 
-2488 Comparatives for prior year not consolidated 
3452 Cash from other sources 
964 Cash Flow to reconcile 
cf66.xls 
1966 
Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
40608 10267 
8028 3674 
0 10985 
492 476 
62934 51647 
4138 3528 
52816 109688 58163 
1.18<186.\ 23284 41770 
3860 
1870 
.~ 10000 0 • ':<'?~i.j 24066 3334 
. 500J 59998 96498 
1000 
5312 
• 
0 803938 
700004 0 ~ 13386 0 \C 
"80~ 1800 0 0. 
1870 r~~ 13160 1870 
3860,1'36bo, 17460 3860 
817730 865379 
177252 124799 
94064 99832 
47649 -52453 5768 
964 
1966 1967 
Cash 510 630 
Debtors 132572 140446 op 
Stock 14714 16818 op 
Shares in Other Com pan 630 232 inv 
Sundry Inv 11992 12386 inv 
Land & Buildings 194454 212218 inv 
Airport and Road Dvlpmt 23888 25480 inv 
Plant fum Fittings 329084 377478 inv 
BNZ 41636 38450 
Creditors 117526 138616 op 
Provision for Dividend 17460 23984 nc 
Provision for Tax (current) 7902 44546 nc 
Provision for Tax (non-current) 12162 17010 nc 
Debenture 63000 37000 fin 
Mortgages 92834 94110 fin 
Paid Up Capital 266498 266498 
Capital Reserve 11620 11620 
Reserve Acct 52776 57378 
Unappropriated Profits 24430 56476 :... 
P&L 
Gross Revenue op 
Operating Expenses op 
Interest op 
Directors Fees op 
Tax expense op 
Proposed Dividend op 
Depreciation ne 
NP trsf to Appn Acc! ne 
Operating Cashflow 
Investing Cashflow 
Financing Cashflow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 120 
BNZ 3186 
3306 
Adjustments 
57972 
6524 
36644 
4848 
4602 
32046 
142636 
ef66.xls 
1967 
4602 
41492 
6524 
57972 
32046 
142636 
120 
7874 
2104 
-398 
394 
71134 
1592 
48394 
0 
3186 
-21090 
0 
0 
0 
26000 
-1276 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1042770 
867112 
10600 
1800 
7764 
17460 
0 
0 
3306 
Operating Investing Financing 
7874 0 
2104 0 
0 398 
394 0 
75736 4602 
1592 0 
48394 0 
0 21090 
26000 0 
0 1276 
0 0 
I'v 
0 1042770 '0 '-l 
867112 0 
10600 0 
1800 0 
49256 41492 
23984 6524 
962730 1111876 
126116 5000 
26000 1276 
149146 -121116 -24724 
1967 1968 
Cash 630 955 
Debtors 140446 171200 op 
Stock 16818 20752 op 
Shares in Other Companies 232 349 inv 
Sundry Inv 12386 12770 inv 
Agreement to Mortgage inv 
Land & Buildings 212218 219725 inv 
Airport and Road Dvlpmts 25480 30729 
Plant fum Fittings 377478 547685 
BNZ 38450 132584 
Creditors 138616 147858 
Provision for Dividend 23984 29982 
Provision for Tax (current) 44546 12030 
Provision for Tax (non-current) 17010 23488 
Debenture 37000 27000 
Mortgages 94110 98889 
Paid Up Capital 266498 399753 
Capital Reserve 11620 11620 
Reserve Acet 57378 59944 
Unappropriated Profits 56476 61017 
P&L 
Gross Revenue op 
Operating Expenses op 
Depreciation nc 
Interest op 
Directors Fees op 
Tax expense op 
Proposed Dividend op 
Cost of new share issue fin 
NP trsf to Appn Acet nc 
Operating Cashflow 
Investing Cashflow 
Financing Cashflow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 325 
BNZ -94134 
-93809 
Adjustments 
97651 
5998 
6478 
2566 
4541 
26038 
143272 
cf66.xls 
1968 
2566 
32516 
97651 
5998 
4541 
143272 
325 
30754 
3934 
117 
384 
0 
7507 
5249 
265292 
0 
-94134 
-9242 
0 
0 
0 
10000 
-4779 
-133255 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1158663 
991767 
0 
16415 
1546 
42799 
23984 
0 
0 
-93809 
Operating Investing Financing 
30754 0 
3934 0 
117 0 
384 0 
0 0 
7507 0 
5249 0 
267858 2566 
0 9242 
10000 0 
0 4779 
0 133255 
t-v 
'0 
0 1158663 00 
991767 0 
16415 0 
1546 0 
42799 0 
29982 5998 
0 0 
1117197 1173903 
281115 2566 
10000 138034 
56706 -278549 128034 
19£8 1969 ConsoladJ Adjustments 
Cash 955 7605 
Debtors 171200 260393 61340 
Stock 20752 212372 51017 
Shares in Other Companies 834 3036 1049 
Agreement to Mortgage 11500 11500 
Life Insurance Policies 785 1046 774 
Land 32618 37718 
Buildings 187107 259991 40765 
Airport and Road Dvlpmts 30729 62768 378 
Plant fum Fittings 547685 1585659 53189 27550 
BNZ 132584 27810 
Creditors 147858 37594 
Provision for Dividend 29982 14145 
Provision for Tax (current) 12030 2105 
Provision for Tax (non-current) 23488 16555 39913 
Debenture 27000 8560 
Mortgages 98889 17067 
Loans on Aircraft & Vehicles 
Minority Interest 
Paid Up Capital 399753 150350 
Capital Rsv 44445 
Capital Rsv-share premium 
Capital profit on assets sold 3900 
Premium on consolidation 17423 
Capital Rsv-pre-acq profits 4947 
Revenue Rsv 27119 
Unappropriated Profits 61017 14850 
P&L 
Revenue op 
Operating Expenses op 27550 
DepreCiation ne 
Interest op 
Directors Fees op 
Audit Fee op 
Tax expense op 37808 
Proposed Dividend op 14145 
NP tIsf to Appn Acct ne 14850 
Operating Cashftow 
Investing Cashftow 
Financing Cashflow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 6710 
BNZ -104060 
-97350 Comparatives for prior year not consolidated 
-21096 Cash and overdraft brought in with new subs 
-118446 186799 
1969: $31.485 capitalised as Plant for aircrew training on HS748. $3935 written off this year and next three and a half years_ Reversed oul of results_ 
Minority Interest. Investing cashfiow. because part of lotal assets not acquired and therefore not paid for. See 1971 when acquired - must also be investing. 
90542 shares issued for acquisition of NZT A T_ 
cf66.xls 
1969 
Operating Investing Financing 
89193 61340 
191620 51017 
2202 1049 
0 0 
261 774 
5100 0 
72884 40765 
32039 378 
1037974 80739 
.~1.47f}1 37594 275072 
Ii 13000 0 19067 17067 0 829945 0 10000 
3900 3900 
.... """"""",... .. -"""'" I-v 
\Q 
\Q 
0 1962377 
1643437 0 
54429 0 
2100 0 
2450 0 
57898 37808 
52875 14145 
2131596 2401759 
1154360 137605 
32067 847012 
270163 -1016755 814945 
68353 
1969 1970 Adjustments Operating 
Cash 7665 7303 ·362 
Debtors 260393 374252 113859 113859 0 
Stock 212372 265356 52984 52984 0 
Shares in Other Companies 3036 18401 66 13431 
Agreement to Mortgage 11500 ·11500 
Life Insurance Policies 1046 1329 283 
Land 37718 194825 156837 270 
Buildings 259991 415887 124221 31675 
Queenstown Hotel DYlpmt 25336 25336 
Airport and Road D,lpmts 62766 71682 3383 5531 
Plant furn Fittings 1585659 1901358 217177 47230 485846 
0 
BNZ 236644 124288 112356 
Creditors 422930 573284 ·150354 0 150354 
Provision for Dividend 44127 52112 7985 0 
Provision for Tax (current) 9925 9925 0 
Provision for Tax (non-current) 79956 167828 87872 0 
Debenture 22560 80462 ·57902 
Mortgages 79822 79822 
Loans on Aircraft & Vehicles 829945 1015537 ·185592 
Minority Interest 10000 loooo~ 0 
Paid Up Capital 490295 630954 29000 ·111659 
Capital Rsv • ordinary 53292 53292 0 
Capital Rsv • premium on shares 49798 119268 26100 -43370 
Capital Rsv • revaluation 0 284441 284441 0 
Capital Rsv • consol. ·17423 ·17489 66 0 
Reserve Acc! 27119 27119 0 
Unappropriated Profrts 103158 152633 49475 0 
2442148 2442148 3273729 3273729 
P&L 
Revenue ·2301820 0 2301820 
Operating Expenses 7870 1795856 1803726 7870 
DepreCiation 217177 0 
Interest 91860 91860 0 
Directors Fees 5000 5000 0 
Audit Fee 3300 3300 0 
Tax expense 77947 623 78570 77947 
Proposed Dividend 7985 44727 52712 7985 
NP us! to Appn Acct 49475 0 
Operating Cashfiow 2202011 2545976 
Investing CashflCNI 
Financing Cashfio-N 
Net 343965 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand ·362 
BNZ 112356 
111994 111994 
$7870 plant written off this year from 1969 capitalisation of aircrew training. Reversed out of results. 
29000 shares issued as partpayment of de havilland aircraft Issued at 90c premium,therefore $29000 ordinary capital reversed and $26100 premium reserve reversed. 
$66 change in premium on consolidation set against investments. Reflects a change in value of inv in subs, but too small to worry over. 
cf66.xls 
1970 
Investing Financing 
13431 0 
0 11500 
283 0 
157107 156837 
155896 124221 
25336 0 
8914 3383 
532876 47230 
0 57902 
79822 0 
0 185592 
0 0 
29000 140659 
26100 69470 
I..>.> 
c:;, 
c:;, 
893843 343171 
134922 453623 
·550672 318701 
1970 1971 
Cash 7303 5150 
Debtors 374252 557838 op 
Stock 265356 330591 op 
Shares in Other Companies 16401 16031 inv 
Life Insurance Policies 1329 1569 inv 
Land 194825 200714 inv 
Buildings 415887 517026 inv 
Queenstown Hotel Dvlpmt 25336 53726 inv 
Airport and Road Dvlpmts 71682 76823 inv 
Plant fum Fittings 1901358 2256351 inv 
BNZ 124288 252222 
Creditors 573264 905605 
Provision for Dividend 52112 70350 . 
Provision for Tax (nofKUrrent) 167828 239832 
Debenture 80462 77205 
Loans on Aircraft & Vehicles 1015537 941396 
Minority Interest 10000 0 
Paid Up Capital 630954 852514 
Capital Rsv - ordinary 53292 52027 
Capital Rsv - premium on shares 119268 248729 
Capital Rsv - revaluation 284441 285645 nc 
Capital Rsv - consoL 439512 -17489 -109946 
Reserve Acel 27119 27119 
Unappropriated Profits 152633 172921 
3273729 3273729 4015619 4015619 
P&L 
Revenue op 
Operating Expenses op 
Depreciation nc 
Interest op 
Directors Fees op 
Audit Fee op 
Tax expense op 
Proposed Dividend op 
NP trsf to Appn Acel nc 
Operating Cashftow 
Investing Cashftow 
Financing Cashftow 
Net 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -2153 
BNZ -127934 
-~ 
$7870 plant written off this year from 1969 capitalisation of aircrew training. Reversed out of results. 
Change in ordinary capital rsv is from sale of property, and have therefore adjusted back into Plant 
2369 shares issued for pref shares in SSAS 1 for 1 basis at par 
Adjustments 
440 
764 
256854 7870 
18238 
72004 
2369 
2369 
1265 
1204 
20288 
7870 
255589 
72004 
18238 
20288 
92457 
cf66.xls 
1971 
-2153 
183586 
65235 
-370 
240 
5889 
100699 
27626 
4941 
603977 
0 
-127934 
-332321 
0 
0 
3257 
74141 
7631 
-219191 
0 
-129461 
0 
92457 
0 
0 
-3019801 
2498710 
0 
100397 
5000 
4220 
513 
52712 
0 
-37630 
Operating Investing Financing 
183586 0 
65235 0 
-370 0 
240 0 
5889 0 
101139 440 
28390 764 
4941 0 
611847 7870 
0 332321 
0 -3257 
0 -74141 
0 -7631 
2369 221560 
0 129461 
t..., 
<::> 
...... 
0 3019801 
2498710 0 
100397 0 
5000 0 
4220 0 
72517 72004 
70950 18238 
3000615 3442364 
752076 1443 
2369 273623 
441749 -750633 271254 
1971 1972 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 5150 8400 3250 
Debtors 557838 565018 7180 7180 0 
Stock 330591 301175 -29416 -29416 0 
Shares in Assoc. Company 45823 53726 -7903 45823 53726 
Shares in Other Companies 16031 18000 1969 1969 0 
Life Insurance Policies 1569 1830 261 261 0 
Land 200714 201414 700 700 0 
Buildings 517026 511102 10601 -16525 -5924 10601 
Queenstown Hotel Dvtpmt 53726 0 53726 0 0 0 
Airport and Road Dvtpmts 76623 97643 inv 21020 21020 0 
Plant fum Fittings 2256351 3502238 inv 295807 7870 1533824 1541694 7870 
0 
BNZ 252222 249798 2424 
Loan repayments due this year 382131 -382131 0 382131 
Creditors 9056{)S 941248 -35643 0 35643 
Provision for Dividend 70350 76727 6377 0 
Provision for Tax 239832 343506 103674 0 
Debenture 77205 63782 13423 0 -13423 
Loans on Aircraft & Vehides 941396 1632539 -691143 0 691143 
Paid Up Capital 852514 852514 0 0 0 
Capital Rsv - ordinary 52027 62628 10601 0 
Capital Rsv - premium on shares 248729 248729 0 0 0 
Capital Rsv - revaluation 285645 285645 0 
Capital Rsv - consoL -109946 -160995 51049 
Reserve Acct 27119 27119 nc 0 
Unappropriated Profits 172921 247272 nc 74351 0 
'""" c::. ~ 
P&L 
Revenue op -3810806 0 3810806 
Operating Expenses ' op 7870 3110668 3110668 0 
Depreciation nc 295807 0 
Interest op 146985 146985 0 
Directors Fees op 5000 5000 0 
Audit Fee ! op 5500 5500 0 
Tax expense op 103674 -36 103638 103674 
Proposed Dividend op 6377 70350 76727 6377 
NP Irsf 10 Appn Acct nc 74351 0 
Operating Cashflow 3426282 3956500 
Investing Cashflow 1605543 72197 
Financing Cashflow 0 1059851 
Nel 530218 -1533346 1059851 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 3250 
BNZ 2424 
5674 56723 
51049 
$7870 plant written off this year from 1969 capitalisation of aircrew training. Reversed out of results. 
Capital Rsv increase from profit on sale of assets, Reversed 10 Buildings. 
Capital Rsv consolidation from purchase of shares in Aorangi Motors Ltd. incorporation of this company's balance sheet this year. 
cf66.xls 
1972 
1972 1973 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 8400 54163 45763 
Debtors & Prepayments 565018 837450 272432 272432 0 
Stock 301175 494021 192846 192846 0 
Shares in Assoc, Company 45823 131100 85277 65277 0 
Shares in Other Companies 18000 18000 0 18000 16000 
life Insurance Policies 1830 1830 0 1830 1830 
Other Investments 7349 19830 -12461 7349 19830 
land 201414 604870 72275 331181 403456 72275 
Buildings 511102 933528 422426 422426 0 
Airport and Road Dvlpmts 97643 135006 37363 37363 0 
Plant fum Fittings 3502238 4290690 545757 14583 1319626 1334209 14583 
Route Licences at cost 46737 46737 0 46737 46737 
BNZ 249798 93075 
loan repayments due this year 382131 -175099 0 175099 
Creditors 941246 1200398 27484 -286634 0 286634 
Provision for Dividend 76727 140793 64066 0 
Provision for Tax 343506 561758 218252 0 
Unsecured cony notes 426258 -426258 0 426256 
Debentures & Mortgages 63782 634253 -570471 0 570471 
Loans on Aircraft & Vehicles 1632539 1476643 155896 155696 0 
Minority Interest 4071 660 -3211 660 4071 
Paid Up Capital 652514 1389840 -537326 0 537326 
Capital Rsv - ordinary 346273 456675 110402 0 
Capital Rsv - premium on shares 248729 759189 -510460 0 510460 
Capital Rsv - revaluation 0 
Capital Rsv - conso!. -160995 -702610 541615 
Reserve Acct 27119 27119 0 W Unappropriated Profits 247272 444574 197302 0 ~ 
5252643 5252643 7534914 7534914 W 
P&l 
Revenue -7652968 0 7652968 
Operating Expenses 50617 6388110 6388110 0 
Depreciation 545757 0 
Interest 237783 237783 0 
Directors Fees 11750 11750 0 
Audit Fee 11775 11775 0 
Tax expense 218252 -48737 169515 218252 
Minority Interest 860 0 
Proposed Dividend 64066 76727 140793 64066 
N P trsf to Appn Acct 197302 0 
Operating Cashflow 7425004 8221920 
Investing Cashflow 2357507 177326 
Financing Cashflow 155896 2219614 
Net 796916 -2180181 2063716 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand 45763 
BNZ 93075 
138838 680453 
541615 
$3940 plant written off this year from 1969 capitatisation of aircrew training. Reversed out of results. 
Route licences are intangible. the cash is spent and should therefore be written off against profit This reduces the op cashflow. 
et66.xls 
1973 
1973 1974 Adjustments 
Cash 54163 121497 
Debtors & Prepa imefllS 837450 13208()7 
SIOd< 4~021 747269 
ShorHf..-tm Inves.tmen!S 205000 
ShaIes In A~c Company 7B300 20032 
Shares. Ifi Other Compan.es 57152 142552 
Life Ins.urance Poho~ 2557 2397 
Land 004810 12S0587 100132 
BUll<:hngs 933528 1962373 570355 1137936 
Airport and Road Dvlpmts 135000 153347 
Motor Vetudes 8. Plant l00()8..12 2354649 253021 
Alraan 26.c~ 3366218 531460 
Route Licences a:. co~ ~ 46737 
BNZ lse723 
Loan tep.aymenlS aue th1S year 557230 
CrOOM(S 1200398 
Pro~lSJOn lot OI\i4eocl 1.t0793 63790 
P,...,n fluct~ for Ex (QJtTent) 89632 
P,.....n Fluau.ahon For Ex (noo-c:urreot) 291754 
ProvlSK)n for Tax (non-o.;nent) 561758 123007 
Unsecured con'll notes 426258 
DebentUfe5 8. Mortgages 634253 
Loans on Aircraft 8. Vehldes 1<76&<3 458948 
Minonty Interest 4071 
Paid UpCa","" 1389340 381447 
CaprtaI ~v - Ordinary 75046 100132 71178 
C3jl<tal R;v - exlklt>Qe 15562 
C3prtaJ Rsv - cev.a!uaI.JOfl 1131936 
CapaaI Rsv - premilJln on sJ1aIes 381447 
C3jl<tal R; v - consolo 21581 
Res.el'oleAca 
Unappropnated Profrts 311_ 
P&L 
Revenue 
Oividends receivecl 
Opef3ti<>;j Expen;es 
Depreciauon 571328 
Interest 
Directors Fees 
Auda Fee 
Tax ex pense 123007 
GOOONlil wnnen off 45794 
Propo-s.ro D('J~ero 12644 
NP u-sf to Appn Acct 3176BO 
Oper,,"<>;j~ 
Irr .. estJog Cas.hhcr .... 
F lnar.ong C~flow 
Net 
Change In Cash Posruon 
Ga5h On Hanel 67334 
eN.Z 60160 
147"'904 
Route llc;.cnce:s are Intang.t:>ie. me casJ1IS s.pent ar..:l SI'IOi.id tn.er-elote be wntteo. oft against profit. This reduces the op cashflow. 
1974 520,032105..$ on s.aJe of rompdfl{s s,.'\a,re ~ $o;.u,em Lai>;~ Hote! ltd. 
$ 1137f1J8 ~ revaJ\.J.JtJOn tes.f!1'Ye a6Joo 
L05.5 S 1W16 on s.aJe 01 TWiO Onet 
Sh.ate5. IssuecJ for ~i../t5.ItJOll (~) St1.a.re preffitum lOO'"ease t1be1"etOle alSO ~. 
MsumOO !hat fO.l.Ite hcences are the sum of g.ood'ot.'l.B 'oM'1!e-off dOO d~ of $943. 
MlOonty Interest relates to l-titS1 Motors Ltd 
67334 
483357 
253248 
205000 
-58268 
85560 
-460 
555555 
461294 
18341 
440786 
204910 
80160 
-144124 
-431337 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-332554 
-762250 
4071 
-10231582 
-21830 
8128899 
0 
246557 
10500 
16400 
-8410 
0 
140793 
0 
147494 
Operating 
483357 0 
253248 0 
0 431337 
o 10231582 
0 27830 
8728899 
246557 0 
10500 0 
16400 0 
114597 123007 
153437 12644 
10006995 10832380 
825385 
d66.xls 
1914 
Investing Financing 
205000 0 
20032 78300 
55560 0 
-460 0 
655717 100132 
1599230 1137938 
18341 0 
693807 253021 
736370 531460 
46737 46737 
144124 
0 0 
0 332554 
0 762250 
4071 0 
381447 381447 
381447 381441 
...., 
<:;:) 
""-
4064405 2147586 
782894 2001822 
-1916819 1238928 
1974 1975 Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 121497 75615 -45882 
Debtors & Prepayments 1320807 1875028 554221 554221 0 
Stock 747269 833607 86338 86338 0 
Short-term tnvestments 205000 27500 -177500 27500 205000 
Shares in Other Companies 142852 147080 4228 4228 0 
Life Insurance Policies 2397 2680 283 283 0 
Land 1260587 1369490 108903 108903 0 
Buildings 1962373 2285928 751956 1075511 1075511 0 
Airport and Road Dvlpmts 153347 250432 97085 97085 0 
Motor Vehicles & Plant 2354649 3059613 132000 572964 704964 132000 
Aircraft 3366218 3410696 44478 44478 0 
BNZ 76563 511080 -434517 
Creditors 1631735 2481691 -849956 0 849956 
Provision for Dividend 204563 215900 11317 0 
loan repayments due this year 701354 824511 ·123157 0 123157 
Prvn Fluctuation For Ex (current) 89632 38601 51031 0 
Prvn Fluctuation For Ex (non·oment) 291754 163273 128481 0 
Provision for Tax 684765 789206 104441 0 
Unsecured conv notes 426258 426258 0 0 0 
Debentures & Mortgages 966807 1120774 ·153967 0 153967 
loans on Aircraft & VehiCles 1781945 1570399 109727 321273 321273 0 
Paid Up Capital 1771287 1838560 67273 0 67273 67273 
Capital Rsv • ordinary 104000 53563 21550 71967 0 
Capital Rsv - exhange 103046 172631 179512 109727 0 
Capital Rsv • revaluation 1494081 1489057 5024 0 
Capital Rsv - premium on shares 1140836 1205363 64727 0 64727 64727 
Capital Rsv • consol. -681023 ·722974 41951 
....., 
Reserve Acct 27119 27119 0 c:> 
Unappropriated Profits 822454 1104937 282483 0 V. 
P&l 
Revenue 21550 ·12528597 o 12528597 
Dividends received -8488 0 8488 
Operating Expenses op 10835293 10835293 0 
Depreciation nc 746932 0 
Interest op 350358 350358 0 
Directors Fees op 11950 11950 0 
Audit Fee cp 15660 15660 0 
Tax expense cp 104441 ·3015 101426 104441 
Goodwill wrinen off nc 27500 0 
Proposed Dividend 11317 204583 215900 11317 
Transfer from Capital Reserves 71967 0 
NP trs! to Appn Ace! 282483 0 
Operating CashfioVi 12171146 13502799 
Investing CashficrN 2062952 337000 
Financing Cashftow 453273 409124 
Net 1331653 ·1725952 -44149 
Change in Cash Position 
Cash On Hand -45882 
BNZ -434511 
-4~ -438448 
41951 
cf66.xls 
1975 
Ca5h 
Debtors & Prepayments 
Stock 
Shares In Other Companies 
LIfe Insurance PoiJoes 
Land 
Buildings 
Land Dvlpmt 
1975 
75815 
1875028 
833&)7 
14708() 
2680 
1369400 
2285928 
250432 
3059613 Motor Vehides & Ptant 
Aircraft ~
BNZ 
Creditors 
Provision for Dividend 
loan repayments due this year 
Prvn Fluduation For Ex (current) 
Prvn FtuctuabOn For Ex (non-<:urrenl) 
Provision for Tax 
Convertible Notes 
Unsecured cony notes 
Debentures & Mortgages 
Loans on Aircraft & Vehicles 
Paid Up Capital 
Capital Rsv - ordinary 
Capital Rsv - exhange 
Capital Rsv - revalualJon 
Capital Rsv - premium on shares 
Capital Rsv - consot 
Reserve Acct 
Unappropnated Profits 
P&L 
Revenue 
Dividends received 
Operating Expenses 
Depreciation 
Interest 
Diredors Fees 
Audit Fee 
Tax exp&ose 
GoodMU ..... nltcn off 
Propo5ed DIvidend 
Loss on sale of assets 
Transler Irom Caprtal Reserves 
NP Irsl to Appn Acct 
OperatJOg Cashfiow 
Investing Cashficr .... 
Flnanong CashfiorH 
Net 
Change In Cash POSltlon 
Cash On Hand 
BNZ 
511Q8() 
2481691 
215900 
824511 
38601 
163273 
789206 
426258 
1120774 
1570399 
1838580 
53583 
172831 
1480057 
1205363 
-722974 
1976 
108()51 
1778839 
1202895 
273339 
2942 
1224800 
2409693 
272897 
3147220 
~
32436 
73726 
106162 
Adjuslments Operallng 
32436 
-96189 -96189 0 
369288 369288 0 
126259 
262 
-144600 
46203 169968 
22465 
837069 66000 858676 
68159 78588 -160389 
73726 
444125 444125 0 
5327 0 
-154469 
6858 0 
93965 0 
365340 0 
-828000 
0 
312791 
24166 289898 
30000 0 
80501 73742 0 
24166 0 
88159 0 
36000 0 
2900 -952 
0 
231108 0 
-14462646 o 14462646 
-783 0 783 
100823 12609816 12609816 0 
837069 0 
375329 375329 0 
10800 10800 0 
22907 22007 0 
365340 -84705 280635 365340 
2900 0 
5327 215900 221227 5327 
48116 -1913 
73742 0 
231108 0 
14237938 14834096 
596158 
105210 
-952 
CaPital Rvs ord S 1913 part recovery of loss ()(\ Smn Lakes Ho!el lid - an investing cash /low shown againsllosses on sale of assels 
cf66.x1s 
1976 
Investing Financing 
126259 0 
262 0 
-144600 0 
169968 0 
22465 0 
924676 66000 
-81801 78588 
0 154469 
0 828000 
0 0 
312791 0 
314064 24166 
30000 30000 
36000 36000 
I...> 
c:. 
0., 
46203 48116 
1063432 192704 
692855 1072635 
-870728 379780 
1976 19n Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
Cash 108051 33108 -74943 
Debtors & Prepayments 1778839 2293588 514749 514749 0 
Stock 1202895 2029427 826532 826532 0 
Shares in Other Companies 273339 878855 605516 605516 0 
Lrle Insurance PolICIes 2942 3203 261 261 0 
Land 1224890 1423708 198818 198818 0 
Buildings 2409693 2420892 570 11569 11569 0 
Land Dvlpmt 272897 529326 256429 256429 0 
Motor Vehicles & Ptant 3147220 3062036 1009668 16505 907979 1009668 101689 
Aircraft ~ 4244047 1003311 1003311 0 
----BNZ 437354 -579741 
Cre<Mors 2037565 -512726 0 512726 
PrOVISion for DIVidend 221227 28823 0 
loan repayments due this J"'lr 978980 -88793 0 88793 
Short T arm Loan -300000 0 300000 
Prvn FluctuatIOn For Ex (current) 31743 324 8346 0 
Prvn Fluctuation For Ex (r>OfKUfTent) 69308 23539 0 
Convertible Notes 828000 0 0 0 
Provision for Tax 1154546 408920 0 
Unsecured cony notes 426258 0 0 0 
Debentures & Mortgages 807983 -302125 0 302125 
Loans on Aircraft & Vehides 1256335 -258222 0 256222 
Paid Up Capital 1868560 -215187 0 215187 
Capital Rsv - ordinary 60342 16505 0 
Capital Rsv - emange 196997 31885 0 
Capital Rsv - revaluatIOn 1400898 570 0 
Capital Rsv - premrums on shares 1241363 145862 -189823 0 189823 
Capital Rsv - capital replacement fund 145862 0 
Capital Rsv - consoI. -719122 18154 (",., c;::, 
Reserve Acd 27119 -1 '-l 
Unappropriated Profits 1336045 376022 0 
pel 
Revenue op -17776440 o 17n6440 
Dividends received op -25 0 25 
Operating Expenses op 324 15153473 15153797 324 
Depreciation 1009668 0 
Interest 525053 525053 0 
DJrectors Fees op 10200 10200 0 
Audit Fee op 23664 23664 0 
Tax expense op 408920 19091 428011 408920 
Gcxxt ..... dl wntU:n off nc 0 
Proposed Dividend op 28823 221227 250050 28823 
NP trsf to Appn Acct nc 376022 0 
Operatong Cashflow 17732056 18727258 
Investmg Cashflo.v 3085572 101689 
F InanClog CashfloN 0 1352150 
Net 2018579 2018579 995202 -2983883 1352150 
Change In Cash POSition 
Cash On Hand -74943 
BNZ -579741 
-554684 -836531 
18153 
cf66.xls 
1977 
1977 1978 Adjustments Operating 
Cash 33108 403.41 
Debtors & Prepa.,.metlts 22SlSU 2874051 
SlOe, 2029427 211869a 
Shares rn Other Compan.es 87B85S 827915 
L4e Insurance PollC-eS 3203 3.443 
Land 1423708 1558628 
ButdU'lQs 2420692 2627766 
Land Dv1pml 529326 M<.559 
Mc>tof Verllc1es 2. Pl<;nt 3062036 J091~ 
Awalt 424-1.047 3()15741 970853 
Wor1t. tn Progress ~
BNZ 1017095 
CredItOrs 2S50292 
ProvisIOn for DM1end 250050 55471 
Loan repayments due tntS. rear 1067773 
Prvn FluctuabOn For Ex (current) 23721 1136 
PrO'JlS.On for Tax (current) 521081 
Prvn Fluctua:ton For Ex (l\OO-ClJJTe1'Il) 45769 
Pro'olison for T.at: (non-current) 1563465 
Short Term loan 300000 
Convettble Notes 828000 
Unsecured corh' notes 42625$ 526 
Debentures So Mol1gages 1110108 
Loans on AScratt So Vehdes 1512557 
Mnorty lnteresl 4968 
Paid Up Capttal 2063747 355215 
Capital Rsv- ordnarv 76647 269329 
Capaal Rsv - e4\3/)Qe 228682 16445 
CaptaJ Rs ... - revaluatIOn 1400328 20855 
Capital Rsv - premums on shares 128.5324 71571 
Capltaf Rsv- captaJ replacemem tund 145652 168013 
Captal Rs.- - consolo -73n76 
Reser\'eAcct 27120 1487 
Unappropriated Prof.lts 1712067 440036 
P&l 
R""""ue 
OMdeods recer1fed 
Oeprec,i.att)n rOCO'..efed 53594 
Operating Ex!>= 8975 
DepreciatOn 
In""est 
Directors Fees 
AudlFee 
Tax eq>ens.e 
Good ... ·~1 ..... nnen oH 
Prc.posed DWdend 
Ga.o em s.a1e vf a~~ 270498 
M.r.oflt"(b'lttte5.1 
Ttanf.fE;l to Capc.aJ Reserves 
NP tr$1lO ApDn Acd. 
Ope! atlnQ CafohHoolW 
ifh'e!>1JnQ Cas.hflC1'W 
F lI1arlC4)Q Casr-,Ho-.... 
"'" 
Change U'I Cash POSJtoo 
Cash On Hand n33 
BtU -232714 
·225-481 
Con'o"CftJt,le notes excr,anged fOl355215 sna.res pius ~em.um of 71571. Balance S528 re-.ersed from opet"3Mg eJl;Penses.. 
Increase lfl Re-..enue Rs.., III') Parent Comp.a:ny le?Oll- No PAL statemenllO Check trus. 
Cap.at Rs .... Ofd a.5.s.umed lBBJ1 from consol R~sed &0 t.~I(l[e1est. alO'e.as.:og invoutfiow. 
n33 
560463 580463 
89271 89271 
-50940 
240 
134920 
207074 
77233 
20855 8673 
270496 -527951 
300242 
-23271' 
-86466 86488 
a 
-277634 
a 
a 
26558 a 
234985 0 
300000 
a 
426766 a 
522417 
499116 
16831 -48700 
a 
a 
a 
a 
188013 a 
a 
250009 
a 
a 
1487 -2.1E+07 020956503 
-42431 a 42431 
a 
528 18324662 18325190 528 
1024447 a 
629013 
17600 
26650 
286096 -1505 
a 
55471 250050 
a 
4966 
270496 
440036 
24528 
250009 
629013 a 
17600 0 
26650 a 
264591 266096 
305521 55471 
20260299 21429517 
1169218 
cf66.>dS 
1976 
investIng FinancIng 
-50940 0 
240 0 
134920 0 
207074 0 
77233 a 
29528 20655 
970853 1496804 
300242 0 
277634 
300000 a 
a a 
426766 426766 
522417 a 
499116 a 
4966 53668 
355215 355215 
186013 188013 
...., 
C::> 
00 
1674118 1573327 
2291547 1247648 
~tOO791 ·1043899 
19711 1979 Adjustments Operadng investing Financing 
Cash ,=, 18671 -21670 
Trade Debtors 2255978 24017.« 145766 145766 0 
Other Recerva.t,.ies & Prepayme-rts 6(\419< 558567 -45627 0 45627 
Stock 211B6SB =669 266971 266971 0 
T efm Debtors 13.879 100127 86248 86248 0 
In..estmentS 11"1 Ottler Company 717«e 875463 158015 158015 0 
Othel Invesunents 113910 89215 1818 -26513 0 26513 
land 1;se628 1561783 3155 3155 0 
8U11dlflgs 262n66 2'C319'96 65698 117282 -27354 89928 117282 
Land (Mpml 606559 597260 -9299 0 9299 
Motor Ver.oes &. PIanl: 30015&4 3032171 S44511 2000 883118 944511 61393 
AMes"" J,.()15741 5140246 2389127 -264622 2124505 2389127 
Vlot"« J) Progress 300242 ~ 110084 110084 0 
BNZ 1249&)9 -197479 
Cleo4O<S 2638780 184438 184438 
PrOVtSoion for DIVIdend 305521 141526 0 
loan lepaymetts due t1KS year 1345407 518621 518621 
Prvn Fluctuation For & (osrenl:) 2.&.859 35631 0 
Provision '01 Tax (CUTenI:) 521001 113189 -63107 
ShOn. Term L..oan -250000 250000 
Ptvn Fluauatcn For Ex (rotKUTenc) 17211 31273 0 
Provtson fOt Tax (ooo-curtenl) 1)28481 113189 176296 
Conveftlble Notes 628000 0 0 
DebentLl"es &. MOttgages 587691 19202 19202 
loansonAW-aatt &. Vehdes 101J.4.41 88483 88483 
Minofty ltaelest 34837 46210 19686 46210 26524 
Pad Up CaptaJ 2438902 1625101 0 1625101 1625101 
Capital Rsv- 0«1I1"I3ry 366176 117282 0 
Capital Rsv - exhar'ge 2473.27 15141 0 
CaptaJ Rsv - revaluatJon 1421183 2391127 1710799 0 
Capital Rsv - pcema.ms on stwes 116U82 3608 243844 1788 245632 243844 
CaplaJ Rsv - capital reptaceme~ flA"d 333575 24384< 1788 0 
Cap4al Rsv - c:onsol -9872es 87810 
Retained ProfillS 2180710 570052 33498 0 
17064SLa 17C64S48 1SB03238 
...., 
Pal c:> 
Gross Reverue 51169 -23227597 51169 23278766 'C 
ONdends receNed -66370 0 66370 
Oepceo3tlOn retO'rered 138238 0 
Non-operatng Reven..e -105511 0 105511 
Operatng Expenses 19623017 19623017 0 
Lease Charges 727557 727557 0 
Deplec:iation 1082749 0 
interest 545555 545555 0 
Dlfectors Fees 17600 17800 0 
Aud4 Fee 35647 35647 0 
Taxe.J.pen.se 113189 413760 526949 113189 
Good-Hili wrlten off 0 
Proposed Dt.rrjeM 141526 305521 447041 141526 
Reaks.ed galfl on fo(e';m ~ 15741 0 
Mrorltylnterest 12712 0 
Transict 1.0 DpuJRe~mel1!. FJ.A"(I 2438-44- 0 
Transfer to Cay.uI Re::-..en.es 2438.&4 15741 243644 
Trarder hom Rei EaJ'T.n;js 34787 0 
HP us1 to Appn Aco 535265 -2438.&4 
Opetatn;) CasH~ 22657964 23750989 
In-.esto;:! CasHi:nrw 3476408 2630138 
FronoogC_ 2497039 2118945 
Hel 1093025 -846270 -378094 
ChallQe III Castl POS4JOn 
Cash On Hand -21610 
BNZ ·197419 
-219149 -131339 
87810 
Add.wn of Petncevid'l Motors Ltd. aoctltOO:o ~ rsv ot 33..49.a. f'o'Sd ~ Mm"IOrty tnterest 
d66.Jds 
1979 
1979 1S80 Adiustments Oper.ating Investing Financing 
ea"" 1as71 11ctl1 91940 
Trade Deuc.rs 24017.44 3552021 1150277 1150277 
OIher R.ecel"~\f:s ~ Prepayments 55.8.5e7 8IJ.a5OO 250013 250013 
SIOcl< 2).6$5.6~ 3D37646 651977 651977 
TermDE:blc.rs l00~27 ~37159 37032 37032 
In ..estrnenlS In Ass.::;.c Cvmpa:-'i s.D3-:2t) 5<)).120 0 
In ~Slmems IJ'l Omer Cc"rr.p.a."l'j 40793- 4.£)793 0 
OItoe-r )n...es.1rr<ems. 2C4e5 23W'9 2644 2644 L."" 15617BJ. t576474 14691 14691 
E.l.Jj~jrlg:;. 26.3tS-;S 2702107 70111 70111 
Lar.a D.1DmI 5,nw 6-47aS€ 50636 50636 
'/IOtoI Veh>Cles & Pia."l .J.032171 3637216 1231474 1836519 1836519 
Aircraft 514{l246 522eso.a 88262 88262 
Vlc.~. 10 Progress ~ ~ -16144 0 16144 
BNZ l.una.a ln9331 
-282043 
Cte(.htors 2454:>12 33S<:63:2 -936290 936290 
Pro'w'lSlOO fOf CcVfder,d .t..s.7047 497563 50516 0 
Loan tepa)1T'leOl$ due 1M year 826766 927312 -100526 100526 
PI"o'O F4IctuatlOn For &. (curtent) -10778 -36755 31227 57204 0 
ProVlSOOn tl)( Tax (currenl) Mnn 163ne 533599 0 
ShOft Term Lo.<tn 25OCOO 250000 250000 
PtvO FluctuatJOO For Ex (~) -1.wa2 -19141 5085 0 
P~'OfTax{I'iCO-CUtTE:1'lI) 1265374 1300020 42646 0 
Coo..eftlble Notes 82BOOO 828000 0 828000 828000 
OetenllJl'E:S & Mongaves sss.89 1018265 ..449nS 0 449776 
Loans on Aircratl to Ve!".>C1es 924;>58 622188 302770 302770 0 
1.Ament)' Interesl 61261 61768 6707 6300 6707 407 
Pa>d Up Capital 40&4C63 622·4145 12Sn34 744509 -1611357 1287234 2904591 
CQpIt.ai Rslf - oro.nat'1 48:>150 650253 166795 0 
CapttalRs ... -e4'l~ 2'63&&5 231841 31227 0 
CapdaI Rsv - re ..... alua:..on 2101511 16-&22n 459234 0 
Capttal Rs ... - prem.nJlTlS en sT.ares 926~ 1402529 747070 271398 -1 747070 747071 
~aI Rs .... - capd.aI (E:PIa.c.err.enl fore 575931 84-;767 271398 2561 
~aI Rsv - co""" -1015C$5 -1074095 1000 
Retained ProMs 27172&4 3215050 49nU 
15B0123a 1$B03'23a 227W722 22799n2 
..., 
P&l .... 
Gress Re....enue 
-J.2E+07 o 32370061 C 
Dr'l"dends recer...oo -78064 0 78064 
Depre03tlOn teCGr>'efed 8661 0 
Profit on Otspos.al of Asset 
-166795 166795 
Operallng Expenses 62289 28165052 28165052 
Lease Charges 1134283 11:>1283 
DepreCiatIOn 1240135 0 
IOlereS! 681648 681648 
DIre-dotS Fees 30000 30000 
Auatl Fee 43121 43121 
Tax expense 490953 705137 705137 
GoocrNlU .... otten otf 1000 0 
legal e.q;.e'.ses 7596 7596 
Prc~~{). • .uef'(l 50516 447047 497563 50516 
Rbal.s.e<,j loss on fcre.;r. e~.ar.;.e 31227 0 
f,A,nom/lr.lerest 6707 0 
Transier 10 ~Ia! Re~atCefT.oen1 FUf'id 271398 0 
Trar.sl'er to Ca0;4a1 R.eser..es 271398 135568 271398 
NPtrsf to Aw1A.c..D. 497766 -271398 
Opet<t1.r.g C4f.I'J.Io .... 33353699 33434931 
In..-eSl'f'I9Cas.rdION 2069570 183346 
F!f.3f\C.lr.tJ~jlO"'" 3415074 5029964 
, .. , 81232 -1886224 1614890 
cnar~ m Casr, PCSJ!.JC,tI 
Cas.h On H.v.od 919-&0 
8:a -282043 
-l90t03 -190102 
Sale ana;ea.s.e ca.cJo. cA ZK....IACJ re.s.....ttbO on prcA:iII c.n ~ 04 as.set StSE!162 
Mmc.tlty Intetestleauo..on 5.6).00 - r.o e.¢<..a:r.aton? 
Ptetnll,.lm on s.hares noo-.casn Sl~S09 on sr.ares ISSl..e:110 NZ1 Co Ltd 
d66Jds 
1980 
,. .. 19S1 
Casn 11100) 153000 
T lade Debtors =2000 3925000 
Omer Reteuat.les Eo Prepa,.rr.c:rts eoeoc.o 1356000 
SIDd :l<ll&lOO l33-4ooo 
Tax Refund Due 7B2000 
T elm Debtors 137000 162000 
lrt.oes:merts II'l As.soc Comp3l1')" S<l3OOO 29BSOOO 
lrt.e.stmetts 11 Other Company 41000 JOOOO 
Other In.estmerts 24000 120000 
Land 1576000 tSlOOOO 
BlJIIllf"ogs 2702000 259= 
Land Wpm' &48000 74= 
Mc.lOr YetwcJes A PL.¥t :l&J71lOO 513lOOO A,,,,,,,, 522S000 49geOOQ 
Work. 111 PH>Qre5S 3""'000 ~
BHZ 1729000 
Loan repaymeBS due th:S yeu 927000 
CredAOfS 32&4000 
ProvtsOn Fk..rCtuatlOn F()( Ex (CUlent) ·37000 
PrOYison for OMdend 498000 
ProY6ion for Tax 1472000 
Provison for Ma.ir4enaoce 127000 
Debertures &. Mortgages 101eooo 
Pro'o'tslon Fluctuaton For Ex (non-o.sren:) ·1<000 
Loans on Aircraft &. Vehdes 622000 
Mn>rity1nterest 62000 
Paid UpCap4ilJ 6224000 
Specif.ed Prefetence Capo! 
Capc.aJ Rsv - shale prem.um 1425000 
CapUl Rs.v - fe'4luatron 1&42000 
Capcal_·e~ 232000 
Capcal_· ""'nary 628000 
Captal Rsv - captaI repla.ceme-nI tl6ld 845000 
Cap«.aI Rsv - coosol. -1074000 
Retal'ed ProfItS 3215000 
P&L 
Gross Re-..enue 
E;poJt Performance tnc:ew.e 
OM:iends receNed 
Prof4 on Disposal of Assel 
Operatn;J Expenses 
Lease charges 
Cepreoatcn 
lrterest 
O .. edots Fees 
OfCectors RetJremert Albotfance 
Ald. Fee 
T;ue.opens.e 
E:dIaorolfialy !\em!>? 
LeQal e.pens.es 
PIOpo~Otvdt:nj 
Re.ak:.ed 105.!. on fore-9n e~ 
MlIlOtJly Irtele~ 
Trans.1er to CaplUl Repl.x.emenl Furd 
Transfer to ~ Rt:ser~ 
NP list to Awn Aca 
OpelaWV,J CaSitl/.:rolf' 
w;,.o(!!.UlQCas,.--ik:r .... 
F~I'JCasrltl .... 
''"' 
Ct~fOJe 10 Ca.s.h PC>U>n 
Casn On Hard 42000 
8HZ 784000 
826000 
Adlustmonb Operating 
42000 
373000 373000 0 
548000 548000 0 
296000 296000 0 
782000 0 782000 782000 
25000 25000 0 
2086000 
-5000 
96000 
... 6000 
1257000 1148000 
95000 
1421000 75000 
-231000 
54000 
784000 
3-48000 
·1347000 0 1347000 
13000 0 
311000 0 
177000 0 
106000 0 
193000 
0 
208000 
1000 0 
0 
-2489000 
2000 0 
t"21ooo 0 
150000 1000 
150000 587000 0 
2000 0 
·1000 
2111000 0 
,,:)8557000 o 38587000 
-546000 0 846000 
·280000 0 280000 
·242000 
119000 34065000 34184000 119000 
1337000 
1257000 0 
618000 
30000 
8000 
45000 
959000 1080000 
21000 
0 
JI1000 498000 
0 
1000 0 
0 
567000 0 
2111000 0 
826000 
1337000 0 
618000 0 
:l<lOOO 0 
8000 0 
45000 0 
1080000 0 
21000 0 
0 0 
809000 311000 
40156000 42272000 
2116000 
d81Jds 
1981 
investing FInancing 
2086000 0 
0 5000 
96000 0 
0 46000 
1257000 109000 
95000 0 
1496000 1421000 
0 231000 
54000 0 
3-48000 
193000 
208000 
1000 1000 
0 0 
0 2489000 
2000 2000 
......, 
...... 
...... 
242000 
5085000 2055000 
751000 2491000 
·3030000 1740000 
1981 1982 Adlustments Operating investing Financing 
Cash 153&00 532000 379000 
Trade Debtors 3925000 4825000 900000 900000 0 
Other Rec.eu3bles A Prepa.,.rnents 135&000 l()82ooo -274000 0 274000 
Stock 333-4000 4016000 662000 662000 a 
Tax Refund Due 78:2000 605000 -177000 0 177000 
Term Debtors 1&2000 200000 36000 36000 0 
inves.tments- If\ Assoc ComD3Ili 29-80000 3340000 351000 351000 0 
In..-es.1ments If) Ottlet ComDaJ1i 36000 36000 0 0 0 
Other Inlfestmen~ 120000 135000 15000 15000 0 
LaM 15:lGOOO 1822000 292000 292000 0 
Bu~dings 25930()() 2934000 341000 341000 0 
Land Ovtpmt ]43000 698000 -45000 0 45000 
Motor Veh.cles Eo Plant 513.3000 6322000 49000 1140000 1189000 49000 
Alfcrafl 4!N8000 5637000 2136000 2777000 2777000 0 
leas.ehCld Intefest Ifl EQuQment 43.5.0.000 4358000 8000 8000 0 
Work 111 Progress ~ 540000 92000 92000 0 
BNZ S45000 -774000 
Loan repayments due ttus year 579000 -162000 162000 
CredItOrs 4623000 -900000 900000 
PrOlnSIOn Fluauaton For Ex -.44000 44000 0 
Provrs.on for Or.rdend !109000 0 
Capla!ised Lease Obligawns (current) 846000 -420000 -420000 
PrO\l1Sion fOf Tax: 1339000 194000 0 
Pro'Wisi:>n tOf M.ultenance 233000 236000 0 
Debentures &. MonQaoe:S 825000 -630000 0 630000 
loans on AIrcraft & Vendes 414000 109000 109000 0 
Captalts.ed lease OWs;JatIOns (non-cuneot) 3817000 776000 776000 0 
Mtnorty Interest 63000 3000 9000 9000 0 
Pad Up CaptaJ 6224000 0 
Spec{ed Prefefence C~ 2469000 0 
Cap .... Rsv - 010""", 191000 129000 0 
Caps Rs .... - e4lOldlQe 81000 15000 0 
Captal Rsv· r~uaton 3063000 49000 0 
Capaal Rsv- ptemlUms 01'1 shales 1427000 609000 0 809000 609000 
Captal Rsv .... cap4aJ replacement fund 843000 609000 0 ~ 
Captal Rsv .... consoL -1073000 -1000 ...... 
Retained Profas 4958000 1797000 0 I-v 
326.52000 32652000 37()82ooo 
Pal 
Gros.s Revenue -4.6E+07 o 46109000 
Export Perlormance lnceml>'e -1032000 0 1032000 
OMdeods reCeued -240000 0 240000 
Profs. on O~sal 01 ~ -33000 33000 
Exchange Galls 15000 44000 -41000 15000 56000 
Oper~E..r.penses 236000 40083000 40319000 236000 
Oeprec.atGn 2138000 0 
Inler~ 1201000 1201000 
Olfectors Fees 30000 30000 
AudaFee 65000 65000 
Tax~m.e 194000 368000 562000 194000 
PrIOr penod adJlJS.trnen1 0 0 0 
PfODQsed Dr.'I(]en.rj 1182000 1162000 0 
M.noriy I.nterest 3000 0 
Transfer 1.0 Captal Replxemem Fund 809000 0 
Tran~et 1.0 Car.L1J Rescr~ 809000 129000 0 
r~p IIsf lO Appn A.cct 1797000 
O"Cfo:JW)Q Ca5J)h(r .... 44994000 49216000 
In-.-eS1.lr'tQ CasnfiU'N 5430000 127000 
F tflanClflg Cas.r-,fJo...,. 918000 1601000 
"" 
4224000 -5303000 663000 
Change It1 Caw Pc.£..lC,n 
CaUl Or. Hand 379000 
Bt.lZ -n4000 
-395000 -396000 
-1000 
cf81.xJs 
1982 
.. 82 1983 Adjuslmenls Operating Invostl"" Ananelng 
Cash 532000 122000 -410000 
T fade Debtors ~ 48.24000 -1000 0 1000 
Other Recer.-ables e. Pte~ 1= 117.4000 92000 92000 0 
TuReft.n:l Due &6000 2152000 1547000 1547000 0 
SIDd< 401&000 4505000 489000 489000 0 
Term Debtors 2()()()()() 2JroOO 38000 38000 0 
lnvestmer.ts itl As.scc Company »40000 50000 -3290000 50000 3340000 
lrr.tstmer.ts r'l Otner Company JroOO JroOO 0 0 0 
Olhe! lrNeSlffierts 1:l5OOO 2:laOOO 103000 103000 0 
Laro 1822000 19S0000 184000 184000 0 
Bl.&!IdiNJs 2$34000 3069000 135000 135000 0 
Lard [}oI'ipmt 6%000 687000 -11000 0 11000 
Motol Vehdes 8. P1aIr4 6322000 9978000 1919000 4000 5571000 5575000 4000 
""craft 5637000 5590000 -47000 0 47000 
Leasehold I.rlerest In EQl.J!PIf'Ient 435S000 3789000 -569000 0 569000 
Work in Progress 540000 ~ 689000 689000 0 
BNZ 171SOOO -1324000 
CredAOrs 5523000 -215000 215000 
loan repayments due ttllS :.-eat 741000 -95000 95000 
Provision fl)f oM:seoo eosooo 0 
C.p<aised Lease Obigawns (<=en!) 12,;000() 84000 84000 
ProvisOn for Tax 15l3OOO 579000 0 
Provision for MaJntenance 469000 370000 0 
Mortgages 1455000 -401000 0 401000 
Loans on Aitaaft 8. Vehicles 305000 130000 130000 0 
Cap.ta1lsed Lease ObUJatIOOS (notl-CU"renl) 3()41ooo 1155000 1155000 0 
MlilOttyJr4eIest 57000 13000 5000 13000 8000 
Paid Up Cap<al 6224000 0 0 
SpeC£ea Preference CapGI 2489000 0 0 
Cap«.al Rsv - OId.rwy realised 284000 1470000 809000 0 
Capaal Rsv - O(d~ unrea.l6ed JroOO 38000 0 
Cap<al R$V- e_ 66000 66000 0 
Cap4al Rsv - revaluaton 3112000 1710000 54000 1458000 0 
CapLal Rsv - prema.ms on stlaIes 618000 716000 100000 0 100000 100000 
C.p<al Rsv - cap<al ,eplacetnenl f .... 1652000 1552000 100000 0 
Cap<al Rsv - ronsot -1072000 -1043000 29000 0 
....., 
Retained ProfItS 6755000 839JOOO 1688000 50000 0 "-
37082000 37082000 396 15000 
....., 
P&I. 
Gross Re...enoe -50821000 o 50821000 
Export Petfolfnance Ince-ttNe -1159000 0 1159000 
OrJ1Ciends recet.ed -2000 0 2000 
Profit on DISPOsal of Asset 38000 -26000 38000 84000 
EltChanOe Cans 0 0 0 
OperatJng Expern.es 370000 46731000 47101000 370000 
Oepteoatcn 1919000 0 
lnierest 1072000 1072000 0 
Ol(eOQrs Fees 30000 30000 0 
Oll'eoors Retuement Allcrwance 10000 10000 0 
Au:l4Fee 71000 71000 0 
Tax expense 579000 -903000 0 903000 
Real$atlOn of RevaluallOn RS'o' 1458000 0 
Goodwill wra.e-olf 50000 0 
Propo5ea Dwdeod 1182000 1162000 
Mronty I~re~ 13000 0 
T/arde( \0 Capol Replacem.en: FLIld 0 
Tl.ard"erlO Cap44J Reserves eosooo 1520000 0 
t./P list 10 Appel Ace. 1667000 0 
OpefatoJ CasNIO .... 51630000 53471000 
"-"""ll C:.;H"" 1964000 4043000 
F~G.a!.H:tcr. 230000 598000 
"'" 
1641000 -3941000 368000 
Char"ge III Cast, POSJ(.l;)o 
Cash On Hand -410000 
BNZ -132.4000 
-17J.4000 -1734000 
d61.Jds 
1963 
Cash 
Trade Debtors 
Other Recef't(ables &. Prepa-tmf!1'lts 
Tax Refund Due 
Stock 
Term Dt.--blOrs 
1000estments 10 Other Company 
Othel Investments 
Land 
BUlkhngs 
Land Dvlpmt 
Motor Vehldes & Plant 
Aircraft 
LeasehokS Interest In EqUipment 
Work in Progress 
8UZ 
Cie<lI1.ors 
loatl. repcr(ffieflts due ttus. year 
Provi$iOn for OivtdeoCl 
Capilali.oo Lea.. Obt.gaoons (""'''''') 
ProviSion for Tax 
Provision for Maintenance 
Loans and Mortgages 
19a3 
122000 
4e:!4ooo 
1174.000 
2152000 
4S05000 
23&::00 
3&::00 
2:>BOOO 
ISOOilOO 
3009000 
687000 
9S7SOOO 
5500000 
3789000 
122SOOO 
Capitalised lease Obligations (non-current) 
Minority Intelest 
Paid Up Cap,tal 
SpeCIfied Prefe1ence CapltaJ 
Capita! Rsv - orchnary 
CaPitol Rsv - re-.-adu3bOn 
Capttal Rs ... - premiums on Shares 
Cap<tal Rs •• cap<tal replacemenl fund 
Capital Rsv - consoL 
Retauled Profits 
P&L 
Gross R~enue 
Export Pertormance IncefltNe 
Dividends received 
Profit on Disposal of Asset 
Prof,t on Safe of N~er T ennU'\2d 
Operabng Exp"",es 
DepreciatIOn 
Interest 
Olfec1Ors Fees 
Directors Retirement AIIo....ance 
Audit Fee 
Ta)( expense 
PrO'llsW)n for Exhange Lo~ 
ProposE:d DI ... odend 
Mlf)onty Interest 
Transfer to Capital Repla.cement Fund 
Transfer to C~ltaI Reserves 
NP trsf to Appn Acct 
Opecatlng Cashfio..,.. 
IMestlng Cas.hflc"',-
Financing Cashflcw 
Uel 
Change 10 Cash POS400 
Cas.hOnHand 
8NZ 
3043000 
5738000 
836000 
609000 
1202000 
2112000 
839000 
2031000 
18a6000 
65000 
6224000 
2489000 
1011000 
1733000 
695000 
1552000 
1984 
693000 
6145000 
2470000 
1915OOO 
513SOOO 
270000 
30000 
189000 
l65aOOO 
4604000 
672000 
10859000 
9531000 
3201000 
~
571000 
1702000 
2273000 
Adjustments Operating Investing Financing 
571000 
1321000 1321000 0 
1296000 1296000 0 
·233000 0 233000 
634000 634000 0 
34000 34000 0 
-6000 0 6000 
-49000 0 49000 
-328000 0 328000 
1535000 1535000 0 
·15000 0 15000 
2609000 3490000 3490000 0 
394000 4335000 4335000 0 
-588000 0 588000 
564000 564000 0 
1702000 
-3740000 0 3740000 
·732000 0 732000 
311000 0 
161000 161000 
916000 0 
427000 0 
-3472000 0 3472000 
949000 949000 0 
19000 13000 19000 6000 
0 0 
0 0 
831000 1120000 1000 
394000 0 
0 0 
0 
-0000 
3444000 0 ...., 
.... 
-I>. 
-6.5E+07 o 64564000 
·1579000 0 1579000 
·2000 0 2000 
.123000 0 123000 
·721000 0 721000 
97000 427000 57186000 57613000 427000 
2609000 0 
1157000 1157000 0 
30000 30000 0 
23000 23000 0 
71000 71000 0 
916000 ·77000 839000 916000 
97000 0 
311000 1182000 1493000 311000 
19000 0 
0 
1120000 831000 0 
3444000 0 
64511000 71792000 
11053000 1836000 
0 4204000 
72S1000 ·9217000 4204000 
2268000 
-5000 
cfSl.xls 
1934 
ea." 
Trade Debtors 
Other Receivables &. Prepaymems 
Tax Refund Due 
SlOCk 
Term Debtors 
Investments In Other Compaf\les 
Othel Investments 
land 
BUildIngs 
Land D'o"lpmt 
Mapr Revenue Earnmg Assets 
Otner Plant (. Fmlngs 
Leasehold Intere-tlll EqUIpment 
Work In Progres.s 
BIIZ 
Creditors 
Loan repayments due ttliS year 
Provlsk>n lot Drvldend 
CapitaliSed lease ObhgabOns {current) 
ProviS)Qn for Tax 
Provision for Maintenance 
loans and Mortg3g'es 
1984 
693000 
614S000 
2470000 
1919000 
5139000 
270000 
:lOOOO 
18~ 
lesaooo 
46().1000 
672000 
18254000 
2135000 
3201000 
1793000 
Capitalised Lease Obhga-oons (non-current) 
Minonty Interest 
Pale! Up Capital 
SpeCIfied Preference Capital 
CaPital Rsv • premJums on shares 
Capital Rsv • revaiuaoon 
CaPItal Rsv - ordinary 
CaPital Rsv - capital replacement 
Capllai Rsv - conscl. 
Retamed Profits 
P&L 
Gross Revenue 
Export Pertonnance Incenbve 
Dividends (e<Ce$ved 
Profit on DIsposal of Asset 
Sale of vanous OperabOns 
Operating Expens.es 
DepreoatlOn 
Interest 
Dlfectof'S Fees 
D,reciOrs Retirement AJ!.o-",,-ance 
AlJdltFee 
Tax e'(pense 
Unrea!lsed Exhange Loss 
PropoSed Dtvldefld 
MlOonty Interest 
Transfer to C<:iPltal Replaceme1l1 FlJncJ 
Transfer to Capital Rese-r.oes. 
HP tIs' to Appn Acd 
OpCfiJtJr.g Cashfl.oN 
lnvntmg C~nflo-N 
FiOarlWog Ci,shfio-.... 
Ne:-t 
Change In Cash P051wn 
Cash On Hand 
BNZ 
1341000 
9478000 
1568000 
1120000 
1 ().I 1000 
3028000 
1266000 
55Q3OOO 
937000 
71000 
6224000 
2489000 
695000 
1339000 
721000 
1985 
964000 
7279000 
3211000 
5139000 
7371000 
298000 
40000 
163000 
1614000 
5062000 
470000 
21968000 
2903000 
2681000 
7701000 
271000 
-1721000 
-1450000 
Adlustments Operating Investing Financing 
271000 
1134000 1134000 0 
741000 741000 0 
3220000 3220000 0 
2232000 2232000 0 
28000 28000 0 
10000 10000 0 
-26000 0 26000 
-44000 0 44000 
458000 458000 0 
-202000 0 202000 
3490000 72().1ooo 7204000 0 
767000 767000 0 
-520000 0 520000 
5908000 5908000 0 
-1721000 
-1312000 0 1312000 
-694000 694000 
314000 0 
813000 813000 0 
1272000 0 
80000 0 
-5325000 5325000 
212000 212000 0 
50000 20000 50000 30000 
-1742000 1742000 
0 0 
-435-1000 435-1000 
32000 0 
827000 0 
0 
0 
1237000 0 ...., 
...... 
....,. 
-7.9E+07 o 79447000 
-2438000 o 2438000 
0 0 0 
-287000 287000 
-541000 541000 
138000 74739000 74739000 0 
3490000 0 
1758000 1758000 0 
62000 62000 0 
0 0 0 
97000 97000 0 
1272000 -2514000 0 2514000 
58000 0 
314000 1493000 1807000 314000 
50000 0 
0 
795000 0 
1237000 0 
85818000 86025000 
15422000 1650000 
o 12115000 
207000 -13772000 12115000 
-1450000 
cf81.xls 
1985 
, 
$"000 1945 1985 AdJustments Operating Investing Financing 
Ca;;h %4 a56 -108 
Tr...oe Debtors 7279 7613 334 334 0 
Other Receuahles .s. Prepa,ments 3211 3589 378 376 0 
Tax Refund Due 5139 4032 -1107 0 1107 
SlOCk 7371 1748 317 377 0 
Term Det.tors 2gB 325 27 27 0 
In.-estment5 i!\ Other Compan.oes 40 40 0 0 
Other In'w'eStments 163 130 -33 33 
Land 1614 1262 -332 332 
BUlldlOQs $06.2 9209 4147 4147 a 
land Dvlpmt 470 JOO.I 2534 2534 0 
MajOr Revenue Earn4"IQ A$$et$ 21S66 30505 3997 12534 12534 a 
Other Plant & F IttJogs 2903 3590 687 687 0 
leasehOidlntelest I'l EQUIPment 2C81 229 -2452 a 2452 
Work rn Progress ~ ~ -5969 0 5969 
BNZ 3062 -1090 
Credtors 10700 -2018 2018 
loan repayments due ttus year 2262 323 323 
Pro~n for O,..-.:Jend ,.,4 0 
Pro'o'lS.lC)n for Tax 4300 638 0 
Pro~lOn (Of ~tenance 1186 92 0 
Loans and Mortgages 10628 -4293 4293 
Cap4al:sed Lease ObllJatons 953 852 852 0 
MJOOT.lylnterest 101 170 100 170 70 
Paid Up Cap4al 7966 0 
SpedleCl Preference CaplaJ 2489 0 
Cap«ai Rsv - shate premIUm 5<>49 0 
Capital R.sv - re...-aluaoon 1307 26 0 
Capllal Rsv- Oldnat'; 1548 960 0 
Cap.tai Rs·" - C4Paal repl.a.cemel\t 1552 0 
Captal R.sv - conso.!_ -1037 25 25 
Retained ProfllS 731 0 
PAL 
Gross Revenue -91634 91634 
&,port Perlormance tnc.eI'lWe -1539 1539 
TourISt Promoton lncenlNe -2297 2297 
Grants receNed -297 297 
Emaordl"lat'V Items 26 -824 26 850 
Profit on D1SPOsaI of Asset -630 0 630 
Sale of vallOUS Ope!a:tons 0 0 0 
Op.,at.og~ 92 86900 86900 
Depreoaton 3997 0 
InWeS1 3413 3413 
Dlfe.:;:1Ofs Fees 48 48 
Olfectors Re1Xernenl AIIQ .... ance 26 26 
Auds: Fee 110 110 
Ta.t.e.rpense 638 1 639 638 
PtOtNs.ed Dulder.d 1807 1807 0 
Mlroonty Intefl:st 170 0 
Tr3n51er \0 CaptiJJ R£:pl;;;.cemefl! Fund 0 
Tran51er to Capf.aJ R~ 960 0 
~.IP ti~ \0 Ap"n ALa 731 0 
Op.eratJl"l.QC.:.shfkl .... 94059 99530 
In....estJng CashfkrN 20975 10336 
FlI1anC-.:f)Q Castlflv ... 323 4293 
N", 5471 ·10639 3970 
Change 111 C~ Po~n 
Cash On Hand -108 
eta -1090 
-1198 -1198 
Consol res.erve put to 111~ C~e c.avs.ed by ne-...,. subs, and N{)tes to Accounts state "'Surpluses and QOC,)d'waI arl::slng from acquisition are dtsclosed In the Consolidated Balance Sheet as a deduction 'rom Shareholders' Funds: 
Bad debts wrt1efi c..tf of $.230 025 from O"edOiS' mnutes 25 Februarv 1%6. (adl~ ttus has no etfecton ca:shtIow. Would dr air, trOD eJq)enses. both coded to Op cashrtow) 
d86Jds 
1986 
W 
"-
0-
$·000 ,. .. 19B7 Ad]US1mGnts Operating investing Financing 
C.sh a;o 55-12 4686 
Trade Debtors 76.13 14196 6563 6563 0 
Other Recer..-at.les a Prepayme.rtS 35M 10579 6990 6990 0 
TaJ{ Refund DLJe 4032 2095 -1937 0 1937 
SIOd< n4. 7910 162 162 0 
Term DebtOrs 325 353 28 28 0 
Other In<'estments 170 165 -5 0 5 
L>nd 1282 1294 12 12 0 
Bu6JMlQs 9209 95.6 307 307 0 
Lm:l DVlpmt 3004 34n 469 469 0 
MalOr Revenue Eowl"iIrtQ As.!oCts 30505 33422 3608 6525 6525 0 
Other Platt a. f ru--gs 3590 358. ·9 0 9 
Leaserold lraeres; ra Equ;>ment 229 62 -147 0 147 
Woo IIfl pfOQress 
----1lR --1ill 29 29 0 
BN.Z 4152 -100 
Ciedsors. 12608 -n4S n48 
Shot T elm Bonowl'lg$ -1300 1300 
Loan repayments due thEs year 1939 -2222 2222 
PrOvision fot OMjjend 1434 1202 0 
?to'w'ision fOi Tax 493a 257 0 
PrOVISion for Mairdenance 1094 357 0 
Loans and Mongaoes 15121 -3192 3192 
Ca_ Lease 0"""""",,, 101 78 78 
Uro~lnlerest 171 43 128 171 43 
Paid Up CapcaI 7966 2489 -166 2489 2655 
Speaed Preference CaptaI 2489 2489 0 2489 2489 
Capcal Rsv - stl,;;;t[e pteffiun 5049 -233 0 233 
CapcaI Rsv - rev>lu3too 12S1 28 0 
Cap<a! Rsv - on:lro<y 2508 4370 0 
Capta! Rsv - captaI. repla.cement 1552 0 
C.p<a! Rsv • Share E Ie<oon 1680 0 
Cap,"" Rsv - consol. -1062 -211 211 
Retained ProfItS 12343 27' 0 
T.lM4 T.lM4 93969 
P&l. W 
Gross Revenue -93185 0 93185 "-
Export Perlonnance lnoerv.e -710 0 710 '-l 
ToLnSl Promotion ~ -2441 0 2441 
Graru receNed -202 0 202 
E.ll130rdnasy lems - 91t>UP restn..rc:tLn'lQ n "253 n 4328 
Pror .. on Olsposal 04 As.se1: 28 -276 26 302 
Sale of vanous Opera1lOns 0 0 0 
Operatrlg E~nses 353 2037 63746 85763 2037 
De",edaton 3608 0 
interest 3821 3821 
Directors Fees 50 50 
Directors Rewernenl Au:rwance 0 0 
ALIda Fee 128 128 
Exhange Loss 353 0 
Tax e.xpense 257 1294 1551 257 
Proposed Drvdend 1202 3301 3301 0 
MIOOU:Y lraefest 43 0 
Transter to Captal R.e.sefYes 4370 0 
Transfer on Sae of SuDs.(hary n 0 
NP lIg to Appo Aca 274 0 
Operatr.g Casttbtlr 106397 108517 
lrr....eSlMlj} Casttn .. 7690 5043 
F.-.ariCJl"9 Cas..ttb'ort 4978 12091 
Ne. 120 -2647 7113 
Cha.rrJe: 111 Casn Post,c,n 
Casn On Hard 
.-BNZ -.00 
4586 4566 
Bad oebts written off of S-42 2t5lrom 06eaccs" mn.Ae$ 26 May 1$:57. (adJ\..ISUtg tnish.a.sno effedoo COISttlow. Would d( air. aop expenses. both coded 10 op cashflow) 
lnaeas.e in provzs,on for bad debts from $15 000 to $100 411.~.a:n. no net etfedon casttIow. 
d66Jds 
1987 
S'OOO 1987 1988 Adjustments OperaUng Investing Financing 
C""h 5542 1059 
-4483 
T fade Debtors 141% 12513 ,1583 0 1583 
Othel Re<:e1"abl~ &. Prepayments 10579 9117 
-1462 0 1462 
Tax Refund Due 20>5 158 
-1937 0 1937 
Stock 7910 8242 332 332 0 
T enn Debtors :lS3 380 27 27 0 
Other Investments 155 348 183 183 
land 1294 1140 
-154 0 154 
Buildings. 9515 1=5 3809 3809 0 
Land Dvlpmt 3473 :lS75 102 102 0 
MajOr Re .... enue EamlO9 Assets 33422 33172 5224 4974 5224 250 
Other Plant & Fit'bngs :lS81 4442 861 861 0 
Leasehold Interest In Equipment 82 
-82 0 82 
Work in Progress ~ ~ -1023 0 1023 
BNZ 4252 3!>1O 312 
Creditors 2055S 15966 4590 4590 
Shot Term BolTO'Hings 1300 1300 1300 
Loan repayments due this year 4151 1785 2376 2376 
ProviSIOn for Ohfidend 232 318 86 0 
PtoVI$/Of) f()t Tax 5195 3159 2036 0 
ProviSIOn for P..tamtenance 1451 1802 351 0 
loans and Mongages 18313 16700 1613 1613 0 
C3pltahsed le3$e Obbgaton. 23 23 23 0 
Mmonty Inl.efest 142 26 -168 0 166 
Pa.:! UpC3prtaJ 10821 11279 658 0 658 658 
CaPital Rsv - share prerruum 5282 8236 954 0 954 954 
Capital Rsv • revaiuabOn 0 
C3pilal Rsv ·Ordlnat)' 8133 11476 ' 3496 153 0 
Capital Rs,,· capital replacement 1552 1552 0 
Capital R$v· Share E1ecbon 1680 1712 1544 1612 0 
Capital Rsv • canso!. -as 1 
-863 12 12 0 
Retained Profits 12069 13105 1036 0 
...., 
....... 
P&L 00 
Gross Revenue 
-122907 0 122907 
Export Perlormance IncentiYe and 
T Dunst Promobon Incentrve 
-2548 0 2548 
Gain on Sale of Interest tn Leases 153 -185 153 338 
Group RestruClufing 
-1810 0 1810 
Insurance recovery on Coronet Peak 
-1162 1162 
Opetating Expenses 1995 110632 112827 1995 
Depreciaoon 5224 0 
Interest 4211 4211 0 
Directors Fees 60 60 0 
Directors Retirement AlkNoance 0 0 0 
Audl1 Fee 130 130 0 
Exhange Loss 0 
Tax eJ:pens.e 2036 2013 4269 2256 
Propos.ed Drvoder.c! 86 1944 2030 86 
Mlnonty Interest 26 0 
Transfer lO CQpltal Reserves 3496 0 
NP trsJ to Appn Acct 1036 0 
Operatlng Cashf\oN 128276 134774 
loves.ll1')g C,a$hflo-N 10367 4987 
F lO.anang ~hflo .... 6901 1612 
Net 6498 -5380 -5289 
Change In Cas.h PosItIOn 
CashOn Hand 
-4483 
BNZ 312 
--4171 -4171 
AcqulSlbOn of greatec sharehold!l1lQ in AJptfIe Gu..des lid not e4ttrw'L3ted as. immaten.a1 ($228 000) 
cf86.xls 
1988 
s·ooo lSB! lSBS Adiustments Operating Investing Financing 
cas" 1059 456 -603 
Trade Debtors 12613 12693 80 60 
Other Rec~vab!es &. Prepayments 9117 7204 -1913 0 1913 
Tax Refund Due lsa -158 0 158 
Stock 8242 7673 
-569 0 569 
Term Debtors 3.SO 409 29 29 0 
Other In..-estments 34B 280 -68 0 66 
Land & lmpro .... ernents 4715 4902 187 187 
Bulldmgs n325 1395-4 629 629 0 
Major Re,..enue EarnIng Assets 33172 29226 4727 781 4727 3946 
Other Planl & Flttu.gs 4442 4S00 424 -60 364 424 
leasehold Interes.t In EqUipment 0 0 0 
Wof1( in Progress ~ ~ -245 0 245 
BNZ 3940 2763 
Creditors 15966 -1680 1680 
Loan repayments due ttus year 1785 1628 1628 
Pro\(is~n for Olvtdend 31B 1783 0 
Prollision for Tax (current potbOn) 1135 0 
Provision for Tax (non-current poroon) 3159 476 0 
Provision fOf MalOtenance 1802 439 0 
Loans and Mortgages 16700 9327 9327 
Capitalised leas-e ObligatIOns 0 0 
MlOonty Interest 142 0 8 
Paid Up CapitaJ 11279 1328 0 1328 1326 
CaPItal Rsv - share premium 6235 465 465 465 
Capital Rsv - revaJuawo 
Capital Rs,.. - ordinary 10613 856 
Capital Rsv • capital replacement 1552 0 
Capital Rsv - Share ElecbOn 1712 249 1793 0 
Gapltal Rsv - consoL 0 
Retained Profits 13105 1751 856 
...., 
P&l .... \Q 
Gross Revenue op -124109 124109 
Expof1 Performance and 
T Dunst Promoboo Incenwe 
-1632 1632 
Gain on Sale of Roo and Plant Inv -628 0 628 
Group Reslruct1Jring Inv 46 46 0 
Insurance recover; 00 Coronet Peak Inv -418 0 418 
Operating Expenses op 439 112065 112504 439 
Depreciation nc 4727 0 
Inleres.1 op 424 2936 2936 
Dlfectot:. Fees op 60 60 
Al)c1ltFc..--e op 130 130 
E.o:hange lO5-5. nc 0 
Ta.-: eJ.pen!..e op 1611 1185 2796 1611 
Proposed DIVIdend 2032 237 2269 2032 
M1nonty InU:fe!.t 
Transfer to Capital RE:Set' .. es 
NP trsf 10 App-n Acct 1751 
Operating Cashno".. 120604 134143 
Inlfe$tmg Cashlkr .... 5961 5737 
F1nancIOg Cashflo-.... 12748 1793 
Net 13339 -224 -10955 
Change 10 Cash POs,loon 
Cash On Hand 
-603 
BNZ 2763 
2160 2160 
Transfer from ret.amed eamlf)gs to Shaie EIectJOn Reserve set Brg.3inst Proposed Dividend. as reduces cash outflow. 
Interest ad!usted $4.24 000 10 reflect poWhed Statemellt of casn Flows. Assumed difference had been capitalised. 
ef66.xls 
1989 
S'()()() 1989 1990 Adjustments Operating Invesling Financing 
Cash 456 8850 8394 
Trade Debtors 12693 15767 3074 3074 0 
Oth&r Rf:ceJ ... ables 8. Prepaymems 7204 
-7204 0 7204 
Stock 7673 8127 454 454 0 
Term Debtors 409 504 95 95 0 
Other Inyestments 280 310 30 30 0 
Land & Improvements 4OO2 5042 140 140 0 
BUildIngs 13954 13553 -401 0 401 
Major Revenue Earning Assets 29226 27116 4250 2140 4250 2110 
Other Plant & Flttmgs 4806 4597 3 -212 0 212 
W D<k In Progress ~ ~ 369 369 0 
----BNZ 1177 1177 
Creditors 17546 21304 -3658 0 3658 
Loan repayments due thiS year 157 3058 -2OO1 0 2901 
Provision for DiVIdend 2101 2135 34 0 
Provision for Tax (current portJon) 1135 576 559 0 
Provision for Tax (non-current portion) 3635 3650 15 0 
PrOVision for Maintenance 2241 2334 93 0 
Loans and Mortgages 7373 1816 5557 5557 0 
Minority Interest 134 150 16 0 16 16 
Paid Up CapItal 12607 12664 57 0 57 57 
Capital Rsv - share premium 6701 67OO 89 0 89 69 
CapItal Rsv - ordmar, 11469 11656 187 0 
CapItal Rsv - capotal replacement 1552 1552 0 
Capital Rsv - Share EIectJon 166 144 122 146 0 
RetaIned Prof,ts 14000 16699 3021 122 0 
82096 82096 64728 64728 
P&L ....., 
Gross Revenue 
-133266 0 133266 Iov c;:, 
Export Performance tncenlNe and 
T cunst Promotion IncenlNe 
-1511 0 1511 
Gain on Sale ct Fleet and Plant 
-257 0 257 
Operating Expenses 93 120950 121043 93 
DepreciatJcn 4250 0 
Imeresl 3 902 OO2 0 
D~ectors Fees 75 75 0 
Audit Fee 133 133 0 
Tax e;.tp(:nse 544 3797 3797 0 
Proposed DIVidend 156 2123 2279 156 
M~nonty Interest 16 0 
Transf&r 10 Capital Reser."res 187 0 
NP tfsf to Appn Acct 2899 0 
OperdtJ{)g CasrlHOIi 131852 145888 
Investing Cashflo'll 4805 2996 
FInanCIng CashHooN 5703 3047 
Net 14036 -1809 -2656 
Change In Cash POSIl!W 
Cash On Hand 8394 
BNZ 1177 
9571 9571 
0 
Transfer from retaIned earnings to Share Eli:clioo Resef'\.'e set agalllSt Proposed DtVidend. as reduces cash outflO'N. 
Interesl adlusted 53 000 to reflect published Stalemenl ct Cash FkMs. Assumed difference had been capitalised. 
el86.xls 
19OO 
,'." 
> -
, ' 
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Appendix 2 
Copy of the 1935 Annual Report 
. '" " C:on/idential,. , 
'" 
, '; ,::" lhe' \.: ' ,.i -';, , " , 
ount-"took .,lourist.tompany 
,! 
(If tt~ l.: ; limited, .limaru. 
AUTHORISED CAPTIAL 
SUBSCRIBED 
PAID.UP, 
" , 
, i 
.. 
.. 
lDtrectors: 
£85,000 0 0 
£80,310' 0 0 
£78,413 18 9 
or .. 
, ' 
It L. WIGLEY, Managing Director. 
F. V: LYSAGHT, D. STANDAGE, C.,D. ELMS, H. COXHEAD. 
,:', 
$ecretnr)1 : 
H. COXHEAD. 
:1l3anJtel'£l : 
THE BANK OF NEW ZEALAND. 
$oltcltot'£l : 
PERRY, FINCH & HUDSON,' Timaru. 
FINDLAY, HOGGARD, COUSINS, &, WRIGHT, Wellington. 
. . . ,'. :\',' " 
L. J, STEYENS, Auckland. 
:aUbttOl'S: 
LEGGOTT & ALLPORT, Timaru. 
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DIRECTO~~'" REPORT 
For the Year Ended' 31st March, 1935. .. 
1~; f "1 :.~ ~,. r ·~;;',~,t.J·' 
, '. ~ ~, '. t-.g' .I , 1 L ' t' '._~: _J f • c- -. ...:.. { .: .. , ... ..' , . 
YOqR;:, !?Irectors': in s1lbml~ing the, !wen~:third Annual. Report'~and' Balance :Sheet for the year ,-l:' " ended ilst:, March, 1935, are pleased to report a' contlnu'ed Improvement iii' the Company's 
tradl~!f' position. ;1 
The trading profit forr the':~t~~lve ~~n¥'s 1,j :~2,10~ 3J~d., as against a trading loss for 
the previous year of £SSO 175. 11d., thus the trading figures for this period are better by £2,93S 
15. 4d.-a substantial Improvement when It Is considered that New Zealand's tourist business Is stIlI far 
below normal. An! Increase in revenue amounting" to' £6,606 4s. 6d. has been obtained with a 
corresponding Increase in expenditure of only £3,623 3s. 2~. .' ! ~l {,' ; ~U,('~j:. i'V';. .::1~.". ~'I' i l 
Provision has been made for. depreciation to the amount of £4,144 6s. 1d. 
The 1:Jalanc~ ofthe~: Profit'; ~a1d Loss Account Is, tht;~efor~~ £2,112 2s. Sd., as against 
£4,S22 175 lld. for the prevloui YClIl'. This loss has been transfetted to the Appropriation Account 
which now stands at a debit of £40,000 16s. 4d. 
With a continuance of the stea~lmproVelTlent referred to above your Directors Intend, 
dudng the ensuing kear, to submit proposai~ for r'edhclng the capital of the Company to w'lpe 
out the accumulated' losses. 
To cope with ,the Increased traffic the car planf was ,increased, and Impro.ved, by the 
purchas'~; 'of three 'ne'.,.; chassis to which were fitted the most modern type of bodies. Sevet'al 
small cars were also purchased. 
A new Service giving a one day connection between Studholme Junction and Queenstown 
was commenced In November last. This ·Servlce proved very successful and, In the future, will 
he an impol'tant llnk In the Company's motor services. ' 
The motor service operating between Arrowtown~Queenstown was offered for sale and to 
further consolidate the Com'pany's position In the South your Directors deemed It advisable to 
purchase this service. , '.:. I ,I .. / ' : , 
The future of New Zealand's tourist business has a healthier outlook than for many years. 
In April, 1935, tl;e Government appointed a Tourist Adylsory Board to confer with the Government 
Tourist Depal'tment with a view to re-organlslng' "the . tourist industry. Mr. Wigley Is a member 
of the Board as the SOl1th bland representative. The, Board has, already formulated a progressive 
policy for developing the traffic on a sound basis. 
l' ,.' ;. ' , ',' ,<. 
The l'etldn~ Director, 'Mr. C. D. Elms, Is eligible and offet's himself for re-election. 
, . 
Messrs. Leg~?t~ & Allport,' who were Auditors fo'l' the year, again offer themselves fot' 
re-election 
• 
For the Directors, 
R, L. WIGLEY, 
Managing Diroctor. 
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THE MOUNT COOK TOURIST COMPANY OF N. Z., LIMITED. 
, 
BALANCE SHEET, as at 31st March, 1935. 
LIABILITIES. 
Nominal Capital 
Less Unallotted Shares 
Less Uncalled Capital 
Less Calls in Arrear 
Paid up Capital 
Forfeited Shares Reserve 
£ 
85,000 
4,690 
80,310 
750 
79,560 
1,146 
Debenture Loan and Interest Accrued 
(Secured 6.1' a charg, over 'h_ ltss.fs 
0/ fh. Company). 
Loans and Mortgages (Securod) 
Sundry Creditors ." 
Bank of New zealand~~ 
s. d. £ s. d. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
78,413 18 9 
60 '0 0 
20,152 19 0 
28,259 ,,8 0, 
"'; IO,594L I n; 
,',930 ¢6 3~ 
(- '1 
i; £138.4II -, 3 II~, 
rl- .~. 
ASSETS 
Buildings & Freehold (at Cost less Depreciation 
on Buildings) .. 
Plant (at Cost less Depreciation) 
Stock on Hand (at Vnlualion) 
Inveslmenls and Shares (at Co.t) 
Sundry Debtors ' 
Advances to Direclor. and Officel'~ ... 
Post Office Savings Bank 
Cash on Hand 
Goodwill ... 
Goodwill Arrllwlnwn Service 
Appropl'iatin\l AC'COllllt .•. 
L- ',I ~ 
" 
~ 
r: ~ .• ,C 
£ s. d. 
38,446 18 II 
37.970 17 3 
3,490 15 '/ 
1,175 0 6 
3,194 7 0 
369 14 6 
252 1,9 1· 
309 14 9 
13.000 0 0-
200 0 0 
40,000 16 4 , 
:,',: PROFIT<~ND.:J0SS ACCOUNT, for-~ Twelve Months ended 31s1 M~r'ch, 1935, 
:!. ~,,:;. £ 
To Adverlising.)Bn~ P:?iS, !Bureaux ,;Be Tele" 
phones, C~.\'lImISS!Q.\1. General Expenses,; 
Stationery; ... Travelling Expellses: ,r·; 5,407 :i7 8, 
Sei-vice Car Repai\'(~ M'ar~}enancie, Rent,: :.. 
Insurance, Illteresr.:; .. ,.::: ,;; 9.53 I 13 5' 
Electrical Repairs & Maiil{e'nance, ,'. ~, 
Lighting, Heatillg';CoaILri-ovisions ,:. 5,33,( 19 6; 
, Drivers' Meals, Repalrs, Saiaries, Wages''"i 8,162"17 f-
:. Balance: Trading P,§,fit for year ended ~ ~, ;" .J 
31st March, 1935. q... .. :.,., 2,102 3 5' 
~'~ . 
: :,' ,; £30';539 II 3' 
To Depreciation 4,144 ' b 
OJ Shares White Star A.$ociation, written off 70 0 0 
:t; 
By Gross Profil" and Tnldngs, Se~vice Cal's, 
, Herllli't~!;e and While ~tar ,H6tel, 
• r:'1 - ... • 
r'J ' ". 
,/ 
'.; , 
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT, 
To Balance from last year 
OJ Prollt and Loss Account 
£ •. d. 
37,888 13 8 
2,II2 2 8 
By 
Raparf 0/ fh. ltudlfors fo (ltd MemlJers 0/ Tho Mount Cook Tourlsf Company 0/ 
£ " d. 
30,539 II 3 
£3n,539 II 
2,t02 3 
We report that we have audited the boot4lllnd "teounts of tho Company (or th¢ year c.nded ~lIIt Mn.rch, 1935. In OUf opinion the ::tb~ve bn.llnco 
,heet I, properly dr.,wn up !<) at to exhibit :1 true anu correct vlc\'1 o( the ItBto of the Corup:lny, ,:tfhlrl nccordln" t~ the b~"t o( our Inrorm:lt~on and thl'! 
ex lanGt!ans slven to us :and at ahown by the baoka of the Company. \Ve have oUIn.lnl"d all thlllnt'>rlllJ.l\on ltt1d ~XIl13n1\t1on' ,ve h:wa reqUired. The 
vnfue. of the Sta<:k;lt Tlmaru. tho Hermito.se and Quct:nstowD have b<len accepted D.ltc()r1lfi~d to uy thu respectiVQ M30Bl:llr" 
Tlmaru, 28th August. 1935, LEGGOTT 8. ALLPORT. Public Accounlonh. AudltorJ. 
'\ 
.. 
.~. 
71:i:!"I: 
~.""\-; . 
CONFIDENTIAL 
.. 
G:be, 
mount took Tourist tompany 
Df :I~ .l.~ limited.: 
NOTICE, is hereby given that the Twenty-third 
, , 
Orqinary General Meeting of the Shareholders 
- - .. 
wfll be, held at the Registered .office of the 
Company, Stafford Street, Timaru, on 
TUESDAY, 24th SEPTEMBER, 1935. 
at 2 p.m. 
BUSINESS, 
t 
1. To ,ecei}: the Balance Sheet and Audilors' 
;,,_.Repod""i~r the pasl year • .~!.t~';' 
2.-' T';'R~ceive the Directors' Report. 
3. T" Elecl One Director. 
4. To Appolnl an Audllor for the coming year 
and 10 fix. his renumeralion. 
5. General. 
. ~ ; 
H. COXHEAD, 
Secretary. 
: 
..... 
I\.> 
~ 
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Appendix 3 
Interviewees 
Mrs HAP (Frue) Aubrey 
Interviewed in Christchurch, March 2000. 
Mr Ian Brodie 
Group interview in Timaru, July 2000. 
Mr Philip Cochrane 
Interviewed in Christchurch, February 2001. 
Mr Don Middleton 
Interviewed in Wanaka, February 2000. 
Mrs Sally Middleton 
Interviewed in Wanaka, February 2000. 
Mr Philip Phillips 
Interviewed in Queenstown, August 2001. 
Mr Struan Robertson 
Interviewed in Christchurch, March 2000. 
Mr Brian Wigley 
Interviewed by phone, February 2000. 
Mr Horton Hill 
Group interview in Timanl, July 2000. 
Mr Bill Adams 
Interviewed in Timanl, July 2000. 
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Mr Noel Dellow 
Group interview in Timaru, July 2000. 
Mr Geoff Williams 
Interviewed in Christchurch, February 2000. 
